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I NT ROD U C T ION. 

§ I. To primary object of" The Wind and Current Charts," 
out of whioh has grown this Treatise on the Physical Geography 
of the Sea, was to colleot the experience of every navigator as to 
the winds and ourrents of the ocean, to discuss his observations 
upon them, and then to present the world with the results on 
oharts for the improvement of commerce and navigation. 

II. Accordingly, when this object was made known, and an ap
peal was addressed to mariners, there was a Hight up into the gar
rets, and a ransacking of time-honored sea-chests in all the mari
time communities of the country for old log-books and sea journals. 

III. It was supposed that the records therein contained as to 
winds and weather, the sea and its ourrents, would afford the in
fonnation requisite for suoh an undertaking. 

IV. By putting down on a ohart the tracks of many vessels on 
the same voyage, but at different times, in different years, and 
during all seasons, and by projecting along eaoh track the winds 
and currents daily encountered, it was plain that navigators here
after, by consulting this ohart, would have for their guide the re
sults of the combined experience of all whose traoks were thus 
pointed out. 

V. Perhaps it might be the first voyage of a young navigator to 
the given port, when his own personal experience of the winds. to 
be expected, the ourrents to be encountered by the way, would it
self be blank. If so, there would be the wind and ourrent ohart. 
It would spread out before him the tracks of a thousand vessels 
that had preceded him on the same voyage, wherever it might be, 
and that, too, at the same season of the year. Suoh a chart, it 
was held, would show him not only the tracks of the vessels, but 
the experience also of each master as to the winds and ourrents by 
the way, the temperature of the ocean, and the variation of the 
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vi INTRODUCTION. 

needle. All this could be taken in at a glance, and thus the young 
mariner instead of groping his way along until the lights of expe
rience should come to him by the slow teachings of the dearest of 
all schools, would here find, at once, that he had already the expe
rience of a thousand navigators to guide him on his voyage. He 
might, therefore, set out upon his first voyage with as much con
fidence in his knowledge as to the winds and currents he might 
expect to meet with, as t40ugh he himself had already been that 
way a thousand times before. 

VI. But, to show the tracks of these vessels on 'a chart, a line 
had to 'be drawn for each one; now this, for so many, and all in 
black or blue, and on the same sheet of paper too, would present, 
it was perceived, a mass of lines in inextricable confusion. More
over, after these tracks were projected, there would be no room left 
for the name of the month to show when each one was made, 
much less for any written account of the winds and currents daily 
encountered by each vessel of the multitude. After the tracks 
were projected, there would, it was found after trial, be barely 
room left on the chart to write the name of the vessel, much less 
the direction and set of the winds and current8. 

VII. An appeal, it was consequently decided; should be taken to 
the most comprehensive sense of the five, and it was thereupon re
solved to address all those tracks, and winds, and currents, ,with 
their strength, set, and direction-in short, all this experience, 
knowledge, and information-to the eye, by means of colors and 
symbols. 

VIII. The symbols devised with this view were a comet's tail 
for the wind, an arrow for currents, Arabio numerals for the tem
perature of the sea, Roman for the variation of the needle, contin
uous, broken, and dotted lines for the month, and colors for the 
four seasons. . 

IX. A continuous line was used to show that the track was 
made during the first month; a broken, the second; and a dotted 
line, the last month of eaoh season: black standing for the winter, 
green for spring, red for summer, and blue for autumn. 

X. The comet's tail, and the arrow, and the numerals, were also 
in colors, according to the seasons. The force and direction of the 
wind were indicated by the shape and position of this tail; while 
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the Bight and length of the arrows deaigDated the velooity and set 
of the ourreuts. 

XI. Thus the eye was successfully addreaaeG; for, by a mere 
gJanoe at the chart, the navigator saw in a moment from what 
quarter he might expect. to iiDd the wind in any part of the sea to 
prevail for any month; and he thus had to guide him. aoross the 
pathless ocean, DOt theory or conjecture, nor the faint glimmerings 
of anyone man's experience, but the entire blaze and full flood of 
light which the o'bservatiODS of all the navisatom 'that had preceded 
him could shed. .. 

XII. Thus, while the yOUDg ship-master, with these oharts be
fore him, would be immediately lifted up and placed on a footiDg 
with the oldest sea-captaius in this respeot, the aged might see in 
these oharts also the voyages made in their young days spread out 
before them. There, on the chart, was the ship's name, her track, 
the year; and, by the color and fashion of the line (§ IX.), the 
month might be told. There, on that day, in that latitude and 
longitude, these charts would remind the old sailor that he had en· 
countered a terrible gale of wind; there, that he had been beset 
with calms; how here, with fair winds and a smooth sea, he had 
made a glorious run. Here, he had first encountered the trades ; 
and there, lost them. At this place, he had met with a "hawsing 
current." Here, the winds were squally with rain; and there, it 
was he hadtbeen beset with fogs; here, with thunder~rma. All 
this was seen on paper, and 80 represented as to reoall the reality 
vividly to mind. 

XIII. Such a chart could not fail to commend itself to intelli. 
gent ship-masters, and such a ohart was construoted for them. 
They took it to sea, they tried it, and to their surprise and delight 
they found that, with the knowledge it afforded, the remote comers 
of the earth were brought oloser together, in l!IOIIle instances, by 
many days'sail. The passage hence to the -equator alone was 
shortened ten days. Before the commencement of this undertak· 
ing, the average passage to California was 183 days; but with 
these oharts for their guide, navigators have reduced that average, 
and brought it down to 13:; days. 

XIV. Between England and Australia, the average time going, 
without these oharts, is ascertained to be 124 days, and coming, 
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viii INTllODUOTION. 

about the same; making the round voyage one of a~t 2tj() days 
on the average. 

XV. These charts, and the system of reaearch to whioh they 
have given rise, bid fair to bring that oolony and. the mother coun
try nearer by many days, reduoing, in no small measure, the aver
age duration of the round voyage.-

XVL At the meeting of the British. .Association of 1863, it was 
stated by a distiDguisb.ed member-aud the statament was again 
repeated at its meeting in 18M-tbat in Bombay, whence he 
came, it was estimated that this system of JeSearOb, if exteDded 
to the Indian Ocean, and embodied in a set of oharts for that sea, 
suoh as I have been describing, would produoe an annual saving 
to British. oommeroe, in those waters alone, of one or two millions 
of dollars;t and in all seas, of tan mjJ)jond 

XVII. A system of philoeophical research, whioh is so rich with 
fruits and abundant with promise, could not fail to attract the at
tantion and oommend itself to the consideration of the seafaring 
community of the whole civilized world. It was founded on ob
servation; it was the result of the experience of many observant 

• The outward puaage, it has IiDce been IICeItIiDed, has been ncluced to 97 clays 
on the average. 

t ..... Now let U8 make a calculation of the annual88ving to the commerce of the 
United State. e1fected by those charta and aailing directiODS. According to Mr. 
Maury, the average freight from the United States to Rio Janeiro ia 17.7 eta. per ton 
per clay; to AUItraIia, 20 eta. j to California, also, about 20 eta. The mean of thia 
ia a little over 19 cents per ton per day j but to be within the mark, we will take it 
at 15, and include all the ports of South America, China, and the East Indies . 

.. The aailing directiolUl haft .hortened the paaages to California 80 daya, to Aua
tralia 20, to Rio Janeiro 10. The mean of thia ia 20, but we wijI take it at 15, and 
also include the aboft·named ports of South America, China, and the East Indies . 

.. We eltimate the tonnage of the United States engaged in trade with these places 
at 1,000,000 toni per annum . 

.. With these data, we _ that there has been effected a 88ving for each one of 
these tolUl ot 15 cents per day for a period of 15 days, which will give an aggregate 
of 82,250,000 88ved per annum. Thia ia on the outward voyage alone, and the ton
nage trading with all other parts of the world is also left out of the calculation. 
Take these into conaidelation, and also the filet that there ia a vast amount of toreign 
tODDllge trading between these places and the United States, and it will be aeon that 
the annual sum 88ved will .well to an enormous amount."-Eztract from Hu.nl'. 
Mer-danl'. Jlagazine, May, 1854. 

t See llUIDgural Addreas ot the Earl of Harrowby, Pzeaident of tho Britiah Aaao
ciation at its ,womy·fourth meeting. Liverpool, ISM. 
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men, now brought together for the first time and patiently dis
cussed. The results tended to inorease human knowledge with 
regard to the sea and its wonders, and therefore they could not be 
wanting in attraotious to right-minded men. 

XVIII. AB we went on with our labors in this field, it was 
found that the fiight into the garret and the dive into the sea
ohests for old logs (§ II.) were not sufficient. The old records thence 
turned up proved to be only-ontoroppings to the rich vein which 
had been struck; but the indications whioh they gave of hidden 
treasure were unmistakable to the nautical mind of the world. 
It was found necessary to go deeper, and to observe more minutely 
than our ancestors of the sea had done. 

XIX. Aooordingly, it was deemed advisable to make an exhibit 
of what had been obtained from. the old sea.ohests. This was 
done, and presented to mariners in the shape of a set of" Traok 
Charts" for the North Atlantio Ocean. 

XX. On those oharts all the traoks that could be collected at 
that time from the old sea-journals were projected, and one was 
surprised to see how they out up and divided the ocean oft' into 
great turnpike-looking thoroughfares. There was the road to 
China: it, and the road to South America, to the Pacifio· around 
Cape Hom, to the East around the Cape of Good Hope, and to 
Australia, were one and the same until the navigator had left the 
North, crossed the equator, and passed over into the South Atlan
tio. Here there was, in this great highway, a fork to the right, 
leading to the ports of Brazil. A little farther on you oame to an
other on the left: it was the road by whioh the Cape of Good Hope 
was to be doubled. There was no finger-board or other visible 
sign to guide the wayfarer, but, nevertheless, all turned oft' at the 
same place. None missed it. 

XXI. This outward road to India and the gold fields of Austra
lia was, as it passed through the South Atlantio, a orooked one, 
but the road home from the Cape was straight,. for the winds along 
it were fresh and fair. 

XXII. But the outward-bound route through the North Atlantio, 
from the United States especially, was most ourious and orooked. 
It seemed, on the chart, to be as well beaten, and almost as well 
defined, as any Indian trail through the wilderness. First it struck 
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x INTRODUCTION. 

aCl'088 the Atlantio until it reached the Cape de Venl Ia1ands on 
the other side; then it took a tum, and came beck on this aide 
again, reaching the coast of Brazil in the vicinity of Cape St. 
Roque. Here there was another tum, and another reoroesing of 
the broad ocean, striking this time for the Cape of Good Hope, 
but bending far away to the right before that turning point was 
reached. 

xxm. Thus the great highway from the United States to the 
Cape of Good Hope nearly orossed the Atlantio, it was discovered, 
three times. The other parts of the ocean by the wayside were 
blank, untraveled spaces. All the vessels that sailed went by one 
road and returned by the other. Now and then there was a sort 
of a country oross-road, that was frequented by robbers and bad 
men as they passed on their voyage from A./rica to the West In- I 

diu and back. But all the rest of the ocean on the wayside, and 
to the distance of hundreds of miles on either hand, was blank, and 
seemed as untraveled and as much out of the way of the haunts 
of oi~ man as are the solitudes of the wildemess that lie broad 
off from the emigrants' trail to Oregon. Such was the old route. 

XXIV. Who were the engineers that laid out these highways 
upon the sea, and why did traders never try short outs across the 
blank spaces? There was neither rock, nor shoal, nor hidden dan
ger of any sort to prevent; why did not traders, therefore, seek to 
cut off these elbows in the great thoroughfares, and, instead of 
crossing the Atlantio three times on their way to the Cape of Good 
Hope (§ XXII.), cross it only once, as they did coming home? 

Who, it was repeated, were the hydrographio engineers concern
ed in the establishing of this zigzag route ? 

XXV. Inquiry was instituted, and, after diligent research, it was 
traced, by tradition, to the early navigators and the chance that 
directed them. When they set sail from Europe, seeking a pas
sage to the East via the Cape of Good Hope, they passed along 
down by the Cape de Verd Islands, and then, as they approached 
the equator, the winds forced them over toward the coast of Bra
zil. Thus a traok was made, and the route to the East laid out. 

XXVI. As one traveler in the wildemess follows in the trail of 
another, 80, it was discovered, did the trader on the high seas fol
low in the wake of those who had led the way. 
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The pioneer goes and returns: "Which way did you go? How 
lies the route? Give us your sailing directions," say his followers. 

XXVII. He that is questioned can speak only of the route by 
which he went and came. He knows of no others; and this, 
therefore, he commends to his followers, and they to those who 
come after them; and thus, in many cases, the route from place to 
place aoross the sea was, it was ascertained, handed down from 
sailor to sailor by tradition, or as legend, and very muoh in the 
same way that the overland route of the first emigrants to Cali
fornia continued to be followed season after season. 

XXVIII. Among other things, these legends told of the most 
sweeping ourrents to the north of St. Roque, along the coast of 
Brazil. The vessel, said they, that should fall so far to leeward of 
that cape and coast as to come within the influence of these cur
rents, was almost sure to be beset, and her crew to be cast upon 
an iron-bound coast amid the horrors of shipwreck. 

XXIX. Now these investigations have proved that there is no 
current there worth the name, and no danger to be apprehended 
when it is encountered, and so mariners now allude to these our
rents as the "bugbear" of St. Roque. 

XXX. Nevertheless, impressed with these legends and tradi
tions, the early navigators of this country, when they first com
menced to double the Cape of Good Hope on trading voyages, 
thought it most prudent to make the best of their way to the route 
from Europe, which had been often tried and was well known. 
They aimed to fall in with this route about the Cape de Verd Isl
ands. The winds there threw them baok on this side of the At
lantic, upon the coost of Brazil, and so they had to cross the ocean 
again to reach the Cape of Good Hope. But every body said that 
was the way, and it was so written down in the books. Hence 
the zigzag route (§ XXII.), and the supposed necessity, on the out
ward voyage to India, of crossing the Atlantio Ocean three times 
instead of once. 

XXXI. The results of the first chart, however (§ XIII.), though 
meagre and unsatisfactory, were brought to the notice ofnaviga
tors; their attention was called to the blank spaces, and the im
portance of more and better observations than the old sea-chesta 
generally contained was urged upon them . 

• 
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INTRODUCTION. 

XXXII. They were told that if eaoh one would agree to co-op
erate in a general plan of observations at sea, and would send reg
ularly, at the end of every oruise, an abstract log of their voyage to 
the National Observatory at Washington, he should, for 80 doing, 
be furnished, free of cost, with a copy of the oha.rtB and sailing di
reotions that might be founded upon those observations. 

XXXIII. The quiok, praotioal mind of the American ship-mas
ter took hold of the proposition at once. To him the field was in
viting, for he saw in it the promise of a rioh harvest and of many 
useful results. 

XXXIV. So, in a little while, there were more than a thousand 
navigators engaged day and night, and in all parts of the ocean, in 
making and recording observations according to a uniform plan, 
and in furthering this attempt to inorease our knowledge as to the 
winds and ourrents of the sea, and other phenomena that relate to 
its safe navigation and physical geography. 

XXXV. To enlist the service of suoh a large corps of observers, 
and to have the attention of 80 many 'olever and observant men di
rected to the same subject, was a great point gained: it was a 
giant stride in the advancement of knowledge, and a great step to
ward its spread upon the waters. 

XXXVI. Important results soon followed, and great discoveries 
were made. These attracted the attention of the commeroial 
world, and did not escape the notice of philosophers every where. 

XXXVII. The field was immense, the harvest was plenteous, 
and there was both need and room for more laborers. Whatever 
the reapers should gather, or the merest gleaner collect, was to in
ure to the benefit of commerce and navigation-the inorease of 
knowledge--the good of all. 

XXXVIII. Therefore, all who use the sea were equally interest
ed in the undertaking. The government of the United States, 80 

considering the matter, proposed a uniform system of observations 
at sea, and invited all the maritime states of Christendom to a con
ference upon the subject. 

XXXIX. This conference, consisting of representatives from 
France, England and Russia, from Sweden and Norway, Holland, 
Denmark, Belgium, Portugal, and the United States, met in Bros
sels, August 23, 1853, and recommended a plan of observations 

• 
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whioh should be followed on board the vessels of all friendly na
tions, and especially of those there present in the persons of their 
representatives. • 

XL. Prussia, Spain, the free city of Hamburg, the republics of 
Bremen and Chili, and the empires of Austria and Brazil, have 
since offered their co-operation also in the same plan. 

XLI. Thus the sea has been brought regnlarly within the do
mains of philoeophical research, and crowded with observers. 

-XLII. In peace and in war these observations are w be carried 
on; and, in case any of the vessels Oft board of which they are con
ducted may be captured, dle abstraot log--as the journal whioh 
contains these observations is oalled-is to be held sacred. 

XLIII. Baron Humboldt is of opinion that the results already 
obtained from this system of research are sufficient w give rise to 
a new department of science, which he has oalled the PHYSICAL 

GEOGRAPHY OF THE SEA. H 80 much. have already been aooom
plished by one nation, what may we not expect in the -oomse of a 
few years from the joint co-operation of 80 many 7 

XLIV. Rarely before has there been suoh a sublime 15peC1aole 
presented w the scientific world: all nations agreeing to unite and 
oo-operate in carrying out one system of philoeophioal research with 
regard to the sea. Though they may be enemies in all else, here 
they are to be friends. Every -ship that Davigates the high seas 
with these charts lmd blank abstract logs on board may henceforth 
be regarded as a floating observatory, a temple of science. The 
instruments used by every co-operating vessel are to be compared 
with standards that are -common to all; 80 that an observation 
that is made any where and in any ship, may be referred to and 
compared with all similar observations by all other ships in all 
other parts of the world. 
- But these meteorological observations which this extensive and 

. admirable system includes will relate only to the sea. It is a pity. 
The plan should include the land also, and be unive!8al. It is now 
proposed to have another and general meteorological congress; and 
the initiawry steps, by way of counsel, for oalling it together, have 
been taken, both in England and on the Continent. It is to be 
hoped that this country will not fail to co-operate in such a hu
mane, wise, and noble undertaking as is this. It involves a study 
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of the laws whioh regulate the atmosphere, and a careful investi
gation of all its phenomena. 

XLV. Another beautiful feature in this system is, that it costs 
nothing additional. The instruments that these observations oall 
for are such as are already in use on board of every well-oondi
tioned ship, and the observations that are required are precisely 
those which are necessary for her safe and proper navigation. 

XL VI. As great as is the value attaohed to what has been ao
oomplished by these researches in the way of shortening passages 
and lessening the dangers of the sea, a good of higher value is, in 
the opinion of many seamen, yet to oome out of the moral, the 
educational, influence which they are oaloulated to exert upon the 
seafaring community of the world. A very clever English ship
master, speaking recently of the advantages of educational influ
ences among those who intend to follow the sea, remarks : 

" To the oultivated lad there is a new world spread out when 
he enters on his first voyage. As his education has fitted, 80 will 
he perceive, year by year, that his profession makes him aoquaint
ed with things new and instructive. His intelligence will enable 
him to appreciate the contrasts of each oonntry in its general aspect, 
manners, and produotions, and in modes of navigation, adapted to 
the character of coast, olimate, and rivers. He will dwell with in
terest on the phases of the ocean, the storm, the calm, and the 
breeze, and will look for traces of the laws whioh regulate them. 
All this will induce a serious earnestness in his work, and teach 
him to view lightly those irksome and often offensive duties inci
dellt to the beginner."· Sentiments which can not fail to meet 
with a hearty response from all good men, whether ashore or afloat. 

XL VII. Never before has such a corps of observers been enlist
ed in the cause of any department of physioal science as is that 
which is now about to be engaged in advancing our knowledge of 
the physical geography of the sea, and never before have men felt 
such an interest with regard to this knowledge . 

.. II TIIa Loo 0' A MEaCHANT Or'Icaa; Yiewed with reference to the Edueat.ion of 
yeung Ofticen and the Youth of the Merchant Senice. By RonaT METBa&X. com
mander in the PeniDsuIar and Oriental Company. and autbor oftbe • Nanatiye of tho 
Blenheim H1I1'ricane of 1861 ... • London: John Weale. 69 Higb Holbom; Smith. 
Elder '" Co., ComhilI; Ackerman '" Co., Strand. 18M. 
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INTRODUCTION. xv 

Under this tenn will be inoluded a philosophical aooount of the 
winds and currents of the sea; of the oirculation of the atmosphere 
and ocean; of the temperature and depth of the sea ; of the won
ders that are hidden in its depths; and of the phenomena that dis
play themselves at its surface. In short, I shall treat of the econ
omy of the sea and its adaptations - of its salts, its waters, its 
climates, and its inhabitants, and of whatever there may be of gen
eral interest in its commercial uses or industrial pursuits, for all 
such things pertain to its PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

XLVIII. The object of this little book, moreover, is to show the 
present state, and, from time to time, the progress of this new and 
beautiful system of research, as well as of this interesting depart
ment of science; and the aim of the author is to present the glean
ings from this new field in a manner that may be interesting and 
instructive to all, whether old or young, ashore or afloat, who desire 
a oloser look into "the wonders of the great deep," or a better knowl
edge as to its winds, its adaptations, or its Physical Geography.· . . 

• There is an old and nry rare book which treata upon BOme or the aubjecta to 
which this little work relates. It is by Count L. F. MAa8lGLI, a Frenchman, and is 
called NA.TUBolL DIl8CalP'l'lOrr or THIl Sus. The copy to which I mer wu transla
ted into Dutch by Boerhaan in 1786. 

The French count made his obaenationa along the coast or Provence and Langue
doc. The description only relates to that part orthe Mediterranean. The book is di
vided into lour chaptera: the first, on the bottom and shape orthe sea; the second, or 
sea water; the third, on the movements or sea water; and the fourth, or sea plante. 

He dividea sea water into surface and deep-sea water; because, when he makes 
aalt from aunace water (not more than half a loot below the upper strata), this aalt 
will gin a red color to blue paper; whereas the aalt from deep-sea water will not al
ter the colora at aU. The blue paper can only change ita color by the aetion of an 
acid. The reuon why this acid (iodine 1) is Iound in aurface and not in deep-sea water 
is: it is derived from the air; but he suppoaea that the aaltpetre that is found in sea 
water, by the action oCtile BUD'S rays and the mQ&ion or the wan., is deprived or ita 
coarse parte, and, by evaporation, embodied in the air, to be conveyed to beut8 or 
plante for their eDaten£e, or deposed upon the earth's ernat, u it 0CC1UII on the plaina 
of Hungary, where the earth abaorb8 so much of this aaltpetre vapor. 

Donati, aleo, wu a valuable laborer in this field. Hie inquiries enabled Mr. Trem
bley- to conclude that there are, II at the bottom or the water, mountaine, plaina, val
leye, and caverns, jnat u upon the land." 

But by far the moat intereeting and valuable book touching the phyeical geography 
or the Mediterranean is Ac1miral Smyth's Iaet work, entitled II Taa MaDITUUrrllArr ; 
... MIl.ola, PRYeIC ... L, HISTO.IC ... L, ... rrD N ... UTICAL. By Rear-admiral WILLI .... Harr
aY S.YTH, K.S.F., D.C.L.," &C. London: John W. Parker and Son. 18M: 

• PbIlOlOPh1cal TrmAcliona. 
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 
PLAin I. (p. 70) is a diagram to illuatrate the cireulation of the atmoaphere (Chap. 

m.). The arrows and bands within the circumference ofthe circle are intended to 
ahow the calm be1t.a, and prevailing direction of the wind OD each section of those 
belta. The arrows exterior to the periphery of the circle-which is a section of the 
earth suppoeed to be made in the plane of the meridian-are intended to ahow the 
direction of the upper and lower atreta of wind. in the general .,.stem of atmoepher
icaI circalation; and a1eo to illustrate how the air brought by each atretum to the 
calm beltl there aec:ends or descends, as the case may be; and then, continuing to 
flow OD, how it ClO8Bes over in the direction in which it W88 traveling when it arrived 
11 the calm ZODe. 

Pu.na II. and m. (p. 207) are drawings of Brooke', Deep-sea Sounding Appa
ratuB, for bringing up apecimeDl of the bottom (~438). 

Pu.n IV. (p. 230) is intended 19 illuetrate the extreme movements of the ieotherma 
60°,600 ,700 , &c., in the At1ant11 Ocean during the year. The connection between 
the law of this motion and the climatea of the sea ie exceedingly interesting. 

PLAn V. is a section taken from ODe of the manuscript charta at the Observatory. 
It illuetratel the methoi adopted there for co-ordinating for the Pilot Charta the wiDda 
88 reported in the ab.tract logs. For this purpoee the oeean is divided into conven
ient sections, usually five degrees of latitude by five degreea ofIongitude. These par
allelograms are then subdivided into a aystem of engraved aquarea, the months of the 
year being the ordinates, and the pointB of the compaea being the ab8ciuaI. As the 
wind ie reported by a vessel that paeaea through any part of the parallelogram, 80 it 
ie 888umed to have been at that time all over the parallelogram. From such investi
gation. 88 this the Pilot Charta (~ 558) are constructed. 

PLATS VI. illuetrates the position of the channel of the GuIfStream (Chap. I.) for 
summer and winter. The diagram A ahowl a thermometrical trofile preaented by 
crotI8-aecUoDl of the GuIfStream, according to ObaervatiODl made by the hydrograph
ical partie. of the United States Coaat Suney. The elements for this diagram were 
kindly furnished me by the superintendent of that work. They are from a paper on 
the Gulf Stream, read by him before the American Anociation for the Advancement 
of Science 11 ita meeting in Washington, 18M. Imagine a v_I to aail from the 
Capel of Virginia straight out to aea, crouiDg the Gulf Stream at right anglea, and 
taking the temperature or it. waters at the aunace and at various deptha. This dia
gram ahows the elevation and depreaaiOD of the thermometer IIClO8II this section 88 

they were actually observed by suc:h ave_I. 
The black lines s, 'I, If, in the Gulf Stream, Ihow the course which those threada 

orwarm waterl take (~55). The lines _, b Ihow the computed drift route that the 
unfortunate steamer San Franciaco would take after her terrible ctiaaeter in December. 
1853. 
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mv EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

PL.i.n vn. ia iDteDded to allow how the winlla may become geological agents. It 
.hows where the winell that, in the general tyItem of atmOlJlherical cileulatiOD, blow 
over the d-n. aDd thinty IaDda in .Mia aDd ACriea (where the IUlDU&l aDI01IDt of 
precipitation ia lIDall), are IDPJICIIIId to get their vapon from; when, .. IDrfiu:e wiDell, 
they are IDPJICIIIId to coDdeDH portiODI of it; and whither they are IDppoted to truJa. 
port the reeidue thereof through the upper regioDl, retaiDiDg it UDtil they apiD be-
come IDrfiu:e wiDell. • 

PL.i.n VIn. allows the prevailiDg clirectiDD of the wind during the year in all partI 
of the ocean, .. derived from the llries of invtlltigatioDa iIlultratecl on Plate VII. It 
aJso allows the priDeipal route. _ the _ to variouI placel. Where the crou
lines reprel8Dting the yarda are obnque to the keel of the v_I, they indiea&e that 
the winda are, for the mOlt part, ahead; when perpendicular or square, that the winda 
are, Cor the molt part, fair. The figures on or near the dia(ramI reprel8Dtmg the 
veuell show the average length of the pauage in days. 

The arrows denote the prevailing direction of the wind; they are IDpposed to 8y 
witA it; 10 that the wind ia going .. the arrows point. The half-beaJded and half
feathered arrow. reprellnt mODlOODI (~462), aDd the stippled or ahaded belts the 
calm zones. 

In the regioDi on the polar lide of the ca1mI of Capricorn aDd of Cancer, where 
the arrow. are flying both from the northwest and the lOuthwell, the idea intended 
to be conveyed is, that the prevailing direction of the wind ia between the northwell 
aDd the IOUthWell, aDd that their frequency ia from theII two quarten in proportion 
to the number of arroWi. 

PUTS IX. ia intended to show the Prel8Dt state of our knowledge with regard to 
the dri1\ or the ocean, or, more properly, with regard to the great flow of polar and 
equatorial w&ten, aDd their channels of circulation .. indicated by the thermometer 
(~528). Further retearChes will enable us to improve thia chart. The mOlt favorite 
places of relOrt for the whale-rigAt in cold, and '1""" in warm w&ter-are aJso ex
hibited on thia chart. 

PLATE X. exhibits the actua1 path of a storm, which ia a type (~72) of the Welt 
India hurricanes. Mr. Redfield, Colonel Reid, and others, have traced out the paths 
of a number of such storm.. AU of thia cIaaa appear to make Cor the Gulf Stream ; 
after reaching it, they turn about and foUow it in their conrse (~75). 

Mr. Piddington, or Calcutta, baa made the Ealt India hurricanes, which are BimiIar 
to th_, the object of special, patient, and laborious investigation. He calls them 
eyc1oiu, and baa eh'!ited much valuable information concerning them, which may be 
found embraced in hia "Sailor's Hom-book," " ConveraatioDi about Hurricane., .. and 
numerous papera publiahed from time to time in the Journal of the Aliatic Society. 

PLJ.TE. XI. and XII. speak for themllives. They are orographic for the North 
Atlantic Ocean, and exhibit completely the preteDt state of our knowledge with re
gard to the elevatiol\ll and depreuiODI in the bed of the .ea; Plate XII. exhibiting a 
vertical section of the Atlantic, and showing the contraate of its bottom with the sea
level in a line from Mexico across Yueaten, Cuba, San Domingo, aDd the Ctpe de 
Verda, to the coaat or Africa, marked A on Plate XI. 
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THE 

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE SEA. 

CHAPTER I. 

T R B G U L PST It EA. •• 

The Golf Stream, ~ I.-Its Color, 2.-Its Cau8e, 3-7.-Dr. Franklin'. Theory, 8.
The Sargauo Sea, 13.-The Trade-wind Agency refuted, l •. -Galvanic Properties 
of GuI( Stream WateJI, 2S.-Initial Ve1oeity, 3O.-Agents that make Water in one 
part of the Sea heavier than in another, 31.-Temperature of the GuI( Stream, 37. 
-It is Roof-shaped, 39.-Why the Drift Matter of the Gull Stream is sloughed off" 
to the right of its CourBe, 42.-CourBe of the Gulf Stream, 47.-Currents run along 
ares of Great CUcles, 49.-The CourBe of Currents counter to the Gull Stream, 52. 
-The Force derived from Changes of Temperature, 63.-Limits of the Gull Stream 
Cor March and September, 54.-Streab of Warm and Cool Water in it, 55.-A 
Coshion of Cold Water between the Bottom of the Sea and the Waters 01 the Gull 
Stream, 56.-It runs up hill, 57. 

1. TRBU is a river in the ocean. In the severest droughts it 
never fails, and in the mightiest floods it never overflows. Its 
banks and its bottom are of cold water, while its current is of 
warm. The Gulf of Mexico is its fountain, and its mouth is in 
the Arctic Seas. It is the Gulf Stream. There is in the world 
no other such majestic flow of waters. Its current is more rapid 
than the Mississippi or the Amazon. 

2. Its waters, as far out from the Gulf as the Carolina coasts, 
are of an indigo blue. They are so distinctly marked, that their 
line of junction with the common sea-water may be traced by the 
eye. Often one half of the vessel may be perceived floating in 
Gulf Stream water, while the other half is in common water of the 
sea; so sharp is the line, and such the want of affinity between 
those waters, and the reluctance, on the part of those of the Gulf 
Stream to mingle with the common water of the sea. 

3. What is the cause of the Gulf Stream has always puzzled 
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26 THE PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE SEA. 

philosophers. Modem investigations and examinationS are begin
nipg to throw some light upon the subject, though all is not yet 
clear. 

4. Early writers maintained that the Mississippi River was the 
father of the Gulf Stream. Its floods, they said, produce it; for 
its velocity, it was held, could be computed by the rate of the cur
rent of the river. 

5. Captain Livingston overturned this hypothesis by showing 
that the volume of water which the Mississippi River empties into 
the Gulf of Mexico is not equal to the one thousandth part of that 
which escapes from it through the Gulf Stream. 

6. Moreover, the water of the Gulf Stream is aalt-of the Mis
sissippi, fresh; and. those pl1ilosophera (~ 4) forgot that just as 
much salt as escapes from the Gulf of Mexico through this stream, 
must enter the· Gulf through some other channel from the main 
ocean; for, if it did not, the Gulf of Mexico, in proce88 of time, 
unless it had aaalt bed at the bottom, or was fed with salt springs 
below-neither of which is probable-would become a fresh-water 
basin. 

7. The above quoted argument of Captain Livingston, however, 
was held to be conclusive; and upon the remains of the hypoth
esis which he had so completely overturned, he set up another. 
which, in turn, has been upset. In it he ascribed the velocity of 
the Gulf Stream as depending "on the motion of the sun in the 
ecliptic, and the influence he has on the waters of the Atlantic." 

8. But the opinion that came to be the most generally received 
and deep-rooted in the mind of seafaring people was the one re
peated by Dr. Franklin, and which held that the Gulf Stream is 
the escaping of the waters that have been fm-ced into the Carib
bean Sea by the trade-winds, and that it is the pressure of those 
winds upon the water which forces up into that sea a head, as it 
were, for this stream. 

9. We know of instances in which waters have been accumu
lated on one side of a lake, or in one end of a canal, at the ex
pense of the other. But they are rare, sudden, and partial, and 
for the most part confined to sheets of shoal water where the rip
ples are proportionably great. As far as they go, the pressure of 
the trade-winds may assist to give the Gulf Stream its initial ve
locity, but is it of itself adequate to such an effect 1 To my mind. 
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the laws of Hydrostatics, as at present expounded, appear by no 
means to warrant the conclusion that it is, unless the aid of other 
agents also be brought to bear. 

Admiral Smyth, in his valuable memoir on the Mediterranean 
(p. 162), mentions, that a continuance in the Sea of Tuscany of 
"gusty galu" from the southwest has been known to raise its sur
face no le88 than twelve feet above its ordinary level. This, he 
says, occasions a strong surface drift through the Strait of Boni
faccio. But in this we have nothing like the Gulf Stream; no 
deep and narrow channel-way to conduct these waters oft" like a 
miniature river even in the sea, but a mere surface How, such as 
usually follows the piling up of water in any pond or gulf above 
the ordinary level. The Bonifaccio current does not How like a 
river in the sea across the Mediterranean, but it spreads itself out 
as soon as it passes the Strait&, and, like a circle on the water, 
108esitself by broad spreading as soon as it gets to sea. 

10. Supposing the pressure of the waters that are forced into 
the Caribbean Sea by the trade-winds to be the sole cause of the 
Gulf Stream, that sea and the Mexican Gulf should have a much 
higher level than the Atlantic. Accordingly, the advocates of this 
theory require for its support" a great degree of elevation." Major 
Rennelllikens the stream to "an immense river descending from 
a higherlevel into a plain." Now we know very nearly the aver
age breadth and velocity of the Gulf Stream in the Florida Pass. 
We also know, with a like degree of approximation, the velocity 
and breadth of the same waters oft" Cape Hatteras. Their breadth 
here is about seventy-five miles against thirty-two in the" Nar
rows" of the Straits, and their mean velocity is three knots off 
Hatteras against four in the "Narrows." This being the case, it 
is easy to show that the depth of the Gulf Stream oft" Hatteras is 
not so great as it is in the" Narrows" of Bemini by nearly 50 per 
cent., and that, consequently, instead of ducending, its bed rep
resents the surface of an inclined plane from the north, up which 
the lower depths of the stream must ascend. If we assume its 
depth off Bemini to be two hundred fathoms, which are thought 
to be within limits, the above rates of breadth and velocity will 
give one hundred and fourteen fathoms for its depth off Hatteras. 
The waters, therefore, which in the Straits are below the level of 
the Hatteras depth, so far from descending, are actually forced up 
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an inclined plane, whose submarine ascent is not le88 than ten 
inches to the mile. 

The Niagara is an "immense river descending into a plain." 
But instead of preserving its character in Lake Ontario as a dis
tinct and well-defined stream for several hundred miles, it spreads 
itself out, and its waters are immediately lost in those of the lake. 
Why should not the Gulf Stream do the same? It gradually en
larges itself, it is true; but, instead of mingling with the ocean by 
broad spreading, as the "immense rivers" descending into the 
northern lakes do, its waters, like a stream of oil in the ocean, 
preserve a distinctive character for more than three thousand miles. 

11. Moreover, while the Gulf Stream is running to the north 
from its supposed elevated level at the south, there is a cold cur
rent coming down from the north; meeting the warm waters of 
the Gulf midway the ocean, it divides itself, and rUDS by the side 
of them right back into those very reservoirs at the south, to which 
theory gives an elevation sufficient to send out entirely across the 
Atlantic a jet of warm water said to be more than three thousand 
times greater in volume than the Mississippi River. This current 
from Baffin's Bay has not only no trade-winds to give it a head. 
but the prevailing winds are unfavorable to it, and for a great part 
of the way it is below the surface, and far beyond the propelling 
reach of any wind. And there is every reason to believe that this 
polar current is quite equal in volume to the Gulf Stream. Are 
they not the effects of like causes? If so, what have the trade
winds to do with the one more than the other 1 

12. It is a custom often practiced by seafaring people to throw 
a bottle overboard, with a paper, stating the time and place at 
which it is done. In the absence of other information as to cur
rents, that afforded by these mute little navigators is of great 
value. They leave no tracks behind them, it is true, and their 
routes can not be ascertained. But knowing where they were 
cast, and seeing where they are found, some idea may be formed 
as to their course. Straight lines may at least be drawn, show
ing the shortest distance from the beginning to the end of their 
voyage, with the time elapsed. Captain Beechey, R. N., has pre
pared a chart, representing, in this way, the tracks of more than 
one hundred bottles. From it, it appears that the waters from 
every quarter of the Atlantic tend toward the Gulf of Mexico and 
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its stream. Bottles cast into the sea midway between the Old 
and the New Worlds, near the coasts of Europe, Africa, and 
America, at the extreme north or farthest south, have been found 
either in the West Indies, or within the well-known range of Gulf 
Stream waters. 

Of tw~ cast out together in south latitude on the coast of Africa. 
one was found on the island of Trinidad; the other on Guernsey, 
in the English Channel. .' 

In the absence of positive information on the subject, the cir
cumstantial evidence that the latter performed the tour of the 
Gulf is all but conclusive. 

Another bottle, thrown over off Cape Hom by an American 
master in 1837, has been recently picked up on the coast of Ire
land. An inspection of the chart, and of the drift of the other 
bottles, seems to force the conclusion that this bottle too went 
even from that remote region to the so-called higher level of the 
Gulf Stream reservoir. 

13. Midway the Atlantic, in the triangular space between the 
Azores, Canaries, and the Cape de Verd Islands, is the Sargasso Sea. 
(Plate VI.) Covering an area equal in· extent to the Mississippi 
Valley, it is so thickly matted over with Gulf·weed (fucus natans), 
that the speed of vessels passing through it is often much retard
ed. When the companions of Columbus saw it, they thought it 
marked the limits of navigation, and became alarmed. To the 
eye, at a little distance, it seems substantial enough to walk upon. 
Patches of the weed are always to be seen Aoating along the Gulf 
Stream. Now, if bits of cork or chaff, or any lloating substance, 
be put into a basin, and a circular motion be given to the water, 
all the light substances will be found crowding together near the 
centre of the pool, where there is the least motion. Just such a 
basin is the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf Stream, and the Sargasso 
Sea is the centre of the whirl. Columbus tint found this weedy 
sea in his voyage of discovery; there it has remained to this day; 
and certain observations as to its limits, extending back for fifty 
years, assure us that its position has not been altered since that 
time. This indication of a circular motion by the Gulf Stream is 
corroborated by the bottle chart and other sources of information. 
If, therefore, this be so, why give the endless current a higher 
level in one part of its course than another 1 
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14. Nay, more; at the very season of the year when the Gulf 
Stream is rushing in greatest volume through the Straits of Flor
ida, and hastening to the north with the greatest rapidity, there is 
a cold stream from Baffin's Bay, Labrador, and the coasts of the 
north, running to the south with equal velocity. Where is the 
trade-wind that gives the high level to Baffin's Bay, or that even 
presses upon, or assists to put this current in motion 1 The agen
cy of winds in producing currents in the deep sea must be very 
partial. These two currents meet off the Grand Banks, where 
the latter is divided. One part of it underruns the Gulf Stream, 
as is shown by the icebergs which are carried in a direction tend
ing across its course. The probability is, that this "fork" con
tinues on toward the south, and runs into 'he Caribbean Sea, for 
the temperature of the water at a little depth there has been found 
far below the mean temperature of the earth, and quite as cold as 
at a corresponding depth off the Arctic shores. of Spitzbergen. 

15. More water can not run from the equator or the pole than 
to it. If we make the trade-winds cause the former, some other 
wind must produce the latter; but these, for the most part, and 
for great distances, are sUbmarine, and therefore beyond the inftu
ence of winds. Hence it should appear that winds have little to 
do with the general system of aqueous circulation in the ocean. 

The other" fork" runs between us and the Gulf Stream to the 
south, as already described. As far as it has been traced, it wah-
rants the belief that !t, too, runs up to seek the so-called higher 
level of the Mexican Gulf. 

16. The power necessary to overcome the resistance opposed 
to such a body of water as that of the Gulf Stream, running sev
eral thousand miles without any renewal of impulse from the forces 
of gravitation or any other known cause, is truly surprising. It 
so happens that we have an argument for determining, with con
siderable accuracy, the resistance which the waters of this stream 
meet with in their motion toward the east. Owing to the diurnal 
rotation, they are carried around with the earth on its axis toward 
the east with an hourly velocity of one hundred and fifty-seven
miles greater when they enter the Atlantic than when they arrive 
off the Banks of Newfoundland. In consequence of the difference 

• In this calculation the earth is treated l1li a perfect ephere. with a diameter or 
7925-58 milell. 
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of latitude between the parallel. of these two places, their rate of 
motion around the axis of the earth is reduced from nine hundred 
and fifteen- to seTen hundred and fifty-eight miles the hour. 

17. Therefore this immense volume of water, in passing from 
the Bahamas to the Grand Banlu, meets with an opposing force 
in the shape of resistance, sufficient, in the aggregate, to retard it 
two miles and a half the minute, and this only in its eastwardly 
rate. H this resistance be calculated according to received laws, . 
it will be found equal to several atmospheres. And by analogy, 
how inadequate must the pressure of the gentle trade-winds be to 
such resistance, and to the effect assigned them 1 H, therefore, 
in the proposed inquiry, we search for a propelling power nowhere 
but in the higher level of the Gulf, we must admit, in the head of 
water there, the existence of a force capable of putting in motion, 
and of driving over a plain at the rate of four miles the hour, all 
the waters, as fast as they can be brought down by three thou
sand such streams as the Mississippi River-a power, at least, suf
ficient to overcome the resistance required to reduce from two 
miles and a half to a few feet per minute the velocity of a stream 
that keeps in perpetual motion one fourth of all the waters in the 
Atlantic Ocean. 

18. The facts, from observation on this interesting subject, af
ford us at best but a mere glimmer of light, by no means sufficient 
to make any mind clear as to a higher level of the Gulf, or as to 
the sufficiency of any other of the causes assigned for this wonder
ful stream. If it be necessary to resort to a higher level in the 
Gulf to account for the velocity off Hatteras, I can not perceive 
why we should not, with like reasoning, resort to a higher level 
off Hatteras also to account for the velocity off the Grand Banks, 
and thus make the Gulf Stream, throughout its circuit, a descend
ing current, and, by the reductio ad absurdum, show that the trade
winds are not adequate to the effect ascribed. 

19. When facts are wanting, it often happens that hypothesis 
will serve, in their stead, all the purposes of illustration. Let us, 
therefore, suppose a globe of the earth's size, having a solid nu
cleus, and covered all over with water two hundred fathoms deep; 

• Or, 915·26 to 758·60. On the latter parallel the current baa an east eet ofabout 
one and a half miles the hour, making the true velocity to the east, and on the axia 
of the earth, about seven hundred and sixty mile. the hour at the Grand BUlb. 
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and that every source of heat 'and cause of radiation be removed, 
so that its duid temperature becomes constant and uniform through
out. On such a globe, the equilibrium remaining undisturbed, 
there would be neither wind nor current. 

20. Let us now suppose that all the water within the tropics, 
to the depth of one hundred fathonlk, suddenly becomes oil. The 
aqueous equilibrium of the planet is thereby disturbed, and a gen
eral system of currents and counter currents it immediately com
menced-the oil, in an unbroken sheet on the surface, running to
ward the poles, and the water, in an under current, toward the 
equator. The oil is supposed, as it reaches the polar basin, to be 
reconverted into water, and the water to become oil as it crosses 
Cancer and Capricorn, rising to the surface and returning as before. 

21. Thus, without wind, we should have a perpetual and uni
form system of tropical and polar currents. In consequence of 
diurnal rotation of the planet on its ans, each particle of oil, were 
resistance small, would approach the poles on a spiral turning to 
th~ east, with a relative velocity greater and greater, until, finally, 
it would reach the pole and whirl about it at the rate of nearly a 
thousand miles the hour. Becoming water and losing its velocity, 
it would approach the tropics by a similar, but inverted spiral, 
turning toward the west. Owing to the principle here alluded to, 
all currents from the equator to the poles should have an eastward 
tendency, and all from the poles toward the equator a westward.; 

22. Let us now suppose the solid nucleus of this hypothetical 
globe to assume the exact form and shape. of the bottom of our 
seas, and in all respects, as to figure and size, to represent the 
shoals and islands of the sea, as well as the coast lines an~ con
tinents of the earth. The uniform system of currents just de
scribed would now be interrupted by obstructions and local causes 
of various kinds, such as unequal depth of water, contour of shore
lines, &c.; and we should have at certain places currents greater 
in volume and velocity than at others. But still there would be 
a system of currents and counter currents to and from either pole 
and the equator. Now do not the cold waters of the north, and 
the warm waters of the Gulf, made specifically lighter by tropical 
heat, which we see actually preserving such a system of counter 
currents, hold, at least in some degree, the relation of the sup
posed water and oil ? 
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23. In obedience to the laws here hinted at, there is a con/iltant 
tendency of polar waters toward the tropics and of tropical waters 
toward the poles. Captain Wilkes, of the United States Explor
ing Expedition, crossed one of these hyperborean under-currents 
two hundred miles in breadth at the equator. 

24. Assuming the maximum velocity of the Gulf Stream at five 
knots, and its depth and breadth in the Narrows of Bemini as be
fore (~ 10), the vertical section across would present an area of 
two hundred millions of square feet moving at the rate of seven 
feet three inches per second. The difference of specific gravity 
between the volume of Gulf water that crosses this sectional line 
in one second, and an equal volume of water at the ocean temper
ature of the latitude, is fifteen millions of pounds. If these esti
mated dimensions (assumed merely for the purposes of illustration) 
be within limits, then the force per second operating here to pro
pel the waters of the Gulf toward the pole is the equilibrat~ng ten
dency due to· fifteen millions of pounds of water in the latitude of 
Bemini. 

25. In investigating the currents of the seas, such agencies 
should be taken into account. As a cause, I doubt whether this 
one is sufficient of itself to produce a stream of such great velocity 
as that of the Gulf; for, assuming its estimated discharge to be 
correct, the proposition is almost susceptible of mathematical dem
onstration, that to overcome the resistance opposed in consequence 
of its velocity would require a force at lealst sufficient to drive, 
.t the rate of three miles the hour, ninety thousand millions of 
tons up an inclined plane having an ascent of three inches to the 
mile.· Yet the very principle from which this agent is derived 
is admitted to be one of the chief causes of those winds which are 
said to be the sole cause of this current. 

26. The chemical properties, or, if the expression be admissible, 
the galvanic properties of the Gulf Stream waters, as they come 
from their fountains, are different, or, rather, more intense than 
they are in sea water generally. 

In 1843 the Secretary of the Navy took measures for procur
ing a series of observations and experiments with regard to the 
corrosive effects of sea water upon the copper sheathing of ships. 
With patience, care, and labor, these researches were carried on 

• suppoaing there be no resistance from friction. 

C 
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for a period of ten years; and it is said the fact has been estab
lished, that the copper on the bottom of ships cruising in the 
Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico suffers more from the action 
of sea water upon it than does the copper of sbips cruising in 
any other part of the ocean. In other words, the salts of these 
waters create the most powerful galvanic battery that is found in 
the ocean. 

27. Now it may be supposed-other things being equal-that 
the strength of this galvanic battery in the sea depends in some 
measure upon the proportion of salts that the. sea waters hold. in 
solution. 

If, therefore, in the absence of better information, this sugges-
. tion be taken as a probability, we may go a step farther, and draw 

the inference that the waters of the Gulf Stream, as they rush out 
in such volume and with such velocity into the Atlantic, have not 
only chemical affinities peculiar to themselves, but, having more 
salts, they are therefore specifically heavier than the sea water 
threugh which they flow in such a clear and well-defined channel. 

28. The affinities of which I speak, and which are manifested 
in the reluctance of the Gulf Stream to mingle its waters with 
those of the ocean (~ 2), may be the resultant of their galvanic 
properties, higher temperature, and greater degree of saltness, all 

, rombined. 
1'-. 29. If the story told by the copper (~ 26) be taken to mean a 

higher point of saturation with salts, and, consequently, a greater 
specific gravity for the waters of the Gulf and Caribbean Sea 
than for the waters of the broad ocean at the same temperature, 
then we should have as a source for the initial velocity of the 
Gulf Stream, not, indeed, a higher level of the waters in the Gulf, 
but a greater density. 

30. Now a greater density, implying, of course, a greater specific 
gravity, would serve, as well as a higher level, to impart an initial 
velocity, but with this difference: the heavier waters would, by 
reason of their greater pressure, be ejected through the most con
venient aperture out into the ocean of lighter waters by a sort of 
squirting force. But what, it may be asked, should make the 
waters of the Mexican Gulf and Caribbean Sea salter than the 
waters of like temperature in those parts of the ocean through 

, which the Gulf Stream flows 1 

• 
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31. There are physical agents that are known to be at work in 
different parts of the ocean, the tendency of which is to make the 
waters in one part of the ocean salter and heavier, and in another 
part lighter and less salt than the average of sea water. These 
agents are those employed by sea-shells in secreting solid matter 
for their structures, also of heat- and radiation, evaporation and 
precipitation. 

32. In the trade-wind regions at sea (Plate VIII.), evaporation 
is generally in excess of precipitation, while in the extra-tropical 
regions the reverse is the case; that is, the clouds let down more 
water than the winds take up again; and these are the regions in 
which the Gulf Stream enters the Atlantic. 

33. Along the shores of India, where experiments have been 
carefully made, the evaporation amounts to three fourths of an 
inch daily. Suppose it in the trade-wind region of the Atlantic 
to amount to only half an inch, that would give an annual evap
oration of say fifteen feet. In the process of evaporation from the 
sea, fresh water only is taken up, the salts are left behind. 

Now a layer of sea water fifteen feet deep, and as broad as the 
trade-wind belts of the Atlantic, and reaching across th~ ocean, 
contains an immense amount of salts. 

34. The great equatorial current (Plate VI.) which sweeps from 
the shores of Africa across the Atlantic into the Caribbean Sea 
is a surface current; and may it not bear into that sea a large 
portion of those waters that have satisfied the thirsty trade-winds 
with saltless vapor? If so-and it probably does-have we not 
detected here the foot-prints of an agent that does tend to make 
the waters of the Caribbean Sea salter, and therefore heavier than 
the average of sea water? 

It is immaterial, so far as the correctness of the principle upon 
which this reasoning depends is concerned, whether the annual 
evaporation from the trade-wind regions of the Atlantic be fifteen, 
ten, or five feet. The layer of water, whatever be its thickness, 
that is evaporated from this part of the ocean, is not all poured 
back by the clouds in the same place whence it came. But they 
take it and pour it down in showers upon the extra-tropical regions 
of the -earth-on the land as well as in the sea-where, as a rule, 
more water is let down than is taken up into the clouds again ... 

.. According to Doctor Marcet, lea water contrac&e down to ISO. • 
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Suppose the excess of precipitation in these extra-tropical regions 
of the sea amounts to but twelve inches, or even to but two, it is 
twelve inches or two inches, as the case may be, of freth water 
added to the sea in those parts, and which, therefore, tends to 
lessen the specific gravity of sea water there to that extent; and 
for the simple reason, that what is taken from one scale, by being 
put into the other, reduplicates the difference. 

35. Now, that we may form some idea as to the infiuence which 
the salts left by the vapor that the trade-winds, northeast and south
east, take up from sea water, is calculated to exert in creating 
currents, let us make a partial calculation to show how much salt 
this vapor held in solution .before it was taken up, and, of course, 
while yet in the state of sea water. The northeast trade-wind 
regions of the Atlantic embrace an area of at least three million 
square miles; and the yearly evaporation from it is (~ 33), we 
will suppose, fifteen feet. The salt that is contained in a mass of 
sea water covering to the depth of fifteen feet an area of three 
million square miles in superficial extent, would be sufficient' to 
cover the British islands to the depth of fourteen feet. As this 
water supplies the trade-winds with vapor, it therefore becomes 
salter, and as it becomes salter, the forces of aggregation among 
its particles are increased, as we may infer from the fact (~ 27), 
that the waters of the Gulf Stream are reluctant to mix with those 
of the ocean. 

Now, whatever be the cause that enables these waters to re
main on the surface, whether it be from the fact just stated, and 
in consequence of which the waters of the Gulf Stream are held 
together in their channel; or whether it be from the fact that the 
expansion from the heat of the torrid zone is sufficient to com
pensate for this increased saltness; or whether it be from both 
of these infiuences together that these waters are kept on the sur
face, suffice it to say, we do know that they go into the Carib
bean Sea (~ 34) as a surface current. The trade-winds, by their 
constant force, may assist to skim them off from the Atlantic, and 
push them along into the Caribbean Sea, whence, for causes un
known, they escape by the channel of the Gulf Stream in prefer
ence to any other. 

,., 36. In the present state of our knowledge concerning this WOD

/ derful phenomenon-for the Gulf Stream is one of the most mar-
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velous things in the ocean-we can do little more than conjec
ture. But we have two causes in operation which we may safely 
assume are among those concerned in producing the Gulf Stream. 
One of these is in the increased saltness of its water after the 
trade-winds have been supplied with vapor from it; and the other 
is in the diminished quantum of salt which the Baltic and the 
North Sea contain. The waters of the Baltic are nearly fresh; 
they contain only about half as much salt as sea water does gen
erally (~ 248). 

Now here we have, on one side, the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of 
Mexico, with their waters of brine; on the other, the Baltic and the 
North Sea, with waters that are but little more than brackish. In 
one set of these sea-basins the water is heavy; in the other, it is 
light. Between them the ocean intervenes; but water is bound 
to seek and to maintain its level; and here, therefore, we unmask 
one of the agents concerned in causing the Gulf Stream. What 
is the intluence of this agent-that is, how great is it, and to what 
extent does it go-we can not say; only it is at least one of the 
agents concerned. Moreover, speculate as we may as to all the 
agencies concerned in collecting these waters, that have supplied 
the trade-winds with vapor, into the Caribbean Sea, and then in 
driving them across the Atlantic, of this we may be sure, that the 
salt which the trade-wind vapor leaves behind in the tropics has 
to be conveyed away from the trade-wind region, to be mixed up 
again in due proportion with the other water of the sea-the Baltic 
included-and that these are the waters which we see running off 
through the Gulf Stream. To convey them away is one of the 
offices which, in the economy of the ocean, has been assigned to it. 

37. As to the temperature of the Gulf Stream, there is, in a 
winter's day, off Hatteras and even as high up 8S the Grand Banks 
in mid ocean, a difference between its wat,ers and those of the 
ocean near by of 20°, and even 30°. Water, we know, expands 
by heat, and here the difference of temperature may more than 
compensate for the difference of saltness, and leave, therefore, the 
waters of the Gulf lighter by reason of their warmth. 

38. Being lighter and adhesive, they should therefore occupy a 
higher level than those through which' they tlow. 4ssuming the 
depth off Hatteras to be one hundred and fourleen fathoms, and 
allowing the usual rates of expansion for sea water, figures show 
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that the middle or axis of the Gulf Stream there should be nearly 
two feet higher than the contiguous waters of the Atlantic. Hence 
the surface of the stream should present a double inclined plane, 
from which the water would be running down on either side, as 
from the roof of a house. As this runs off at the top, the same 
weight of colder water runs in at the bottom, and so raises up the 
cold water bed of the Gulf Stream, and causes it to become shal
lower and shallower as it goes north. 

39. That the Gulf Stream is roof-shaped, causing the waters on 
its surface to dow off to either side from the middle, we have not 
only circumstantial evidence to show, but observations to prove. 

40. Navigators, while drifting along with the Gulf Stream, have 
lowered a boat to try the surface current. In such cases, the boat 
would drift either to the east or to the west, as it happened to be 
on one side or the other of the axis of the stream, while the ves
sel herself would drift along with the stream in the direction of its 
course; thus showing the existence of a shallow roof-current 
from the middle toward either edge, which would carry the boat 
along, but which, being superficial, does not extend deep enough 
to affect the drift of the vessel. 

41. That such is the case (~ 38), is also indicated by the cir
cumstance that the sea-weed and drift-wood which are found in 
such large quantities along the outer edge of the Gulf Stream, are 
never, even with the prevalence of easterly winds, found along its 
inner edge, and for the simple reason that to cross the Gulf Stream, 
and to pass over from that side to this, they would have to drift up 
stream, as it were; that is, they would have to stem this roof-cur
rent until they reached the middle of the stream. We never hear 
of planks, or wrecks, or of any doating substance which is cast into 
the sea on the other side of the Gulf Stream being found along 
the coasts of the United States. Drift-wood, trees, and seeds 
from the West India islands, are said to have been cast up on the 
shores of Europe, but never, that I ever heard, on the Atlantic 
shores ofthis country. 

We are treating now of the effects of physical causes. The 
question to which I ask attention is, Why does the Gulf Stream 
slough off and. cast upon its outer edge sea-weed, drift-wood, and 
all other solid bodies that are found floating upon it 1 

42. One cause has been shown to be in its roof-shaped current; 
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but 1.here is another which tends to produce the same eft'ect; and 
because it is a physical agent, it should not, in a treatise of this 
kind, be overlooked, be ita action never 80 slight. I allude now to 
the eft'ects (upon the drift matter of the stream) produced by the 
diurnal rotation of the earth. 

43. Take, for illustration, a rail-road that runs north and south. 
It is well known to engineers, that when the cars are going north 
on auch a road, their tendency is to run oft' on the east side; but 
when the train is going south, their tendency is to run oft' on the 
west side of the track-i. e., always on the right-hand side. 
Whether the road be one mile or one hundred miles in length, the 
effect of diurnal rotation is the same, and the tendency to run oft', 
as you cross a given parallel at a stated rate of speed, is the same, 
whether the road be long or short, the tendency to fly the track 
being in proportion to the speed of the trains, and not at all in 
proportion to the length of the road. 

44. Now, vis inertit.8 and velocity being taken into the account, 
the tendency to obey the force of this diurnal rotation, and to trend 
to the right, is proportionably as great in the case of a patch of 
sea-weed as it drifts along the Gulf Stream, as it is in the case 
of the train of cars as they speed to the north, along the iron track 
of the Hudson River railway, or the Great Western railway of 
England. 

The rails restrain the cars and prevent them from flying oft'; 
but there are no rails to restrain the sea-weed, and nothing to pre
vent the drift-matter of the Gulf Stream from going oft'in obedi
ence to this force. The slightest impulse tending to tum aside 
bodies moving freely in water is immediately felt and implicitly 
obeyed. 

45. It is in consequence of this diurnal rotation that· drift-wood 
coming down the Mississippi is so very apt to be cast upon the 
west or right bank. This is the reverse of what obtains upon the 
Gulf Stream, for it flows to the north; it therefore sloughs oft' to 
the east. 

The eft'ect of diurnal rotation upon the winds and upon the cur-
. rents of the sea is admitted by all-the trade-winds derive their 

easting from it-it must, therefore, extend to all the matter which 
these currents bear with them, to the largest iceberg as well as 
to the merest sprig of grass that floats upon the waters, or the 
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minutest organism that the most powerful microscope can detect 
among the impalpable particles of sea-dust. This effect of diur
nal rotation will be frequently alluded to in the pages of this work. 

46. In its course to the north, the Gulf Stream gradually trends 
more and more to the eastward, until it arrives off the Banks of 
Newfoundland, where its course becomes due east. These banks, 
it has been thought, deflect it from its proper course, and cause it 
to take this tum. Examination will prove, I think, that they are 
an effect, certainly not the cause. It is here that the frigid current 
already spoken of (~ II), with its icebergs from the north, are met 
and melted by the warm waten of the Gulf. Of course the loads 
of earth, stones, and gravel brought down upon them are here de
posited. Captain Scoresby, far away in the north, counted five 
hundred icebergs setting out from the same vicinity upon this cold 
current for the south. Many of them, loaded with earth, have been 
seen aground on the· Banks. This process of transferring deposits 
for these shoals has been going on for ages j and, with time, seems 
altogether adequate to the effect described. 

The deep sea soundings that have been made by vessels of the 
navy (Plate XI.) tend to confirm this view as to the formation of 
these Banks. The greatest contrast in the bottom of the Atlantic 
is just to the south of these Banks. Nowhere in the open sea has 
the water been found to deepen so suddenly as here. Coming 
from the north, the bottom of the sea is shelving j but suddenly, 
after passing these Banks, its depth increases by almost a precip
itous descent for many thousand feet, thus indicating that the 
debris which forms the Grand Banks comes from the ,north. 

47. From the Straits of Bemini the course of the Gulf Stream 
(Plate VI.) describes (as far as it can be traced over toward the 
British Islands which are in the midst of its waters) the arc of a 
great circle as nearly as may be, only the thread or axis of the Gulf 
Stream does not generally go quite as far north as the great circle 
would. Such a course as this is the course that a cannon ball, 
could it be shot from these straits to those islands, would take. 

U it were possible to see Ireland froQl Bemini, and to get a can
non that would reach that far, the person standing on Bemini and 
taking aim, intending to shoot at Ireland as a target, would, if the 
earth were at rest, sight along the plane of a great circle, for the 
path of the ball would be in such a plane. 
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48. But there is diurnal rotation; the earth dou revolve on its 
axis; and since Bemini is nearer than Ireland is to the equator, 
the gun would be moving in diurnal rotation faster than the target; 
and therefore the marksman, taking aim point blank at his target, 
would miss. He would find, on examination, that he had shot 
south of his mark. In other words,·that the path actually de
scribed by the ball would be the resultant of this difference in the 
rate of rotation and the explosive force; the former, impelling to 
the east, would cause the ball to describe a great circle, but one 
with too much obliquity to pass through the target; like a ray of 
light from the stars, the ball would be affected by aberration; 

It is the case of the passenger in the rail-road car throwing an 
apple, as the train sweeps by, to a boy standing by die wayside. 
H he throw straight at the boy, he will miss, for the apple, par
taking of the motion of the cars, will go ahead of the boy, and for 
the very reason that the shot will pass in advance of the target, 
for both the marksman and the passenger are going faster than 
the object at which they aim. 

49. Hence we may assume it as a law, that the natural tenden
cy of all currents in the sea, like the natural tendem;y of all pro
jectiles through the air, is to describe their curves of flight in the 
planes of great circles, departing therefrom-unless forced to de
part by obstructioRS--Only so much as the forces of diurnal rota-
tion may impel. • 

50. The arc of a great circle is the shortest distance between 
any two points on the surface of a sphere. Light, heat, and elec
tricity, running water, and all substances, whether ponderable or 
imponderable, seek, when in motion, to pass from point to point 
by the shortest lines practicable. Electricity may be turned aside 
from its course, and 80 may the cannon-ball or running water; 
but remove every obstruction, and leave the current or the shot 
free to continue on in the direction of the first impulse, or to turn 
aside of its oWn volition, so to speak, and straight it will go, and 
continue to go-if on a plane, in a straight line; if on a sphere, 
in the arc of a great circle-thus showing that it has no volition 
except to obey impulse, and the physical requirements to take the 
shortest way to its point of destination. 

The waters of the Gulf Stream, as they escape from the Gulf 
(~ 36), are bound over to the British Islands, to the North Sea, and 
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Frozen Ocean (Plate IX.). Accordingly, they take (~ 47), in obe
dience to this phyaicallaw, the most direct course by which na
ture will permit them to reach their destination. And this course, 
as already remarked (~ 49), is nearly that of the great circle, and 
exactly that of the supposed cannon ball. 

51. Many philosophers have expressed the opinion-indeed, the 
belief is common among mariners (~ 46)-that t'he coasts of the 
United States and the Shoals of Nantucket tum the Gulf Stream 
toward the east j but if the view I have been endeavoring to make 
clear be correct-and I think it is-it appears that the course of 
the Gulf Stream is fixed and prescribed by exactly the same laws 
that require the planets to revolve in orbits, the planes of which 
shall pass through the centre of the sun j and that, were the N an
tucket Shoals not in existence, the course of the Gulf Stream, in 
the main, would be exactly as it is and where it is. The Gulf 

. Stream is bound over to the North Sea and Bay of Biscay panly 
for the reason, perhaps, that the waters there are lighter than 
those ofthe Mexican Gulf (~ 36) j. and if the Shoals of Nantuck-

. et were not in existence, it could not pursue a more direct route. 
The Grand Banks, however, are encroaching, and cold currents 
from the north come down upon it: they may, and probably do, 
assist now and then to turn it aside. 

52. Now if this explanation as to the course of the Gulf Stream 
and its eastward tendency hold. good, a current setting from the 
north toward the south should have a westward tendency. It 
should also move in a great circle (~49), or rather in the circle of 
trajection, calling thus the circle traced upon the earth which 
would be described by a trajectile moving through the air without 
resistance and for a great distance. Accordingly, and in obedi
ence to the propelling powers, derived from the rate at which dif
ferent parallels are whirled around in diurnal motion, we find the 
current from the north, which meets the Gulf Stream on the Grand 
Banks (Plate IX.), taking a southwestwardly direction, as already 
described (~ 45). It runs down to the tropics by the side of the 
Gulf Stream, and stretches as far to the west as our own shores 
will allow. Yet, in the face of these facts, and in spite of this 
force, both Major Rennell and M. Arago make the coasts of the 

• The waleD of th~ Atlantic generally contain '* per cent. more of aaline matter 
• than thoee of the English Channel.-M. BouilUm la GraJllfe. 
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United States and the Shoals of Nantucket to turn the Gulf Stream 
toward the east. 

53. But there are other forces operating upon the Gulf Stream. 
They are derived from the effect of changes in the waters of the 
whole ocean, as produced by changes in their temperature from 
time to time. .As the Gulf Stream leaves the coasts of the United 
States, it begins to vary its position according to the seasons; the 
limit of ita northern edge, as it passes the meridian of Cape Race 
(Plate VI.), being in winter about latitude 400 -41 0 , arid in Septem
ber, when the sea is hottest, about. latitude 45°.0..46°. The trough 
of the Gulf Stream, therefore, may be supposed to waver about in 
the ocean not unlike a pennon in the breeze. Its head is confined 
between· the shoals of the Bahamas and the Carolinas, but that 
part of it which stretches over toward the Grand Banks of New
foundland is, as the temperature of the waters of the ocean changes, 
first pressed down toward the south; and then again up toward 
the north, according to the season of the year. 

To appreciate the extent of the force by which it is 80 pressed, 
let us imagine the waters of the Gulf Stream to extend all the way 
to the bottom of the sea, so as completely to separate, by an im
penetrable liquid wall, if you please, the waters of the ocean on 
the right from the waters in the ocean on the left of the stream. 
It is the height of summer: the waters of the sea on either hand 
are for the most part in a liquid state, and the Gulf Stream, let it 
be supposed, has assumed a normal condition between the two 
divisioDII, adjusting itself to the pressure on either side 80 as to 
balance them exactly and be in equilibrium. Now, again, it is the 
dead of winter, and the temperature of the waters over an area of 
millions of square miles in the North Atlantic has been changed 
many degrees, and this change of temperature has been followed 
by a change in the specific gravity of those waters, amounting, no 
doubt, in the aggregate, to many hundred millions of tons, over 
the whole ocean; for sea water, unlike fresh (~ 31), contracts to 
freezing. Now is it probable that, in passing from their summer 
to their winter temperature, the sea waters to the right of the Gulf 
Stream should change their specific gravity exactly as much in 
the aggregate as do the waters in the whole ocean to the left of 
it? If not, the difference must be compensated by some means. 
Sparks are not more prone to fly upward, nor water t.o seek ita 
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level, than Nature is sure with her efforts to restore equilibrium in 
both sea and air whenever, wherever, and by whatever it be dis
turbed. Therefore, though the waters of the Gulf Stream do not 
extend to the bottom, and though they be not impenetrable to the 
waters on either hand, yet, seeing that they have a waste of waters 
on the right and a waste of waters on the left, to which (~ 2) they 
offer a sort of resisting permeability, we are enabled to compre
hend how the waters on either hand, as their specific gravity is in
creased or diminished, will impart to the trough of this stream a 
vibratory motion, pressing it now to the right, now to the left, ac
cording to the seasons and the consequent changes of temperature 
in the sea. 

54. Plate VI. shows the limits of the Gulf Stream for March 
and September. The reason for this change of position is obvi
ous. The banks of the Gulf Stream (~ 1) are cold water. In 
winter, the volume of cold water on the American, or left side of 
the stream, is greatly increased. It must have room, and gains it 
by pressing the warmer waters of the stream farther to the 8Outh, 
or right. In September, the temperature of these cold waters is 
modified; there is not such an extent of them, and then the warmer 
waters, in turn, press them back, and 80 the pendulum-like motion 
is preserved. 

55. The observations made by the United States Coast Survey 
indicate that there are in the Gulf Stream threads of warmer, sep
arated by streaks of cooler water. See Plate VI., in whiah these 
are shown. Figure A may be taken to represent. a thermomet
rical cross section of the stream opposite the Capes of Virginia, 
for instance; the top of the curve representing the thermometer 
in the threads of the warmer water, and the depressions the height 
of the same instrument in the streaks of cooler water between, 
thus exhibiting, as one sails from America across the Gulf Stream, 
a remarkable series of thermometrical elevations and depressions 
in the surface temperature of this mighty river in the sea. 

56. As a rule, the hottest water of the Gulf Stream is at or near 
the surface; and as the deep sea thermometer is sent down, it 
shows that these waters, though still far warmer than the water on 
either side at corresponding depths, gradually become less and 
less warm until the bottom of the current is reached. There is 
reason to believe that the warm waters of the Gulf Stream are no-
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where permitted, in the oceanic economy, to touch the bottOm of 
the sea. There is every where a cushion of cool water between 
them and the solid parts of the earth's crust. This arrangement 
is suggestive, and strikingly beautiful. One of the benign offices 
of the Gulf Stream is to convey heat from the Gulf of Mexico, 
where otherwise it would become excessive, and to disperse it in 
regions beyond the Atlantic for the amelioration of the climate. 
of the British Islands and of all Western Europe. Now cold wa
ter is one of the best non-conductors of heat, and if the warm wa
ter of the Gulf Stream was sent across the Atlantic in contacl 
with the solid crust of the earth-comparatively a good conductor 
of heat-instead of being sent across, as it is, in contact with 8 

cold, non-conducting cushion of cool water to fend it from the 
bottom, all its heat would be lost in the first part of the way, and 
the soft climates of both France and England would be as that of 
Labrador, severe in the extreme, and ice-bound. 

57. But to retum to the streaks and reservoirs of hot watet 
below. The hottest water is the lightest; as it rises to the top, 
it is cooled both by evaporation and exposure, when the surface is 
replenished by fresh supplies of hot water from below. Thus, in 
a winter's day, the waters at the surface of the Gulf Stream off 
Cape Hatteras may be at 80°, and at the depth of five hundred 
fathoms-three thousand feet--as actual observations show, the 
thermometer will stand at 57°. Following the stream thence off 
the Capes of Virginia, one hundred and twenty miles, it will be 
found-the water-thermometer having been carefully noted all 
the way-that it now stands a degree or two less at the surface, 
while all below is cooler. In other words, the stratum of water 
at 57°, which was three thousand feet below the surface off Hat
teras, has, in a course of one hundred and twenty or one. hundred 
and thirty miles in a horizontal direction, ascended, vertically, six 
hundred feet; that is, thi, stratum has run up hill with an ascent 
of five or six feet to the mile. 

58. In the case of boiling springs we perceive how all the as
cending water comes up in one column; that there is no descent 
of surface water through that which is boiling up, but at the side 
of the bubbling. Moreover, in a cold winter's day, the water, as 
it boils up, is relatively warm; it smokes, grows cool, and the 
surface thermometer will stand highest where it is boiling, lowest 
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off' a little way toward the verge of the fountain. Just so with 
these warmer and cooler streaks in the Gulf Stream. This warm 
water, in its ascent (9 57) of Dve feet to the mile-suppose we are 
considering the streak which is the hottest, and is, also, the near
est to the American shore-represents the boiling in the foUntain; 
the warm, ascending water rising up in one body, and the cooler 
and heavier water going off'to the side in another body, to sink 
and take its place with the other waters of the stream according 
to gravity and temperature. See the streaks te, y, z, Plate VI. 

69. Now, when these waters come to the top and cool, they are 
traveling with the current toward the north, and the effect of di
urnal rotation is to turn them, as it turns any other drift (9 45), to 
the eastward. They obey this infiuence to a certain extent, sink
ing down as they obey, in consequence of their greater specific 
gravity; beyond this sinking-i. e., farther from the shore-is an
other rising-up place, each thread of the hot water being less and 
less warm, and each stream of cooler water more and more cool. 
The forces of diurnal rotation, operating upon the waters as they 
are successively sloughed off from each thread and streak alter
nately above and below, are quite enough to determine them to 
the east. A rod being poised on a point at one end, so as to stand 
alone, has no more tendency to fall to the east than to the west j 
but the smallest force, the slightest breath, will determine it either 
way. So with the forces of diurnal rotation, and these streaks of 
warm and cool water; the water that has been to the top and is 
cooled must give way to warmer water that is pressing up from 
below; it must flow either to the west or to the east, and diurnal 
rotation assists in determining it. When it sinks and reaches its 
proper level, it must again go to the east or to the west to get 
into the ascending column, and rise again to the surface in its 
proper turn. There is no more tendency for it to go to the west 
than to the east, and diurnal rotation, like the weight of the feath
er, is sufficient; it again plies its forces, and they are obeyed. 

Taking all these facts and views into consideration, we are led 
to the conclusion with which we set out (~ 49), that it is. the law 
of matter in motion, and not the Shoals of Nantucket, that controls 
the Gulf Stream in its course. 
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CHAPTER n. 
INPLUENCB OJ' TBB GULP STREAK UPON CLIJU.TBS. 

An mustratioD, ~ 60.-Beat Fiah in cold Water, 65.-The Sea a Pan oca grand Ma
chine, 67.-Irtjl_ of tA. Gulf 8tream VJIOR tA. Mel«1rology of fA. &4: It iB a 
"Weather Breeder," 69.-DampneaB oCClimate oCEngiand due to it, 70.-The Pole 
oC Maximum Cold, 7l.-Galea oC the Gulf Stream, ft.-The Wreck oC the San 
FranciBco, 73.-I~e 0/ fA. Gulf 8trea", VJIOR Commerce and Na";gtJtiM&: Used 
u a Land-DIlIlk, 77.-The first Description olit, 7S.-Thermal Na?igatioD, SI. 

60. MODERN inge.nty has suggested a beautiful mode ofwarm~ 
ing houses in winter. It is done by means of hot water. The 
furnace and the caldron are sometimes placed at a distance from 
the apartments to be warmed. It is so at the Observatory. In 
this case, pipes are used to conduct the heated water from the 
caldron under the superintendent's dwelling over into one of the 
basement rooms of the Observatory, a distance of one hundred 
feet. These pipes are then flared out so as to present a large cool
ing surface; after which they are united into one again, through 
which the water, being now cooled, returns of its own accord to 
the caldron. Thus cool water is returning all the time and flow
ing in at the bottom of the caldron, while hot water is continually 
flowing out at the top. 

The ventilation of the Observatory is so arranged that the cir. 
culation of the atmosphere through it is led from this basemen .. 
room, where the pipes are, to all other parts of the building; and 
in the process of this circulation, the warmth conveyed by the 
water to the basement is taken thence by the air and distributed 
over all the rooms. Now, to compare small things with great, we 
have, in the warm waters which are confined in the Gulf of Mex
ico, just such a heating apparatus for Great Britain, the North 
Atlantic, and Western Europe. 

The furnace is the torrid zone; the Mexican Gulf and Carib
bean Sea are the caldrons; the Gulf Stream is the conducting pipe. 
From the Grand Banks of Newfoundland to the shores of Eu
rope is the basement-the hot-air chamber-in which this pipe is 
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fiared out so as to present a large cooling surface. Here the cir
culation of the atmosphere is arranged by nature; and it is such 
that the warmth thus conveyed into this warm-air chamber of 
mid-ocean is taken up by the genial west winds, and dispensed, in 
the most benign manner, throughout Great Britain and the west 
of Europe. 

61. The maximum temperature of the water-heated air-cham
ber of the Observatory is about 90°. The maximum temperature 
of the Gulf Stream is 860 , or about 9° above the ocean temper
ature due the latitude. Increasing its latitude 10°, it loses but 
2° of temperature; and, after having run three thousand miles 
toward the north, it still preserves, even in winter, the heat of 
summer. With this temperature, it crosses the 40th degree of 
north latitude, and there, overfiowing its liqpid banks, it spreads 
itself out for thousands of square leagues. over the cold waters 
around, and covers the ocean with a mantle of warmth that serves 
80 much to mitigate in Europe the rigors of winter. Moving 
now more slowly, but dispensing its genial infiuences more freely, 
it finally meets the British Islands. By these it is divided (Plate 
IX.), one part going into the polar basin of Spitzbergen, the other 
entering the Bay of Biscay, but each with a warmth considerably 
above the ocean temperature. Such an immense volume of heat
ed water can not fail to carry with it beyond the seas a mild and 
moist atmosphere. And this it is which so much softens climate 
there. . 

62. We know not, except approximately in one or two places, 
what the depth or the under temperature of the Gulf Stream 
may be; but assuming the temperature and velocity at the depth 
of two hundred fathoms to be those of the surface, and taking the 
well-known difference between the capacity of air and of water 
for specific heat as the argument, a simple calculation will show 
that the quantity of heat discharged over the Atlantic from the 
waters of the Gulf Stream in a winter's day would be sufficient 
to raise the whole column of atmosphere that rests upon France 
and the British Islands from the freezing point to summer heat. 

Every west wind that blows crosses the stream on its way to 
Europe, and carries with it a portion of this heat to temper there 
the northern winds of winter. It is the inftuence of this stream 
upon climate that makes Erin the "Emerald Isle of the Sea," 
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and that clothes the shores of Albion in evergreen robes; while in 
the same latitude, on this side, the coasts of Labrador are fast bound 
in fetters of ice. In a valuable paper on currents,· Mr. Redfield 
states, that in 1831 the harbor of St. John's, Newfoundland, was 
closed with ice as late as the month of June; yet who ever heard 
of the port of Liverpool, on the other side, though 2° further north, 
being closed with ice, even in the dead of winter 1 

63. The Thermal Chart (Plate IV.) shows this. The isother
mal lines of 60°, 50°, &c., starting oft' from the parallel of 400 

near the coasts of the United States, run oft' in a northeastwardly 
direction, showing the same oceanic temperature on the Euro
pean side of the Atlantic in latitude 55° or 60°, that we have on 
the western side in latitude 40°. Scott, in one of his beautiful 
novels, tells us that the ponds in the Orkneys (latitude near 60°), 
are not frozen in winter. The people there owe their soft climate 
to this grand heatin~ apparatus, for drift-wood from the West In
dies is occasionally cast ashore there by the Gulf Stream .• 

64. Nor do the beneficial influences of this stream upon climate 
end here. The West Indian Archipelago is encompassed on one 
side by its chain of islands, and on the other by the Cordilleras of 
the Andes contracting with the Isthmus of Darien, and stretching 
themselves out over the plains of Central America and Mexico. 
Beginning on the summit of this range, we leave the regions of 
perpetual snow, and descend first into the tierra eemplada, and 
then into the tierra caliente, or burning land. Descending still 
lower, we reach both the level and the surface of the Mexican 
seas, where, were it not for this beautiful and benign system of 
aqueous circulation, the peculiar features of the surrounding coun
try assure us we should have the hottest, if not the most pestilen
tial climate in the world. As the water. in these two caldrons 
become heated, they are borne oft' by the Gulf Stream, and are 
replaced by cooler currents through the Caribbean Sea; the sur
face water, as it enters here, being 3° or 4°, and that in depth 400 t 
cooler than when it escapes from the Gulf. Taking only this dif-

.. American Joumal or Science, Tol. xlv., p. 293. 
t Temperature or the Caribbean Sea (Cram the joumals or Mr. Duneterri11e) : 
Surf'aee temperature, 83° September; 84° July; 83°-88+° Mosquito Coast. 
Temperature in depth, 48°, 240 &th_; 43°, 386 Cathoma; 42°, 4M fiath_; 

43°, IiOO Cathoma. 
D 
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ference in surface temperature as an index of the heat accumu
lated there, a simple calculation will show that the quantity of 
specific heat daily carried off by the Gulf Stream from those re
gions, and discharged over the Atlantic, is sufficient to raise mount
ains of iron from zero to the melting point, and to keep in dow 
from them a molten stream of metal greater in volume than the 
waters daily discharged from the Mississippi River. Who, there
fore, can calculate the benign in1luence of this wonderful current 
upon the climate of the South 1 In. the pursuit of this subject, 
the mind is led from nature up to the Great Architect of nature; 
and what mind will the study of this subject not fill with profita
ble emotions? Unchanged and unchanging alone, of all created 
things, the ocean is the great emblem of its everlasting Creator. 
" He treadeth upon the waves olthe sea," and is seen in the won
ders of the deep. Yea," He calleth for its waters, and poureth 
them out upon the face of the earth." 

In obedience to this call, the aqueous portion of our planet pre
serves its beautiful system of circulation. By it heat and warmth 
are dispensed to the extra-tropical regions; clouds and rain are 
sent to refresh the dry land; and by it cooling streams are brought 
from Polar Seas to temper the heat of the torrid zone. At the 
depth of two hundred and forty fathoms, the temperature of the 
currents setting into the Caribbean Sea has been found as low as 
48°, while that of the surface was 85°. Another cast with three 
hundred and eighty-six fathoms gave 43° below against 83° at the 
surface. The hurricanes of those regions agitate the sea to great 
depths; that of 1780 tore rocks up from the bottom in seven 
fathoms, and cast them on shore. They therefore can not fail to 
bring to the surface portions of the cooler water below. 

At the very bottom of the Gulf Stream, when its surface tem
perature was 80°, the deep sea thermometer of the Coast Survey 
has recorded temperatures as low as 38° Fahrenheit. 

These cold waters doubtless come down from th~ north to re
place the warm water sent through the Gulf Stream to moderate I 

the cold of Spitzbergen; for within the Arctic Circle, the temper
ature at corresponding depths off the shores of that island is only 
one degree colder than in the Caribbean Sea, while on the coasts 
of Labrador the temperature in depth is said to be 25°, or 7° be
low the melting point of fresh water. Captain Scoresby relates, 
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that on the coast of Greenland, in latitude 72°, the temperature 
of the air was 42°; of the water, 34°; and 29° at the depth of 
one hundred and eighteen fath<lms. He there found a current set
ting to the south, and bearing with it this extremely cold water, 
with vast numbers of icebergs, whose centres, perhaps, were far 
below zero. It would be curious to ascertain the routes of these 
under currents on their way to the tropical regions, which they are 
intended to cool. One has been found at the equator two hundred 
miles broad and 230 colder than the surface water. Unless the 
land or shoals intervene, it no doubt comes down ina spiral curve, 
approaching the great circle. 

65. Perhaps the best indication as to these cold currents may 
be derived from the fish of the sea. The whales first pointed out 
the existence of the Gulf Stream by avoiding its warm waters. 
Along our own coasts, all those delicate animals and marine pro
ductions which delight in warmer waters are wanting; thus indi
cating, by their absence, the cold current from the north now 
known to exist there. In the genial warmth of the sea about 
the Bermudas on one hand, and Africa on the other, we find, in 
great abundance, those delicate shell-fish and coral formations 
which are altogether wanting in the same latitudes along the 
shores of South Carolina. The same obtains in the west coast of 
South America; for there the cold current almost reaches the line 
before the first sprig of coral is found to grow. 

A few years ago, great numbers of bonita and albercore-trop. 
ical fish-following the Gulf Stream, entered the English Chan
nel, and alarmed the fishermen of Cornwall and Devonshire by 
the havoc which they created among the pilchards there. 

It may well be questioned if our Atlantic cities and towns do not 
owe their excellent fish-markets, as well as our watering-places 
their refreshing sea-bathing in summer, to this stream of cold water. 
The temperature of the Mediterranean is 4° or 5° above the ocean' 
temperature of the same latitude, and the fish there are very indif. 
ferent. On the other hand, the temperature along our coast is sev
eral degrees below that of the ocean, and from MQ.ine to Florida our 
tables are supplied with the most excellent of fish. The -sheeps
head, so much esteemed in Virginia and the Carolinas, when taken 
on the warm coral hanks of the Bahamas, loses its flavor, and is 
held in no esteem. The same is the case with other fish: when 
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taken in the cold water of that coast, they have a delicious flavor 
and are highly esteemed; but when taken in the warm water on 
the other edge of the Gulf Stream, though but a few miles distant, 
their flesh i,s soft and unfit for the table. The temperature of 
the water at the Balize reaches 900 • The fish taken there are 
not to be compared with those of the same latitude in this cold 
stream. New Orleans therefore resorts to the cool water8 on the 
Florida coasts for her choicest fish. The same is the case in the 
Pacific. A current of cold water from the south sweeps the shores 
of Chili, Peru, and Columbia, and reaches the Gallipagoslslands 
under the line. Throughout this whole distance, the world does 
not afford a more abundant or excellent supply of fish. Yet out 
in the Pacific, at the Society Islands, where coral abounds, and the 
water preserves a higher temperature, the fish, though they vie in 
gorgeousness of coloring with the birds, and plants, and insects of 
the tropics, are held in no esteem as an article of food. I have 
known sailors, even after long voyages, still to prefer their salt 
beef and pork to a mess of fish taken there. The few facts which 
we have bearing upon this subject seem to suggest it as a point 
of the inquiry to be made, whether the habitat of certain fish does 
not indicate the temperature of the water; and whether these cold 
and warm currents of the ocean do not constitute the great high
ways through which migratory fishes travel from one region to 
another. 

Navigators have often met with vast numbers of young sea
nettles (meduslB) drifting along with tha Gulf Stream. They are 
known to constitute the principal food for the whale; but whither 
bound by this route has caused much curious speculation, for it 
is well known that the habits of the right whale are averse to the 
warm waters of this stream. An intelligent sea-captain informs 
me that, two or three years ago, in the Gulf Stream on the coast 
of Florida, he fell in with such a "school of young sea-nettles as 
had never before been heard of." The sea vas covered with them 
fOr many leagues. He likened them, in appearance on tlle water, 
to acoms floating on a stream; but they were so thick as to com
pletely cover the sea. He was bound to England, and was five 
or six days in sailing through them. In about sixty days after
ward, on his return, he fell in with the same school off the West
em Islands, and here he was three or four days in passing them 
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again. He recognized them as the same, for he had never before 
seen any like them; and on both occasions he frequently hauled 
up buckets full and examined them. 

Now the Western Islands is the great place of resort for whales; 
and at first there is something curious to us in the idea that the 
Gulf 'of Mexico is the harvest field, and the Gulf Stream the 
gleaner which collects the fruitage planted there, and conveys it 
thousands of miles oft" to the hungry whale at sea. But how per
fectly in unison is it with the kind and providential care of that 
great and good Being which feeds the young ravens when they 
cry, and caters for the sparrow! 

66. The sea has its climates as well as the land. They both 
change with the latitude; but one varies with the elevation above, 
the other with the depression below the sea level. Each is reg
ulated by circulation; but the regulators are, on the one hand, 
winds; on the oth~r, currents. 

67. The inhabiumts of the ocean are as much the creatures of 
climate as are those of the dry land; for the same Almighty hand 
which decked the lily and caret for the sparrow, fashioned also the 
pearl and feeds the great whale. Whether of the land or the sea, 
they are all his creatures, subjects of his laws, and agents in his 
economy. The sea, therefore, we infer, has its offices and duties 
to perform; so may we infer, have its currents, and so, too, its 
inhabitants; consequently, he who undertakes to study its phe
nomena, must cease to regard it as a waste of waters. He must 
look. upon it as a part of the exquisite machinery by which the 
harmonies of.nature are preserved, and then he will begin to per
ceive the developments of order and the evidences of design which 
make it a most beautiful and interesting subject for contemplation. 

68. To one who has never studied the mechanism of a watch, 
its main-spring or the balance-wheel is a mere piece of metal. 
He may have looked at the face of the watch, and, while he ad
mires the motion of its hands, and the time it keeps, or the tune it 
plays, he may have wondered in idle amazement as to the char
acter of the machinery which is concealed within. Take it to 
pieces, and show him each part separately; he will recognize 
neither design, nor adaptation, nor relation between them; but 
put them together, set them to work, point out the offices of each 
spring, wheel, and cog, explain their movements, and then show 
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him the result i now he perceives that it is all oru! design; that, 
notwithstanding the number of parts, their diverse forms and va
rious offices, and the agents concerned, the whole piece is of one 
thought, the expression of one idea. He now perceives that when 
the main-spring was fashioned and tempered, its relation to all the 
other parts must have been. considered; that the cogs on this 
wheel are cut and regulated---adGpted-to the rachets on that, 
&c.; and his conclusion will be, that such a piece of mechanism 
could not have been produced by chance; the adaptation of the 
parts is such as to show it to be according to design, and obedient 
to the will of one intelligence. So, too, when one looks out upon 
the face of this beautiful world, he may admire the lovely scene, 
but his admiration can never grow into adoration unless he will 
take the trouble to look behind and study, in some of its details 
at least, the exquisite system of machinery by which such beauti
ful results are accomplished. To him who does this, the sea, with 
its physical geography, becomes as the main spring of a watch; 
its waters, and its currents, and its salts, and its inhabitants, with 
their adaptations, as balance-wheel', cogs and pinions, and jew
els. Thus he perceives that they, too, are according to design ; 
that they are the expression of One Thought, a unity with harmo
nies which One Intelligence, and One Intelligence alone, could ut
ter. And when he has arrived at this point, then he feels that the 
study of the sea, in its physical aspect, is truly sublime. It ele
vates the mind and ennobles the man. The Gulf Stream is now 
no longer, therefore, to be regarded by such an one merely as an 
immense current of warm water running across the o~ean, but as 
a balance-wheel-a part of that grand machinery by which air 
and water are adapted to each other, and by which ·this earth 
itself is ad;lpted to the well-being of its inhabitants-of the flora 
which deck, and the fauna which enliven its surface. 

69. Let us therefore consider the influence of the Gulf Stream 
upon the meteor~logy of the ocean. 

To use a sailor expression, the Gulf Stream is the great" weath
er breeder" of the North Atlantic Ocean. The-most furious gales 
of wind sweep along with it; and the fogs of Newfoundland, 
which so much endanger navigation in winter, doubtless owe their 
existence to the presence, in that cold sea, of immense volumes 
of warm water brought by the Gulf Stream. Sir Philip Brooke 
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found the air on each side of it at the freezing point, while that of 
its waters was SOO. " The heavy, warm, damp air over the cur
rent produced great irregularities in his chronometers." The ex
cess of heat daily brought into such a region by the waters of the 
Gulf Stream would, if suddenly stricken from them, be sufficient 
10 make the column of superincumbent atmosphere hotter than 
melted iron. 

With such an element of atmospherical disturbance in its bo
som, we might expect storms of the most violent kind to accom
pany it in its course. Accordingly, the most terrific that rage on 
the ocean have been known to spend their fury in and near its 
borders. 

Our nautical works tell us of a storm which forced this stream 
back to its sources, and piled up the water in the Gulf to the 
height of thirty feet. The Ledbury Snow attempted to ride it 
out. When it abated, she found herself high up on the dry land, 
and discovered that she had let go her anchor among the tree tops 
on Elliott's Key. The Florida Keys were inundated many feet, 
and, it is said, the scene presented in the Gulf Stream was never 
surpassed in awful sublimity on tpe ocean. The water thus dam
med up is said to have rushed out with wonderful velocity against 
the fury of the gale, producing a sea that beggared description. 

The "great hurricane" of 1780 commenced at Barbadoes. In 
it, the bark was blown from the trees, and the fruits of the earth 
destroyed; the very bottom and depths of the sea were uprooted, 
and the waves rose to such a height that forts and castles were 
washed away, and their great guns carried about in the air; 
houses were blown down, ships were wrecked, and the bodies of 
men and beasts lifted up above the earth and dashed to pieces in 
the storm. At the different islands, not less than twenty thou
sand persons lost their lives on shore, while farther to the north, 
the "S'erling Castle" and the "Dover Castle," men-of-war, 
were wrecked at sea, and fifty sail driven on shore at the Bermu
das. 

Several years ago, the British Admiralty set on foot inquiries 
as to the cause of the storms in certain parts of the Atlantic, which 
so often rage with disastrous effects to navigation. The result 
may be summed up in the conclusion to which the investigation 
led: that they are occasioned by the irregularity between the tem-
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perature of the Gulf Stream and of the neighboring regions, both 
in the air and water. 

70. The habitual dampne8S of the climate of the British Islands, 
as well as the occasional dampness of that along the Atlantic 
coasts of the United States when easterly winds prevail, is attrib
utable also to the Gulf Stream. They come to us loaded with 
vapors gathered from its warm and smoking waters. 

It carries the temperature of summer, even in the dead of win
ter, as far north as the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. 

71. One of the poles of maximum cold is, according to theory, 
situated in latitude 80° north, longitude 100° west. It is distant 
but little more than two thousand miles, in a northwestwardly 
direction, from the summer-heated waters of this stream. This 
proximity of extremes of greatest cold and summer heat, will, as 
observations are multiplied and discussed, be probably found to 
have much to do with the storms that rage with such fury on the 
left side of the Gulf Stream. 

72. I am not prepared to maintain that the Gulf Stream is 
really the" Storm King" of the Atlantic, which has power to con
trol the march of every gale that is raised there; but the course 
of many gales has been traced from the place of their origin di
rectly to the Gulf Stream. Gales that take their rise on the coast 
of Africa, and even as far down on that side as the parallel of 10° 
or 150 north latitude, have, it has been shown by an examination 
of log-books, made straight for the Gulf Stream; joining it, they 
have then been known to tum about, and, traveling with this 
stream, to recross the Atlantic, and so reach the shores of Eu
rope. In this way the tracks of storms have been traced out and 
followed for a week or ten days. Their path is marked by wreck 
and disaster. At the meeting of the American Association for 
the advancement of Science in 1854, Mr. Redfield mentioned one 
which he had traced out, and in which no less than seventy odd 
vessels had been wrecked, dismasted, or damaged. • 

Plate X. was prepared by Lieutenant B. S. Porter, from data 
furnished by the log-books at the Observatory. It represents one 
of these storms that commenced in August, 1848. It commenced 
more than a thousand miles from the Gulf Stream, made a straight 
course for it, and traveled with it for many days. 

The clark shading shows the space covered by the gale, anel 
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the white line in the middle shows the axis of the gale, or the line 
of minimum barometric pressure. There are many other instances 
of similar gales. 

Now what should attract these terrific storms to the Gulf 
Stream 1 Sailors dread storms in the Gulf Stream more than they 
do in any other part of the ocean. It is not the fury of the storm 
alone that they dread, but it is the cc ugly sea" which these storms 
raise. The current of the stream running in one direction, and 
the wind blowing in another, creates a sea that is often frightful. 

In the month of December, 1853, the fine new steam-ship San 
Francisco sailed from New York with a regiment of United States 
troops on board, bound around Cape Hom for California. She was 
overtaken, while crossing the Gulf Stream, by a gale of wind, in 
which she was terribly crippled. Her decks were swept, and by 
one single blow of those terrible seas that the storms there raise, 
one hundred and seventy-nine souls, officers and soldiers, were 
washed overboard and drowned. 

The day after this disaster she was seen by one vessel, and 
again t~e next day, December 26th, by another, but neither of 
them could render her any assistance. 

When they arrived in the United States and reported what they 
had seen, the most painful apprehensions were entertained by 
friends for the safety of those on board. Vessels were sent out 
to search for and relieve her. But which way should these ves
sels go? where should they look 1 

An appeal was made to know what light the system of re
searches carried on at the National Observatory concerning winds 
and currents could throw upon the subject. 

73. The materials that had been discussed were examined, and 
a chart was prepared to show the course of the Gulf Stream at 
that season' of the year. (See the limits of the Gulf Stream for 
March, Plate VI.) Upon the supposition that the steamer had been 
completely disabled, the lines a b were drawn to define the limits 
of her drift. Between these two lines, it was said, the steamer, if 

- she could neither steam nor sail after the gale, had drifted . 
. By request, I prepared instructions for two revenue cutters that 

were sent to search for her. One of them, being at New London, 
was told to go along the dotted track leading to c, expecting 
thereby to keep inside of the line along which the steamet had 
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drifted, with the view of intercepting and speaking homeward
bound vessels that might have seen the wreck. 

The cutter was to proceed to c, where she might expect to fall 
in with the line of drift taken by the steamer. The last that was 
seen of that ill-fated vessel was when she was at o. So, if the 
cutter had been in time, she had instructions that would have 
taken her in sight of the object of her search. 

It is true that, before the cutter sailed, the Kilby, the Three 
Bells, and the Antarctic, unknown to anxious friends at home, 
had fdllen in with and relieved the wreck; but that does not de
tract from the system of observations, of the results of which, 
and their practical application, it is the object of this work to 
treat. 

A beautiful illustration of their usefulness is the fact that, though 
the bark Kilby lost sight of the wreck at night, and the next mom
ing did not know which way to look for it, and could not find it, 
yet, by a system of philosophical deduction, we on shore could 
point out the whereabouts of the disabled steamer so closely, that 
vessels could be directed to look for her exactly where she was to 
be seen. 

74. These storms, for which the Gulf Stream has such attrac
tion, and over which it seems to exercise so much control, are 
said to be, for the most part, whirlwinds. All boys are familiar 
with miniature whirlwinds on shore. They are seen, especially 
in the autumn, sweeping along the roads and streets, raising col
umns of dust, leaves, &c., which rise up like inverted cones in the 
air, and gyrate about the centre or axis of the storm. Thus, while 
the axis, and the dust, and the leaves, and all those things which 
mark the course of the whirlwind, are traveling in one direction, 
it may be seen that the wind is blowing around this ~s in 'all di
rections. 

Just so with some of these Gulf Stream storms. That repre
sented on Plate X. is such a one. It was a rotary storm. Mr. 
Piddington, an eminent meteorologist of Calcutta, calls them Cy
cloins. 

75. Now, what should make these storms travel toward the 
Gulf Stream, and then, joining it, travel along with its current 1 
It is the high temperature of its waters, say mariners. But why, 
or wherefore, should the spirits of the storm obey in this manner 
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the influence of these high temperatures, philosophers have not 
been able to explain. 

76. The influence of the Gulf Stream upon commerce and navi
gation. 

Formerly the Gulf Stream controlled commerce across the At
lantic by governing vessels in their routes through this ocean to 
a greater extent than it does now, and simply for the reason that 
ships are faster, instruments better, and navigators are more skill
ful now than formerly they were. 

Up to the close of the last century, the navigator guessed as 
much as he calculated the place of his ship: vessels from Europe 
to Boston frequently made New York, and thought the land-fall 
by no means bad. Chronometers, now so accurate, were then an 
experiment. The Nautical Ephemeris itself was faulty, and gave 
tables which involved errors of thirty miles in the longitude. The 
instruments of navigation erred by degrees quite as much al they 
now do by minutes; for the rude" cross staff''' and" back staff'," 
the "sea-ring" and "mariner's bow," had not yet given place to 
the nicer sextant and circle of reflection of the present day. In
stances are numerous of vessels navigating the Atlantic in those 
times being 6°, 8°, and even 10° of longitude out of their reckon
ing in as many days from port. 

77. Though navigators had been in the habit of crossing and 
recrossing the Gulf Stream almost daily for three centuries, it 
never occurred to them to make use of it as a means of giving 
them their longitude, and of warning them of their approach to 
the shores of this continent. 

Dr. Franklin was the first to suggest this use of it. The con
trast aff'orded by the temperature of its waters and that of the sea 
between the Stream and the shores of America was striking. The 
dividing line between the warm and the cool waters was sharp 
(t 2); and this dividing line, especially that on the western side 
of the stream, never changed its position as much in longitude as 
mariners erred in their reckoning. 

78. When he was in London in 1770, he happened to be con
sulted as to a memorial which the Board of Customs at Boston 
sent to the Lords of the Treasury, stating that the Falmouth 
packets were generally a fortnight longer to Boston than com
mon traders were from London to Providence, Rhode Island. 
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They therefore asked that the Falmouth packets might be sent to 
Providence instead of to Boston. This appeared strange to the 
doctor, for London was much farther than Falmouth, and from Fal
mouth the routes were the same, and the difference should have 
been the other way. He, however, consulted Captain Folger, a 
Nantucket whaler, who chanced to be in London also; the fish
erman explained to him that the difference arose from the circum
stance that the Rhode Island captains were acquainted with the 
Gulf Stream, while those of the English packets were not. The 
latter kept in it, and were set back sixty or seventy miles a day, 
while the former avoided it altogether. He had been made ac
quainted with it by the whales which were found on either side of 
it, but never in it (~65). At the request of the doctor, he then 
traced on a chart the course of this stream from the Straits of 
Florida. The doctor had it engraved at Tower Hill, and sent 
copies of it to the Falmouth captains, who paid no attention to it. 
The course of the Gulf Stream, as laid down by that fisherman 
from his general recollection of it, has been retained and quoted 
on the charts for navigation, we may say, until the present day. 

But the investigations of which we are treating are beginning 
to throw more light upon this subject; they are giving. us more 
correct knowledge in every respect with regard to it, and to many 
other new and striking features in the physical geography of the 
sea. 

79. No part of the world affords a more difficult or dangerous 
navigation than the approaches of our northern coast in winter. 
Before the warmth of the Gulf Stream was known, a voyage at 
this season from Europe to New England, New York, and even 
to the Capes of the Delaware or Chesapeake, was many times 
more trying, difficult, and dangerous than it now is. In making 
this part of the coast, vessels are frequently met by snow-stOnDS 
and gales which mock the seaman's strength and set at naught his 
skill. In a little while his bark becomes a mass of ice; with her 
crew frosted and helpless, she remains obedient only to her helm, , 
and is kept away for the Gulf Stream. After a few hours' run, 
she reaches its edge, and almost at the next bound passes from the 
midst of winter into a sea at summer heat. No'Y the ice disap
pears from her apparel; the sailor bathes his stiffened limbs in tep
id waters; feeling himself invigorated and refreshed with the 
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genial warmth about him, he realizes, out there at sea, the fable 
of Antmus and his mother Earth. He rises up and attempts to 
make his port again, and is again as rudely met and beat back 
from the northwest; but each time that he is driven off from the 
contest, he comes forth from this stream, like the ancient son of 
Neptune, stronger and stronger, until, after many days, his fresh
ened strength prevails, and he at last triumphs and enters his ha
ven in safety; though in this contest he sometimes falls to rise no 
more, for it is often terrible. Many ships annually founder in 
these gales; and I might name instances, for they are not uncom
mon, in which vessels bound to Norfolk or Baltimore, with their 
crews enervated in tropical climates, have encountered, as far 
down as the Capes of Virginia, snow-storms that have driven them 
back into the Gulf Stream time and again, and have kept them 
out for forty, fifty, and even for sixty days, trying to make an an
chorage. 

so. Nevertheless, the presence of the warm waters of the Gulf 
Stream, with their summer heat in mid-winter, off the shores of 
New England, is a great boon to navigation. At this season of 
the year especially, the number of wrecks and the loss of life along 
the Atlantic sea-front are frightful. The month's average of 
wrecks has been as high as three a day. How many escape by 
seeking refuge from the cold in the warm waters of the Gulf 
Stream i. matter of conjecture. Suffice it to say, that before 
their temperature was known, vessels thus distressed knew of no 
place of refuge short of the West Indies; and the newspapers of 
that day-Franklin's Pennsylvania Gazette among them-inform 
us that it was no uncommon occurrence for vessels, bound for the 
Capes of the Delaware in winter, to be blown oft" anel to go to the 
West Indies, and there wait for the retum of spring before they 
would attempt another approach to this part of the coast. 

81. Accordingly, Dr. Franklin's disCovery with regard to the 
Gulf Stream temperature was looked upon as one of great import
ance, not only on account of its affording to the frosted mariner in 
winter a convenient refuge from the snow-storm, but because of 
its serving the navigator with an excellent land-mark or beacon 
for our coast in all weathers. And 80 viewing it, the doctor con
cealed his discovery, for we were then at war with England. It 
was then not uncommon for vessels to be as much as 100 out in 
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their reckoning. He himself was 5°. Therefore, in approaching 
the coast, the current of warm water in the Gulf Stream, and of 
cold water on this side of it, if tried with the thermometer, would 
enable the mariner to judge with great certainty, and in the wont 
of weather, as to his position. Jonathan Williams afterward, in 

, speaking of the importance which the discovery of these warm 
and cold currents would prove to navigation, pertinently asked the 
question, "If these stripes of water had been distinguished by the 
colors of red, white, and blue, could they be more distinctly dis
covered than they are by the constant use of the thermometer 1" 
And he might have added, could they have marked the position 
of the ship more clearly 1 

When his work on Thermometrical Navigation appeared, Com
modore Truxton wrote to him: "Your publication will be of use 
to navigation by rendering sea voyages secure far beyond what 
even you yourself will immediately calculate, for I have proved 
the utility of the thermometer very often since we sailed together. 

"It will be found a most valuable instrument in the hands of 
mariners, and particularly as to those who are unacquainted with 
astronomical observations; ....• these particularly stand in need 
of a simple method of ascertaining their approach to or distance 
from the coast, especially in the winter season; for it is then that 
passages are often prolonged, and ships blown oft'the coast by 
hard westerly winds, and vessels get into the Gulf Stream with
out its being knpwn; on which account they are often hove to by 
the captains' supposing themselves near the coast when they are 
very far oft' (having been drifted by the currents). On the other 
hand, ships are often cast on the coast by sailing in the eddy of 
the Stream, which causes them to outrun their common reckoning. 
Every year produces new proofs of these facts, and of the calam-
ities incident thereto." . 

82. Though Dr. FranklUl's discovery was made in 1775, yet, for 
political reasons, it was not generally made known till 1790. Its 
immediate eft'ect in navigation was to make the ports of the North 
as accessible in winter as in summer. What agency this circum
stance had in the decline of the direct trade of the South, which 

• followed this discovery, would be, at least to the political econo
mist, a subject for much curious and interesting speculation. I 
have referred to the commercial tables of the time, and have com-
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pared the trade of Charleston with that of the northern cities for 
several years, both before and after the discovery of Dr. Franklin 
became generally known to navigators. The comparison shows 
an immediate decline in 'the Southern trade and a wonderful in
crease in that of the North. But whether this discovery in navi
gation and this revolution in trade stand in the relation of cause 
and effect, or be merely a coincidence, let others judge. 

88. In 1769, the commerce of the two Carolinas equaled that 
of all the New England States together; it was more than double 
that of New York, and exceeded that of Pennsylvania by one 
third.- In 1792, the exports from New York amounted in value 
to two millions and a half; from Pennsylvania, to 13,820,000; 
and from Charleston alone, to 13,834,000. 

But in 1795, by which time the Gulf Stream began to be as 
well understood by navigators as it now is, and the average pas
sages from Europe to the North were shortened nearly one half, 
while those to the South remained about the same, the customs at 
Philadelphia alone amounted to 12,941,OOO,t or more than one 
half of those collected in all the states together. 

Nor did the effect of the doctor's discovery end here. Before 
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it was made, the Gulf Stream was altogether insidious in its ef
fects. By it, vessels were often drifted many miles out of their 
course without knowing it; and in bad and cloudy weather, when 
many days would intervene from one observation to another, the 
set of the current, though really felt for but a few hours during 
the interval, could only be proportioned out equally among the 
whole number of days. Therefore navigators could have only 
very vague ideas either as to the strength or the actual limits of 
the Gulf Stream, until they were m~ked out to the Nantucket 
fishermen by the whales, or made known by Captain Folger to 
Dr. Franklin. The discovery, therefore, of it.s high temperature, 
assured the navigator of the presence of a current of surprising 
velocity, and which, now turned to certain account, would hasten, 
as it had retarded his voyage in a wonderful degree. 

84. Such, at the present day, is the degree of perfection to 
which nautical tables and instruments have been brought, that 
the navigator may now detect, and with great certainty, every 
current that thwarts his way. He makes great use of them. 
Colonel Sabine, in his passage, a few years ago, from Sierra Le
one to New York, was drifted one thousand six hundred miles of 
his way by the force of currents alone; and, since the application 

• of the thermometer to the Gulf Stream, the average passage from 
England has been reduced from upward of eight weeks to a little 
more than four. 

85. Some political economists of America have ascribed the 
great decline of Southern commerce which followed the adoption 
of the Constitution of the United States to the protection given 
by legislation to Northern interests. But I think. these statements 
and figures show that this decline was in no small degree owing 
to the Gulf Stream and the water thermometer; for they changed 
the relations of Charleston-the great Southern emporium of the 
times-removing it from its position as a half-way house, and 
placing it in the category of an outside station. 

86. The plan of our work takes us necessarily into 'the air, for 
the sea derives from the winds some of the most striking features 
in its physical geography. Without a knowledge of the winds, we 
can neither understand the navigation of the ocean, nor make our
selves intelligently acquainted with the great highways across it. 
As with the land, so with the sea; some parts of it are as un-
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traveled and as unknown as the great Amazonian wilderness of 
Brazil, or the inland basins of Central Africa. To the south of a 
line extending from Cape Horn to the Cape of Good Hope (Plate 
VIII.) is an immense waste of waters. None of the commercial 
thoroughfares of the ocean lead through it; only the adventurous 
whaleman finds his way there now and then in pursuit of his 
game; but for all the purposes of science and navigation, it is a 
vast unknown region. Now, were the prevailing winds of the 
Sou.th Atlantic northerly or southerly, instead of easterly or west
erly, this unplowed sea would be an oft-used thoroughfare .• 

87. Nay, more, the sea supplies the winds with food for the 
rain which these busy messengers convey away from the ocean 
~'the springs in the valleys which run among the hills." To 
the philosopher, the places which supply the vapon are as sug
gestive and as interesting for the instruction they afford, as the 
places are upon which the vapors are showered down. There
fore, as he who studies the physical geography of the land is ex
pected to make himself acquainted with the regions of precipita
tion, so he who looks into the physical geography of the sea should 
search for the regions of evaporation, and for those springs in 
the ocean which supply the reservoirs among the mountains with 
water to feed the rivers; and, in order to conduct this search 
properly, he must consult tlle winds, and make himself acquainted 
with their" circuits." Hence, in a work on the Physical Geog
raphy of the Sea, we treat also of the ATJlOSPBBBE. 

E 

• 
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CHAPTER III. 

T H B .. T • 0 S P H B R B. 

The Relation of the WmdII to the Phy.ical Geography of the Sea, t 88.-No Expree
.ion of Natuft without MeaniDg, 98.-TAe CirCl&laticm of 1M AI1IIorpAere, Plate I.. 
96.-8oatheut Trade-wiDd Region the '-Ier, IOB.-How the Wmd. apJllOllCh the 
PoIeI, 111I.-The 08icN of the~, 114.-lt. a powerful Machine, 118.
Whence come the Raina that feed the great Rivera! lllO.-How Vapor paN88 

. from one Hemilphere to the other, ll8.-Evaporation greateat about Latitude 17°
toO, 1117.-ExplaDatioD, 11I8.-The Rainy Seuona: how caall8d, 1119.-Wby tJwe 
• OI1e Rainy 8euou. in c.wDmia, 18O-Oae at Pauma, lSI-Two at Bogcli. 
la.-RabJle. Regiou uplaiDecJ, 136.-Why AuatnIia. a Dry Country, 186.
Why Mountaina have a dry and a raiDy Side, lS7.-The Unm81188 Fall of Rain 
upon the Western Ghauta in India: how cauaec1, 139.-Vapor for the Patagonia 
Raina CODl8II ftom the North Paeiac, 141.-The mean umual Fall of Rain, 144.
Enpcmdion fiom the Indian Ocean, 141.-Evideneel ofDe.ip,l48. 

88. A PHILOSOPHER of the East,· with a richness of imagery 
truly Oriental, describes the atmosphere as "a spherical shell 
which surrounds our planet to a depth which is unknown to us, by 
reason of its growing tenuity, as it is released from the pressure 
of its own superincumbent mass. Its upper surface can not be 
nearer to us than fifty, and can scarcely be more remote than five 
hundred miles. It surrounds us on all sides, yet we see it not; 
it presses on us with a load of fifteen pounds on every square inch 
of surface of our bodies, or from seventy to one hundred tons on 
us in all, yet we do not so much as feel its weight. Softer than 
the softest down-more impalpable than the finest gossamer-it 
leaves the cobweb undisturbed, and scarcely stirs the lightest 
flower that feeds on the dew it supplies; yet it bears the fleets of 
nations on its wings around the world, and crushes the most re
fractory substances with its weight. When in motion, its force is 
aufticient to level the most stately forests and stable buildings 
with the earth-to raise the waters of the ocean into ridges like 
mountains, and dash the strongest ships to pieces like toys. It 
warms and cools by turns the earth and the living creatures that 
inhabit it. It draws up vapors &om the sea and land, retains 

• Dr. Built, of Bombay. 
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them dissolved in itself, or suspended in cisterns of clouds, and 
throws them down again as rain or dew when they are required. 
It bends the rays of the sun from their path, to give us the twi
light of evening and of dawn; it disperses and refracts their va
rious tints to beautify the approach and the retreat of the orb of 
day. But for the atmosphere, sunshine would burst on us and 
fail us at once, and at once remove us from midnight darkness to 
the blaze of noon. We should have no twilight to soften and 
beautify the landscape; no clouds to shade us from the scorching 
heat, but the bald earth, as it revolved on its axis, would turn its 
tanned and weakened front to the full and unmitigated rays of the 
lord of day. It affords the gas which vivifies and warms our 
frames, and receives into itself that which has been polluted by 
use, and is thrown off as noxious. It feeds the flame of life ex
actly as it does that of the fire-it is in both cases consumed, and 
affords the food of consumption-in both cases it becomes com
bined with charcoal, which requires it for combustion, and is re
moved by it when this is over." 

"It is only the girdling encircling air," says another philoso
pher,· "that flows above and around all, that makes the whole 
world kin. The carbonic acid with which tD-day our breathing 
fills the air, to-morrow seeks its way round the world. The date- • 
trees that grow round the falls of the Nile will drink it in by their 

. leaves; the cedars of Lebanon will take of it to add to their stat
ure; the cocoa-nuts of Tahiti will grow rapidly upon it, and the 
palms and bananas of Japan will change it into flowers. The 
oxygen we are breathing was distilled for us some short time ago 
by the magnolias of the Susquehanna, and the great trees that 
skirt the Orinoco and the Amazon-the giant rhododendrons of 
the Himalayas contributed to it, and the roses and myrtles of 
Cashmere, the cinnamon-tree of Ceylon, and the forest older than 
the flood, buried deep in the heart of Africa, far behind the Mount
ains of the Moon. The rain we see descending was thawed for 
us out of the icebergs which have watched the polar star for ages, 
and the lotu8 lilies have soaked up from the Nile, and exhaled as 
vapor, snows that rested on the summits of the Alps." 

89. "The atmosphere," continues Maun, "which forms the outer 
surface of the habitable world, is a vast reservoir, into which the 

• Yide North Britilih Renew. 
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supply of food designed for living creatures is thrown; or, in one 
word, it is itself the food, in its simple form, of all living crea
tures. The animal grinds down the fibre and the tissue of the 
plant, or the nutritious store that has been laid up within its cells, 
and converts these into the substance of which its own organs are 
composed. The plant acquires the organa and nutritious store 
thus yielded up as food to the animal, from the invulnerable air 
surrounding it." 

"But animals are furnished with the means of locomotion and 
of seizure-they can approach their. food, and lay hold of and 
swallow it; plants must wait till their food comes to them. No 
solid particles find access to their frames; the restless ambient 
air which rushes past them loaded with the carbon, the hydrogen, 
the 0ugen, the water-every thing they need in the shape of sup
plies is constantly at hand to minister to their wants, not only to 
afford them food in due season, but in the shape and fashion in 
which alone it can avail them." 

90. There is no more worthy or suitable employment of the 
human mind than to trace the evidences of design and purpose 
in the Creator, which are visible in many parts of the creation. 
Hence, to the right-minded mariner, and to him who studies the 

F physical relations of earth, sea, and air, the atmosphere is some
thing more than a shoreless ocean, at the bottom of which his 
bark is wafted or driven along.. It is an envelope or covering for 
the dispersion of light and heat over the surface of the earth; it 
is a sewer into which, with every breath we draw, we cast vast 
quantities of dead animal matter; it is a laboratory for purifica
tion, in which that matter is recompounded, and wrought again 
into wholesome and healthful shapes; it is a machine (~ 87) for 
pumping up all the rivers from the sea, and conveying the waters 
for their fountains on the ocean to their sources in the mount
ains. 

91. Upon the proper working of this machine depends the well
being of every plant and animal that inhabits tbe earth; there
fore the management of it, or its movement, or the performance 
of its offices, can not be left to chance. They are, we may rely 
upon it, guided by laws that make all parts, functions, and move
ments of the machinery as obedienl to order as are the planets in 
their orbits. 
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92. An examination into the economy of the universe will be 
sufficient to satisfy the well-balanced minds of observant men 
that the laws which govern the atmosphere and the laws which 
govern the ocean (~ 67) are laws which were put in force by the 
Creator when the foundations of the earth were laid, and that, 
therefore, they are laws of order; else, why should the Gulf 
Stream, for instance, be always where it is, and running from the 
Gulf of Mexico, and not somewhere else, and sometimes l"UI)I1ing 
into it ? Why should there be a perpetual drought in one part of 
the world, and continual showers in another? Or why should the 
winds and sea obey the voice of rebuke 1 

93. To one who looks abroad to contemplate the agents of na
ture, as he sees them at work upon our planet, no expression ut
tered nor act performed by them is without meaning. By such an 
one, the wind and rain, the vapor and the cloud, the tide, the cur
rent, the saltness, and depth, and warmth, and color of the sea, the 
shade of the sky, the temperature of the air, the tint and shape of 
the clouds, the height of the tree on the shore, the size of its 
leaves, the brilliancy of its fiowers-each and all may be reg~ed 
as the exponent of certain physical combinations, and therefore as 
the expression in which Nature chooses to announce her own do
ings, or, if we please, as the language in which she writes down 
or chooses to make known her own laws. To understand that 
language and to interpret aright those laws is the object of the 
undertaking which we now have in hand. No fact gathered in 
such a field as the one before us can, therefore, come amisa to 
those who tread the walks of inductive philosophy; for, in the 
hand-book of nature, every such fact is a syllable; and it is by pa
tiently collect~ng fact after fact, and by joining together syllable 
after syllable, that we may finally seek to read aright from the 
great volume which the mariner at sea and the philosopher on the 
mountain see spread out before them. 

94. 0" ITS CIRCULATIoN.-We have seen (~ 31) that there are 
constant currents in the ocean ;we shall now see that there are 
allio regular currents in the atmosphere. 

95. From the parallel of about 300 north and south, nearly to 
the equator, we have, extending entirely around the earth, two 
zones of perpetual winds, viz., the zone of northeast trades on this 
side, and of southeast on that. They blow perpetually, and are 
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as steady and as constant as the currents of the Mielillippi River 
-always moving in the same direction (Plate I.). .A. these two 

, , 

PLATE I. 

--

DIAGRAM OF THB WINDS. 

, , , , , , 
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\ , 
\ 
\~ 

currents of air are constantly flowing from the poles toward the 
equator, we are safe in assuming that the air which they keep in , 
motion must return by some channel to the place near the poles 
whence it came in order to supply the trades. If this were not 
so, these winds would soon exhaust the polar regions of atmos-
phere, and pile it up about the equator, and then cease to blow 
for the want of air to make more wind of. 
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96. This return current, therefore, must be in the upper regions 
of the atmosphere, at least until it passes over those parallels be. 
tween which the trade-winds are always blowing on the surface. 
The retum current must also move in the direction opposite to 
that wind the place of which it is intended to supply. These di
rect and counter currents are also made to move in a sort of spiral 
or loxodromic curve, turning to the west as they go from the poles 
to the equator, and in the opposite' direction as they move from 
the equator to the poles. This turning is caused by the rotation 
of the earth on its axis. 

97. The earth, we know, moves from west to east. Now if we 
imagine a particle of atmosphere at the north pole, where it is at . 
rest, to be put in motion in a straight line toward the equator, we 
can easily st:e how this particle of air, coming from the very axis 
of the pole, where it did not partake of the diurnal motion of the 
earth, would, in consequence of its vis inertitB, find, as it travels 
south, the earth slipping from under it, as it were, and thus it 
would appear to be coming from the northeast and going toward 
the southwest; in other words, it would be a northeast wind. 

The better to explain, let us, take a common terrestrial globe 
for the illustration. Bring the island of Madeira, or any other 
place about the same parallel, under the brazen meridian; put a 
finger of the left hand on the place; then, moving the finger down 
along the meridian to the south, to represent the particle of air, 
tum the globe on its axis from west to east, to represent the diur
nal rotation of the earth, and when the finger reaches the equator, 
stop. It will now be seen that the place on t~e globe under the 
finger is to the southward and westward of the place from which 
the finger started; in other words, the track of the finger over 
the surface of the globe, like the track of the particle of air upon 
the earth, has been from the northward and eastward. 

98. On the other hand, we can perceive how a like particle of 
atmosphere that starts from the equator, to take the place of the 
other at the pole, would, as it travels north, in consequence of 
its vis inertitB, be going toward the east faster than the earth. 
It would, therefore, appear to be blowing from the southwest, and 
going toward the northeast, and exactly in the opposite direction 
to the other . Writing south for north, the same takes place be
tween the south pole and the equator. 
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Such is the process which is actually going on in nature; and if 
we take the motions of these two particles as the type of the mo
tion of all, we shall have an illustration of the great cunents in 
the air, the equator being near one of the nodes, and there being 
two systems of cunents, an upper and an under, between it and 
each pole. . 

Halley, in his theory of the trade-winds, pointed out the key to 
the explanation so far, of the atmospherical circulation; but, were 
the explanation to rest here, a northeast trade-wind extending 
from the pole to the equator would satisfy it; and were this so, 
we should have, on the surface, no winds but the northeast trade
winds on this side, and none but southeast trade-winds on the 
other side, of the equator. 

99. Let us return now to our northern particle (Plate I., p. 70), 
and follow it in a round from the north pole across the equator to 
the ' south pole, and back again. Setting off from the polar re
gions, this particle of air, for some reason which does not appear 
to have been very satisfactorily explained by philosophers, instead 
of traveling (~ 98) on the surface all the way from the pole to the 
equator, travels in the upper regions of the atmosphere until it 
gets near the parallel of 300 • Here it meets, also in the clouds, 
the hypothetical particle that is coming from the south, and going 
north to take its place. 

100. About this parallel of 300 north, then, these two particles .. 
press against each other with the whole amount of their motive 
power, and produce a calm and an accumulation of atmosphere: 
this accumulation is sufficient to balance the pressure of the two 
winds from the north and south. 

101. From under this bank of calms, which seamen call the 
"hone latitudes" (I have called them the calms of Cancer), two 
surface cunents of wind are ejected; one toward the equator, as 
the northeast trades, the other toward the pole, as the southwest 
passage-winds. 

These winds come out at the lower surface of the calm region, 
and consequently the place of the air borne away in this manner 
must be supplied, we may infer, by downward cunents from the 
superincumbent air of the calm region. Like the case of a ve88el 
of water which has two streams from opposite directions running 
in at the top, and two of equal capacity discharging in opposite 
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directions at the bottom, the motion of the water would be down
ward, 80 is the motion of the air in this calm zone. 

102. The barometer, in this calm region, is said to stand higher 
than it does either to the north or to the lOuth of it; and this is 
another proof as to the banking up here of the atmosphere, and 
pressure from its downward motion. 

103. Following our imaginary particle of air from the north 
across this calm belt, we now felll it moving on the lurface of the 
earth as the northeast trade-wind; and as such it continues, till it 

-arrives near the equator, where it meets a like hypothetical par
ticle, which, starting from the lOuth at the same time the other 
started from the north pole, has blown as the southeast .trade-wind. 

104. Here, at this equatorial place of meeting, there is another 
conflict of winds and another calm region, for a northeast and 
80utheast wind can not blow at the same time in the same place. 
The two particles have been put in motion by the I8me power; 
they meet with equal force; and, therefore, at their place of meet
ing, are stopped in their course. Here, therefore, there is a calm 
belt. 

105. Warmed now by the heat ofthe SUD, and prelsed on each 
side by the whole force of the northeast and lOutheast trades, 
these two hypothetical particles, taken as the type of the whole, 
cease to move onward and ascend. This operation is the reverse 
ofthat which took place at the meeting (~ 100) near the parallel 
of SOO. 

106. This imaginary particle then, having ascended to the up
per regions of the atmosphere again, travels there counter to the 
lOutheast trades, until it meets, near the calm belt of Capricorn, 
another particle from the lOuth pole; here there is a descent as 
before (~ 101); it then (~ 98) flows on toward the south pole as 
a surface wind from the northwest. 

Entering the polar regions obliquely, it is pressed upon by sim
ilar particles flowing in oblique cunents across every meridian ; 
and here again is a calm place or node; for, as our imaginary 'par
ticle approaches the parallels near the polar calms more and more 
obliquely, it, with all the rest, is whirled about the pole in !- con
tinued circular gale; finally, reaching the vortex or the calm place, 
it is carried upward to the regions of atmosphere above, whence 
it commences again its circuit to the north as an upper current, as 
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far as the calm belt of Capricorn; here it encountera (~ 106) its 
fellow from the north (~ 98); they stop, descend, and flow out as 
surface currents (~ 101), the one with which the imagination is 
traveling, to the equatorial calms as the southeast trade-wind; 
here (~ 104) it ascends, traveling thence to the calm belt of Can
cer as an upper current counter to the northeast trades. Here 
n 100 and 99) it ceases to be an upper current, but, descending 
(~ 101), travels on with the southwest passage-winds toward the 
pole. 

Now the course we have imagined an atom of air to take is this 
(Plate I.): an ascent at P, at the north pole; an emux thence as 
an upper current (~ 99) until it meets G (also an upper current) 
over the calms of Cancer. Here (~ 100) there is supposed to be 
a descent, as shown by the arrows along the. wavy lines which en
velop the circle. This upper current from the pole (~ 97) now 
becomes the northeast trade-wind B (~ 103), on the surface, until 
it meets the southeast trades in the equatorial calms, when it 
ascends and travels as C with the upper current to the calms of 
Capricorn, then as D with the prevailing northwest surface cur
rent to the south pole, thence up with the arrow P, and around 
with the hands of a watch, and back, as indicated by the arrows 
along E, F, G, and H. 

107. The Bible frequently makes allusions to the laws of nature, 
their operation and effects. But such allusions are often so wrap
ped in the folds of the peculiar and graceful drapery with which 
its language is occasionally clothed, that the meaning, though 
peeping out from its thin covering all the while, yet lies in some 
sense concealed, until the lights and revelations of science are 
thrown upon it; then it bursts out and strikes us with the more 
force and beauty. 

As our knowledge of Nature and her laws has increased, so has 
our underatanding of many passages in the Bible been improved. 
The Bible called the earth "the round world;" yet for ages it was 
the most damnable heresy for Christian men to say the world is 
round; and, finally, sailors circumnavigated the globe, proved the 
Bible to be right, and saved Christian men of science from the 
stake. _ 

" Canst thou tell the sweet influences of the Pleiades 1" 
Astronomers of the present day, if they have not answered this 
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question, have thrown so much light upon it as to show that, if 
ever it be answered by man, he must consult the science of astron
omy. It has been recently all but proved, that the earth and sun, 
with their splendid retinue of comets, satellites, and planets, are 
all in motion around lOme point or centre of attraction inconceiv
ably remote, and that that point is in the direction of the star Al
cyon, one of the Pleiades! Who but the astronomer, then, could 
tell their " sweet inftuences 1" 

And as for the general system of atmospherical circulation 
which I have been 80 long endeavoring to describe, the Bible tells 
it all in a single sentence: "The wind goeth toward the south, 
and tumeth about unto the north; it whirleth about continually, 
and the wind retumeth again according to his circnits."-Eccl., 
i., 6. 

108. Of course, as the surface winds H and D (Plate I.) ap
proach the poles, there must be a sloughing off, if I may be al
lowed the expression, of air from the surface winds, in consequence 
of their approaching the poles. For as .they near the poles, the 
parallels become smaller and smaller, and the surface current 
must either extend much higher up, and blow with greater rapid
ity as it approaches the poles, or else a part of it must be slough
ed off above, and so tum back before reaching the poles. The 
latter is probably the case. 

Our investigations show that the southeast trade-wind region is " 
much larger than the northeast. I speak now of its extent over 
the Atlantic Ocean only; that the southeast trades are the fresh
er, and that they often push themselves up to 100 or 150 of north 
latitude; whereas the northeast trade-wind seldom gets south of 
the equator. 

The peculiar clouds of the trade-winds are formed between the 
upper and lower currents of air. They are probably formed of 
vapor condensed from the upper current, and evaporated as it de
scends by the lower and dry current from the poles. It is the 
same phenomenon up there which is so often observed here below; 
when a cool and dry current of air meets a warm and wet one, an 
evolution of vapor or fog ensues. . 

We now see the general course of the" wind in his circuits," 
as we see the general course of the water in a river. There are 
many abrading surfaces, irregularities. &c., which produce a thou-
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sand eddies in the main stream;. yet, nevertheless, the general di
rection of the whole is not disturbed nor affected by those counw 
currents; so with the atmosphere and the variable winds which 
we find here in this latitude. 

Have I not, therefore, very good grounds for the opinion <§ 92) 
that the "wind in his circuits," though apparently to us never so 
wayward, is as obedient to law and as subservient to order as 
were the morning stars when they "sang together 1" 

109. There are at least two forces concerned in driving the 
wind through its circuits. We have seen <§ 97 and § 98) whence 
that force is derived which gives easting to the winds as they ap
proach the equator, and westing as they approach the poles, and 
allusion, without explanation, has been .made <§ 105) to the source 
whence they derive their northing and their southing. The trade
winds are caused, it is said, by the inter-tropical heat of the sun, . 
which, expanding the air, causes it to rise up near the equator; 
it then flows off in the upper currents north and south, and there 
is a rush of air at the surface both from the north and the BOUth 
to restore the equilibrium-hence the trade-winds. But to the 
north side of the trade-wind belt in the northern, and on the south 
side in the southern hemisphere, the prevailing direction of the 
winds is not toward the source of heat about the equator, but ex
actly in the opposite direction. In the extra-tropical region of 
each hemisphere -the prevailing winds blow from the equator to
ward the poles. It therefore at first appears paradoxical to say 
that heat makes the easterly winds of the torrid zone blow toward 
the equator, and the westerly winds of the temperate zones to 
blow toward the poles. Let us illustrate: 

110. Tl}.e primum mobils of the extra-tropical winds toward the 
equator is, as just intimated, generally ascribed to heat, and in 
this wise, viz.: Suppose, for the moment, the earth to have no di
urnal rotation; that it is at rest; that the rays of the sun have 
been cut off from it; that the atmosphere has assumed a mean 
uniformity of temperature, the thermometer at the equator and 
the thermometer at the poles giving the same reading; that the 
winds are still, and that the whole aerial ocean is in equilibrium 
and at rest. Now imagine the screen which is supposed to have 
shut off the influence of the sun to be removed, and the whole at
mosphere to assume the VariOUI temperatures in the variOUI parts 
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ot the world that it actually haa at thi. moment, what would take 
place, supposing the uniform temperature to be a mean between 
that at the equator and that at the poles? Why, this would take 
'place: a swelling up of the atmosphere about the equator by the 
expansive force of inter-tropical heat, and a contraction of it about 
the poles in conaequence of the cold. These two forces, consid
ering them under their most obvious eft'ects, would disturb the 
supposed atm08pherical equilibrium by altering the level of the 
great aerial ocean; the expansive force of heat elevating it about 
the equator, and the contracting powers of cold depressing it about 
the poles. And forthwith two systems of winds would commence 
to blow, viz., one in the upper regions from the equator toward 
the poles, and as this warm and expanded air should Bow toward 
either pole, seeking its level, a wind would blow on the surface 
from either pole to restore the air to the equator which the upper 
current had carried oft'. 

These two winds would blow due north and south; the eft'ect. 
of heat at the equator, and cold at the poles, would cause them 80 

to do. Now suppose the earth to commence its diurnal rotation; 
then, inatead of having these winds north and south winds, they 
will, for reasons already explained (~ 97), approach the equator 
on both sides with easting in them, and each pole with westing. 

Ill. The circumference of the earth measured on the parallel 
of 600 is only half what it is when measured on the equator. 
Therefore, supposing velocity to be the same, only half the vol
ume of atmosphere (~ 109) that sets oft' from the equator as an 
upper current toward the poles can cross the parallel of 600 north 
or south. The other moiety has been gradually drawn in and 
carried back (~ 108) by the current which is moving in tb.-e oppo
site direction. 

Such, and suoh only, would be the extent of the power of the 
SUD to create a polar and equatorial Bow of air, were its power 
confined simply to a change of level. But the atmosphere has 
been invested with another property which increases its mobility, 
and gives the heat of the BUD atill more power to put it in motion, 
and it is this: as heat changes the atmosphericallevel, it changes 
also the specific gravity of the air acted upon. If, therefore, the 
level of the great aerial ocean were undisturbed by the SUD'S rays, 
and if the air were adapted to a change of specific gravity alone, 
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without any change in volume, this quality would also be the 
source of at least two systems of currents in the air, viz., an up
per and a lower. The two agentl combined, viz., that which 
changes level or volume, and that which changellpeCific gravity, 
give us the general correnti under consideration. Hence we say 
that the primum mobile of the air is derived from change of speci
fic gravity induced by the freezing temperature of the polar re
gions, as well as from change of specific gravity due the expand-
ing force of the sun's rays within the tropics. • 

112. Therefore, fairly to appreciate the extent of the intluence 
due the heat of the sun in causing the winds, it should be recol
lected that we may with as much reason ascribe to the inter
tropical heat of the sun the northwest winds, which are the pre
'f'ailing winds of the extra-tropical regions of the southern hemi
sphere, or the southwest winds, which are the prevailing winds 
of the extra-tropical regions of the northern hemisphere, as we 
may the trade-winds, which blow in the opposite directions. Par
adoxical, therefore, as it seems for us to say that the heat of the 
sun causes the winds between the parallels of 250 or 300 north 
and south to blow toward the equator, and that it also causes the 
prevailing winds on the polar sides of these same parallels to blow 
toward the poles, yet the paradox ceases when we come to rec
ollect that by the process of equatorial heating and polar cooling 
which is going on in the atmosphere, the specific gravity of the 
air is changed as well as its level. Nevertheless, as Halley said, 
in his paper read before the Royal Society in London in 1686, 
and as we also have said (~ 99), "it is likewise very hard to con
ceive why the limits of the trade-wind should be fixed about the 
parallel of latitude 300 all around the globe, and that they should 
so seldom exceed or fall short of those bounds." 

113. Operated upon by the equilibrating tendency of the at
mosphere and by diurnal rotation, the wind approaches the north 
pole, for example, by a series of spirala from the southwest. If 
we draw a circle about this pole on a common terrestrial globe, 
and intersect it by spirala to represent the direction of the wind, 
we shall see that the wind enters all parts of this circle from the 
southwest, and, consequently, that a whirl ought to be created 
thereby, in which the ascending column of air revolves from right 
to left, or agairut the hands of a watch. At the Bouth pole the 
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winds come from the northwest (~ 106), and coDJequently there 
they revolve about it with the hands of a watch. 

That this should be 80 will be obvious to anyone who will look 
at the arrows on· the polar sides of the calms of Cancer and Cap
ricorn (Plate I., p. 70). These arrows are intended to represent 
the prevailing direction of the wind at the mrface of the earth on 
the polar side of these calms. ' 

114. It is a singular coincidence between these two facts thus 
deduced, and other facts which have been obsened, and which 
have been set forth by Redfield, Reid, Piddington, and others, viz., 
that all rotary storms in the northern hemisphere revolve as do 
the whirlwinds about the north pole, viz., from right to left, and 
that all circular gales in the 80uthern hemisphere revolve in the 
opposite direction, as does the whirl about the 80uth pole. 

How cam there be any connection between the rotary motion 
of the wind about the pole, and the rotary motion of it in a gale 
caused here by local agents 1 . 

That there is probably such a connection has been suggested 
by other facts and circumstances, and perhaps I shall be enabled 
to make myself clearer when we come to treat of these facts and 
circumstances, and to inquire farther, as at ~ 172, into the rela
tions between magnetism and the circulation of the atmosphere; 
for, although the theory of heat satisfies many conditions of the 
problem, and though heat, doubtless, is one of the chief agents in 
keeping up the circulation of the atmosphere, yet it can be made 
to appear that it is not the sole agent .. 

115. SOliE OJ' ITS METEOROLOGICAL AGENCIES.-SO far, we see 
how the atmosphere moves j but the atmosphere, like every other 
department in the economy of nature, has its offices to perform, 
and they are many. I have already alluded to some of them; 
but I only propose, at this time, to consider some of the meteoro
logical agencies at sea, which, in the grand design of creation, 
have probably been assigned to this wonderful machine. 

To distribute moisture over the surface of the earth, and to 
temper the climate of different latitudes, it would seem, are two 
great offices assigned by their Creator to the ocean and the air. 

When the northeast and southeast trades meet and produce the 
equatorial calms (~ 104), the air, by this time, is heavily laden 
with moisture, for in each hemisphere it has traveled obliquely 
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over a large space of the ocean. It has no room for elcape but 
in the upward direction (~105). It expands &8 it ascends, and 
becomes cooler; a portion of its vapor ia thus condensed, and 
comes down in the shape of rain. Therefore it is that, under 
these calma, we have a region of constant precipitation. Old 
.ailors tell U8 of such dead calms of long continuance here, of 
such heavy and constant rains, that they have scooped up fresh 
water from the surface of the sea. 

116. The conditions to which thie air i. exposed here under the 
equator are probably not such as to caU8e it to precipitate all the 
moisture that it h&8 taken up in its long sweep across the waten. 
Let U8 see what becomes ofthe rest; for Nature, in her economy, 
permits nothing to be taken away from the earth which is not to 
be restored to it again in some form, and at some time or other. 

Consider the great rivera-the Amazon and the Mi_sippi, for 
example. We see them day after day, and year after year, dis
charging an immense volume of water into the ocean. 

"All the rivers run into the sea, yet the sea is not full."-Ecc., 
i., 7. Where do the waten so discharged go, and where do they 
come from 1 They come from their sources, you will say. But 
whence are their sources supplied 1 for, unless what the fountain 
lends forth be returned to it again, it will fail and be dry. 

117. We see limply, in the waters that are discharged by these 
riven, the amount by which the precipitation exceeds the evapor
ation throughout the whole extent of valley drained by them; and 
by precipitation I mean the total amount of water that falls from, 
or is deposited by the atmosphere, whether &8 dew, rain, hail, or 
snow. 

The spriDga of these rivers (~ 87) are supplied from the rams 
of heaven, and these ram. are formed of vapon which are taken 
up from the sea, that" it be not full," and carried up to the mount
ains through the air. 

"Note the place whence the riven come, thither they return 
again." 

118. Behold now the waten of the Amazon, of the Mississippi, 
the St. Lawrence, and all the great riven of America, Europe, 
and Asia, lifted up by the atmOlphere, and fiowing in invisible 
streams back through the air to their sources among the hills 
(~ 87), and that through channels 80 regular, certain, and well de-
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fined, that the quantity thus conveyed one year with the other is 
nearly the same: for that is the quantity which we see running 
down to the ocean through these riven; and the quantity dis
charged annually by each river is, as far as we can judge, nearly 
constant. 

We now begin to conceive what a powerful machine the at
mosphere must be; and, though it is apparently so capricious and 
wayward in its movements, here is evidence of order and arrange
ment which we must admit, and proof which we can not deny, 
that it performs this mighty office with regularity and certainty, 
and is therefore as obedient to law as is the steam-engine to the 
will of its builder.· (See Appenm A.) 

119. It, too, is an engine. The South Seas themselves, in all 
their vast inter-tropical extent, are the boiler for it, and the north
ern hemisphere is its condenser. 

120. Where dou the vapor that makes the raim whichfeed the 
river, of tke nortkem hemilphere come from 1 

The proportion between the land and water in the northern 
hemisphere is very different from the proportion between them in 
the southern. In the northern hemisphere, the land and water are 
nearly equally divided. In the southern, there is several times 
more water than land. All the great rivers in the world are in 
the northern hemisphere, where there is less ocean to supply them. 
Whence, then, are their sources replenished 1 Those of the Ama
zon are supplied with rains from the equatorial calms and trade
winds of the Atlantic. That river runs east, its branches come 
from the north and south; it is always the rainy season on one 
side or the other of it; consequently, it is a river without periodic 
stages of a very marked character. It is always near its high
water, mark. For one half of the year its northern tributaries are 
flooded, and its southern for the other half. It discharges under 
the line, and as its tributaries come from both hemispheres, it can 
not be said to belong exclusively to either. It is supplied with 
water from the Atlantic Ocean. Taking the Amazon, therefore. 
out of the count, the Rio de la Plata is the only great river of the 
southern hemisphere. 

There is no large river in New Holland. The South Sea Isl
ands give rise to none, nor is there one in South Africa that we 
know of. 

F 
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121. The great rivers of North America and North Africa, and 
all the rivers of Europe and Asia, lie wholly within the northern 
hemisphere. How is it, then, considering that the evaporating sur
face lies mainly in the southern hemisphere-how is it, I say, that 
we should have the evaporation to take place in one hemisphere 
and the condensation in the other? The total amount of rain 
which falls. in the northern hemisphere is much greater, meteorol
ogists tell us, than that which falls in the southern. The annual 
amount of rain in the north temperate zone is half as much again 
as that of the south temperate. 

122. How is it, then, that this vapor gets, as stated ~ 119, from 
the southern into the northern hemisphere, and comes with such 
regularity that our rivers never go dry and our springs fail not? 
It is because of the beautiful operations and the exquisite compen
sation of this grand machine, the atmosphere. It is exquisitely 
and wonderfully counterpoised. Late in the autumn of the north, 
throughout its winter, and in early spring, the sun is pouring his 
rays with the greatest intensity down upon the seas of the south
ern hemisphere, and this powerful engine which we are contem
plating is pumping up the water there (~ 119) for our rivers with 
the greatest activity. At this time, the mean temperature of the 
entire southern hemisphere is said to be about 10° higher than the 
northern. 

123. The heat which this heavy evaporation absorbs becomes 
latent, and, with the moisture, is carried through the upper regions 
of the atmosphere until it reaches our climates. Here the vapor 
is formed into clouds, condensed, and precipitated. The heat 
which held this water in the state of .vapor is set free, it becomes 
sensible heat,and it is that which contributes so much to temper 
our winter climate. It clouds up in winter, turns warm, and we 
say we are going to have falling weather. That is because the 
process of condensation has already commenced, though no rain 
or snow may have fallen: thus we feel this southern heat, that 
has been collected from the rays of the sun by the sea, been bot
tled away by the winds in the clouds of a southern summer, and 
set free in the process of condensation in our northern winter. 

124. If the Plate at page 70 fairly represent the coUrse of the 
winds, the southeast trade-winds would enter the northern hemi
sphere, and, as an upper current, bear into it all their moisture, 
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except that which is precipitated in the region of equatorial 
calms. 

The South Seas, then, according to ~ 119, should supply mainly 
the water for this engine, while the northern hemisphere condenses 
it; we should, therefore, have more rain in the northern hemi
sphere. The rivers tell us that we have--at least on the land: 
for the great water-courses of the globe, and half the fresh water 
in the world, are found on our side of the equator. This fact 
alone is strongly corroborative of this hypothesis. 

The rain gauge tells us also the same story. The yearly aver
age of rain in the north temperate zone is, according to Johnston, 
thirty-seven inches. He gives but twenty-six in the south tem
perate. 

125. Moisture is never extracted from the air by subjecting it 
from a low to a higher temperature, but the reverse. Thus, all the 
air which comes loaded with moisture from the other hemisphere, 
and is borne into this with the southeast trade-winds, travels in 
the upper regions of the atmosphere (~ 100) v.ntil it reaches the 
calms of Cancer; here it becomes the surface wind that prevails 
from the southward and westward. As it goes north it grows 
cooler, and the process of condensation commences. 

We may now liken it to the wet sponge, and the decrease of 
temperature to the hand that squeezes that sponge. Finally reach
ing the cold latitudes, all the moisture that a dew-point of zero, 
and even far below, can extract, is wrung from it; and this air 
then commences "to return according to his circuits" as dry at
mosphere. And here we can quote Scripture again: "The north 
wind driveth away rain." This is a meteorological fact of high 
authority and great importance in the study of the circulation of 
the atmosphere. 

126. By reasoning in this manner, we are led to the conclusion 
that our rivers are supplied with their waters principally from the 
trade-wind regions-the extra-tropical northern rivers from the 
southern trades, and the extra-tropioal southern rivers from the 
northern trade-winds, for the trade-winds. are the evaporating 
winds. 

Taking for our guide such faint glimmerings of light as we can 
catch from these facts, and supposing these views to be correct, 
then the saltest portion of the sea should be in the trade-wind re-
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gions, where the water for all the rivers is evaporated; and there 
the saltest portions are found. 

127. Dr. Ruschenberger, of the Navy, on his late voyage to In
dia, was kind enough to conduct a series of observations on the 
specific gravity of sea water. In about the parallel of 17° north 
and south-midway of the trade-wind regions-he found the 
heaviest water. Though so warm, the water there was heavier 
than the cold water to the south of the Cape of Good Hope. 
Lieutenant D. D. Porter, in the steam-ship Golden Age, found the 
heaviest water about the parallels of 20° north and 17° south. 

In summing up the evidence in favor of this view of the general 
system of atmospherical circulation, it remains to be shown how 
it is, if the view be correct, there should be smaller rivers and less 
rain in the southern hemisphere. 

128. The E~lanation.-The winds that are to blow as the 
northeast trade-winds, returning' from the polar regions, where 
the moisture (~ 125) has been compressed out of them, remain, as 
we have seen, dry winds until they cross the calm zone of Cancer, 
and are felt on the surface as the northeast trades. About two 
thirds of them only can then blow over the ocean; the rest blow 
over the land, over Asia, Africa, and North America, where there 
is but comparatively a small portion of evaporating surface ex-
posed to their action. ' 

The zone of the northeast trades extends, on an average, from 
about 290 north to 7° north. Now, if we examine the globe, to 
see how much of this zone is land and how much water, we shall 
find, commencing with China and coming over Asi!'t the broad 
part of Africa, and so on, across the continent of America to the 
Pacific, land enough to fill up, as nearly as may be, just one third 
of it. This land, if thrown into one body between these parallels, 
would make a belt equal to 120° of longitude by 220 of latitude. 

According to the hypothesis, illustrated by Plate I., p. 70, as to 
the circulation of the atmosphere, it is these northeast trade-winds 
that take up and carry over, after they rise up in the belt of equa. 
torial calms, the vapors which make the rains that feed the rivers 
in the extra-tropical regions of the southern hemisphere. 

Upon this supposition, then, two thirds only of the northeast 
trade-winds are fully charged with moisture, and only two thirds 
of the amount of rain that falls in the northern hemisphere should 
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fall in the southern, and this is just about the proportion (~ 124) 
that observation gives. 

In like manner, the southeast trade-winds take up the vapors 
which make our rivers, and as they prevail to a much greater ex
tent at sea, and have exposed to their action about three times as 
much ocean as the northeast trade-winds have, we might expect, 
according to this hypothesis, more rains in the northern-and, con
sequently, more and larger rivers-than in the southern hemi
sphere. A glance at Plate VIII. will show how very much larger 
that part of the ocean over which the southeast trades prevail is 
than that where the northeast trade-winds blow. 

This estimate as to the quantity of rain in the two hemispheres 
is one which is not capable of verification by any more than the 
rudest approximations; for the greater extent of southeast trades 
on one side, and of high mountains on the other, must each of ne
cessity, and independent of other agents, have t.heir effects. Nev
ertheless, this estimate gives as close an approximation as :we can 
make out from any other data. 

129. The rainy seasons, how caused.-The calm and trade-wind 
regions or belts move up and down the earth, annually, in latitude 
nearly a thousand miles. In July and August the zone of equato
rial calms is found between 70 north and 120 north; sometimes 
higher; in March and April, between latitude 50 south and 20 north. 

With this fact and these points of view before us, it is easy to. 
perceive why it is that we have a rainy season in Oregon, a rainy 
and dry season in California, another at Panama, two at Bogota, 
none in Peru, and one in Chili. 

In Oregon it rains every month, but more in the winter months. 
The winter there is the summer of the southern hemisphere, 

when this steam-engine is working with the greatest pressure. 
The vapor that is taken up by the southeast trades is borne along 
over the region of northeast trades to latitude 350 or 400 north 
(~ 124), where it descends and appears on the surface with the 
southwest winds of those latitudes. Driving upon the highlands 
of the continent, ihis vapor is condensed and precipitated, during 
ihi. part of the year, almost in constant .howers. 

130. In the winter, the calm belt of Cancer approaches the 
equator. This whole system of zones, viz., of trades, calms, and 
westerly winds, follows the sun; and they of our hemisphere are 
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nearer the equator in the winter and spring months than at any 
other season. 

The southwest winds commence at this season to prevail as far 
down as the lower part of California. In winter and spring, the 
land in California is cooler than the sea air, and is quite cold 
enough to extract moisture from it. But in summer and autumn 
the land is the warmer, and can not condense the vapors of water 
held by the air. So the same cause which made it rain in Ore
gon now makes it rain in California. As the sun returns to the 
north, he brings the calm belt of Cancer and the northeast trades 
along with him; and now, at places where, six months before, the 
southwest winds were the prevailing winds, the northeast trades 
are found to blow. This is the case in the latitude of California. 
The prevailing winds, then, instead of going from a warmer to a 
cooler climate, as before, are going the opposite way. Conse
quently, they can not, if they have the moisture in them to make 
rains of, precipitate it under such circumstances. 

131. Panama is in the region of equatorial calms. This belt 
of calms travels during the year, back and forth, over about 17° 
of latitude, coming farther north in the summer, where it tarries 
for several months, and then returns so as to reach its extreme 
southern latitude some time in March or April. Where these 
calms are it is always raining, and the chart shows that they hang 
over the latitude of Panama from June to November; consequent
ly, from June to November is the rainy season at Panama.. The 
rest of the year that place is in the region of the northeast trades, 
which, before they arrive there, have to cross the mountains of the 
isthmus, on the cool tops of which they deposit their moisture, 
and leave Panama rainless and pleasant until the sun returns north 
with the belt of equatorial calms after him. They then push the 
belt of northeast trades farther to the north, occupy a part of the 
winter zone, and refresh that part of the earth with summer rains. 
This belt of calms moves over more than double of its breadth, 
and nearly the entire motion from south to north is accomplished 
generally in two months, May and June. 

132. Take the parallel of 4° north as an illustration: during 
these two months the entire belt of calms crosses this parallel, and 
then leaves it in the region of the southeast trades. During these 
two months it was pouring down rain on that parallel. After the 
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calm belt paases it the rains cease, and the people in that latitude 
have no more wet weather till the fall, when the belt of calms re
crosses this parallel on its way to the south. By examining the 
"Trade-wind Chart," it may be seen what the latitudes are that 
have two rainy seasons, and that Bogota is within the bi-rainy 
latitudes. 

133. The Rainlu. Region.t.-The coast of Peru is within the 
region of perpetual southeast trade-winds. Though the Peruvian 
shores are on the verge of the great South Sea boiler, yet it never 
rains there. The reason is plain. 

The southeast trade-winds in the Atlantic Ocean first strike the 
water on the coast of Africa. Traveling to the northwest, they 
blow obliquely across the ocean until they reach the coast of 
Brazil. By this time they are heavily laden with vapor, which 
they continue to bear along across the continent, depositing it as 
they go, and supplying with it the sources of the Rio de la Plata 
and the southern tributaries of the Amazon. 

Finally they reach the SDow-capped. Andes, and here is wrung 
from them the last particle of moisture that that very low temper
ature can extract. 

Reaching the summit of that range, they now tumble down as 
cool and dry winds on the Pacific slopes beyond. Meeting with 
no evaporating surface, and with no temperature colder than that 
to which they were subjected on the mountain-tops, they reach 
the ocean before they become charged with fresh vapor, and be
fore, therefore, they have any which the Peruvian climate can ex
tract. Thus we see how the top of the Andes becomes the res
prvoir from which are supplied the rivers of Chili and Peru. 

134. The other rainless or almost rainless regions are the west
ern coasts of Mexico, the deserts of Africa, Asia, North America, 
and Australia. Now study the geographical features of the coun
try surrounding those regions j see how the mountain ranges run ; 
then tum to Plate VIII. t~ see how the winds blow, and where the 
sources are (~ 87) which supply them with vapors. This plate 
shows the prevailing direction of the wind only at sea; but know
ing it there, we may infer what it is on the land. Supposing it to 
prevail on the land as it generally does in corresponding latitudes 
at sea, then the Plate will suggest readily enough how the winds 
that blow over these deserts came to be robbed of their moisture, 
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or, rather, to have 110 much of it taken from them as to reduce their 
dew-point below the Desert temperature; for the air can netler de
posit iU moi.rture when iU t6f7lperature u higher tlum ita dew-point. 

135. We have a rainleaa region about the Red Sea, because the 
Red Sea, for the most part, lies within the northeast trade-wind 
region, and these winds, when they reach that region, are dry 
winds, for they have as yet, in their course, croued no wide sheets 
of water from which they could take up a supply of vapor. 

136. Most of New Holland lies within the lIOutheast trade-wind 
region; so does most of inter-tropical South America. But inter
tropical South America is the land of showers. The largest riv
ers and most copiously watered country in the world are to be 
found there, whereas almost exactly the reverse is the case in 
Australia. Whence this diff'erence 1 Examine the direction of 
the winds with regard to the shore-line of these two regions, and 
the explanation will at once be suggeated. In Australia~ 
coast-the shore-line is stretched out in the direction of the tradea; 
in South America-east coast-it is perpendicular to their direc
tion. In Australia, they fringe this shore only with their vapor, 
and 80 stint that thirsty land with showers that the trees can not 
afFord to spread their leaves out to the sun, for it evaporates all 
the moisture from them; their instincts, therefore, teach them to 
tum their edges to his rays. In America, they blow perpendicu
larly upon the shore, penetrating the very heart of the country 
with their moisture. Here the leaves-as the plantain, &:c.-tum 
their broad sides up to the SUD, and court his rays. 

137. Why there u more rain on one side of a mountain tlum on 
the other. • 

We may now, from what has been said, see why the Andes and 
all other mountains which run north and 80uth have a dry and a 
rainy side, and how the prevailing winds of the latitude determine 
which is the rainy and which the dry side. 

Thus, let us take the southern coast of Chili for illustration. 
In our summer time, when the sun comes north, and drags after 
him his belts of perpetual winds and calms, that coast is left with
in the regions of the northwest winds-the winds that are counter 
to the southeast trades-which, cooled by the winter temperature 
of the highlands of Chili, deposit their moisture copiously. Dur
ing the rest of the year, the most of Chili is in the region of the 
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southeast trades, and the same causes which operate in California 
to prevent rain there, operate in Chili j only the dry season in one 
place is the rainy season of the oth~r. 

Hence we see that the weather side of all such mountains as 
the Andes is the wet side, and the lee side the dry. 

138. The same phenomenon, from a like cause, is repeated in 
inter-tropical India, only in that country each side of the mountain 
is made alternately the wet and the dry side by a change in the 
prevailing direction of the wind. Plate VIII. shows India to be in 
one of the monsoon regions: it is the most famous of them all. 
From October to April the northeast trades prevail. They evap
orate from the Bay of Bengal water enough to feed with rains, 
during this season, the western shores of this bay and the Ghauts 
range of mountains. This range holds the relation to these winds 
that the Andes of Peru (~ 133) hold to the southeast trades j it 
first cools and then relieves them of their moisture, and they tum
ble down on the western slopes of the Ghauts, Peruvian-like 
(~ 137), cool, rainless, and dry j wherefore that narrow strip of 
country between the Ghauts and the Arabian Sea would, like 
that in Peru between the Andes and the Pacific, remain without 
rain forever, were it not for other agents which are at work about 
India and not about Peru. The work of the agents to which I 
allude is felt in t.he monsoons, and these prevail in India and not 
in Peru. 

139. After the northeast trades have blown out their season, 
which in India ends in April (~ 138), the great arid plains of Cen
tral Asia, of Tartary, Thibet, and Mongolia, become heated up, 
react upon these northeast trades, tum them back, and convert 
them, during the summer and early autumn, into southwest mon-

o soons. These then come from the Indian Ocean and Sea of Ara
bia loaded with moisture, and striking with it perpendicularly upon 
the Ghauts, precipitate upon that narrow strip of land between 
this range and the Arabian Sea an amount of water that is truly 
astonishing. Here, then, are not only the conditions for causing 
more rain, now on the west, now on the east side of this mount
ain range, but the conditions also for the most copious precipita
tion. Accordingly, when we come to consult rain gauges, and 
to ask meteorological observers in India about the fall of rain, 
they tell us that on the ~estern slopes of the Ghauts it some-
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times reaches the enormous depth of twelve or fifteen inches in 
one day.-

140. These winds then continue their course to the Himalaya 
range as dry winds. In crossing this range, they are subjected to a 
lower temperature than that to which they were exposed in cross
ing the Ghauts. Here they drop more of their moisture in the 
shape of snow and rain, and then pass over into the thirsty lands 
beyond with scarcely enough vapor in them to make even a cloud. 
Thence they ascend into the upper air, there to become counter
currents in the general system of atmospherical circulation. By 
studying Plate VIII., where the rainless regions and inland basins, 
as well as the course of the prevailing winds, are shown, these 
facts will become obvious. 

141. The Regions of Greatest Precipitation.-We shall now 
be enabled to determine, if the views which I have been en
deavoring to present be correct, what parts of the earth are sub
ject to the greatest fall of rain. They should be on the slopes of 
those mountains which the trade-winds first strike, after having 
blown across the greatest tract of ocean. The more abrupt the 
elevation, and the shorter the distance between the mountain top 
and the ocean, the greater the amount of precipitation. 

H, therefore, we commence at the parallel of about 300 north 
in the Pacific, where the northeast trade-winds first strike that 
ocean, and trace them through their circuits till they first strike 
high mountains, we ought to find such a place of heavy rains. 

Commencing at this parallel of 300 , therefore, in the North Pa
cific, and tracing thence the course of the northeast trade-winds, 
we shall find that they blow thence, and reach the region of equa
torial calms near the Caroline Islands. Here they rise up; but, 
instead of pursuing the same course in the upper stratum of winds 
through the southern hemisphere, they, in consequence of the ro
tation of the earth (~ 98), are made to take a southeast course. 
They keep in this upper stratum until they reach the calms of 
Capricorn, between the parallels of 300 and 400 ; after which 
they become the prevailing northwest winds of the southern hemi
sphere, which correspond to the southwest of the northern. Con
tinuing on to the southeast, they are now the surface winds; they 
are going from warmer to cooler latitudes; they become as the 

* Keith JoJmston. 
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wet sponge (§ 125), and are abruptly intercepted by the Andes of 
Patagonia, whose cold summit compresses them, and with its low 
dew-point squeezes the water out of them. Captain King found 
the astonishing fall of water here of nearly thirteen feet (one 
hundred and fifty-one inches) in forty-one days; and Mr. Darwin 
reports that the sea water along this part of the South American 
coast is sometimes quite fresh, from the vast quantity of rain that 
falls. 

142. We ought to expect a corresponding rainy region to be 
found to the north of Oregon; but there the mountains are not so 
high, the obstruction to the. southwest winds is not so abrupt, the 
highlands are farther from the coast, and the· air which these 
winds carry in their circulation to that part of the coast, though 
it be as heavily charged with moisture as at Patagonia, has a 
greater extent of country over which to deposit its rain, and con
sequently the fall to the square inch will not be as great.· 

143. In like manner, we should be enabled to say in what part 
of the world the most equable climates are to be found. They 
are to be found in the equatorial calms, where the northeast and 
southeast trades meet fresh from the ocean, and keep the temper
ature uniform under a canopy of perpetual clouds. 

144. Amount of Evaporation.-The mean annual fall of rain 
on the entire surface of the earth is estimated at about five feet. 

145. To evaporate water enough annually from the ocean to 
cover the earth, on the average, five feet deep with rain; to trans
port it frqm one zone to another; and to precipitate it in the right 
places, at suitable times, and in the proportions due, is one of the 
offices of the grand atmospherical machine. This water is evap
orated principally from the torrid zone. Supposing it all to come 
thence, we shall have, encircling the earth, a belt of ocean three 
thousand miles in breadth, from which this atmosphere evaporates 
a layer of water annually sixteen feet in depth. And to hoist up 
as high as the clouds, and lower down again all the water in a 
lake sixteen feet deep, and three thousand miles broad, and 

• I have lince, through the kindD_ or A. Holbrook, Eeq., United Staiel Attomey 
ror Oregon, received the Oregt1ll 8peettlll1r or Febnwy 18, 1851, contaiDing the Rev. 
G. H. AtkinlOn'. Meteorological Journal, kept in Oregon City during the month or 
Januuy, 1861. The quantity or rain and mow fOr that month ie 13.63 incbel, or 
about one third the average quantity that f'aIla at Wuhington during the year. 
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twenty-four thousand long, is the yearly business of this invisible 
machinery. What a powerful engine is the atmosphere! and 
how nicely adjusted must be all the cogs, and wheels, and springs, 
and pinions of this exquisite piece of machinery, that it never wears 
out nor breaks down, nor fails to do its work at the right time 
and in the right way ! 

146. In his annual report to the Society (Transactions of tM 
Bombay Geographical Society from May, 1849, to August, 1850, 
vol. ix.), Dr. Buist, the secretary, states, on the authority of Mr. 
Laidly, the evaporation at Calcutta to be "about fifteen feet an
nually; that between the Cape and Calcutta it averages, in Octo
ber and November, nearly three fourths of an inch daily; between 
100 and 200 in the Bay of Bengal, it was found to exceed an inch 
daily. Supposing this to be double the average throughout the 
year, we should," continues the doctor, "have eighteen feet of 
evaporation annually.n 

147. If, in considering the direct observations upon the daily 
rate of evaporation in India, it be remembered that the seasons 
there are divided into wet and dry; that in the dry season, evap
oration in the Indian Ocean, because of its high temperature, and 
also of the high temperature and dry state of the wind, probably 
goes on as rapidly as it does any where else in the world; if, more
over, we remember that the regular trade-wind regions proper 
are, for the most part, rainless regions at sea; that evaporation is 
going on from them all the year round, we shall have reason to 
consider the estimate of sixteen feet annually for the trade-wind 
surface of the ocean not too high. . 

148. We see the light beginning to break upon us, for we now 
begin to perceive why it is that the proportions between the land 
and water were made as we find them in nature. If there had 
been more water and less land, we should have had more rain, and 
tJice versa; and then climates would have been different from 
what they now are, and the inhabitants, animal or vegetable, 
would not have been as they are. And as they are, that wise 
Being who, in his kind providence, so watches ove! and regards 
the things of this world that he takes notice of the sparrow's fall, 
and numbers the very hairs of our head, doubtless designed them 
to be. 

The mind is delighted, and the imagination charmed, by con-
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templating the physical arrangements of the earth from such points 
of view as this is which we now have before us; from it the sea, 
and the air, and the lanet, appear each as a part of that grand 
machinery upon which the well-being of all the inhabitants of 
earth, sea, and air depends; and which, in the beautiful adapta
tions that we are pointing out, aft"ords new and striking evidence 
that they all have their origin in ONE omniscient idea, just as the 
different parts of a watch may be considered to have been con
structed and arranged according to one human design. 

149. In some parts ofthe earth the precipitation is greater than 
the evaporation; thus the amount of water borne down by every 
river that runs into the sea may be considered. as the excelS of 
the precipitation over the evaporation that takes place in the val
ley drained by that river. 

150. This excess comes from the sea; the winds convey it to 
the interior; and the forces of gravity, dashing it along in mount
ain torrents or gentle streams, hurry it back to the sea again. 

151. In other parts of the earth the evaporation and precipita
tion are exactly equal, as in those inland basins such as that in 
which the city of Mexico, Lake Titicaca, the Caspian Sea, &c., 
&c., are situated, which basins have no ocean drainage. 

152. If more rain fell in the ftlley of the Caspian Sea tban is 
evaporated from it, that sea would finally get full and overflow 
the whole of that great basin. If less fell than is evaporated from 
it again, then that sea, in the course of time, would dry up, and 
plants and animals there would all perish for the want of water. 

153. In the sheets of water which we find distributed over that 
and every other inhabitable inland basin, we see reservoirs or 
evaporating surfaces just sufficient for the supply of that degree 
of moisture which is best adapted to the well-being of the plants 
and animals that people such basins. 

In other parts of the earth still, we find places, as the Desert 
of Sahara, in which neither evaporation nor precipitation takes 
place, and in which we find neither plant nor animal. 

154. ADAPTATIoNs.-In contemplating the system ofterrestrial 
adaptations, these researches teach one to regard the mountain 
ranges and the great deserts of the earth as the astronomer does 
the counterpoises to his telescope-though they be mere dead 
weights, they are, nevertbelelS, necessary to make the balance 
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complete, the adjustments of this machine perfect. These coun
terpoises give ease to the motions, stability to the performance, 
and accuracy to the workings of the instrument. They are com
pensations. 

155. Whenever I turn to contemplate the works of nature, I 
am struck with the admirable system of compensation, with the 
beauty and nicety with which every department is poised by th., 
others; things and principles are meted out in directions the most 
opposite, but in proportions so exactly balanced and nicely ad
justed, that results the most narmonious are produced. 

It is by the action of opposite and compensating forces that the 
earth is kept in its orbit, and the stars are held suspended in the 
azure vault of heaven; and these forces are so exquisitely ad
justed, that, at the end of a thousand years, the earth, the sun, 
and moon, and every star in the firmament, is found to come to 
its proper place at the proper moment. 

Nay, philosophy teaches us, when the little snow-drop, which in 
our garden walks we see raising its beautiful head to remind us that 
spring is at hand, was created, that the whole mass of the earth, 
from pole to pole, and from circuniference to centre, must have 
been taken into account and weighed, in order that the proper de
gree of strength might be given to the fibres of even this little plant. 

Botanists tell us that the constitution of this plant is such as to 
require that, at a certain stage of its growth, the stalk should bend, 
and the flower should bow its head, that an operation may take 
place which is necessary in order that the herb should produce 
seed after its kind; and that, after this, its vegetable health re
quires that it should lift its head again and stand erect. Now, if 
the mass of the earth had been greater or less, the force of grav
ity would have been different j in that case, the strength of fibre 
in the snow-drop, as it is, would have been too much or too little; 
the plant could not bow or raise its head at the right time, fecund
ation could not take place, and its family would have become ex
tinct with the first individual that was planted, because its " seed" 
would not have been" in itself," and therefore it could not repro
duce itself. 

Now, if we see such perfect adaptation, such exquisite adjust
ment, in the case of one of the smallest flowers of the field, how 
much more may \Ve not expect" compensation" in the atmosphere 
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and the ocean, upon the right adjustment and due performance of 
which depends not only the life of that plant, but the well-being 
of every individual that is found in the entire vegetable and ani
mal kingdoms of the world? 

When the east winds blow along the Atlantic coast for a little 
while, they bring us air saturated with moisture from the Gulf 
Stream, and we complain of the sultry, oppressive, heavy atmos
phere; the invalid grows worse, and the well man feels ill, be
cause, when he takes this atmosphere into his lungs, it is already 
80 charged with moisture that it can not take up and carry off that 
which encumbers his lungs, and which nature has caused his blood 
to bring and leave there, that respiration may take up and carry 
oft". At other times the air is dry and hot; he feels that it is con
veying off matter from the lungs too fast; he realizes the idea 
that it is consuming him, and he calls the sensation parching. 

156. Therefore, in considering the general laws which govern 
the physical agents of the universe, and regulate them in the due 
performance of their offices, I have felt myself constrained to set 
out with the assumption that, if the atmosphere had had a greater 
or less capacity for moisture, or if the proportion of land and wa
ter had been different-if the earth, air, and water had not been 
in exact counterpoise-the whole arrangement of the animal and 
vegetable kingdoms would have varied from their present state. 
But God chose to make those kingdoms what they are; for this 
purpose it was necessary, in his judgment, to establish the pro
portions between the land and water, and the desert, just as they 
are, and to make the capacity of the air to circulate heat and 
moisture just what it is, and to have it to do all its work in obe
dience to law and in subservience to order. If it were not so, 
why was power given to the winds to lift up and transport moist
ure, or the property given to the sea by which its waters may be
come first vapor, and then fruitful showers or gentle dews 1 If 
the proportions and properties of land, sea, and air were not ad
justed according to the reciprocal capacities of all to perform the 
functions required by each, why should we be told that he "meas
ured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and comprehended the 
dust in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the 
hills in a balance 1" Why did he span the heavens, but that he 
might mete out the atmosphere in exact proportion to all the rest, 
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and impart to it those properties and powers which it was neces
sary for it to have, in order that it might perform all those offices 
and duties for which he designed it? • 

Harmonious in their action, the air and sea are obedient to law 
and subject to order in all their movements; when we consult 
them in the performance of their offices, they teach us le880ns 
concerning the wonders of the deep, the mysteries of the sky, the 
greatness, and the wisdom, and goodness of the Creator. The 
investigations into the broad-spreading circle of phenomena con
nected with the winds of heaven and the waves of the sea are sec
ond to none for the good which they do and the lessons which they 
teach. The astronomer is said to see the hand of God in the sky j 
but does not the right-minded mariner, who looks aloft as he pon
ders over these thinga, hear his voice in every wave of the sea 
that "claps its hands," and feel his presence in every breeze that 
blows! 
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CHAPTER IV. 

UD I'OOS AND SEA. DUST. 

Where 1011Dd. 4 l67.-Talliea on the Wmd. lli8.-Where taken up, UIO.-Ham
boldt'. Deaeription, l68.-Information deri"ed &om Sea DaI&, l66.-Ita BeariDp 
upon the Theory of Atmoapherical CircuJa&ion;167.-Sageata Mapetic Agency, 
170. 

157. SEAJlEN tell us of" red fogs" which they sometimes en
counter, especially in the vicinity of the Cape de Verd Islands. 
In other parts of the sea also they meet showers of dust. What 
these showers precipitate in the Mediterranean is called "sirocco 
dust," and in other parts" African dust," because the winds which 
accompany them are supposed to come from the Sirocco desert, 
or some other parched land of the continent of Africa. It is of a 
brick-red or cinnamon color, and it sometimes comes down in such 
quantities as to cover the sails and rigging, though the vessel may 
be hundreds of miles from the land. 

Now the patient reader, who has had the heart to follow me in 
the preceding chapters around with" the wind in his circuits," 
will perceive that proof is yet wanting to establish it as a fact 
that the northeast and southeast trades, after meeting and rising 
up in the equatorial calms, do cross over and take the t~ka rep
Ts.ented by C and G, Plate I. 

Statements, and reasons, and argumenta enough have already 
been made and adduced to make it highly probable, according to 
human reasoning, that such is the case; and though the theoret
ical deductions showing such to be the case be never so good, pos
itive proof that they ars true can not fail to be received with de
light and satisfaction. 

Were it possible to take a portion of this air, as it travels down 
the southeast trades, representing the general course of atmos
pherical circulation, and to put a tally on it by which we could 
always recognize it again, then we might hope actually to prove, 
by evidence the most positive, the channels through which the air 

• of the trade-Winds, after ascending at the equator, returns whence 
it came. 

G 
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But the air is invisible j and it is not easily perceived how either 
marks or tallies may be put upon it, that it may be traced in its 
paths through the clouds. 

The skeptic, therefore, who finds it hard to believe that the gen
eral circulation is such as Plate I. represents it to be, might con
sider himself safe in his unbelief were he to declare his willingness 
to give it up the moment anyone shoUld put tallies on the wings 
of the wind, which would enable him to recognize that air again, 
and those tallies, when found at other parts of the earth's surface. 

As difficult as this seems to be, it has actually been done. 
Ehrenberg, with his microscope, has established, almost beyond a 
doubt, that the air which the southeast trade-winds bring- to the 
equator does rise up there and pass over into the northern hemi
sphere. 

158. The Sirocco, or African dust, which he has been observ
ing so closely, has turned out to be tallies put upon the wind in 
the other hemisphere j and this beautiful instrument of his enables 
us to detect the marks on these little tallies as plainly as though 

• those marks had been written upon labels of wood and tied to the 
wings of the wind. 

This dust, when SUbjected to microscopic examination, is found 
to consist of infusoria and organisms whose habitat is not Mrica, 
but South America, and in the southeast trade-wind region of 
South America. Professor Ehrenberg has examined specimens 
of sea dust from the Cape de Verds and the regions thereabout, 
from Malta, Genoa, Lyons, and the Tyrol; and he has found a 
similarity among them as striking as it would have been had these 
specimens been all taken from the same pile. South American 
forms he recognizes in all of them j indeed, they are the prevail
ing forms in every specimen he has examined. 

It may, I think, be now regarded as an established fact, that 
there is a perpetual upper current of air from South America to 
North Africa; and that the volume of air which Bows to the north
ward in these upper currents is nearly equal to the volume which 
Bows to the southward with the northeast trade-winds, there can 
be no doubt. 

The "rain dust" has been observed most frequently to fall In 
spring and autumn; that is, the fall has occurred after the equi
noxes, but at intervals from them varying from thirty to sixty 
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aays, more or less. To account for this sort .of periodical occur-
rence of the falls of this dust, Ehrenberg thinks it "necessary to 
suppose a dust-cloud to be held constantly swimming in the atmos
phere by continuous currents of air, and lying in the region of the 
trade-winds, but suffering partial and periodical deviations." 

It has already been shown (~ 128) that the rain or calm belt 
between the trades travels up and down the earth from north to 
south, making the rainy season wherever it goes. The reason of 
this will be explained in another place. 

159. This dust is probably taken up in the dry, and not in the 
wet season; instead, therefore, of its being " held in clouds suf
fering partial and periodical deviations," as Ehrenberg suggests, 
it more probably comes from one place about the vernal, and from 
another about the autumnal equinox; for places which have their 
rainy season at one equinox have their dry season at the other. 

160. At the time of the vernal equinox, the valley of the Lower 
Oronoco is then in its dry season-every thing is parched up with 
the drought; the pools are dry, and the marshes and plains arid 
wastes. All vegetation has ceased; the great serpents and rep
tiles have buried themselves for hibernation j. the hum of insect 
life is hushed, and the stillness of death reigns through the valley. 

Under these circumstances, the light breeze, raising dust from 
lakes that are dried up, and lifting motes from the brown savan
nas, will bear them away like clouds in the air. 

This is the period of the year when the surface of the earth in 
this region, strewed with impalpable and feather-light remains of 
animal and vegetable organisms, is swept over by whirlwinds, 
gales, and tornadoes of terrific force; this is the period for the 
general atmospheric disturbances which have made characteristic 
the equinoxes. Do not these conditions appear sufficient to afford 
the "rain dust" for the spring showers ? 

161. At the period of the autumnal equinox, another portion of 
the Amazonian basin is parched with drought, and liable to winds 
that fill the air with dust, and with the remains of dead animal 
and vegetable matter; these impalpable organisms, which each 
rainy season calls into being, to perish the succeeding season of 
drought, are perhaps distended and made even lighter by the gases 
of decomposition which has been going on in the period of drought. 

• Humboldt. 
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162. May not, therefore, the whirlwinds which accompany the 
vernal equinox, and 8weep over the lifeles8 plaine of the Lower 
Oronoco, take up the "rain duet" which de8cends in the northern 
hemisphere in April and May? and may it not be the atmospher
ical disturbance8 which accompany the autumnal equinox that take 
up the microscopic organisms from the Upper Oronoco and the 
great Amazonian basin for the showers of October? 

163. The Baron von Humboldt, in his Aspects of Nature, thus 
contrast8 the wet and the dry 8easons there: 

"When, under the vertical rays of the never-clouded sun, the 
carbonized turfy covering falls into dust, the indurated soil cracks 
asunder as if from the shock of an earthquake. If at such times 
two opposing currents of air, whose conflict produces a rotary 
motion, come in contact with the soil, the plain assumes a strange 
and singular aspect. Like conical-shaped clouds, the points of 
which de8cend to the earth, the sand rises through the rarefied air 
on the electrically-charged centre of the whirling current, re8em
bling the loud water-spout, dreaded by the experienced mariner. 
The lowering 8ky 8heds a dim, almost straw-colored light on the 
desolate plain. The horizon draws suddenly nearer, the steppe 
seems to contract, and with it the heart of the warulerer. The 
hot, dusty particles which fill the air increase its suffocating heat, 
aDd the east wind, blowing over the long-heated soil, brings with it 
no refre8hment, but rather a still more burning glow. The pools 
which the yellow, fading branches of the fan-palm had protected 
from evaporation, now gradually disappear. As in the icy north 
the animals become torpid with cold, so here, under the influence 
of the parching drought, the crocodile and the boa become mo-
tionless and fall asleep, deeply buried in the dry mud ..... . 

"The distant palm-bush, apparently raised by the influence of 
the contact of unequally heated an,), therefore unequally dense 
strata of air, hovers above the ground, from which it is separated 
by a narrow intervening margin. Half concealed by the dense 
clouds of duet, restless with the pain of thirst and hunger, the 
horses and cattle roam around, the cattle lowing dismally, and 
the horses stretching out their long necks and snuffing the wind, 
if haply a moister current may betray the neighborhood of a not 
wholly dried-up pool. ..... 

"At length, after the long drought, the welcome season of the 
rain arrive8; and then how suddenly is the 8cene changed! ..... 
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" Hardly has the surface of the earth received the refreshing 
moisture, when the previously barren steppe begins to exhale 
sweet odors, and to clothe itself with killingias, the many pani
cles of the paspulum, and a variety of grasses. The herbaceous 
mimoB88, with renewed sensibility to the influence of light, unfold 
their drooping, slumbering leaves to greet the rising SUD j and the 
early song of birds and the opening blossoms of the water plants 
join to salute the morning." 

164. The color of the" rain dust," when collected in parcels 
and sent to Ehrenberg, is "brick-red," or " yellow ochre j" when 
seen by Humboldt in the air, it was less deeply shaded, and is 
described by him as" imparting a " straw color" to the atmosphere. 
In the search of spider lines for the diaphragm of my telescopes, I 
procured the finest and best threads from a cocoon of a mud-red 
color; but the threads of this cocoon, as seen singly in the dia
phragm, were of a golden color; there would seem; therefore, no 
difficulty in reconciling the difference between the colors of the 
rain dust, when viewed in little piles by the microscopist, and 
when seen attenuated and floating in the wind by the great trav
eler. 

It appears, therefore, that we here have placed in our hands a 
clew, which, attenuated and gouamer-like though it at first ap
pears, is nevertheless palpable and strong enough to guide us 
along the" circuits of the wind" till We"enter "the chambers of 
the south." 

165. The frequency of the fall of "rain dust" between the par
allels of 17° and 25° north, and in the vicinity of the Cape Verd 
Islands, is remarked upon with emphasis by the microscopist. It 
is worthy of remark, because, in connection with the investiga
tions at the Observatory, it is significant. 

166. The latitudinal limits of the northern edge of the north
east trade-winds are variable. In the spring they are nearest to 
the equator, extending sometimes at this season not farther from 
the equator than the parallel of 15° north. 

167. The breadth of the calms of Cancer is also variable; 80 

also are their limits. The extreme vibration of this zone is be
tween the parallels of 17° and 38° north, according to the season 
of the year. 

A.ccording to the hypothesis (; 42) suggested by my researches, 
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this is the zone in which the upper currents of atmosphere that 
ascended in the equatorial calms, and flowed oft'to the northward 
and eastward, are supposed to descend. This, therefore, is the 
zone in which the atmosphere that bears the" rain dust," or" Af
rican sand," descends to the surface; and this, therefore, is the 
zone, it might be supposed, which would be the ~t liable to 
showers ofthis "dust." This is the zone in which the Cape Verd 
Islands are situated; they are in the direction which theory gives 
to the upper current of air from the Oronoco and Amazon with 
its "rain dust, tt and they are in the region of the most frequent 
showers of" rain dust," all of which are in striking conformity 
with this theory as to the circulation of the atmosphere. 

It is true that, in the present state of our information, we can 
not tell why this "rain dust" should not be gradually precipitated 
from this upper current, and descend into the stratum of trade
winds, as it passes from the equator to higher northern latitudes ; 
neither can we tell why the vapor which the same winds carry 
along should not, in like manner, be precipitated on the way; nor 
why we should have a thunder-storm, a gale of wind, or the dis
play of any other atmospherical phenomenon to-morrow, and not 
to-day: all that we can say is, that the conditions of to-day are 
not such as the phenomenon requires for its own development. 

168. Therefore, though we can not tell why the sea dust should 
not fall always in the same place, we may nevertheless suppose 
that it is not always in the atmosphere, for the storms that take it 
up occur only occasionally, and that when up, and in passing the 
same parallels, it does not always meet with the conditions-elec
trical and others--favorable to its descent, and that these condi
tions might occur now in this place, now in that. But that the 
fall does occur always in the same atmospherical vein or general 
direction, my investigations would suggest, and Ehrenberg's re
searches prove. 

169. Judging by the fall of sea or rain dust, we may suppose 
that the currents in the upper regions of the atmosphere are re
markable for their general regularity, as well as for their general 
direction and sharpness of limits, so to speak. 

We may imagine that certain electrical conditions are necessary 
to a shower of "sea dust" as well as to a thunder-storm; and 
that the interval between the time of the equinoctial disturbances 
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in the atmosphere and the occurrence of these showers, though it 
does not enable us to determine the true rate of motion in the gen
eral system of atmospherical circulation, yet it assures us that it 
is not less on the average than a certain rate. 

I do not offer these remarks as an explanation with which we 
ought to reat satiafied, provided other proof can be obtained; I 
rather offer them in the true philosophical spirit of the distin
guished microscopist himself, simply as affording, as far as they 
are entitled to be c;alled an explanation, that explanation which is 
most in conformity with the facts before us, and which is sug
gested by the results of a DOvel and beautiful system of philosoph
ical research. 

170. Thus, though we have tallied the air, and put labels on 
the wind, to "tell whence it cometh and whither it goeth," yet 
there evidently is an agent concemed in the circulation of the at
mosphere whose functions are manifest, but whose presence has 
never yet been clearly recognized. 

171. When the air which the northeast trade-winds bring down 
meets in the equatorial calms that which the southeast trade
winds convey, and the two lise up together, what is it that makes 
them cross? where is the power that guides that from the north 
over to the south, and that from the south up to the north? 

The conjectures in the next chapter as to "the relation between 
magnetism and the circulation of the atmosphere" may perhaps 
throw some light upon the answer to this questioD. 
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CHAPTER V. 
ON TUB PROBABLE UL.&.TioN BETWEBN IUGNBTISII .um THB 

CIRCUL.&.TION OF THB .&.TIlOSPHBU. 

ReuoIl8 tor .appo.mg that the Air oC the Northeut and oC the Soatheut TradeI 
_ at the ea1m Belt., • 174.-Wbat Ob.ervatiou have abowD, 184.-Phyaieal 
Agendflll DOt left to Chance, 188.-CcmjecbDN, IH.-a.- Cor mppcIIIiDg that 
there is a crouing oCTrade-wiDd Air at the Equator, IN.-Why the extra-bop
ical Regiou oC the Northern Hemisphere are likened to the CoadeD .. oC a Steam
boiler in the South, 199.-mutration, tOO.-A Coincidence, 202.-Proo( 103.
Nature aft'orda Dothing in COUtndietiOD to the 8UJIPC*Id Sy.tem oCCireuJation, 1M. 
ObjectiOll8 -ered. 10&.-Why the Air broufht to the Equator by the Northeut 
TradfJII will DOt readily Dl& with that brought by the Southeut, 107.-Additioual 

• EvideDce, 1I09.-RaiDa Cor the Mialiuippi River are DOt .applied from the AtIm
tie, 1I10.-Traced to the South Paci1ie, 1I13.-ADtieipatiOD oCLight from the Polar 
RegiOIl8, 1I18.-Received from the MicJoIIcope oC EhreDberg, 1117, and the Exper
imeDta oC Faraday, III D.-More Light, !IIIl.-Why there 8bouId be a ea1m PIKe 
Dear each Pole, lIft.-Why the Whirlwind. oC the North Ihould revolve .,.m.t 
the SUD, ftS.-Why certain CoUDtrietl IhouId have IIC&IItJ RaiDa, !I!I8.-Mapetia1 
the AgeDt that __ the Atmapherical CroaiDp at the calm Places, !lSI. 

172. OXYGBN, philosophers say, comprises one fifth part of the 
atmosphere, and Faraday has discovered that it is magnetic. 

Tbis discovery presents itself to the mind as a great physical 
fact, which is perhaps to serve as the keystone for some of the 
grand and beautiful structures which philosophy is building up for 
monuments to the genius of the age. 

173. Certain facts and deductions elicited in the course of these 
investigations had directed my mind to the workings in the at
mosphere of some agent, as to whose character and nature I was 
ignorant. Heat, and the diurnal rotation of the earth on its axis, 
were not, it appeared to me, sufficient to account for all the cur
rents of both sea and air which investigation was bringing to light. 

174. For instance, there was reason to suppose that there is a 
crossing of winds at the three calm belts; that is, that the south
east trade-winds, when they arrive at the belt of equatorial calms 
and ascend, cross over and continue their course as an upper cur
rent to the calms of Cancer, while the air that the northeast trade-
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winds discharge into the equatorial calm belt continues to go 
south, as an upper current bound for the calms of Capricorn. 
But what should cause this wind to cross over? Why should there 
not be a general mingling in this calm belt of the air brought by 
the two trade-winds, and why should not that which the BOutheast 
winds convey there be left, after its ascent, to flow off either to 
the north or to the south, as chance directs? 

175. In the first place, it was at variance with my belief in the 
grand design; for I could not bring myself to believe that the 
operations of such an important machine as the atmosphere should 
be left to chance, even for a moment. Yet I knew of no agent 
which should guide the wind across these calm belts, and lead it 
out always on the side opposite to that on which it entered; nev
ertheless, certain circumstances seemed to indicate that such a 
crossing does take place. 

176. Evidence in favor of it seemed 1p be afforded by this cir
cumstance, viz., our researches enabled us to trace from the belt 
of calms, near the tropic of Cancer, which extends entirely across 
the seas, an etBux of air both to the north and to the south; from 
the south side of this belt the air flows in a never-ceasing breeze, 
called the northeast trade-winds, toward the equator. (Plate I.) 

On the north side of it, the prevailing winds come from it also, 
but they go toward the northeast. They are the well-known 
southwesterly winds which prevail along the route from this 
country to England, in the ratio of two to one. But why should 
we suppose a crossing to take place here? 

177 • We suppose so, because these last-named winds are going 
from a warmer to a colder climate; and therefore it may be in
ferred that nature exacts from them what we know she exact. 
from the air under similar circumstances, but on a smaller scale, 
before our eyes, viz., more precipitation than evaporation. 

178. But where, it may be asked, does the vapor which these 
winds carry along, for the replenishing of the whole extra-tropical 
regions of the north, come from?' They did not get it as they 
came along in the upper regions, a counter-current to the north
east trades. They did not get it from the surface of the sea in 
the calm belt of Cancer, for they did not tarry long enough there 
~ become saturated with moisture. Thus circumstances again 
pointed to the southeast trade-wind regions as the place of supply . 
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179. Moreover, these researches afForded grounds for the sup
position that the air of which the northeast trade-wind. are com
posed, and which comes out of t.he same zone of calms as do these 
southwesterly winds, so far from being saturated with vapor at ita 
exodus, is dry; for near their polar edge, the northeast trade
winds are, for the most part, dry winds. Reason suggesta, and 
philosophy teaches, that, going from a lower to a higher tempera
ture, the evaporating powers of these winds are increased; that 
they have to travel, in their oblique course toward the equator, 
a distance of nearly three thousand miles; that, as a general rule, 
they evaporate all the time, and all the way, and precipitate little 
or none on their route; investigations have proved that they are 
not saturated with moisture until they have arrived fully up to the 
regions of equatorial calms, a zone of constant precipitat.ion. 

This calm zone of Cancer borders also, it was perceived, upon 
a rainy region. 

180. Where does the vapor which here, on the northern edge 
of this zone of Cancer, is condensed into rains, come from 1-
and where, also-was the oft-repeated question-does the vapor 
which is condensed into rains for the extra-tropical regions of 
the north generally come from 1 By what agency is it convey
ed across this calm belt from its birth-place between the trop
ics 1 
I 181. I know of no law of nature or rule of philosophy which 
would forbid the supposition that the air which has been brought 
along as the northeast trade-winds to the equatorial calms does, 
after ascending there, return by the counter and upper currents 
to the calm zone of Cancer, here descend and reappear on the 
surface as the northeast trade-winds again. I know of no agent 
in nature which would prevent it from taking this circuit, nor do 
I know of any which would compel it to take this circuit; but 
while I know of no agent in nature that would prevent it from 
taking this circuit, I know, on the other hand, of circumstances 
which rendered it probable that such, in general, is not the coone 
of atmospherical circulation-that it does not take this circuit. I 
speak of the rule, not of the exceptions; these are infinite, and, 
for the most part, are caused by the land. 

182. And I moreover knew of facts which go to strengthen 
the supposition that the winds which have come in the upper 
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regions of the atmosphere from the equator, do not, after arriving 
at the calms of Cancer, and descending, return to the equator on 
the surface, but that they continue on the surface toward the pole. 
But why should they 1 What agent in nature is there that can 
compel these, rather than any other winds, to take such a circuit 1 

183. The following are some of the facts and circumstances 
which give strength to the supposition that these winds do contin
ue from the calm belt of Cancer toward the pole as the prevailing 
southwesterly winds of the enra-tropical north: 

We have seen (Plate I.) that, on the north side of this calm 
zone of Cancer, the prevailing winds on the surface are from this 
zone toward the pole, and that these winds return as A through 
the upper regions from the pole; that, arriving at the calms of 
Cancer, this upper current A meets another upper current G from 
the equator, where they neutralize each other, produce a calm, 
descend, and come out as surface winds, viz., A as B, or the trade
winds j and GasH, or the variable winds. 

184. Now observations have shown that the winds represented 
by H are rain winds j those represented by B, dry winds j and it 
is evident that A could not bring any vapors to these calms to 
serve for H to make rains of j for the winds represented by A have 
already performed the circuit of surface winds as far as the pole, 
during which journey they parted with all their moisture, and, re
turning through the upper regions of the air to the calm belt of 
Cancer, they arrived there as dry winds. The winds represented 
by B are dry winds j therefore it was supposed that these are but 
a continuation of the winds A. 

185. On the other hand, if the winds A, after descending, do 
tum about and become the surface winds H, they would first hal'e 
to remain a long time in contact with the sea, in order to be sup
plied with vapor enough to feed the great rivers, and supply the 
rains for the whole earth between us and the north pole. 

In this case, we should have an evaporating region on the north 
as well as on the BOuth side of this zone of Cancer j but investi
gation shows no such region j I speak exclusively of the ocean. 

186. Hence it was inferred that A and G do come out on the 
surface as represented by Plate I. But what is the agent that 
should lead them out by such opposite paths? 

187. AccoJ:ding to this mode of reasoning, the vapors which 
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supply the rains for H would be taken up in the southeast trade
wind region by F, and conveyed thence by G, and delivered to H. 
And if this mode of reasoning be admitted as plausible-if it be 
true that G have the vapor which, by condensation, is to water 
with showers the extra-tropical regions of the northern hemisphere, 
Nature, we may be sure, has provided a guide for conducting G 
across this belt of calms, and for sending it on in the right way. 
Here it was, then, at this crossing of the winds, that I thought I 
first saw the foot-prints of an agent whose character I could not 
comprehend. Could it be the magnetism that resides in the oxy
gen of the air 1 

188. Heat and cold, the early and the latter rain, clouds and 
sunshine, are not, we may rely upon it, distributed over the earth 
by chance; they are distributed in obedience to laws that are as 
certain and as sure in their operations as the seasons in their' 
rounds. If it depended upon chance whether the dry air should 
come out on this side or on that of this calm belt, or whether 
the moist air should return or not whence it came-if such were 
the case in nature, we perceive that, so far from any regularity as 
to seasons, we should have, or might have, years of droughts the 
most excessive, and then again seasons of rains the most destruct
ive; but, so far from this, we find for each place a mean annual 
proportion of both, and that so regulated withal, that year after 
year the quantity is preserved with remarkable regularity. 

189. Having thus shown that there is no reason for supposing 
that the upper currents of air, when they meet over the calms of 
Cancer and Capricorn, are turned back to the equator, but hav
ing shown that there is reason for supposing that the air of each 
current, after descending, continues on in the direction toward 
which it was traveling before it descended, we may go farther, 
and, by a similar train of circumstantial evidence, afforded by these 
researches and other sources of information, show that the air, 
kept in motion on the surface by the two systems of trade-winds, 
when it arrives at the belt of equatorial calms, and ascends, con
tinues on thence, each current toward the pole which it was ap
proaching while on the surface. 

190. In a problem like this, demonstration in the positive way 
is difficult, if not impouible. We must rely for our proof upon 
philosophical deduction, guided by the lights of reason; and in all 
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cases in which positive proof can not be adduced, it is permitted 
to bring in circumstantial evidence. 

I am endeavoring, let it be borne in mind, to show cause for the 
conjecture that the magnetism of the oxygen of the atmosphere is 
concerned in conducting the air which has blown as the southeast 
trade-winds, and after it has arrived at the belt of equatorial calma 
and risen up, over into the northern hemisphere, and so on through 
its channels of circulation, as traced on Plate I. 

But, in order to show reasonable grounds for this conjecture, I 
want to establish, by circumstantial evidence and such indirect 
proof as my investigations afford, that such is the course of the 
"wind in his circuits," and that the winds represented by F, Plate 
I., do become those represented by G, H, A, B, and C success
ively. 

191. In the first place, F represents the southeast trade-winds-
i. e., all the winds of the southern hemisphere as they approach 
the equator; and is there any reason for supposing that the atmos
phere does not pass freely from one hemisphere to another? On 
the contrary, many reasons present themselves for supposing that 
it does. 

192. H it did not, the proportion of ll)nd and water, and conse
quently of plants and warm-blooded animals, being so di1I'erent in 
the two hemispheres, we might imagine that the constituents of 
the atmosphere in them would, in the course of ages, probably 
become different, and that consequently, in such a case, man 
could not safely pass from one hemisphere to the other. 

193. Consider the manifold beauties in the whole system of 
terrestrial adaptations; remember what a perfect and wonderful 
machine (~ 118) is this atmosphere; how exquisitely balanced and 
beautifully compensated it is in all its parts. We know that it is 
perfect; that in the performance of its various offices it is never 
left to the guidance of chance--no, not for a moment. Therefore 
I was led to ask myself why the air of the southeast trades, when 
arrived at the zone of equatorial calms, should not, after ascend
ing, rather return to the south than go on to the north. Where 
and what is the agency by which' its course is decided 1 

194. Here I round circumstances which again induced me to 
suppose it probable that it neither turned back to the south nor 
mingled with the air which came from the regions of the north-
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east trades, ascended, and then Bowed indiscriminately to \he 
north or the south. 

But I saw reasons for supposing that what came to the equato
rial calma as the southeast trade-winds continued to the north as 
an upper current, and that what had come to the same zone as 
northeast trade.winds ascended and continued over into the south
ern hemisphere as an upper current, bound for the calm zone of 
Capricorn. 

And these are the principal reasons and conjectures upon which 
these suppositions were based: . 

195. At the seasons of the year when the sun is enporating 
most rapidly in the southern hemisphere, the most rain is falling 
in the northern. Therefore it is fair to suppose that much of the 
vapor which is taken up on that side of the equator is precipitated 

. on this. 
The evaporating surface in the southern hemisphere is greater, 

much greater, than it is in the northern; still, all the great rivers 
are in the northern hemisphere, the Amazon being regarded as 
common to both; and this fact, as far as it goes, tends to corrobo
rate the suggestion as to the crossing of the trade-winds at the 
equatorial calms. • 

196. Independently of other sources of information, my investi
gations also taught me to believe that the mean temperature of the 
tropical regions was higher in the northern than in the southern 
hemisphere, for they show that the difference is such as to draw 
the equatorial edge of the southeast trades far over on this side of 
the equator, and to give them force enough to keep the northeast 
trade-winds out of the southern hemisphere almost entirely. 

197. Consequently, as before stated, the southeast trade-winds 
being in contact with a more extended evaporating surface, and 
continuing in contact with it for a longer time or through a 
greater distance, they would probably arrive at the trade-wind 
place of meeting more heavily laden with moisture than the others. 

198. Taking the laws and rates of evaporation into considera
tion, I could find no part of the Ocean of the northern hemisphere 
from which the sources of the Miasissippi, the St. Lawrence, and 
the other great rivers of our hemisphere could bl! supplied. 

Hence, by this process of reasoning, I was induced to regard 
the extra-tropical regions of the northern hemisphere as standing 
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in the relation of a condenser to a grand steam machine (~ 120), 
the boiler of which is in the region of the southeast trade-winds, 
and to consider the trade-winds of this hemisphere as performing 
the like office for the regions beyond Capricorn. 

199. The calm zone of Capricorn is the duplicate of that of 
Cancer, and the winds flow from it as they do from that, both 
north and south; but with this difference: that on the polar side 
of the Capricorn belt they prevail from the northwest instead of 
the southwest, and on the equa~rial side from the southeast in
stead of the northeast. 

Now if it be true that the vapor of the northeast trade-winds 
is condensed in the extra-tropical regions of the southern hemi
sphere, the following path, on account of the effect of diurnal ro
tation of the earth upon the course of the winds, would represent 
the mean circuit of a portion of the atmosphere moving according 
to the general system of its circulation over the Pacific Ocean, 
viz., coming down from the north as an upper current, and ap
pearing on the surface olthe earth in about longitude 1200 west, 
and near the tropic of Cancer, it would here commence to blow 
the northeast trade-winds of that region. 

200. To make this clear, see Plate VII., on which I have mark
ed the course of such vapor-bearing winds; A being a breadth or 
swath of winds in the northeast trades; B, the same wind as the 
upper and counter-current to the southeast trades; and C, the 
same wind after it has descendei in the calm belt of Capricorn, 
and come out on the polar side thereof, as the rain winds and pre
vailing northwest winds of the extra-tropical regions of the south
ern hemisphere. 

This, as the northeast trades, is the evaporating wind. As the 
northeast trade-wind, it sweeps over a great waste of waters lying 
between the tropic of Cancer and the equator. 

201. Meeting no land in this long oblique track over the tepid 
waters of a tropical sea, it would, if such were its route, arrive 
somewhere about the meridian of 1400 or 1500 west, at the belt 
of equatorial calms, which alwafa divides the northeast from thO' 
southeast trade-winds. Here, depositing a portion of its vapor as 
it ascends, it would, with the residuum, take, on account of diurnal 
rotation, a course in the upper region of tae atmosphere to the 
southeast, as far as the calms of Capricorn. Here it descends 
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and contlOues on toward the coast of South America, in the same 
direction, appearing now as the prevailing northwest wind of the 
extra-tropical regions of the southern hemisphere. Traveling on 
the surface from warmer to colder regions, it must, in this part of 
its circuit, precipitate more than it evaporates. 

202. Now it is a coincidence, at least, that this is the route by 
which, on account of the land in the northern hemisphere, the 
northeast trade-winds have the fairest sweep over that ocean. 
This is the route by which they are longest in contact with an 
evaporating surface; the route by which all circumstances are 
most favorable to complete saturati~n; and this is the route by 
which they can pass over into the southern hemisphere most 
heavily laden with vapors for the extra-tropical regions of that 
half of the globe; and this is the supposed route which the north
east trade-winds of the Pacific take to reach the equator and to 
pass from it. 

203. Accordingly, if this process of reasoning be good, that 
portion of South America between the calms of Capricorn and 
Cape Horn, upon the mountain ranges of which this part of the 
atmosphere, whose circuit I am considering as a type, first im
pinges, ought to be a region of copious precipitation. 

Now let us turn to the works on Physical Geography, and see 
what we can find upon this subject. In Berghaus and Johnston 
-department Hyetography-it is stated, on the authority of 
Captain King, R. N., that upward of twelve feet (one hundred 
and fifty-three inches) of rain fell in forty-one days on that part 
of the coast of Patagonia which lies within the sweep of the winds 
just described. So much rain falls there, navigators say, that 
they sometimes find the water on the top of the sea fresh and 
sweet. 

After impinging upon the cold hill-tops of the Patagonian coast, 
and passing the snow-clad summits of the Andes, this same wind 
tumbles down upon the eastern slopes of the range as a dry wind; 
as such, it traverses the almost rainless and barren regions of Cia
Andean Patagonia and South Buenos Ayres. 

204. These conditions, the direction of the prevailing winds, 
and the amount of precipitation, may be regarded as evidence af
forded by nature, if not in favor of, certainly not against, the con
jecture that such may have been the voyage of this vapor through 
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the air. At any rate, here is proof of the immeJl8e quantity of 
vapor which these winds of the aura-tropical regions carry along 
with them toward the poles j and I can imagine no other place 
than that suggested, whence these winds could get so much vapor. 

I am not unaware of the theory, or of the weight attached to 
it, which requires precipitation to take place in the upper regions 
of the atmosphere on account of the cold there, irrespective of 
proximity to mountaid tops and snow-clad hills .. 

But the facta and conditions developed by this system of re
search upon the high seas are in many respects irreconcilable 
with that theory. With a new system off acts before me, I have, 
independent of all preconceived notions and opinions, set about to 
seek among them for explanations and reconciliations. 

These may not in all eases be satisfactory to every one j in
deed, notwithstanding the amount of circumstantial eridence that 
has already been brought to show that the air which the north
east and the southeast. trade-winds discharge into the belts of 
equatorial calms, does, in ascending, cross-that from the southern 
passing over into the northern, and that from the northern pass
ing .over into the southern hemisphere (see F and G, B and C, 
Plate I. )-yet some have implied doubt by asking the question, 
~, How are two such currents of air to paBS each other 1" And, 
for the want of light upon this point, the correctness of reasoning, 
facts, inferences, and deductions have been questioned. 

205. In the first place, it may be said in reply, the belt of equa
torial calms is often several hundred miles across, seldom less than 
sixty; whereas the depth ofthe volume of air that the trade-winds 
pour into it is only about three miles, for that is supposed to be 
about the height to which the trade-winds extend. 

Thus we have the air passing into these calms by an opening 
on the north side for the northeast trades, and another on the south 
for the southeast trades, having a cross section of three miles ver
tically to each opening. It then escapes by an opening upward, 
the cross section of which is sixty or one hundred, or even three 
hundred miles. A very slow mo&ion upward there will carry off 
the air in that direction as fast as the two systems of trade-winds, 
with their motion of twenty miles an hour, can pour it in; and 
that curds or columns of air can readily croBS each other and pass 
in different directions without interfering the one with the other, 

H 
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or at least to that degree which obstructs or prevents, we all 
know. 

206. For example, open the window of a warm room in winter, 
and immediately there are two currents of air ready at once to set 
through it; viz., a current of warm air Howing out at the top, and 
one of cold coming in below. 

But the brown fillids in summer afford evidence on a larger 
scale, and in a still more striking manner, bf the fact that, in na
ture, columns, or streamlets, or curdles of air do readily move 
among each other without obstruction. That tremulous motion 
which we so often observe above stubble-fields, barren wastes, or 
above any heated surface, is caused by the ascent and descent, at 
one and the same time, of columns of air at clliFerent tempera
tures, the cool coming down, the warm going up. They do not 
readily commingle, for the astronomer, long after nightfall, when 
he turns his teleecope upon the heavens, perceives and laments 
the unsteadinesa they produce in the sky. 

207. If the air brought down by the northeast trade-winds differ 
in temperature (and why not 1) from that brought by the southeast 
trades, we have the authority of nature for saying that the two 
currents would not readily commingle. Proof is daily afforded 
that they would not, and there is reason to believe that thtl air of 
each current, in streaks, or patches, or curdles, does thread its way 
through the air of the other without difficulty . Now, if the air of 
these two currents differs as to magnetism, might not that be an 
additional reason for their not mixing, and for their taking the di
rection of opposite poles after ascending? 

208. Therefore we may assume it as a postulate ~hich nature 
concedes, that there is no difficulty as to the two currents of air, 
which CQlDe into those calm belts from different directions, cross-
ing over, each in it. proper direction, without mingling. . 

209. Thus, having shown that there is nothing to prevent the 
crossing of the air in these calm belts, I return to the process of 
reasoning by induction, and offer additional circumstantial evi
dence to prove that such a crossing does take place. Let us 
therefore catechise, on this head, the waters which the Mississippi 
pours into the sea, inquiring of them as to the channels among the 
clouds through which they were brought from the ocean to the 
fountains of that mig~ty river. 
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It rains more in the valley drained by that river than is evapo
rated from it again. The difference for a year is the volume of 
water annually discharged by that river into the sea (~ 117). 

At the time and place that the vapor which supplies this im
mense volume of water was lifted by the atmosphere up from the 
sea, the thermometer, we may infer, stood higher than it did at 
the time and place where this vapor was condensed and fell down 
as rain in the Mississippi Valley. 

210. I looked to the south for the springs in the Atlantic which 
supply the fountains of this river with rain. But I could not find 
spare evaporating surface enough for it, in the first place; and if 
the vapor, I could not find the winds which would convey it to the 
right place. 

The prevailing winds in the Caribbean Sea and southern parts 
of the Gulf of Mexico are the northeast trade-winds. They have 
their offices to perform in the river basins of tropical America, and 
the rains·which they may discharge into the Mississippi Valley 
now and then are exceptions, not the rule. 

211. The winds from the north can not bring vapors from the 
great lakes to make rains for the Mississippi, for two reasons: 
Ist. The basin of the great lakes receives from the atmosphere 
more water in the shape of rain than they give back in.the shape 
of vapor. The St. Lawrence River carries off the excess. 2d. 
The mean climate of the lake country is colder than that of the 
Mississippi Valley, and therefore, as a general rule, the tempera
ture of the Mississippi Valley is unfavorable for condensing vapor 
from that quarter. 

212. It can not come from the Atlantic, because the greater 
part of the Mississippi Valley is to the windward of the Atlantic. 
The winds that blow across this ocean go to Europe with their 
vapors; and in the Pacific, from the parallels of California down 
to the equator, the direction of the wind at the surface is from, 
not toward the basin of the Mississippi. Therefore it aeemed to 
be established with some degree of probability, or, if that expres
sion be too strong, with something like apparent plausibility, that 
the rain winds of the Mississippi Valley do not, as a general rule, 
get their vapors from the North Atlantic Ocean, nor from the Gulf 
of Mexico, nor from the great lakes, nor from that part of the Pa
cific Ocean over which the northeast trade-windt prevail. 
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The same proCe88 of reasoning which conducted us (~203) into 
the trade-wind region of the northern hemisphere for the sources 
of the Patagonian rains, now invites us into the trade-wind regions 
of the South Pacific Ocean to look for the vapor springs of the 
Mississippi. 

213. If the rain winds of the Mississippi Valley come from the 
east, then we should have reason to suppose that their vapors 
were taken up from the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf Stream; if the 
rain winds come from the south, then the vapor springs might, 
perhaps, be in the Gulf of Mexico; if the rain winds come from 
the north, then the great lakes might be supposed to feed the air 
with moisture for the fountains of that river; but if the rains come 
from the west, where, short of the great Pacific Ocean, should we 
look for the place of evaporation 1 

Wondering where, I aidressed a circular letter to farmers and 
planters of the Mi88issippi Valley, requesting to be informed as to 
the direction of their rain winds. 

214. I received replies from Virginia, Mississippi, Tennessee, 
Missouri, Indiana, and Ohio; and they all, with the exception of 
one person in Missouri, said, "The southwest winds bring us our 
rains." 

215. These winds certainly can not get their vapors from the 
Rocky Mountains, nor from the Salt Lake, for they rain quite as 
much upon that basin as they evaporate from it again; if they did 
not, they would, in the process of time, have evaporated all the 
water. there, and the lake would now be dry. 

These winds, that feed the sources of the Mississippi with rain, 
like those between the same parallels upon the ocean, are going 
from a higher to a lower temperature; and these winds in the 
Mississippi Valley, not being in contact with the ocean, or with 
any other evaporating surface to supply them with moisture, must 
bring with them from some sea or another that which they deposit. 

Therefore, though it may be urged, inasmuch as the winds 
which brought the rains to Patagonia came direct from the sea, 
that they therefore took up their vapors as they came along, yet 
it can not be so urged in this case; and if these winds could pass 
with their vapors from the equatorial calms through the upper 
regions of the atmosphere to the calms of Cancer, and then as 
surface winds into the Mississippi Valley, it was not perceived 
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why the Patagonian rain winds should not bring their moisture by 
a similar route. These last are from the northwest, from warmer 
to colder latitudes; therefore, being once charged with vapors, 
they must precipitate as they go, and take up leas moisture than 
they deposit. 

216. This was circumstantial evidence. No fact bad yet been 
elicited to prove that the course of atmospherical circulation sug
gested by my investigations is the actual course in nature. It is 
a case in which I could yet hope for nothing more direct than 
such conclusions as might legitimately How from circumstances. 

My friend Lieutenant De Haven was about to sail in command 
of the American Arctic Expedition in search of Sir John Frank
lin. Infusoria are sometimes found in sea-dust, rain-drops, hail
stones, or snow-dakes; and ifby any chance it should so tum out 
that the locus of any of the microscopic infusoria which might be 
found descending with the precipitation olthe Arctic regions should 
be identified as belonging to the regions of the southeast trade
winds, we should thus add somewhat to the strength of the many 
clews by which we have been seeking to enter into the chambers 
of the wind, and to "tell whence it cometh and whither it goeth." 

It is not for man to follow the "wind in his circuits;" and all 
that could be hoped was, &!ter a close examination of all the facts 
and circumstances which these researches upon the sea have 
placed within my reach, to point out that course which seemed to 
be most in accordance with them; and then, having established a 
probability, or even a possibility, as to the true course of the at
mospheric circulation, to make it known, and leave it for future 
investigations to confirm or set aside. 

217. It was at this stage of the matter that my friend Baron 
von Gerolt, the Prussian minister, had the kindness to place in my 
hand Ehrenberg's work, "Passat-Staub und Blut-Regen." 

Here I found the clew which I hoped, almost against hope, De 
Haven would place in my hands (~ 216). 

That celebrated microscopist reports that he found South Amer
ican infusoria in the blood-rains and sea-dust of the Cape Verd 
Islanda-Lyons, Genoa, and other places (~ 158). 

Thus confirming, as far as such evidence can, the indications 
of our observations, and increasing the probability that the general 
course of atmospherical circulation is in conformity with the sug-
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gestions of the facts gathered from the sea as I had interpreted 
them, viz., that the trade-winds of the southern hemisphere, after 
arriving at 'he belt of equatorial calma, ascend and continue in 
their course toward the calms of Cancer as an upper current from 
the southwest, and that, after passing this zone of calms, they are 
felt on the surface as the prevailing southwest winds of the extra
tropical parts of our hemisphere; and that, for the most part, they 
bring their moisture with them from the trade-wind regions of the 
opposite hemisphere. 

218. I have marked on Plate VII. the supposed track of the 
"Passat-Staub," showing where it was taken up in South Amer
ica, as at P, P, and where it' was found, as at S, S; the part of 
the line ill dots denoting where it was in the upper current, and 
the unbroken line where it was wafted by a surface current; also 
on the same plate is designated the part of the South Pacific in 
which the vapor-springs for the Mississippi rains are supposed to 
be. The hands (W) point out the direction of the 'wind. Where 
the shading is light, the vapor is supposed to be carried by an up
per current. 

Such is the character of the circumstantial evidence which in
duced me to suspect that some agent, whose office in the irand 
system of atmospherical circulation is neither understood nor rec
ognized, was. at work in these calm belte. 

219. Dr. Faraday has shown that, as the temperature of oxygen 
is raised, its paramagnetic force diminishes, being resumed as the 
temperature fall. again. 

"These properties it carries into the atmosphere, so that the 
latter is, in reality, a magnetic medium, ever varying, from the 
infiuence of natural circumstances, in ite magnetic power. If a 
mass of air be cooled, it becomes more paramagnetic; if heated, 
it becomes less paramagnetic (or diamagnetic), as compared with 
the air in a mean or normal condition."· 

220. Now, is it not more than probable that here we have, in 
the magnetism of the atmosphere, that agent which guides the 
air from the south (~ 217) through the calms of Capricorn, of the 
equator, and of Cancer, and conducts it into the north; that agent 
which causes the atmosphere, with its vapors and infusoria, to How 

• Phil~hicaI Mapzine and Journal oCScimce, ~ .mn, No. I, Janury, 11151, 
,...78. 
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above the clouds from one heousphere into the other, and whose 
footprints had become so palpable 1 

221. Taking up the theory of Ampere with regard to the mag
netic polarity induced by an electrical current, according as it 
passes through wire coiled with or coiled against the sun, and ex
panding it in conformity with the discoveries of Faraday and the 
experiments of a Prussian philosopher,· we perceive a series of 
facts and principles which, being applied to the circulation of the 
atmosphere, make the conclusions to which I have been led touch
ing these crolBings in the air, and the continual" whirl" of the 
wind in the Arctic regions against, and in the Antarctic with the 
hands of a watch, very significant. 

In this view of the subject, we see light springing up from va
rious sources, by which the shadows of approaching confirma
tion are clearly perceived. One such source of light comes from 
the observations of my excellent friend Quetelet, at Brussels, 
which show that the great electrical reservoir of the atmosphere 
is in the upper regions of the air. It is filled with positive elec
tricity, which increases as the temperature diminishes. 

222. May we not look, therefore, to find about the north and 
south magnetic poles these atmospherical nodes or calm regions 
which I have theoretically pointed out there 1 In other words, 
are not the magnetic poles of the earth in those atmospherical 
nodes, the two standing in the relation of cause and effect, the 
one to the other 1 

This question was first asked several years ago, t and I was 
then moved to propound it by the inductions of theoretical rea-
soning. . 

Observer., perhaps, will never reach those inhospitable regions 
with their instruments to shed light upon this subject; but Parry 
and Barrow have found reasons to believe in the existence of a 
perpetual calm about the north pole. Professor J. H. Coffin, in 
an elaborate and valuable papert on the "WINDS 01' THE N ORTH

BRN HEMISPHERE," arrives at a like conclusion. In that paper he 
has discussed the records at no less than five hundred and sev~ 
enty-nine meteorological stations, embracing a totality of observa. 

* Professor Von Feilituch, of the University of GreifBwald. Philosophical Mag, 
uine, January, 1851. t Maury'. Sailing DirectioDa. 

t Smithsonian Contributiolll to KDowIeclp. 'Yol. Yi., ISM. 
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tions for two thoUlalld eight hundred and twenty-nine years. He 
places his" meteorological pole"-pole of the wind&-near lati
tude 840 north, longitude 1050 west. The pole of maximum cold, 
by another school of philosophers, Sir David Brewster among 
them, has been placed in latitude BOO north, longitude 1000 west ; 
and the magnetic pole, by atill another school,· in latitude 730 35' 
north, longitude 950 39' west. 

223. Neither of these poles is a point susceptible of definite 
and exact position. The polar oalma are no more a point than 
the equatorial calma are a line; and, considering that these poles 
are areas, not points, is it not a little curious that philosophers 
in different parts of the world, using different data, and following 
up investigation each through a separate and independent system 
of research, and each aiming at the solution of different problema, 
should nevertheless agree in assigning very nearly the same poai
tion to them all? Are these three poles grouped together by 
chance, or by some phyaical cause? By the latter, undoubtedly. 
Here, then, we have another of those gossamer-like clews, that 
sometimes seem almost palpable. enough for the mind, in its hap
piest mood, to lay hold of, and follow up to the very portals of 
knowledge, where pausing to knock, we may boldly demand that 
the chambers of hidden things be thrown wide open, that we may 
see and understand the mysteries of the winds, the frost, and the 
trembling needle. 

224. In the polar calms there is (~ 113) an ascent of air; if an 
ascent, a diminution of pressure and an expansion; and if expan
sion, a decrease of temperature. Therefore we have palpably 
enough a connecting link here between the polar calms and the 
polar place of maximum cold. Thus we establish a relation be
tween the pole of the winds and the pole of cold, with evident in
dications that there is also a physical connection between these and 
the magnetic pole. Here the outcroppinga of the relation between 
magnetism and the circulation of the atmosphere again appear. 

May we not find in such evidence as this, threads, attenuated 
and almost air drawn though they be when taken singly and alone, 
yet nevertheless proving, when brought together, to have a con
sistency sufficient, with the lights of reason, to guide us as we seek 
to trace the wind in his circuits? The winds (~ 106) approach 

• Gauu. 
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these polar calma by a circular or spiral motion, t~aveliDg in the 
northern hemisphere agaitut, and in the southern with the hands 
of a watch. The circular gales of the northern hemispherQ are 
said also to revolve in like manner against the hands of a watch, 
while those in the southern hemisphere travel the other way. 
Now, should not this discovery of these three poles, this coinci
dence of revolving winds, with the other circumstances that have 
been brought to light, encourage us to look to the magnetism of 
the air for the key to these mysterious but striking coincidences 1 

Indeed, so wide for speculation is the field presented by these 
discoveries, that we may in some respects regard this great globe 
itself, with its "cups" and spiral wires of air, earth, and water, &I 

an immense "pile" and helix, which, being excited by the natural 
batteries in the sea and atmosphere of the tropics, excites in tum 
its oxygen, and imparts to atmospherical matter the properties of 
magnetism. 

226. With the lights which these discoveries cast, we Bee (Plate 
I.) why air, which has completed its circuit to the whirl- about the 
Antarctic regions, should then, according to the laws of magnet
ism, be repelled from the south, and attracted by the opposite pole 
toward the north. 

And when the southeast and the northeast trade-winds meet in 
the equatorial calms of the Pacific, would not these magnetic 
forces be sufficient to determine the course of each current, bring
ing the former, with its vapors of the southern hemisphere, over 
into this, by the courses already suggested ? 

226. This force and the heat of the IUD would propel it to the 
north. The diurnal rotation of the earth propels it to the east; 
consequently, its course, fint through the upper regions of the 
atmosphere, and then on the surface of the earth, after being 
conducted by this newly-discovered agent across the calms of 
Cancer, would be frW& the southward and westward to the north
ward and eastward. 

These are the winds (~ 122) which, on their way to the north 
from the South Pacific, would pass over the Mississippi Valley, 
and they appear (~ 214) to be the rain winds there. Whence, then, 
if not from the trade-wind regions of the South Pacific, can the 
vapors for those rains come? 

• .. It whlrleth about continually."-.IHM.. 
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227. According to this view, and not taking into account any 
of the exceptions produced by the land and other circumstances 
upon the general circulation of the atm08pher~ over the ocean, the 
southeast trade-winds, which reach the shores of Brazil near the 
parallel of Rio, and which blow thence for the most part over the 
land, should be the winds which, in the general course of circula
tion, would be carried, after crossing the Andes and rising up in 
the belt of equatorial calms, toward Northern Africa, Spain, and 
the South of Europe. 

They might carry with them the infusoria of Ehrenberg (~ 158), 
but, according to this theory, they would be wanting in moisture. 
Now, are not those portions ofthe Old World, for the most part 
dry countries, receiving but a small amount of precipitation? 

228. Hence the general rule: those countries to the north of 
the calms of Cancer, which have large bodies of land situated to 
the southward and westward of them, in the southeast trade-wind 
region of the earth, should have a scanty supply of rain, and tJicB 
versa. 

229. Let us try this rule: The extra-tropical part of New Hol
land comprises a portion of land thus situated in the southern hem
isphere. Tropical India is to the northward and westward of it ; 
and tropical India is in the northeast trade-wind region, and should 
give extra-tropical New Holland a slender supply of rain. But 
what modifications the monsoons of the Indian Ocean may make 
to this rule, or what eft"ect they may have upon the rains in New 
Holland, my investigations in that part of the ocean have not been 
carried far enough for final decision; though New Holland is a 
dry country. Referring back to p. 79 for what has been already 
said concerning the IC MBTEOROLOGICAL AGBNCIBS" (~ 115) of the 
atmosphere, it will be observed that cases are there brought for
ward which a1ford trials for this rule, every one of which holds 
good. 

230. Thus, though it be not proved as a mathematical truth 
that magnetism is the power which guides the storm from right 
to left and from left to right, which conducts the moist and the 
dry air each in its appointed paths, and which regulates the" wind 
in his circuits," yet that it is such a power is rendered very prob
able; for, under the supposition that there is such a crossing ofthe 
air at the five calm places, as Plate, p. 70, re,presents (~ 106), we . 
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can reconcile a greater number of known facts and phenomena 
than we can under the supposition that there is no such crossing. 
The rules of scientific investigation always require us, when we 
enter the domains of conjecture, to adopt that hypothesis by which 
the greatest number of known facts and phenomena may be rec
onciled; and therefore we are entitled to assume that this cross
ing does take place, and to hold fast to the theory so maintaining 
until it is shown not to be sound. 

231. That the magnetism of the atmosphere is the agent which 
guides the air across the calm belts, and prevents that which en
ters them from escaping on the side upon which it entered, we 
can not, of our own knowledge, positively affirm. Suffice it to 
say, that we recognize in this property of the oxygen of air an 
agent that, for aught we as yet know to the contrary, may serve 
as such a guide; and we do not know of the existence of any 
other agent in the atmosphere that can perform the offices which 
the hypothesis requires. Hence the suspicion that magnetism and 
electricity are among the forces concerned in the circulation of the 
atmoephere. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

CUB. B. B N T S 0 F THE S B .A. 

Oo •• JIft or ..... S .... : Gowmed by Law., + •. -The Inhabitanta orthe Sea the 
Crea&urea or CIimaae, •• -The Currenta or the Sea ID IDIIu to ita C1imatea, •• 
-Firat PriDc:ip1e.t, J38.-Same Current. nan up hill, J37.-Cura&8 or the Red 
Sea, 238.-Top oC that Sea ID iDcIined Plene, MO.-How ID under Current from 
it u generated, :MS.-Specific Gra'rity or Sea Water&, 248.-Wby the Red Sea u 
not aalting up, 211.-M.Drn: ••. UOAK Cn.allT: How we know there u an UD

der Current &om thU Sea, 211.-ThelUDken Wreck which drifted out, 168.-Both 
Currenta cauaed by the Salta oCthe Sea, 1M.-CvBIlaJ1T8 or 'I'IIa IIIDIAII Ocux: 
Why illU8lDH Volume. or warm W &ter Sow from it, 166. - A Gull So
along the Cout or China, 266.-Pointa oC Relemblance between it and the GuIC 
Stream or the Atlantic, 217.-A Current into Behring" Strait, 168.-Geographic:al 
Fea&mu anlaYOrable to large Icebelp in the North Paeiic, 16O.-Neceuity for 
eoId to reatore the Wute by the warm Currenta, IDd'£Yaporation, 161.-.Arp
menta in Cavor oC retum Currenta, becauae Sea W &ter i. aalt, 161.-CVBIlallTl or 
'I'll. PAclrlo: Ita Sargauo Sea, IM.-The Drift on the A1eutiID IaIanda, 266.
The cold Cbiaa Current, 268.-Humboldt'. Current, 167.-Diacovery oC ID im
_DH Body oC warm Water drifting South, 168.-Currenta about the Equator, 
170.-UIID.a CVaaallTI: Experimenta or LieuteDIDta Walah and Lee, 271.
ProoC or under Currenta aft'orded by Deep Sea Sonndinga, 172.-Currenta caued 
by ChlDgea in Specific Gra'rity oC Sea Water, 273.--Conatituenta or Sea Water 
OVft"J where the &aIDe; afl'orda E'ridence or a ayatem oC Oceanic CUculation, 274.
CVBIlallT1 or 'I'IIa ATLAJITIO: The great Equatorial Current: ita Fountain-head, 
176.-The Cape St. Roque Current proved to he not a CODBtant Current, 276.
Di8icultUa oC nndentanding all the Currenta .C the Sea-ahore or the Atlentic can 
not he IeCCJUJlted Cor without the aid or under Currenta, 177. 

232. LET us, in this chapter, set out with the postulate that the 
. sea, as well as the air, has its system of circulation, and that this 

system, whatever it be, and wherever its channels lie, whether in 
the waters at or below the surface, is in obedience to physical 
laws. The sea, by the circulation of its waters, has its offices to 
perform in the' terrestrial ec~nomy; and when we see the currents 
in the ocean running hither and thither, we feel that they were not 
put in motion without a cause. On the contrary, reason assures 
us that they move in obedience to some law of Nature, be it re
corded down in the depths below, never 80 far beyond the reach 
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of human Jr.en; and being a law of Nature, we know who gave it, 
and that neither chance nor accident had any thing to do with ita 
enactment. 

Nyure grants 118 all that this postulate demands, repeating it 
to us in many forms of expression; she utters it in the blade of 
green grass which she causes to grow in climates and soils made 
kind and genial by warmth and moisture, that some current of the 
sea or air has conv~yed far away from under a tropical sun. She 
murmurs it out in the cooling current of the nonh; the whales of 
the sea tell of it (~ 65), and all its inhabitants proclaim it. 

233. The fauna and the :Bora of the sea are as much the crea
tures of climate (~ 66), and are as dependent for their well-being 
upon temperature as are the fauna and the :Bora of the dry land. 
Were it not so, we should find the fish and the algm, the marine 
insect and the coral, distributed equally and alike in all pans of 
the ocean. The polar whale would delight in the torrid Ik)ne, and 
the habitat of the pearl oyster would be also under the iceberg, or 
in frigid waters colder than the melting ice. 

234. Now water, _ile its capacities for heat are scarcelyex
ceeded by those of any other substance, is one of the most com
plete of non-conductors. Heat does not permeate water as it does 
iron, for instance, or other good conductors. Heat the top of an 
iron plate, and the bottom becomes warm; but heat the top of a 
sheet of water, as in a pool or basin, and that at the bottom re
mains cool. The heat passes through iron by conduction, but to 
get through water it requires to be conveyed by. a motion, which 
in :Buids we call currents. 

235. Therefore the study.,f the climates of the sea involves a 
knowledge of its currents, both cold and warm. They are the 
channels through which the waters circulate, and by means of 
which the harmonies of old ocean are preserved. 

236. Hence, in studying the system of oceanic circulation, we 
set out with the very simple assumption, viz., that from whatever 
pan of the ocean a current is found to run, to the same pan a cur
rent of equal volume is obliged to return; for upon this principle 
is based the whole system of currents and counter-currents of the 
air as well as of the water. (See Appendix B.) 

237. It is not necessary to associate with oceanic currents the 
idea that they must of necessity, as on land, run fro~ a higher to 
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a lower level. So far from this being the case, lOme current. of 
the sea actually run up hill, while others run on a level. 

The Gulf Stream is of the first class (~ 10). 
238. The currents which run from the Atlaniic into the Medi

terranean, and from the Indian Ocean into the Red Sea, ar~ the 
reverse of this. Here the bottom of the current is probably a 
water-level, and the top an inclined plane, running down hill. , 
Take the Red Sea current as an illustration. That 8ea lies, for 
the most part, within a rainles8 and riverIess district. It may be 
compared to a long and narrow trough. Being in a rainless dia
trict, the evaporation from it is immense; none of the water thus 
taken up is returned to it either by rivers or rain8. It is about 
one thousand miles long; it lies nearly north and BOuth, and ex
tends from latitude 130 to the parallel of 300 north. 

239. From May to October, the water in the upper part of this 
8ea i8 sait! to be two feet lower than it is near the mouth.- This 
change or difference of level i8 ascribed to the effect of the wind, 
which, prevailing from the north at that season, is supposed to 
blow the water out. 

But from May to October is also the hot season; it is the sea
son when evaporation is going on most rapidly; and when we 
consider how dry and how hot the winds are which blow upon 
this sea at this season of the year, we may suppose the daily evap
oration to be immense; not less, certainly, than half an inch, and 
probably twice that amount. We know that the waste from ca
nals by evaporation, in the summer time, is an element which the 
engineer, when taking the capacity of his feeders into calculation, 
has to consider. With him it is an important element; how much 
more so must the waste by evaporation from this sea be, when we 
consider the physical conditions under which it is placed. Its feed
er, the Arabian Sea, is a thousand miles from its head; its shores 
are burning sands; the evaporation is ceaseless; and none of the 
vapors, which the scorching winds that blow over it carry away, 
are returned to it again in the shape of rains. 

240. The Red Sea vapors are carried oft' and precipitated else
where. The depression in the level of its head waters in the sum
mer time, therefore, it appears, is owing quite 88 much to the eft'ect 
of evaporation 88 to that of the wind blowing the waters back. 

* .Johnston'. Phy.ica1 Allu. 
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241. The evaporation in certain parts of the Indian Ocean 
(~ 33) is from three fourths of an inch to an inch daily. Suppose 
it for the Red Sea in the summer time to average only half an 
inch a day. 

Now, if we suppose the velocity of the current which runs into 
that sea to average, from mouth to head, twenty miles a day, it 
would take the water fifty days to reach the head of it. If it lose 
half an inch from its surface by evaporation daily, it would, by 
the time it' reaches the Isthmus of Suez, lose twenty-five inches 
from its surface. 

242. Thus the waters of the Red Sea ought to be lower at 
the Isthmus of Suez than they are at the Straits of Babelman
deb. Independently of the waters forced out by the wind, they 
ought to be lower from two other causes, viz., evaporation and 
temperature, for the temperature of that sea is necessarily low
er at Suez, in latitude 30°, than it is at Babelmandeb, in latitude 
13°. 

243. To make it quite clear that the surface of the Red Sea is 
not a sea level, but is an inclined plane, suppose the channel of 
the Red Sea to have a perfectly smooth and level 1I00r, with no 
water in it, and a wave ten feet high to enter the Straits of Babel
mandeb, and to 1I0w up the channel at the rate of twenty miles a 
day for fifty days, losing daily, by evaporation, half an inch; it is 
easy to perceive that, at the end of the fiftieth day, this wave 
would not be so high, by two feet (twenty-five inches), as it was 
the first day it commenced to 1I0w. 

244. The top of that sea, therefore, may be regarded as an in
clined plane, made 80 by evaporation. 

245. But the salt water, which has lost so much of its freshness 
by evaporation, becomes salter, and therefore heavier. The light
er water at the Straits can not balance the heavier water at the 
Isthmus, and the colder and salter, and therefore heavier water, 
must either run out as an under current, or it must deposit its sur
plus salt in the shape of crystals, and thus gradually make the 
bottom of the Red Sea a salt-bed, or it must abstract all the salt 
from the ocean to make the Red Sea brine-and we know that 
neither the one process nor the other is going on. Hence we in
fer that there is from the Red Sea an under or outer current, as 
there is from the Mediterranean through the Straits of GibraItar, 
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and that the surface waters near Suez are salter than those near 
the mouth of the Red Sea. 

246. And, to show why there should be an outer and under 
current from each of these two seas, let us suppose the case of a 
long trough, opening into a vat of oil, with a partition to keep the 
oil from running into the trough. Now suppose the trough to be 
filled up with wine on one side of the partition to the level of the 
oil on the other. The oil is introduced to represent the lighter 
water- as it enters either of these seas from the ocean, and the wine 
the same water after it has lost some of its freshness by evapora
tion, and therefore has become salter and heavier. Now suppose 
the partition to be raised, what would take place 1 Why, the oil 
would run in as an upper current, overflowing the wine, and the 
wine would run out as an under current. 

247. The rivers which discharge in the Mediterranean are not 
sufficient to supply the waste of evaporation, and it is by a proc
ess similar to this that the salt which is carried in from the ocean 
is returned to the ocean again; were it not so, the bed of that sea 
would be a mass of solid salt. The equilibrium of the seas is 
preserved, beyond a doubt, by a system of compensation as exqui
,Bitely adjusted as are those by which the "music of the spheres" 
is maintained. (See Appendix C.) . 

248. The above about under currents is theory: Now let us see 
the results of actual observation upon the density of water in the 
Red Sea and the Mediterranean, and upon the under currents that 
run out from these seas. 

Four or five years ago, Mr. Morris, chief engineer of the Ori
ental Company's steam-ship Ajdaha, collected specimens of Red 
Sea water all the way from Suez to the Straits of Babelmandeb, 
which were afterward examined by Dr. Giraud, who reported the 
following results :. 

Latitude. LoqItude. Spec. Gray. SlllDe Coat. 
0 1000 ..... 

No. 1. Sea at Suez 1027 41.0 
No.2. Gulf of Suez 27.49 33.44 1026 40.0 
No.3. Red Sea 24.29 36. 1024 39.2 
No.4. do. 20.65 38.18 1026 40.5 
No.5. do. 20.43 40.03 1024 89.8 
No.6. do. 14.34 41.48 1024 39.9 
No.7. do. 12.39 44.45 1023 39.2 

*1'raaAel. oftha Bombay Goograph. Soc., vol. ix .• May, ·1849. to Aupt. 1860. 
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249. These observations agree with the theoretical deductions 
just announced, and show that the surface waters at the head are 
heavier and salter than the surface waters at the mouth of the 
Red Sea. 

250. In the same paper, the temperature of the air between 
Suez and Aden often rises, it is said, to 900 , " and probably aver
ages liule less than 75° day and night all the year round. The 
surface of the sea varies in heat from 650 to 850 , and the dift'er
ence between the ~et and dry bulb thermometers often amounts 
to 25°-in the kamain, or desert winds, to from 300 to 40°; the 
average evaporation at Aden is about eight feet for the year." 
"Now assuming," says Dr; Buist, "the evaporation of the Red 
Sea to be no greater than that of Aden, a sheet of water eight feet 
thick, equal in area to the whole expanse of the sea, will be car
ried oft' annually in vapor; or, JWIWlling the Red Sea to be eight 
hundred feet in depth at an average-and this, most assuredly, is 
more than double the fact-the whole of it would be dried up, 
were no water to enter from the ocean, in one hundred years. 
The waters of the Red Sea, throughout, contain some four per 
cent. of salt by weight-or, as salt is a half heavier than water, 
some 2.7 per cent. in bulk-or, in round numbers, say three per 
cent. In the course of three thousand years, on the assumptions 
just made, the Red Sea ought to have been one mass of solid salt, 
if there were no current running out." 

251. Now we know the Red Sea is more than three thousand 
years old, and that it is not filled with salt; and the reason is, that 
as fast as the upper currents bring the salt in at the top, the under 
currents carry it out, at the bottom. 

252. MEDITERRANEAN CURRENTs.-With regard to an under 
current from the Mediterranean, we may begin by remarking that 
we know that there is a current always setting in at the surface 
from the Atlantic, and that this is a salt-water current, which 
carries an immense amount of salt into that sea. We know, 
moreover, that that sea is not salting up; and therefore, inde
pendently of the postulate (~ 236) and of observations (~ 263), we 
might infer the existence of an under current, through which this 
,a1t finds its way out into the broad ocean again.· 

" Dr. Smith appean to haYe been the fim to ClIfIjutu" this explaDatioa, which he 
did in 1683 (Rdc PhiJoeopbical ~118). Thi8 coD&iDuai incIraurht iDto &be 

I 
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With regard to this outer and under current, we have observa
tions telling of its existence as long ago as 1712. 

"In the year 1712," says Dr. Hudson, in a paper communicated 
to the Philosophical S~ciety in 1724, " Monsieur du L' Aigle, that 
fortunate and generous commander of the privateer called the 
Phrenix, of Marseilles, giving chase near Ceuta Point to a Dutch 
ship bound to Holland, came up with her in the middle of the Gut 
between TaritJ'a and Tangier, and there gave her one broadside, 
which directly sunk her, all her men being saved by Monsieur du 
L'Aigle; and a few days after, the Dutch ship, with her cargo of 
brandy and oil, arose on the shore near Tangier, which is at least 
four leagues to the westward of the place where she sunk, and di
rectly against the strength of the current, which has persuaded 
many men that there is a recurrency in the deep water in the 
middle of the Gut that sets outwarQ to the grand ocean, which this 
accident very much demonstrates; and, possibly, a great part of 
the water which runs into the Straits returns that way, and along 
the two coasts before mentioned; otherwise, this ship must, of 
course, have been driven toward Ceuta, and so upward. The 
water in the Gut must be very deep; several of the commanders 
of our ships of war having attempted to sound. it with the longest 
lines they could contrive, but could never find any bottom." 

In 1828, Dr. Wollaston, in a paper before the J:lhilosophical S0-
ciety, stated that he found the specific gravity of a specimen of 
sea water, from a depth of six hundred and seventy fathoms, fifty 
miles within the Straits, to have a " density exceeding that of dis
Mediterranean appean to have been a vexed qu.tion among the navigators and phi
loeophers even of th_ times. Dr. Smith alludes to Ilevers1 hypotheses which had 
been invented to 101ve th_ phenomena, such .. subterraneoua vanta, cantiee, exha
lation by the aun'. beama, &c., and then of'ers biB conjecture, which, in hi. own 
worde, ill, II that there ill an under current, by which .. greet a quantity of wlter ill 
carried out .. comes ftowing in. To confum which, beaidee what I have aid above 
about the dift'erenC8 oftidee in the ofting and at the shore in the DoWJl8, which ~ 
ceuarily suppoll8l an under current, I .hall preII8Rt you with In iJIItance of the like 
nature in the BBltic Sound, .. I received it from an able 118aJDaD, who w .. at the 
making of the trial. He told me that, being there in one of the king'. frigates, they 
went with their pinnace into the mid stream, and were carried violently by the cur
rent; that, lOOn after thill, they II1IIlt a bucket with a hea." cannon ball to a certain 
depth of water, which gave a check to the boat'. motion; and, sinking it Itilliower 
and lower, the boat wu driven ahead to the windward againat the upper current: 
the current Blot\, .. he added, not being over four or five fBthoml deep, and that the 
lower the bucket w .. let fiIll, they foa the under current the 1tIoDger." 
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tilled water by more than four times the usual excess, and accord
ingly leaves, upon evaporation, more than four times the usual 
quantity of saline residuum. Hence it is clear that an under cur
rent outward of such denser water, if of equal breadth and depth 
with the current inward near the surface, would carry out as much 
salt below as is brought in above, although it moved with less than 
one fourth part of the velocity, and would thus prevent a perpet
ual increase of saltness in the Mediterranean Sea beyond that ex
isting in the Atlantic." 

The doctor obtained this specimen of sea water from Captain, 
now Admiral Smyth, of the English navy, who had collected it 
for Dr. Marcet. Dr. Marcet died before receiving it, and it had 
remained in the admiral's hands some time before it came into 
those of Wollaston. 

It may, therefore, have lost something by evaporation; for it is 
difficult to conceive that all the river water, and three fourths of 
the sea water which runs into the Mediterranean, is evaporated 
from it, leaving a brine for the under current having four times 
as much salt as the water at the surface of the sea usually con
tains. Very recently, M. Coupvent des Bois is said to have shown, 
by actual observation, the existence of an outer and under current 
from the Mediterranean. 

However that may be, these facts, and the statements of the 
Secretary of the Geographical Society of Bombay (~ 250), seem 
to leave no room to doubt as to the existence of an under current 
both from the Red Sea and Mediterranean, and as to the cause 
of the surface current which flows into them. I think it a matter 
of demonstration. It is accounted for (§ 245) by the salts of the 
sea. 
~3. Writers whose opinions are entitled to great respect differ! 

with me as to the proof of this demonstration. Among these 
writers are Admiral Smyth, of the British Navy, and Sir Charles 
Lyell, who also differ with each other. In 1820, Dr. Marcet, be
ing then engaged in studying the chemical composition of sea 
water, the admiral, with his usual alacrity for doing" a kind tum," 
undertook to collect for the doctor specimens of Mediterranean 
water from various depths, especially in and about the Straits of 
Gibraltar. Among these was the one (§ 252) taken fifty miles 
within the Straits from the depth of six hundred and seventy 
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fathoms (four thousand and twenty feet), which, being four times 
salter than common sea water, left, as we have just seen (~ 252), 
no doubt in the mind of Dr. Wollaston as to the existence of this 
under current of brine. 

But the indefatigable admiral, in the coune of his celebrated 
survey of the Mediterranean, discovered that, while inside of the 
Straits the depth was upward of nine hundred fathoms, yet in the 
Straits themselves the depth across the shoalest section is not more 
than one hundred and sixty- fathoms. 

U Such being the case, we can now prove," exclaims Sir Charles 
Lyell, " that the vast amount of salt brought into the Mediterra
nean does not pass out again by the Straits; for it appears by Cap
tain Smyth's soundings, which Dr. Wollaston had not seen, that 
between the Capes of Trafalgar and Spartel, which are twenty
two miles apart, and where the Straits are shallowest, the deepest 
part, which is on the side of Cape Spartel, is only two hundred 
and twenty fathoms.t It is therefore evident, that if water sinks 
in certain parts of the Mediterranean, in consequence of the in
crease of its specific gravity, to greater depths than two hundred 
and twenty fathoms, it can never flow out again into the Atlantic, 
since it must be stopped by the submarine barrier which crosses 
the shallowest part of the Straits of Gibraltar.''t 

254. According to this reasoning, all the cavities, the hollows 
and the valleys at the bottom of the sea, especially in the trade
wind region, where evaporation is so constant and great, ought to 
be salting up or filling up with brine. Is it probable that such a 
process is actually going on 1 No. 

According to this reasoning, the water at the bottom of the 
great American lakes ought to be salt, for the rivers and the rains, 
it is admitted, bring the salts from the land and empty them into 
the sea. It is also admitted that the great lakes would, from this 
cause, be salt, if they had no sea drainage. The Niagara River 
passes these river salts from the upper lakes into Ontario, and the 
St. Lawrence conveys them thence to the sea. Now the basins 
or bottoms of all these upper lakes are far below the top of the 
rock over which the Niagara pitches its flood. And, were the 
position assumed by this writer correct, viz., that if the water in 

• II The Mediterranean." t One hundred and sixty, Smyth. 
t Lyell'. Principle. of Geology, p. 334-6, ninth edition. London, 1853. 
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any of these lakes should, in consequence of its specific gravity, 
once sink below the level of the shoals in the riveli and straits 
which connect them, it never could '1low out again, and conse
quently must remain there forever- - were this principle physi
cally correct, would not the water at the bottom of the lakes grad
ually have received salt sufficient, during the countless ages that 
they have been sending it off to the sea, to make this everlasting
ly pent-up water briny, or at least quite different in its constitu
ents from that of the surface? We may presume that the water 
at the bottom of every extensive and quiet sheet of water, whether 
salt or fresh, is at the bottom by reason of specific gravity; but 
that it does not remain there forever we have abundant proof. If 
so, the Niagara River would be fed by Lake Erie only from that 
layer of water which is above the level of the top of the rock at 
the Falls. Consequently, wherever the breadth ofthat river is no 
greater than it is at the Falls, we should have a current as rapid 
as it is at the moment of passing the top of the rock to make the 
leap. To see that such is not the way of Nature, we have but to 
look at any common mill-pond when the water is running over 
the dam. The current in the pond that feeds the over1low i. 
scarcely perceptible, for "still water runs deep." Moreover, we 
know it is not such a skimming current as the geologist would 
make, which runs from one lake to another; for wherever above 
the Niagara Falls the water is deep, there we are aure to find the 
current slUggish, in comparison with the rate it assumes as it ap
proaches the Falls; and it is sluggish in deep places, rapid in shal
low ones, because it is fed from below. The common" wastes" 
in our canals teach us this fact. 

The reasoning of this celebrated geologist appears to be found
ed upon the assumption that when water, in consequence of it. 
specific gravity, once sinks below the bottom of a current where 
it is shallowest, there is no force of traction in 1luids, nor any other 
power, which can draw this heavy water up again. If such were 
the case, we could not have deep water immediately inside of the 
bars which obstruct the passage of the great rivers into the sea. 
Thus the bar at the mouth of the Mississippi, with only fifteen 
feet of water on it, is estimated to travel out to sea at rates vary
ing from one hundred to twenty yards a year. 

.. See puagraph quoted (~ 268) from .. Lyell'. PriDcipIea of GeoIofy." 
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In the place where that bar was when it was one thousand 
yards nearer to New Orleans than it now is, whether it were fif
teen years ago or a century ago, with only fifteen or sixteen feet 
of water on it, we have now four or five times that depth. As 
new bars were successively formed seaward from the old, what 
dug up the sediment which formed the old, and lifted it up from 
where specific gravity had placed it, and carried it out to sea over 
a barrier not more than a few fet;t from the surface 1 Indeed, Sir 
Charles himself makes this majestic stream to tear up its own bot
tom to depths far below the top of the bar at its mouth. He de
scribes the Mississippi as a river having nearly a uniform breadth 
to the distance of two thousand miles from the sea.- He makes 
it cut a bed for itself out of the soil, which is heavier than Admiral 
Smyth's deep sea water, to the depth of more than two hundred 
feett below the top of the bar which obstructs its entrance into the 
sea. Could not the same power which scoops out this solid mat
ter draw the brine up from the pool in the Mediterranean, and 
pass it out across the barrier in the Straits? 

The traction of locomotives on rail-roads and the force of that 
traction are well understood. Now have not currents in the deep 
sea power derived from some such force? Suppose this under 
current from the Mediterranean to extend one hundred and sixty 
fathoms down, so as to chafe the barrier acron the Straits. Upon 
the bottom of this current, then, there is a pressure of more than 
fifty atmospheres. Have we not here a source of power that 
would be capable of drawing up, by almost an insensibly slow ma
tion, water from almost any depth? At any rate, it appears that 
the effect of currents by traction, or friction, or whatever force, 
does extend far below the level of their beds in shallow places. 
Were it not so-were the brine not drawn out again-it would be 
easy to prove that this indraught into the Mediterranean has taken, 
even during the period assigned by Sir Charles to the formation 
of the Delta of the Misswippi-one of the newest formations
salt enough to fill up the whole basin of the Mediterranean with 

• "FJOm near ~ mouth at the BaIDe, a eteam-boat ID&ylK8Dd (or two thOUllllld 
JDilIIII with _Iy any perceptible dilI'erence in the width o(the mer. "-Lyell, p. 263. 

t II The Miuiuippi i.e continually 8hifting ita C01l1'll8 in the great alluvial plain, cut
ting frequently to the clepth o( one hundred, and even lOIDetimea &0 the depth of two 
buudIed and &fty reet. "-Lyell, p. 278. 
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crystals. Admiral Smyth brought up bottom with his briny sam
ple of deep sea water (six hundred and seventy fathoms), but no 
salt crystals. 

The gallant admiral-appearing to withhold his assent both from 
Dr. Wollaston in his conclusions as to this under current, and 
from the geologist in his inferences as to the effect of the barrier 
in the Strait&-8uggest8 the probability that, in sounding for the 
heavy specimen of Bea water, he struck a brine spring. But the 
specimen, according to analysis, was of sea water, and how did a 
brine spring of sea water get un~er the sea but through the proc
ess of evaporation on the iurface, or hy parting with a portion of 
its fresh water in some other way? 

If we admit the principle assumed by Sir Charles Lyell, that 
water from the great pools and basins of the sea can never ascend 
to cross the ridges which form these pools and basins, then the 
harmonies of the sea are gone, and we are forced to conclude they 
never existed. Every particle of water that sinks below a Bub
marine ridge is, ipso facto, by his reasoning, stricken from the 
channels of circulation, to become thenceforward forever motion
less matter. The consequence would be "cold obstruction" in 
the depths of the sea, and a system of circulation behyeen differ
ent seas of the waters only that float above the shoalest reefs and 
barriers. I do not believe in the existence of any such imperfect 
terrestrial mechanism, or in any such failures of design. To my 
mind, the proofs-the theoretical proofs-the proofs derived ex
clusively from reason and analogy-are as clear in favor of this 
under current from the Mediterranean as they were in favor of 
the existence of Leverrier's planet before it was seen through the 
telescope at Berlin. 

Now suppose, as Sir Charles Lyell maintains, that none of these 
vast quantities of salt which this surface current takes into the 
Mediterranean find their way out again. It would not be difficult 
to show, even to the satisfaction of that eminent geologist, that 
this indraught conveys salt away from the Atlantic faster than all 
the freak-water rivers empty fresh supplies of salt into the ocean. 
Now, besides this drain, vast quantities of salts are extracted from 
sea water for madrepores, coral reefs, shell banks, and marl beds; 
and by such reasoning as this, which is perfectly sound and good, 
we establish the existence of this under current, or else we are 
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forced to the very unphilosophical conclusion that the sea must 
be losing its salts, and becoming less and less briny. 

255. THB CURRENTS OF THB INDIAN OCBAN .-By carefully ex
amining the physical features of this sea (Plates VIII. and IX.), 
and studying its conditions, we are led to look for warm currents 
that have their genesis in this ocean, and that carry from it vol
umes of overheated water, probably exceeding in quantity many 
times that which is discharged by the Gulf Stream from its fount
ains (Plate VI.). 

The Atlantic Ocean is open at the north, but tropical countries 
bound the Indian Ocean in that direction. The waters of this 
ocean are hotter than those of the Caribbean Sea, and the evap
orating force there (~ 146) is much greater. That it is greater 
we might, without observation, infer from the fact of a higher 
temperature and a greater amount of precipitation on the neigh
boring shores (~139). These two facts, taken together, tend, 
it would seem, to show that large currents of warm water have 
their genesis in the Indian Ocean. One of them is the well
known Mozambique current, called at the Cape of Good Hope 
the Lagullas current. 

256. An!>ther of theae currents makes its escape through the 
Straits of Malacca, and, being joined by other warm streams from 
the Java and China Seas, 1l0ws out into the Pacific, like another 
Gulf Stream, between the Philippines and the shores of Asia. 
Thence it attempts the great circle route (~ 69) for the Aleutian 
Islands, tempering climates, and losing itself in the sea on its 
route toward the northwest coast of America. 

257. Between the physical features of this current and the 
Gulf Stream of the Atlantic there are several points of resem
blance. Sumatra and Malacca correspond to Florida and Cuba; 
Borneo to the Bahamas, with the Old Providence Channel to the 
south, and the Florida Pass to the west. The coasts of China 
answer to those of the United States, the Philippines to the Ber
mudas, the Japan Islands to Newfoundland. As with the Gulf 
Stream, 80 also here with this China current, there is a counter
current of cold water between it and the shore. The climates of 
the Asiatic coast correspond with those of America along the At
lantic, and those of Columbia, Washington, and Vancouver are 
duplicates of those of Western Europe and the British Islands; 
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the climate of California (State) resembling that of Spain; the 
sandy plains and rainless regions of Lower California reminding 
one of Africa, with its deserts between the same parallels, &c. 

Moreover, the North Pacific, like the North Atlantic, is envel
oped, where these warm waters go, with mists and fogs, and streak
ed with lightning. The Aleutian Islands are as renowned for fogs 

. BDd mists as are the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. 
258. A surface current flows north through Behring's Strait 

into the Arctic Sea; but in the Atlantic the current is from, not 
into the Arctic Sea: it flows BOuth on the surface, north below; 
Behring's Strait being too shallow to admit of mighty under cur
rents, or to permit the introduction from the polar basin of any 
large icebergs into the Pacific. 

259. Behring's Strait, in geographical position, answers to Da
vis's Strait in the Atlantic; and Alaska, with its Aleutian chain of 
islands, to Greenland. But instead of there being to the east of 
Alaska, as there is to the east of Greenland, an escape into the 
polar basin for these warm waters, the Pacific shore-line inter
venes, and turns them down through a sort of North Sea along the 
western coast of the continent toward Mexico. 

260. These contrasts show the principal points of resemblance 
and of difference between the currents and aqueous circulation in 
the two oceans. The ice-bearing currents of the North Atlantic 
are not repeated as to degree in the North Pacific, for there is no 
nursery for icebergs like the frozen ocean and its arms. The seas 
of Okotsk and Kamtschatka alone, and not the frozen seas of the 
Arctic, cradle the icebergs for the North Pacific. 

There is, at times at least, another current of warm water from 
the Indian Ocean. It finds its way south midway between Africa 
and Australia. The whales (Plate IX.) give indications of it. 
Nor need we be surprised at such a vast flow of warm water as 
these three currents indicate from the Indian Ocean, when we rec
ollect that this ocean (~ 255) is land-locked on the north, and that 
the temperature of its waters is frequently as high as 900 Fahr. 

261. There must, therefore, be immense volumes of water flow
ing into the Indian Ocean to supply the waste created by these 
warm currents, and the fifteen or twenty feet of water that obser
vations (~ 33) tell us are yearly carried off from this ocean by 
evaporation. 
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On either side of this warm current that escapes from the inter
tropical parts of the Indian Ocean (~260), midway between Africa 
and Australia, an ice-bearing current (Plate IX.) is found wending 
its way from the Antarctic regions with supplies of cold water to 
modify climates, and restore the aqueous equilibrium in that part 
of the world. These cold currents sometimes get as far north 
with their icebergs as 400 south. The Gulf Stream seldom per
mits them to get 80 near the equator as that in the North Atlan
tic, but I have known the ice-bearing current which passes east 
of Cape Hom into the South Atlantic to convey its bergs as far 
as the parallel of 370 south latitude. This is the nearest ap
proach of icebergs to the equator. 

262. These currents which run out from the inter-tropical basin 
of that immense sea-Indian Ocean-are active currents. They 
convey along immense volumes of water containing vast quanti
ties of salt, and we know that sea water enough to convey back 
equal quantities of salt, and salt to keep up supplies for the oul
going currents, must flow into or return to the inter-tropical re
gions of the same sea; therefore, if observations were silent upon 
the subject, reason would teach us to look for currents here that 
keep in motion immense volumes of water. 

263. THE CURRENTS OlP THE P ACllPIC.-The contrast has been 
drawn (~ 257) between the China or " Gulf Stream" of the North 
Pacific, and the Gulf Stream of the North Atlantio. The course 
of the China Stream has never been traced out. There is (Plate 
IX.), along the coast of California and Menco, a southwaTdly 
movement of waters, as there is along the west coast of Africa 
toward the Cape de Verd Islands. 

264. In the open space west of this southwardly set along the 
African coast, there is the famous Sargasso Sea (Plate IX.), 
which is the general receptacle of the drift-wood and sea-weed of 
the Atlantic. So, in like manner; to the west from California of 
this other southwardly set, lies the pool into which the drift-wood 
and sea-weed of the North Pacific are generally gathered. 

265. The natives ofthe Aleutian Islands, where no trees grow, 
depend upon the drift-wood cast ashore there for all the timber 
used in the construction of their boats, fishing-tackle, and house
hold gear. Among this timber, the camphor-tree, and other woods 
of China and Japan, are said to be often recognized. In this fact 
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we have additional evidence touching this China Stream, as to 
which (~ 263) but little, at best, is known. 

266. Tn COLD ASIATIC CURuNT.-Inshore of, but counter to 
the China current, along the eastern shores of Asia, is found 
(~ 257) a streak, or layer, or current of cold water answering to 
that between the Gulf Stream and the American coast. This 
current, like its fellow in the Atlantic, is not strong enough at all 
times sensibly to affect the course of navigation; but, like that in 
the Atlantic, it is the nursery (~ 65) of most valuable fisheries. 
The fisheries of Japan are quite as extensive as those of New
foundland, and the people of each country are indebted for their 
valuable supplies of excellent fish to the cold waters which the 
currents of the sea bring down to their shores. 

267. HuxBOLDT's CURRENT.-The currents of the Pacific are 
but little understo~. Among those about which most is thought 
to be known is the Humboldt Current of Peru, which the great 
and good man whose name it bears was the first to discover. It 
has been traced on Plate IX. according to the best information 
-defective at best-upon the subject. This current is felt as far 
as the equator. (See Appendix D.) 

268. I have, I believe, discovered the existence of a warm cur
rent in the inter-tropical regions of the Pacific, midway between 
the American coast and the shore-lines of Australia. 

269. This region affords an immense surface for evaporation. 
No rivers empty into it; the annual fall of rain, except in the 
" Equatorial Doldrums," is small, and the evaporation is all that 
both the northeast and the southeast trade-winds can take up and 
carry oft". I have marked on Plate IX. the direction of the sup
posed warm water current which conducts these overheated and 
briny waters from the tropics in mid ocean to the extra-tropical 
regions where precipitation is in excess. Here being cooled, and 
agitated, and mixed up with waters that are less salt, these over
heated and over-salted waters from the tropics may be replenish
ed and restored to their rounds in the wonderful system of oceanic 
circulation. 

270. There are also about the equator in this ocean some curi
ous currents which I do not understand, and as to which obser
vations are not sufficient yet to afford the proper explanation or 
description. There are many of them, some of which, at times, 
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ruft with great force. On a voyage from the Society to the Sand-
wich Islands, I encountered one running at the rate of ninety-aix \ 
miles a day. • 

And what else should we expect in this ocean but a system of 
currents and counter-currents apparently the most uncertain and 
complicated? The Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean may, in 
the view we are about to take, be con8ider~ as one sheet of wa
ter. This sheet of water covers an area quite equal in extent to 
one half of that embraced by the whole surface of the earth; and, 
according to Profe880r Alexander Keith Johnston, who 80 states 
it in the new edition of his splendid Physical Atlas, the total an
nual fall of rain on the earth's surface is one hundred and eighty
six thousand, two hundred and forty cubic imperial miles. Not 
lea than three fourths of the vapor which makes this rain comes 
from this waste of waters; but supposing that only half of this 
quantity, i. e., niD.ety-three thousand, one hundred and twenty 
cubic miles of rain falls upon this sea, and that that much, at 
least, is taken up from it again as vapor, this would give two 
hundred and fifty-five cubic miles as the quantity of water which 
is daily lifted up and poured back again into this expanse. It is 
taken up at one place and rained down at another, and in this 
process, therefore, we have agencies for multitudes of partial and 
confiicting currents, all, in their set and strength, apparently as 
uncertain as the winds. 

The better to appreciate the operation of such agencies in pro
ducing currents in the sea, now here, now there, first this way, 
and then that, let us, by way of illustration, imagine a district of 
two hundred and fifty-five square miles in extent to be set apart, 
in the midst of the Pacific Ocean, as the scene of opeJ.:ations for 
one day. We must now conceive a machine capable of pumping 
up, in the twenty-four hours, all the water to the depth of one 
mile in this district. The machine must not only pump up 
and bear 01£ this immense quantity of water, but it must discharge 
it again into the sea on the same day, but at some other place. 
Now here is a force for creating currents that is equivalent in its 
results to the effects that would be produced by bailing up, in 
twenty-four hours, two hundred and fifty-five cubic miles of wa
ter from orfe part of the Pacific Ocean, and emptying it out again 
upon another part. The currents that would be created by such an 
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operation would overwhelm navigation and desolate the sea; 8Ild, 
happily for the human race, the great atmospherical machine 
(~90), which actually does perform every day, on the average, all 
this lifting up, transporting, and letting down of water upon the face 
of the grand ocean, does not confine itself to an area of two hund
red and fifty-five square miles, but to an area three hundred thou
sand times as great; yet, nevertheless, the lame quantity of water 
is kept in motion, and the currents, in the aggregate, transport as 
much water to restore the equilibrium as they would have to do 
were all the disturbance to take place upon our hypothetical area 
of one mile deep over the space of two hundred. and fifty-five 
square miles. Now when we come to recollect that evaporation 
is lifting up, that the winds are transporting, and that the clouds 

. do let down every day actually such a body of water, but that it 
is done by little and little at a place, and by hair's breadths at a 
time, not by parallelopipedons one mile thick-that the evapora
tion is most rapid and the rains most copious, not always at the 
same place, but now here, now tbere, we sball see actually existing 
in nature a force sufficient to give rise to just such a system of 
currents as tbat which mariners find in tbe Pacific--eurrents which 
appear to rise in mid ocean, run at unequal rates, sometimes east, 
sometimes west, but which always lose themselves where they 
rise, viz., in mid ocean. 

271. UNDER CURRENTs.-LieutenantJ. C. Walsh, in the United 
States schooner "Taney," and Lieutenant S. P. Lee, in the United 
States brig "Dolphin," both, while they were carrying on a sys
tem of obse"ations in connection with the WIND AND CURRENT 
CHARTS, had their attention directed to the subject of submarine 
currents. 

They made some interesting experiments upon the subject. A 
block of wood was loaded to sinking, and, by means of a fishing
line or a bit of twine, let down to the depth of one hundred or five 
hundred fathoms (six bundred or three thousand feet). A small 
float, just suffieient to keep the block from sinking farther, was 
then tied to the line, and the whole let go from the boat. 

To use their own expressions, "It was wonderful, indeed, to 
see this ban-ega move off, against wind, and sea, and surface cur
rent, at the rate of over one knot an hour, as was generally tbe case, 
and on one occasion as much as If knots. Tbe men in tbe boat 
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could not repre88 exclamations of surprise, for it really appeared 
as if some monster of the deep had hold of the weight below, and 
was walking off with it."· Both officers and men were amazed 
at the sight. 

272. The experiments in deep-sea soundings have also thrown 
much light upon the subject of under currents. There is reason 
to believe that they exist in all, or almost all parts of the deep 
sea, for never in any instance yet has the deep-sea line ceased to 
run out, even after the plummet had reached the bottom. 

If the line be held fast in the boat, it invariably parts, showing, 
when two or three miles of it are out, that the under-currents are 
sweeping against the bight of it with what seamen call a swig
ging force, that no sounding twine has yet proved strong enough 
to withstand. 

Lieutenant J. P. Parker, of the United States frigate Congress, 
attempted, in 1852, a deep-sea sounding off the coast of South 
America. He was engaged with the experiment eight or nine 
hours, during which time a line nearly ten miles long was paid 
out. Night coming on, he had to part the line (which he did 
simply by attempting to haul it in) and return on board. Exam
ination proved that the ocean there, instead of being over ten 
miles in depth, was not over three, and that the line was swept 
out by the force of one or more under currents. But in what di
rection these currents were running is not known. . 

273. It may, therefore, without doing any violence to the rules 
of philosophical investigation, be conjectured, that the equilibrium 
of all the seas is preserved, to a greater or less extent, by this 
system of currents and counter-currents at and below the surface. 

If we except the tides, and the partial currents of the sea, such 
as those that may be created by the wind, we may lay it down as 
a rule (~34) that all the currents of the ocean owe their origin to 
difference of specific gravity between sea water at one place and 
sea water at another; for wherever there is such a difference, 
whether it be owing to difference of temperature or to differ~ce 
of saltness, &c., it is a difference that disturbs equilibrium, and 
currents are the consequence. The heavier water goes toward 
the lighter, and the lighter whence the heavier comes; for two 
fluids differing in specific gravity (~36), and standing at the same 

.. Lieutenant WaIah. 
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level, can not balance each other. It is immaterial, as before 
stated, whether this difference of speQiic gravity be caused by 
temperature, by the matter held in solution, or by any other thing; 
the effect iA the same, namely, a current. 

2'14. That the sea, in all parts, hold~ in solution the same kind 
of solid matter; that its waters in this place, wliere it never rains, 
are not salter than the strongest brine; and that in another place, 
where the rain is incessant, they are not entirely without salt, 
may be taken as evidence in proof of a system of currents or of 
circulation in the sea, by which its waters are shaken up and kept 
mixed together as though they were in a phial. Moreover, we 
may lay it down as a law in the system of oceanic circulation, 
that every current in the sea has its counter current; in other 
words, that the currents of the sea are, like the nerves of the hu
man system, arranged in pairs; for wherever one current is found 
carrying off water from this or that part of the sea, to the same 
part must some other current convey an equal volume of water, 
or else the first would, in the course of time, cease for the want 
of water to supply it. 

275. CURRENTS OP THE ATLANTlC.-The principal currents of 
the Atlantic have been described in the chapter on the Gulf Stream. 
Besides this, its eddies and its offsets, are the equatorial current 
(Plate VI.), and the St. Roque or Brazil Current. Their fountain-

. head is the same. It is in the warm waters about the equator, 
between Africa and America. The former, receiving the Amazon 
and the Oronoco as tributaries by the way, flows into the Carib
bean Sea, and becomes, with the waters (~ 35) in which the 
vapors of the trade-winds leave their salts, the feeder of the Gulf 
Stream. The Brazil Current, coming from the same fountain, is 
supposed to be divided by Cape St. Roque, one branch going to 
the south under this name (Plate IX.), the other to the westward. 
This last has been a great bugbear to navigators, principally on 
account of the difficulties which a few dull vessels falling to lee
ward of St. Roque have found in beating up against it. It was 
said to have caused the 1088 of some English transports in the last 
century, which fell to leeward of the Cape on a voyage to the 
other hemisphere; and navigators, accordingly, were advised to 
shun it as a danger. 

276; This current has been an object of special investigation 
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during my researches connected with the wind and current charts, 
and the result has satisfiei me that it is neither a dangerous nor a 
constant current, notwithstanding older writers. Horsburgh, in 
his East India Directory, cautions navigators against it; and Keith 
Johnston, in his grand Physical Atlas, publisbed in 1848, thus 
speaks of it : 

"This current greatly impedes the progress of those vesaels 
which cross the equator west of 23° west longitude, impelling 
them beyond Cape St. Roque, when they are drawn toward the 
northern coast of Brazil, and can not regain their course till after 
weeks or months of delay and exertion." 

So far from this being the case, my researches abundantly prove 
that vessels which cross the equator five hundred miles to the west 
of longitude 23° west have no difficulty on account of this current 
in clearing that cape. I receive almost daily the abstract logs of 
vessels that cross the equator west of 30° west, and in three days 
from that crossing they are generally clear of that cape. A few 
of them report the current in their favor; most ohhem experience 
no current at all; but, .now and then, some do find a current set
ting to the northward and westward, and operating against them 
at the rate of twenty miles a day. The inter-tropical regions of 
the Atlantic, like those of the other oceans (~ 270), abound with 
conflicting currents, which no researches yet have enabled the 
mariner to unravel so that he may at all times know where they are 
and tell how they run, in order that the navigator may be certain 
of their help when favorable, or sure of avoiding them if adverse. 

277. I may here remark, that there seems to be a larger flow 
of polar waters into the Atlantic than of other waters from it, and 
I can not account for the preservation of the equilibrium of this 
ocean by any other hypothesis than that which calls in the aid of 
under currents. They, I have no doubt, bear an important part 
in the system of oceanic circulation. 

Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort, the venerable hydrographer of 
England, made, when in command of her Britannic majesty's 
frigate Frederiksteen, in the Mediterranean, some interesting ex
periments upon under currents, which I should be glad to see re
peated in other parts of the sea, especially between the tropics, in 
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans, and wherever the water 
is remarkably transparent. That officer says: 
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"The counter currents, or those which return beneath the sur
face of the water, are also very remarkable; in some parts of 
the Archipelago they are at times so strong as to prevent the 
steering of the ship; and, in one instance, on sinking the lead, 
when the sea was calm. and clear, with shreds of bunting of vari
ous colors attached to every yard of the line, they pointed in dif
ferent directions all round the compass." 

These shreds of bunting probably "tailed out" straight from 
the line, not in consequence of currents, but by reason of their 
specific gravity, and their tendency to lie straight out from, rather 
than to coil around, the line. At any rate, it is an interesting ex
periment, and I hope some of those noble-hearted mariners who 
are co-operating with me in collecting facts concerning the phys
ical laws of the sea will avail themselves of calms to repeat the 
experiment. A submarine kite--that' is, a contrivance upon the 
principle of a boy's kite in the air-let down at various depths in 
the sea, would indicate both the direction and force of the under 
currents. 

K 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THB OPBN SEA. IN THB A.RCTIC OCBAN. 

How Wbalu IIback on the aut Side of the Continent haft been taIum on the wee 
Side, ~ 278.-Right Wbalea can not _ the Equator, 279.-How the EDItence 
of a northwest Passage W&I proved by the Whal88, 280.-Other Evidence in Favor 
of it, !l8l.-An under Ourrent II8te into the Arctic Ocean, 282.-Evidencea of a 
milder Olimate near the Pole, IIIU.-The Water Sky of Lieutenant De Haven, 285. 
-1'hi8 open Sea not permanently in one Place, •• 

278. IT is the custom among whalers to have their harpoons 
marked with da'e and the name of the ship; and Dr. Scoresby, 
in his work on Arctic voyages, mentions several instances of 
whales that have been taken near the Behring's Strait side with 
harpoons in them bearing the stamp of ships that were known to 
cruise on the Baffin's Bay side of the American continent; and as, 
in one or two instances, a very short time had elapsed between 
the date of capture in the Pacific and the date when the fish must 
have been struck on the Atlantic sme, it was argued therefore 
that there was a northwest passage by which the whales passed 
from one side to the other, since the stricken animal could not 
have had the harpoon in him long enough to Mmit of a passage 
around either Cape Hom or the Cape of Good Hope. 

The whale-fishing is, among the industrial pursuits of the sea, 
one of no little importance; and when the system of investigation 
out of which the "wind and current charts" have grown was 
commenced, the haunts of this animal did not escape attention or 
examination. The log-books of whalers were collected in great 
numbers, and patiently examined, co-ordinated, and discussed, in 
order to find out what parts of the ocean are frequented by this 
kind of whale, what parts by that, and what parts by neither. 
(See Plate IX.) 

279. Log-books containing the records by dUferent ships for 
hundreds of thousands of days were examined, and the observa
tions in them co-ordinated for this chart. And this investigation, 
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88 Plate IX. shows, led to the discovery that the tropical regions 
of the ocean are to the right whale as a sea of fire, through which 
he can not pass, and into which he never enters. . The fact was 
also brought out that the same kind of whale that is found oft" 
the shores of Greenland, in Baffin's Bay, &c., is found also in the 
North Pacific, and about Behring's Strait, and that the right whale 
of the northern hemisphere is a difFerent animal from that of the 
southern. 

280. Thus the fact was established that the harpooned whales 
did not pass around Cape Hom or the Cape of Good Hope, for 
they were of the class that could not cross the equator. In this 
way we were furnished with circumstantial evidence afFording 
the most irrefragable proof that there is, at times at least, open 
water communication through the Arctic Sea from one side of the 
continent to the other, for it is known that the whales can not 
travel under the ice for such a great distance as ia that from one 
side ofthis continent to the other. 

But this did not prove the existence of an open sea there; it 
only established the existence--the occasional existence, if you 
please-of a channel through which whales had passed. There
fore we felt bound to introduce other evidence before we could 
expect the reader to admit our proof, and to believe with us in the 
existence of an open sea in the Arctic Ocean. 

281. There is an under current setting from the Atlantic through 
Davis's Strait into the Arctic Ocean, and there is a surface cur
rent setting out. Observations have pointed out the existence of 
this under current there, for navigators tell of immense icebergs 
which they have seen drifting rapidly to the north, and against a 
strong surface current. These icebergs were high above the wa
ter, and their depth below was seven times greater than their 
height above. No doubt they were drifted by a powerful under 
current. 

282. Now this under current comes from the south, where it is 
warm, and the tempElrature of its waters is perhaps not below 
32°; at any rate, they are comparatively warm. There must be 
a place somewhere in the Arctic seas where this under current 
ceases to flow north, and begins to flow south as a surface cur
rent; for the surface current, though its waten are mixed with 
the fresh waten of the rivera and of precipitation in the polar 
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buin, nevertheless bears out vut quantities of salt, which is fur
Dished neither by the rivers nor the rams. 

283. These salts are supplied by the under current; for as 
much salt as one current brings in, other currents (~252) must take 
out, else the polar basin would become a basin of salt; and where 
the und~r current transfers its waters to the surface, there is, it is 
supposed, a basin in which the waters, as they rise to the surface, 
are at 300 , or whatever be the temperature of the under current, 
which we know must be above the freezing point, for the current 
is of water in a Buid, not in a solid state. 

An arrangement in nature, by which a' basin of considerable 
'area in the frozen ocean could be supplied by water coming in at 
the bottom and rising up at the top, 'with a temperature not below 
SOO, or eTen 28°-the freezing point of sea water-would go far 
to mitigate the climate in the regions round about. 

284. And that there is a warmer climate somewhere in that in
hospitable sea, the observations of JPany of the explorers who 
have visited it indicate. Its existence may be inferred also from 
the well-known fact that the birds and animals are found at cer
tain seasons migrating to the north, evidently in search of milder 
climates. The instincts of these dumb creatures are unerring, 
and we can imagine no mitigation of the climate in that direction, 
unless it arise from the proximity or the presence there of a large 
body of open water. It is another furnace (~ 60) in the beauti
ful economy of Nature for tempering climates there. 

285. Relying upon a process of reasoning like this, and the de
ductions Bowing therefrom, Lieutenant De Haven, when he went 
in command of the American expedition in search of Sir John 
Franklin and his companions, was told, in his letter of instruc
tions, to look, when he should get well up into Wellington Chan
nel, for an open sea to the northward and westward. He looked, 
and saw in that direction a "water sky." Captain Penny after
ward went there, found open water, and sailed upon it. 

286. The open sea in the Arctic Ocean ~ probably not always 
in the same place, as the Gulf Stream (~ 54) is not always in one 
place. It probably is always where the waters of the under cur
rent are brought to the surface; and this, we may imagine, would . 
depend upon the freedom of ingress for the under current. Its 
course may, perhaps, be modified more or Ie .. by the ice on the 
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surface, by changes, from whatever cause, in the course or ve
locity of the surface current, for obviously the under current could 
not bring more water into the frozen ocean than the surface cur
rent would carry out again, either as ice or water. 

287. Every winter, an example of how very close warm water 
in the sea and a very severe climate on the land or the ice may 
be to each other, is afforded to us in the case of the Gulf Stream, 

• and the Labrador-like climate of New England, Nova Scotia, and 
Newfoundland. In these countries, in winter, th~ thermometer 
frequently sinks far below zero, notwithstanding that the tepid 
waters of the Gulf Stream may be found with their summer tem
perature within one good day's sail ohhese very, very cold places.· 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

THE SALTS OF THE SBA. 

What the Selt ill the Sea Water baa to do with the Cummta ill the Oceau, t 189.
B.eaItca8 tor ~ the Sea to ha.e ita IJItem of CimlIation, 290.-Argamenta 
famiahed by Coral IIIaDda, 298.-What would be the Eft"ect of no IJIItem of Cir
culation fOr Sea Water! 295.-lte Compouenta, 297.-The principal Agenta &om 
which Dynamical Force in the Sea i8 derived, 8OO.-muUation, 302.-Sea and 
Frellh Water have Harent La .. of Expanaion, 808.-The Gulf St!eam could not 
eDt in a Sea of fiwh Water, •. -The etI'ect of Evaporation in producing Cur
renta, 810.-How the Polar Sea i8 npplied with Salt, 823.-The Influence ofthi8 
under Current upon opeD Water in ~ Frozen Ocean, 326.-Su SBELLa: The 
InaIl8DC8 exerted by them upon CIlrrente, 330.-Order among them, 335.-They 
aai.It in regulating CUmate., •. -How Sea Shel .. and Salte aet u Compena
tioDa ill the Maehinery by which 0ceaDic: Cin:ulation i8 condllcted, 839.-Whence 
come the Salta of the Sea 1 1«. 

288. IN order to comprehend aright the currents of the sea, and 
to study with advantage its physical adaptations, it is necessary to 
understand the effects produced by the salts of the sea upon the 
equilibrium of its waters; for wherever equilibrium be destroyed, 
whether in the air or water (~ 276), it is restored by motion, and 
motion among fluid particles gives rise to currents, which, in tum, 
constitute circulation. 

This chapter is therefore added as a sort of supplement, which 
will assist us in elucidating what has been advanced concerning 
the currents of the sea. 

289. The question is often asked, "Why is the sea salt 1" I 
think it can be shown that the circulation of the ocean depends, 
in a great measure, upon the salts of sea water; certainly its in
fluences upon climate are greatly extended by reason of its salt
ness. 

As a general rule, the sea is nearly of a uniform degree of salt
ness, and the constituents of sea water are as constant in their 
proportions as are the components of the atmosphere. It is true 
that we sometimes come across arms of the sea, or places in the 
ocean, where we find the water more salt or less Balt than sea 
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water is generally; but this circumstance is due to local causes 
of easy explanation. For instance: when we come to an arm of 
the sea, as the Red Sea (~ 238), upon which it never rains, and 
from which the atmosphere is continually abstracting, by evapor
ation, fresh water from the salt, we may naturally expect to find 
a greater proportion of salt in the sea water that remains than we 
do near the mouth of some great river, as the Amazon, or in the 
regions of constant precipitation, or other parts where it rains 
more than it evaporates. Therefore we do not find sea water 
from all parts of the ocean actually of the same degree of salt
ness, yet we do find, as in the case of the Red Sea, sea water that 
is continually giving off to evaporation fresh water in large quan
tities; nevertheless, for such water there is a degree. and a very 
moderate degree, of saltness which is a maximum; and we more
over find that, though the constituents of sea water, like those of 
the atmosphere, are not for every place invariably the same as to 
their proportions, yet they are the same, or nearly the same, as to 
their character. 

290. When, therefore, we take into consideration the fact that, 
as a general rule, sea water is, with the exceptions above stated, 
every where and always the same, and that it can only be made 
so by being well shaken together, we find grounds on which to 
base the conjecture that the ocean has its system of circulation, 
which is probably as complete and not less wonderful than is the 
circulation of blood through the human system. 

In order to investigate the currents of the sea, and to catch a 
glimpse of the laws by which the circulation of its waters is gov
erned, hypothesis, in the present. meagre state of absolute knowl
edge with regard to the subject, seems to be as necessary to prog
ress as is a comer-stone to a building. To make progress with. 
such investigations, we want something to build upon. In the ab
sence of facts, we are sometimes permitted to suppose them; only, 
in supposing them, we should take not only the possible, but the 
probable; and in making the selection of the various hypotheses 
which are suggested, we are bound to prefer that one by which 
the greatest number of phenomena can be reconciled. When we 
have found, tried, and offered such an one, we are entitled to claim 
for it a respectful consideration at least, 'until we discover it lead
ing us into some palpable absurdity, or until some other bype>th-
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, eaia be auggeeted which will account equally as well, but for a 
greater number of phenomena. Then, as hones' learchers after 
truth, we should be ready ~ give up the former, adopt the lauer, 
and to try it until lOme other beuer than either of the two be of-. 
fered. 

291. With this undentandiDg, I venture to offer an hypothesis 
with regard to the agency of the aalta or solid matter of the sea 
in imparting dynamical force to the waten of the ocean, and to 
suggest that one of the putpoaea which, in the grand design, it was 
probably intended to accomplish by having the Ilea Alt, and not 
fresh, was ~ impart to ita waters the forces and powers necesaary 
to make their· circula'ion complete. 

In 'he fir,t place, we do bu' conjecture when we eay that there 
is a se' of currents in the sea by which its waters are conveyed 
from place to place with regularity, certainty, and order. But 
this conjecture appears to be founded on reason; for if we take a 
sample of water which shall fairly represent, in the proportion of 
its constituents, the average water of the Pacific Ocean, and ana
lyze it, and if we do the same by a similar sal8ple from the At
lantic, we shall find the analysis of the one to resemble that of the 
mher as closely at though the two samples had been take~ from 
the Bame bottle after having been well shaken. How, then, shall 
we account for this, unless upon the supposition that sea water 
from one part of the world is, in the process of time, brought into 
contact and mixed up with sea water from all other parts of the 
world 1 Agents, therefore, it would seem, are at work, which 
shake up the waten of the sea as though they were in a bottle, 
and which, in the coune of time, mingle those that are in one part 
of the ocean with those that are ill another as thoroughly and com
pletely as it is possible for man to do in a vessel of his own con
struction. 

292. This fact, as to uniformity of components, appears to call 
for the hypothesis that sea water which to-day is in one part of 
the ocean, will, in the process of time, be found in another part 
the most remote. It must, therefore, be carried about by cur
rents; and as these currents have their offices to perform in the 
terrestrial economy, they probably do not Bow by chance, but in 
obedience to physical laws; they no doubt, therefore, maintain 
the order and preserve the harmony which characterize every de-
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partment of God's handiwork, upon the threshold of which man 
haa as yet been permitted to stand, to observe, and to compre
hend. 

293. Nay, having reached this threshold, and taken a survey of 
the surrounding ocean, we are ready to assert, with all the confi
dence of knowledge, that the sea haa a system of circulation for 
ita waters. We rest this assemon upon our faith in the physical 
adaptations with which the sea is invested. Take, for example, the 
coral islands, reefs, beds, and atolls with which the Pacific Ocean 
is studded and garnished. They were built up of materials which 
a certain kind of insect quarried from the sea water. The cur
rents of the sea ministered to this little insect-they were its 1wd 
CQ,..,w,.8; when fresh supplies of solid matter were wanted for the 
coral rock upon which the foundations of the Polynesian Islands 
were laid, they brought them; the obedient currents stood ready 
with fresh supplies in unfailing streams of sea water from which 
the solid ingredients had not been secreted. Now, unless the cur
reDts of the sea had been employed to carry off from this insect 
the waters that had been emptied by it of their lime, and to bring 
to it others charged with more, it is evident the little creature 
would have perished for want of food long before its task waa half 
completed. But for currents, it would have been impaled in a 
nook of. the very drop of water in which it waa spawned; for it 
would have soon secreted the lime contained in this drop of wa
ter, and then, without the ministering aid of currents to bring it 
more, it would have perished for the want of food for itself and 
materials for its edifice; and thus, but for the benign currents 
which took this exhausted water away, there we perceive this 
emptied drop would have remained, not only as the grave of the 
little architect, but as a monument in attestation of the shocking 
monstrosity that there had been a failure in the sublime system of 
terrestrial ~ptations-that the sea had not been adapted by its 
Creator to the well-being of all its inhabitants. . Now we do know 
that its adaptations are suited to all the wants of every one of its 
inhabitants-to the wants of the coral insect as well aa to those 
of the whale. Hence we say we know that the sea haa its system 
of circulation, for it transports materials for the coral rock from 
one part of the world to another; its currents receive them from 
the rivers, and hand them over to the little mason for the stmc1-
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ure of the most stupendous works of solid masonry that man haa 
ever seen-the coral islands of the sea. 

294. And thus, by a process of reasoning which is perfectly 
philosophical, we are irresistibly led to conjecture that there are 
regular and certain, if not appointed channels, through which the 
water travels from one part of the ocean to another, and that those 
channels belong to an arrangement which may make, and, for 
aught we know to the contrary, which does make the system of 
oceanic circulation as complete, as perfect, and as harmonious aa 
is that of the atmosphere or the blood. Every drop of water in 
the sea is as obedient to law and order as are the members of the 
heavenly host in the remotest regions of space. For when the.' 
morning stars sang together in the almighty anthem, "the waves . 
also lifted up their voice;" and doubtless, therefore, the harmony 
in the depths of the ocean is in tune with that which comes from 
the spheres above. We can not doubt it; for" were it not 80, 

were there no channels of circulation from one ocean to another, 
and if, accordingly, the waters of the Atlantic were confined to the 
Atlantic, or if the waters of the arms and seas of the Atlantic 
were confined to those arms and seas, and had no channels of 
circulation by which they could pass out into the ocean, and trav
erse different latitudes and climates-if this were so, then the ma
chinery of the ocean would be as incomplete as that of a watch 
without a balance-wheel; for the waters of these arms and seas 
would, as to their constituents, become, in the process of time, very 
different from the sea waters in other parts of the world, and their 
inhabitants would perish for the want of brine of the right strength 
or of water of the right temperature. 

295. For instance, take the Red Sea and the Mediterranean by 
way of illustration. Upon the Red Sea there is no precipitation; 
it is·a rainless region; not a river runs down to it, not a brook 
empties into it; therefore there is' no process by which the salts 
and washings of the earth, which are taken up and held in solution 
by rain or river water, can be brought down into the Red Sea. 
Its salts come from the ocean, and the air takes up from it, in the 
process of evaporation, fresh water, leaving behind all the solid 
matter which this sea holds in solution (. 239). 

296. On the other hand, numerous rivers discharge into the 
Mediterranean, some of which are filtered through soils and among 
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minerals which yield one kind of salts or soluble matter, another 
river l'UIl8 through a limestone or volcanic region of country, and 
brings down in 80lution solid matter-it may be common salt, 
sulphate or carbonate of lime, magnesia, soda, potash, or iron-' 
either or all may be in its waters. Still, the constituents of sea 
water from the Mediterranean and of sea water from the Red Sea 
are quite the same. But the waters of the Dead Sea have no con
nection with those of the ocean; they are cut off from its channels 
of circulation, and are therefore quite different, as to their com
ponents, from any arm, frith, or gulf of the broad ocean. Its in
habitants are also different from those of the high seas. 

297. "The solid constituents of sea water amount to about 31 
per cent. of its weight, or nearly half an ounce to the pound. Its 
saltness may be considered as a necessary result of the present 
order of things. Rivers which are constantly flowing into the 
ocean contain salts, varying from ten to fifty, and even one hund
red grains per gallon. They are chiefly common salt, sulphate 
and carbonate of lime, magnesia,esoda, potash, and iron; and these 
are found to constitute the distinguishing characteristics of sea 
water. The water which evaporates from the sea is nearly pure, 
containing but very minute traces of salts. Falling as rain upon 
the land, it washes the soil, percolates through the rocky layers, 
and becomes charged with saline 8ubstances, which are borne sea
ward by the returning currents. The ocean, therefore, is the 
great depository of every thing that water can dissolve and carry 
down from the surface of the continents; and, as there is no chan
nel for their escape, they of course cODsequently accumulate."t 

298. Ie The case of the sea," says Fowner, "is but a magnified 
representation of what occurs in every lake into which rivers flow, 
but from which there is no outlet except by evaporation. Such 
a lake is invariably a salt lake. It is impossible that it can be 
otherwise; and it is curious to observe that this condition disap
pears when an artificial outlet is produced for the waten." 

299. How, therefore, shall we account for this sameness of 
compound, this structure of coral (~ 293), this stability as to ani
mal life in the sea, but upon the supposition of a general system 
of circulation in the ocean, by which, in process of time, water 
from one part is conveyed to another part the most remote, and 

• See Appendix E. 
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by which a general interchange and commingling of the waten 
take place? In like manner, the constitoents of the atmosphere, 

• whether it be analyzed at the equator or the poles, are the same. 
By cutting off and shutting up from the general channels of cir
culation any portion of sea water, as in the Dead Sea, or of at
mospheric air, as in mines or wells, we can easily fill either with 
gases or other matter that shall very much dect its character, 
or alter the proportion of its ingredients, and affect the health of 
its inhabitants. 

300. The principal agents that are supposed to be concerned 
in giving circulation to the atmosphere, and in preserving the ratio 
among its components, are light, heat, electricity, and magnetism 
(~231). But with regard to the sea, it is not known what office 
is perfonned by electricity and magnetism, in giving dynamical 
force to its waters in their system of circulation. The chief mo
tive power from which marine currents derive their velocity has 
been ascribed to heat; but a close study of the agents concerned 
has suggested that an important-nay, a powerful and active agen
cy in the system of oceanic circulation is derived 'from the salts of 
the sea water, through the instrumentality of the winds, of marine 
plants, and animals. These give the ocean great dynamical force. 

30 1. Let us, for the sake of illustrating and explaining this 
force, suppose the sea in all its parts-in its depths and at the 
surface, at the equator and about the poles-to be of one unifonn 
temperature, and to be all of fresh water; and, moreover, that 
there be neither wind to disturb its surface, nor tides nor rains to 
raise the level in this part, or to depress it in that. In this case, 
there would be nothing of heat to disturb its equilibrium, and there 
would be no motive power (~288) to beget currents, or to set the 
water in motion by reason of the difference of level or of specific 
gravity due to water at different densities and temperatures. 

302. Now let us 8UpPOse the winds, for the first time since the 
creation, to commence to blow upon this quiescent sea, and to 
rufile its surface; they, by their force, would create partial sur
face currents, and thus agitating the waters to a certain depth, 
would give rise to a feeble and partial aqueous circulation in tho 
supposed sea of fresh water. 

303. This, then, is one of the sources whence power is given 
to the system of oceanic circulation; but, though a feeble one, it 
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is one which aD8t8 in reality, and, therefore, need. not be regard
ed as hypothetical. 

304. Let us next call in evaporation and precipitation, with 
heat and cold-more powerful agents. Suppose tbe evaporation 
to commence from this imaginary fresh-water ocean, and to go on 
as it does from the seas as they are. In those regions, as in the 
trade-wind. regions, where evaporation is in exceaa of precipitation 
(~ 126), the general level of this supposed sea would be altered, 
and, immediately, as much water as is carried off by evaporation 
would commence to 60w in from north and south toward the 
trade-wind or evaporating region, to restore the level. 

305. On the other hand, the winds have taken this vapor, borne 
it·off to the extra-tropical regions, and precipitated it (~ 129), we 
will suppose, where precipitation is in excess of evaporation. Here 
is another alteration of sea level by elevation instead of by depres
sion; and hence we have the motive power for a surface current 
from each pole toward the equator, the object of which is only to 
supply the demand for evaporation in the trade-wind regiona-de
mand for evaporation being taken here to mean the difference be
tween evaporation and precipitation for any part of the sea. 

306. Now imagine this sea of uniform temperature (~ 301) to 
be suddenly stricken with the invisible wand of heat and cold, and 
its waters brought to the various temperatures at which they at 
this instant are standing. This change of temperature would 
make a change of specific gravity in the waters, which would de
stroy the equilibrium of the whole ocean, upon which (~ 275) a 
set of currents (~277) would immediately commence to 60w, viz., 
a current of cold and heavy water to the warm, and a current of 
warm and lighter to the cold. 

The motive power of these would be difference of specific grav
ity due to difference of temperature in fresh water. 

307. We have now traced (~ 303 and 306) the effect of two 
agents, which, in a sea of fresh water, would tend to create cur .. 
rents, and to beget a system of aqueous circulation; but a set of 
currents and a system of circulation which, it is readily perceivec\ 
would be quite different from those which we find in the salt sea. 
One of these agents would be employed (~ 305) in restoring, by 
means of one or more polar currents, the water that is taken from 
one part of the ocean by evaporation, and deposited in another by 
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precipitation. The other agent would be employed in restoring, 
by the forces due difference of specific gravity (~ 306), the equi
librium, which has been distu'rbed by heating, and of course ex
panding, the waters of the torrid zone on one hand, and by cool
ing, and consequently contracting, those of the frigid zone on the 
other. This agency would, if it were not modified by others, find 
expression in a system of currents and counter currentl, or rather 
in a set of surface currents of warm and light water, from the 
equator toward the poles, and in another set of under currents of 
cooler, dense, and heavy water from the poles toward the equator. 

308. Such, keeping out of view the influence of the winds, which 
we may suppose would be the same, whether the sea were salt or 
fresh, would be the system of oceanic circulation were the sea all 
of fresh water. But fresh water, in cooling, begins to expand near 
the temperature of 400 , and expands more and more till it reaches 
the freezing point, and ceases to be fluid. This law of expansion 
by cooling would impart a peculiar feature to the system of oce
anic circulation were the waters all fresh, which it is not neces
sary to notice further than to say it can not exist in seas of salt 
water, for salt water (~ 31) contracts as its temperature is lower
ed to its freezing point. Hence, in consequence of its salts, 
changes of temperature derive increased power to disturb the equi
librium of the ocean. 

309. H this train of reasoning be good, we may infer that, in a 
system of oceanic circulation, the dynamical force to be derived 
from difference of temperature, where the waters are all fresh, 
would be quite feeble; and that, were the sea not salt, we should 
probably have no such current in it as the G1llf Stream. 

So far we have been reasoning hypothetically, to show what 
would be the chief agents, exclusive of the winds, in disturbing the 
equilibrium of the ocean, were its waters fresh and not salt. And 
whatever disturbs equilibrium there may be regarded as the pri
mum mobile in any system of marine currents. 

Let us now proceed another step in the process of explaining 
and illustrating the effect of the salts of the sea in the system of 
oceanic circulation. To this end, let us su.Ppose this imaginary 
ocean of fresh water suddenly to become that which we have, viz., 
an ocean of salt water, which contracts as its temperature is low
ered (~ 308) till it reaches 280 or thereabout. 
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310. Let evaporation now commence in the trade-wind region, 
as it was supposed to do (~ 304) in the case of the fresh-water 
Beas, and as it actually goes on in nature-end what takes place? 
Why, a lowering of the sea level, as before. But as the vapor of 
salt water is fresh, or nearly so, fresh water only is u.ken up from 
the ocean; that which reJDains behind is therefore more salt. 
Thus, while the level is lowered in the salt sea, the equilibrium is 
destroyed because of the saltness of the water; for the water that 
remains after the evaporation takes place is, on account of the 
solid .matter held in solution, specifically heavier than it was be
fore any portion ofit was converted into vapor. 

311. The vapor is taken from the surface water; the surface 
water thereby becomes more salt, and, under certain conditions, 
heavier; when it becomes heavier, it sinks; and hence we have, 
due to the salts of the sea, a vertical circulation, viz., a descent 
of heavier-because salter and cooler-water from the surface, 
and an ascent of water that is lighter-because it is not so salt
from the depths below. 

312. This vapor, then, which is taken up from the evaporating 
regions (~ 126), is carried by the winds through their channels of 
circulation, and poured back into the ocean where the regions of 
precipitation are; and by the regions of precipitation I mean 
those parts of the ocean, as in the polar basins, where the. ocean 
receives more fresh water in the shape of rain, snow, ekc., than it 
returns to the atmosphere in the shape of vapor. 

313. In the precipit~ting regions, therefore, the level is de
stroyed, as before explained, by elevation; and in the evaporating 
regions, by depression; which, as already stated (~ 305), gives 
rise to a system of surface currents, moved by gravity alone, from 
the poles toward the equator. 

But we are now considering the effects of evaporation and pre
cipitation in giving impulse to the circulation of the ocean where 
its waters are salt. 

314. The fresh water that has been taken from the evaporating 
regions is deposited upon those of precipitation, which, for illus
tration merely, we will locate in the north polar basin. Among 
the sources of supply of fresh water for this basin we must in
clude not only the precipitation which takes place over the basin 
itself, but also the amount of fresh water discharged into it by the 
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rivers of the great hydrographical buiDa of Arctic Europe, Aaia, 
and America. 

S15. This fresh water, being emptied into the -Polar Sea and 
agitated by the winds, becomes mixed with the salt; but as the 
agitation of the sea by the winds extends to no great depth (. S02), 
it is only the upper layer of salt water, and that to a moderate 
depth, which becomes mixed with the &em. The specific grav
ity of this upper layer, therefore, is diminished just as much as 
the specific gravity of the sea water in the evaporating regiona 
was increased. And thus we have a surface current of saltiab 
water from the poles toward the equator, and an. under current 
of water salter and heavier from the equator to the poles. This 
under current supplies, in a great measure, the salt which the 
upper current, freighted with fresh water from the clouds and riv
ers, carries back. 

S16. Thus it is to the salts of the sea that we owe that feature 
in the system of oceanic circulation which causes an under cur
rent to fiow from the Mediterranean into the Atlantic (. 252), and 
another (~ 245) from. the Red Sea into the Indian Ocean. And 
it is evident, since neither of these seaa is salting up, that just as 
much, or nearly just as much salt as the under current brings out, 
just so much the upper currents carry in. 

S17. We now begin to perceive what a powerful impulse is de
rived from the salta of the sea in giving effective and active cir
culation to its waten. 

S18. Hence we infer that the currents of the sea, by reason of 
its saltness, attain their maximum of volume and velocity. Hence, 
too, we infer that the transportation of warm water from the equa
tor toward the frozen regions of the poles, and of cold water from 
the frigid toward the torrid zone, is facilitated; and consequently 
here, in the saltnes8 of the 8ea, have we not an agent by which 
climate8 are mitigated-by which they are softened and rendered 
much more salubriou8 than it would be possible for them to be 
were the waters of the ocean deprived of their property of 8altnes8? 

319. This property of 8altnen impart8 to the waten of the 
ocean ~nother peculiarity, by which the sea i8 still better adapted 
for the regulation of climates, and it is this: by evaporating fresh 
water from the salt in the tropics, the surface water becomes 
heavier than the average of sea water (~127). This heavy wa-
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ter ie also warm water; it siDka, and being a good rehiner, but a 
bad conductor of heat, this warm water is employed in transport
ing through under currents heat for the mitigation of climates in 
far-diatant regiou. Now this also is a property which a sea of 
fresh water could not have. Let the winds take up their vapor 
from a sheet of freah water, and that at the bottom is not disturb
ed, for there is no chaDge in the specific gravity of that at the sur
face by which that at the bottom may be brought to the top; but' 
let evaporation go on, though never so gently, from salt water, 
and the specific gravity of that at the top will lOOn be 80 changed 
u to bring that from the very lowest depths of the sea speedily 
to the top. 

320. If these inferences as to the infiuence of the salta upon the 
currents of the sea be correct, the 88lDe cause which produces an 
under current from the Mediterranean, and an under current from 
the Red Sea into the ocean, should produce an under current 
from the ocean into the north Polar basin. In each case, the hy
pothesis with regard to the part performed by the salt, in giving 
vigor to the system of oceanic circulation, requires that, counter 
to the surface current of water with less salt, there should be an 
under current of water with more salt in it. 
. That such is the case with regam both to the Mediterranean 
and the Red Sea, has been amply shown in other parts of this 
work (~252 and 239), and abundantly proved by other observers. 

321. That there is a constant current setting out olthe Arctic 
Ocean through Davia's and other straits thereabout, which con
nect it with the Atlantic Ocean, is generally admitted. Lieuten
ant De Haven, United States Navy, when in command of the 
American expedition in search of Sir John Franklin, was frozen 
up with his vessels in the main channel of Wellington Straits; 
and during the nine months that he was 80 frozen, his vessels, 
holding their place in the ice, were drifted with it bodily for more 
than a thousand miles toward the BOuth. 

The ice in which they were bound was of sea water, and the 
currents by which they were drifted were of sea water-only, it 
may be supposed, the latter were not quite 80 salt as the sea wa
ter generally is. The same phenomenon is repeated in the Sound, 
where (. 252) an under current of salt water runs in, and an upper 
current of brackish water (~ 36 and 51) runs out. 

L 
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322. Then, since there is salt always flowing out of the north 
polar buin, we infer that there must be salt always flowing into 
it, elae it would either become fresh, or the whole Atlantic Ocean 
would be finally silted up with salt. 

It might be supposed, were there no evidence to the contrary, 
that this salt wu supplied to the Polar 88U from the Atlantic 
around North Cape, and from the Pacific through Behring's 
Straits, and through no other channels. 

323. But, fortunately, Arctic voyagers, who have cruised in the 
direction of Davis's Straits, have afforded us, by their observations 
(~ 281), proof positive u to the fact of this other source for sup
plying the Polar 88U with salt. They tell us of an under current 
setting from the Atlantic toward the Polar basin. They describe 
huge icebergs, with tops high up in the air, and of course the 
bues ·of which extend far down into the depths of the ocean, rip
ping and .tearing their way, with terrific force and awful violence, 
through the lurface ice or against a surface current, on their way 
into the Polar buin. 

Passed Midshipman S. P. Griffin, who commanded the brig 
Rescue in the American searching expedition after Sir John 
Franklin, informs me that, on one occasion, the two vessels were 
endeavoring, when in Bailin's Bay, to warp up to the northward 
against a strong surface current, which of course was letting to 
the south; and that while so engaged, an iceberg, with its top 
many feet above the water, came "drifting up" from the south, 
and paased by them "like a shot." Although they were stem
ming a surface.current against both the berg and themselves, such 
wu the force and velocity of the under current, that it carried the 
berg to the northward faster than the crew could warp the vessel 
against a surface but counter current. 

Captain Duncan, muter of the English whale-ship Dundee, 
says, at page 76 of his interesting little narrative:· 

"December 18th (1826). It wu awful to behold the immense 
icebergs working their way to the northeut from us, and not one 
drop of water to be seen; they were working themselves right 
through the middle of the ice." 

And again, at page 92, &c. : 

• Arctic RegioDa; VOJIIO to Dtma'. SUai.&, by DoIea DIuu:aD, Muter of &he Ship 
DaDdeo, Ina, 1UT. 
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u FebnuJry 23d. Latitude 680 37' north, longitude about 630 

west. 
U The dreadful apprehensions that assailed us yesterday, by 

the near approach of the iceberg, were this day most awfully ver- ' 
Hied. About three P.M., the iceberg came in contact with our 
Boe, and in less than one minute it broke the ice; we were frozen 
in quite close to the shore; the Boe was shivered to pieces for 
several miles, causing an explosion like an earthquake, or one 
hundred pieces of heavy ordnance fired at the same moment. 
The iceberg, with awful but majestic grandeur (in height and di
mensions resembling a vast mountain), came almost up to our 
stem, and every one expected it would have run over the 
ship ..... 

U The iceberg, as before observed, came up very near to the 
stem of our ship; the intermediate apace between the berg and 
the vessel was filled with heavy masses of ice, which, though 
they had been previously broken by the immense weight of the 
berg, were again formed into a compact body by its pressure. 
The berg was drifting at the rate of about four knots, and by its 
force on the mass of ice, was pushing the ship before it, as it ap
peared, to inevitable destruction." 

U Feb. 24th. The iceberg still in sight, but driving away fast to 
the northeaat.~' 

U Feb. 25th. The iceberg that so lately threatened our destruc
tion had driven completely out of sight to the Ilortheaat from us." 

324. Now, then, whence, unless from the difference of specific 
gravity due sea water of different degrees of saltness, can we de
rive a motive power with force sufficient to give such tremendous 
masses of ice such a velocity? 

325. What is the temperature of this under current 1 Be that 
what it may, it is probably above the freezing point of sea water. 
Suppose it to be at 320 • (Break through tbe ice in the northern 
seas, and the temperature of the surface water is always 280 • At 
least Lieutenant De Haven so found it in his long imprisonment, 
and it may be supposed that, as it was with him, so it generally 
is.) Assuming, then, the water of the surface current which runs 
out with the ice to be all at 280 , we observe that it is not unreas
onable to suppose that the water of the under current, inasmuch 
as it comes from the south, and therefore from warmer latitudel: 
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is probably not so cold; and if it be not so cold, its temperature. 
before it comes out again, must be reduced to 280 , or whatever 
be the average temperature of the outer but surface current. 

Moreover, if it be true, as some philosophers have suggested, 
that there is in the depths of the ocean a line from the equator to 
the poles along which the water is of the same temperature all 
the way, then the question may be asked, Should we not have in 
the depths of the ocean a sort of isothermal door, as it were, on 
the upper side of which all the changes of temperature are due to 
agents acting from above, and on the lower side of which, the 
changes, if any, are due to agents acting from below 1 

326. This under Polar current water, then, as it rises to the 
top, and is brought to the surface by the agitation of the sea in 
the Arctic regions, gives out its surplus heat and warms the at
mosphere there till the temperature of this warm under current 
water is lowered to the requisite degree for going out on the sur
face. Hence the water-sky of those regions. 

327. And the heat that it loses in falling from its normal tem
perature, be that what it may, till it reaches the temperature of 
280 , is so much caloric set free in the Polar regions, to temper the 
air and mitigate the climate there. Now is not this one of those 
modifications of climate which may be fairly traced back to the 
effect of the saltness of the sea in giving energy to its circula
tion! 

Moreover, if there be a deep sea in the Polar basin, which serves 
as a receptacle for the waters brought into it by this under cur
rent, which, because it comes from toward the equatorial regions, 
comes from a milder climate, and is therefore warmer, we can 
easily imagine why there might be an open sea in the Polar re
gions-why Lieutenant De Haven, in his instructions, was direct
ed to look for it; and why both he and Captain Penny, of one of 
the English searching vessels, found it there. 

328. And in accounting for this polynia, we see that its exist
ence is not only consistent with the hypothesis with which we set 
out, touching a perfect system of oceanic circulation, but that it 
may be ascribed, in a great degree at least, if not wholly, to the 
effect produced by the salts of the sea upon the mobility and cir
culation of its waters. 

Here, then, is an office which the sea performs in the economy 
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of the universe by virtue of its saltness, and which it could not 
perform were its waters altogether fresh. And thus philosophers 
have a clew placed in their hands which will probably guide them 
to one of the many hidden reasons that are embraced in the true 
answer to the q~stion, "Why is the sea salt 1" 

329. SEA SUBLLs.-We find in sea water other matter besides 
common salt. Lime is dissolved by the raiDs and the rivers, and 
emptied in vast quantities into the ocean. Out of it, coral islands 
and coral reefs of great extent - marl-beds, shell-banks, and in
fusorial deposits of enormous magnitude have been constructed by 
the inhabitants of the deep. These creatures are endowed with 
the power of secreting, apparently for their own purposes only, 
solid matter, which the waters of the sea hold in solution. But 
this power was given to them that they also might fulfill the part 
assigned them in the economy gf the universe. For to them, 
probably, has been allotted the important office of assisting in 
giving circulation to the ocean, of helping to regulate the cli
mates of the earth, and of preserving the purity of the sea. 

330. The better to comprehend how such creatures may infiu
ence currents and climates, let us suppose the ocean to be per
fectly at rest-that throughout, it is in a state of complete equi
librium-that, with the exception of those tenants of the deep 
which have the power of extracting from it the solid matter held 
in solution, there is no agent in nature capable of disturbing that 
equilibrium-and that all these fish, &c., have suspended their se
cretions, in order that this state of a perfect aqueous equilibrium 
and repose throughout the sea might be attained. 

In this state of things-the waters of the sea being in perfect 
equilibrium-a single mollusk or coralline, we will suppose, com
mences his secretions, and abstracts from the sea water (~ 293) 
solid matter for his cell. In that act, this animal has destroyed 
the equilibrium of the whole ocean, for the specific gravity of 
that portion of water from which this solid matter has been ab
stracted is altered. Having lost a portion of its solid contents, it 
has become specifically lighter than it was before; it must, there
fore, give place to the pressure which the heavier water exert. to 
push it aside and to occupy its place, and it must consequently 
travel about and mingle with the waters of the other parts of the 
ocean until its proportion of solid matter is returned to it, and 

• 
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until it attains the exact degree of specific gravity due sea water 
generally. 

331. How much solid matter does the whole hoat of marine 
plants and animals absnact from sea water daily 1 Is it a thou
sand pounds, or a thousand millions of tons 1 No one can say. 
But, whateTer be ita weight, it is so much of the power of gravity 
applied to the dynamical forces of the ocean. And this power is 
derived from the salts of the sea, through the agency of sea-shells 
and other marine animals, that of themselTes Icarcely poasess the 
power of locomotion. Yet they have power to put the whole sea 
in motion, from the equator to the poles, and from top to bottom. 

332. Thole powerful and strange equatorial currents (~ 270), 
which navigators tell us they encounter in the Pacific Ocean, to 
what are they due 1 Coming from sources unknown, they are 
lost in the midst olthe ocean. They are due, no doubt, to some 
extent, to the effects of precipitation and evaporation, and the 
change of heat produced thereby. But we have yet to inquire, 
How far may they be due to the derangement of equilibrium aris
ing from the change of specific gravity caused by the secretions 
of the myriads of marine animals that are continually at work in 
those parts of the ocean 1 These abstract from sea water solid 
matter enough to build continents of. And, also, we have to in
quire as to the extent to which equilibrium in the sea is disturbed 
by the salts which evaporation leaves behind. 

Thus, when we consider the salts of the sea in one point of . 
view, we see the winds and the marine animals operating upon 
the waters, and, in certain parts of the ocean, deriving from the 
solid contents of the same those very pQnciples of antagonistic 
forces which hold the earth in its orbit, and preserve the harmo-
nies of the universe. tL 

In another point of vi., we see how the sea-breeze and the 
sea-shell, in performing their appointed offices, act so as to give 
rise to a reciprocating motion in the waters; and thus they impart 
to the ocean dynamical forces also for its circulation. 

333. The sea-breeze plays upon the surface; it converts only 
fresh water into vapor, and leaves the solid matter behind. The 
surface water thus becomes specifically heavier, and sinks. On 
the other hand, the little marine architect below, as he works 
upon hie coral edifice at the ~tom, abstracts from the water 
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there a portion of its solid contents; it therefore becomes spe
cifically lighter, and up it goes, ascending to the top with in
creased velocity, to take the place of the descending column, 
which, by the action of the winds, has been sent down loaded 
with fresh food and materials for the bUBJ' little mason in the 
depths below. 

334. Seeing, then, that the inhabitants of the sea, with their 
powers of secretion, are competent to exercise at least some de
gree of influence in disturbing equilibrium, are not these crea
tures entitled to be regarded as agents which have their offices to 
perform in the system of oceanic circulation, and do not they be
long to its physical geography 1 It is immaterial how great or 
how small that influence may be supposed to be; for, be it great 
or small, we may rest assured it is not a chance influence, but it 
i. an inftuence exercised-if exercised at all-by design, and ac
cording to the commandment of Him whose" voice the winds and 
the sea obey." Thus God speaks through sea-shells to the ocean. 

335. It may therefore be supposed that the arrangements in 
the economy of nature are such as to require that the various 
kinds of marine animals, whose secretions are calculated to alter 
the specific gravity of sea water, to destroy its equilibrium, to be
get currents in the ocean, and to control its circulation, should 
be distributed according to order. ' 

336. Upon this supposition-the like of which nature warrants 
throughout her whole domain-we may conceive how the marine 
ADimals of which we have been speaking may impress other fea
tures upon the physical relations of the sea by assisting also to 
regulate climates, and to adjust the temperature of certain lati
tudes. For instance, let us suppose the waters in a certain part 
of the torrid zone to be 700 , but, by reason of the fresh water 
which has been taken from them in a state of vapor, and conse
quently by reason of the proportionate increase of salts, these wa
ten are heavier than waters that may be cooler, but not so salt 
(. 35). -
This being the case, the tendency would be for this warm, but salt 
and heavy water, to flow offas an under current toward the Polar 
or some other regions of lighter water. 

Now if the sea were not salt, there would be no coral islands 
to beautify its landac+ and give variety to its features; sea-
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shells and marine iDleCts could DOt operate upon the specific gray. 
ity of ita wateR, DOr give variety to ita climates; neither could 
evaporation give dynamical force to ita circulation, and they, ceas
ing to contract aa their temperature Calla below 400, would give 
but little impulae to ita currents, and thus ita circulation would be 
torpid, and ita bosom lack aniination. 

337. This under current may be freighted with heat to temper 
some hyperborean region or to soften some extra-tropical cli
mate (~ 64), for we know that such is among the effects of ma
rine currents. At startiDg, it might have been, if you pleaae, 80 

loaded with solid matter, that, though its temperature were 700, 
yet, by reason of the quantityoof such matter held in solution, ita 
specific gravity might have been greater even than that of extra-
tropical sea water generally at 280 • , . 

338. Notwithstanding this, it may be brought into contact, by 
the way, with those kinds and quantities of marine organisms that 
shall abstract solid matter enough to reduce its specific gravity, 
and, instead of leaving it greater than common sea water at 280 , 

make it less than common sea water at 400 ; conaequently, iD 
such a case, this warm sea water, when it comes to the cold lati· 
tudes, would be brought to the surface through the instrumentality 
of shell.fish, and various other tribes that dwell far down in the 
depths of the ocean. Thus we perceive that theae creatures, 
though they are regarded aa being so low in the scale of creation, 
may nevertheless be regarded as agenta of much importance in 
the terrestrial economy; for we perceive that they are capable of 
apreadiDg over certain parts of the 'ocean those benign mantles of 
warmth which temper the winds, and modify, more or less, all the 
marine climates of the earth. 

339. The makeR of nice astronomical instruments, when they 
have put the different parts of their machinery together, and set 
it to work, find, aa iD the cbronome&er, for inatance, that it is sub
ject in its performance to many irregularities and. imperfection.
that in one state of things there is expansion, and in another state 
contraction among cogs, springs, and wheels, with an iDcrease or 
diminution of rate. This defect the make1'8 have sought to over
come; and, with a beautiful display of ingenuity, they have at
tached to the works of the instrument a contrivance which haa 
had the e1fect of correcting these irreguldties, by counteracting 
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the tendeDCY of the mamunent to chaDge its performance with the 
changing in8uencea of temperature. 

This contrivance is called a c:onapematWn; and a chronometer 
that is well regulated and properly compensated will perform its 
office with cenainty, and preserve its rate under all the vicissi
tudes of heat and cold to which it may be exposed. 

340. In the clock-work of the ocean and the machinery of the 
univene, order and regularity are maintained by a system of com
pensations. A celestial body, as it revolves around its sun, flies 
ofF under the influence of centrifugal force; but immediately the 
forces of compensation begin to act; the planet is brought back 
to its elliptical path, and held in the orbit for which its mass, 
its moti'Ons, and its distance were adjusted. Its compensation is 
perfect. 

841. So, too, with the salts and the shells of the sea in the ma
chinery of the ocean; from them are derived principles of com
pensation the most perfect; through their agency the undue ef
fects 'Of heat and cold, 'Of storm and rain, in disturbing the equi
librium, and producing thereby currents in the sea, are compen
sated, regulated, and controlled. 

842. The dews, the rains, and the riven. are continually dis
solving certain minerals of the earth, and carrying them oft'to the 
Ilea. This is an accumulating process; and if it were not com
pemated, the sea would finally become as the Dead Sea is, sat
urated with salt, and therefore unsuitable for the habitatiDn of 
many fish 'Of the sea. 

The sea-shells and marine insects aft'ord the required compema
tion. They are the conservators of the ocean. As the salts are 
emptied into the sea, these creatures secrete them again and pile 
them up in solid massetl, to serve as the bases of islands and con
tinents, to be in the process of ages upheaved into dry land, and 
then again dissolved by the dewlI and rains, and washed by the 
riven away into the sea. 

343. The question as to whence the salts of the sea were orig
inally derived, 'Of conna has nDt escaped the attenti'On of philoso
phen. Some have advane~ the idea-Darwin, the poet, among 
others-that they came originally from the land, and were washed 
into the sea by the riven and the rains. There seems to be plaus
ibility in this idea; but there is reason fDr questioning it, as will 
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be seelt by the arguments advanced and the facta sta~ in the 
Appendix to the second edition.--{See Appendix F.) 

344. Thus we behold sea-ahella and anima1cullB in a new light. 
In every department of nature there is to be found this self-ad. 

juating principle-this beautiful and exquisite system of ~
.ation, by which the operations of the grand JIlIIChiQery of the uni
verse are maintained in the moat perfect order. 

[For another view of the origin of the salts of the sea, adopted 
upon more matured reflection, see Appendix F.] 

344. Thus we behold sea-shella and animalculw' in a new light. 
May we not now cease to regard them &8 beings which have little 
or nothing to do in maintaining the harmonies of creation? On 
the contrary, do we not see in them the principles of the most ad
mirable compensation in the system of oceanic circulation 1 We 
may even regard them &8 regulators, to some enent, of climates 
in parte of the earth far removed from their presence. There is 
something suggestive, both of the grand and the beautiful, in the 
idea that, while the insects of the sea are building up their coral 
islands in the perpetual summer of the tropics, they are also en
gaged in dispensing warmth to distant parts of the earth, and in 
mitigating the severe cold of the Polar winter. 

Surely an hypothesis which, being followed out, suggesta so 
much design, such perfect order and arrangement, and so many 
beauties for contemplation and admiration &8 does this, which, for 
the want of a better, I have ventured to offer with regard to the 
solid matter of the sea water, ita salta and its shells-surely such 
an hypothesis, though it be not based entirely on the results of 
actual observation, can not be regarded &8 wholly vain or &8 al
together profitleaa. (See Appendix G.) 
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• 

CHAPTER IX. 

TUB EQUATORIAL CLOUD-RING. 

De.cription orthe Equatorial Doldrmu, ~ 346.-Oppreuive Weather, MS.-The 0£. 
6cea perf'omaecl by C1oad8 in the t.eneet.ria1 Economy, M9.-The Barometer IDd 
Thermometer UDder the Cloud-ring, 860.-1&8 Officea, 868.-Bow i&e V &poD are 
broupt by the Trade-Wmda, 811.-Breed&h or the CIoad-ring, 888.-Bow it 
would appear il_ Cram one of the PIaDetI, SM.-ObeenatioII.I al Sea imeIwt
iDg,888. 

345. SEAI'AlUNG people have, as if by common consent, divided 
the ocean off into regions, and characterized them according to 
the winds; e. g., there are the "trade-wind regions," the "varia
bles," the "horse latitudes," the "doldrums," &c. The" horse 
latitudes" are the belts of calms and light airs (~ 101) which bor
der the Polar edge of the northeast trades. They were so called 
from the circumstance that vessels formerly bound from New En
gland to the West Indies, with a deck load of horses, were often 
so delayed in this calm. belt of Cancer, that, for the want of water 
for their animals, they were compelled to throw a portion of them 
overboard. 

346. The" equatorial doldrums" is another of these calm. places 
(~ 1M). Besides being a region of calms and baftling winds, it is 
a region noted for its rains and clouds, which make it one of the 
most oppressive and disagreeable places at sea. The emigrant 
ships from Europe for Australia have to cross it. They are often 
baftled in it for two or three weeks; then the children and the 
passengers who are of delicate health suffer most. It is a fright
ful grave-yard on the way-side to that golden land. 

347. A vessel bound into the southern hemisphere from Europe 
or America, after clearing the region of variable winds and cross
ing the "horse latitudes," enters the northeast trades. Here the 
mariner finds the sky sometimes mottled with clouds, but for the 
most part clear. Here, too, he finds his barometer rising and fall
ing under the ebb and Bow of a regular atmospherical tide, which 
gives a high and low barometer every day with such regularity 
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that the time of day within a few minutes may be tClld by it. The 
rise and fall of this tide, measured by the barometer, amounts to 
about one tenth (0.1) of an inch, and it occurs daily and every 
where between the tropics; the maximum about 10h. 30m. A.M., 
the minimum between 4h. and 5h. P.M., with a second maximum 
and minimum about 10 P.M. and 5 A.M.- The diurnal variation 
of the needle changes also with the turning of these invisible tides. 
Continuing his course toward the equinoctial line, he observes his 
thermometer to rise higher and higher as he approaches it; at last, 
entering the region of equatorial calms and rains, he feels the 
weather to become singularly close and oppressive j he di~overs 
here that the elasticity of feeling which he breathed from the "trade
wind air has forsaken him; he has entered the doldrums, and is 
under the cc cloud-ring." 

Escaping from this gloomy region, and entering the southeast 
trades beyond, his spirits revive, and he turns to his log-book to 
see what changes are recorded there. He is surprised to find 
that, notwithstanding the oppressive weather ofthe rainy latitudes, 
both his thermometer and barometer stood, while in them, lower 
than in the clear we"ather on either side of them; that just before 
entering and just before leaving the rainy parallels, the mercury 
of the thermometer and barometer invariably stands higher than 
it does when within them, even though they include the equator. 
In crossing the equatorial doldrums he has passed a ring of clouds 
that encircles the earth. 

348. I find in the journal of the late Commodore Arthur Sin
clair, kept on board the United States frigate Congress during a 
cruise to South America in 1817-18, a picture of the weather 
under this cloud-ring that is singularly graphic and striking. He 
encountered it in the month of January, 1818, between the paral
lel of 4° north and the equator, and between the meridians of 190 

and sao west. He says of it : 
"This is certainly one of the most unpleasant regions in our 

globe. A dense, close atmosphere, except for a few hours after a 
thunder-storm, during which time torrents of rain fall, when the 

. air becomes a little refreshed; but a hot, glowing sun soon heat. 
it again, and but for your awnings, and the little air put in circu

• See paper on Meteorological ObeenatioDi in India, by Colcmel Sybl, Pbil~ 
ical TrrmIlloCtioDl Cor 1860, part td, page .7. 
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!ation by the continual ftappiDg of the ship's sails, it would be al
most insufferable. No penon who has not croued this region 
can form an adequate idea of its unpleasant effects. You feel a 
degree of lassitude unconquerable, which not even the sea-bathing, 
which every where else proves 80 salutary and renovatiDg, can 
dispel. Except when in actual dauger of shipwreck, I never spent 
twelve more disagreeable days in the professional part of my life 
than in these calm latitudes. 

"I crossed the line on t.he 17th of January, at eight A. M., in 
longitude 210 20', and soon found I had surmounted all the difficul
ties consequent to that event; that the breeze continued to freshen 
and draw round to the south-southeast, bringing with it a clear 
sky and man heavenly temperature, renovatiDg and refreshing be
yond description. NothiDg was now to be seen but cheerful coun
tenances, exchanged as by enchantment from that sleepy sluggish
ness which had bome us all down for the last two weeks." 

M9. One need not go to sea to perceive the grand work which 
the clouds perform in collectiDg moisture from the crystal vault. 
of tbe sky, in sprinkling it upon the fields, and making the hills 
glad. with showers of rain. Winter and summer, "the clouds drop 
fatness upon the earth." This part of their office is obvious to all, 
and I do not propose to consider it now. But the sailor at sea ob
serves phenomena and witnesses operation. in the terrestrial 
economy which tell him that, in the beautiful and exquisite ad
justments of the grand machinery of the atmosphere, the clouds 
have other important offices to perform besides those merely of 
dispensing showen, of produciDg the rains, and of weaviDg man
tles of mow for the protection of our fields in winter. As import
a~t as are these offices, the philosophical mariner, "as he changes 
his sky, is reminded that the clouds have commandments to ful
fill, which, though less obvious, are not therefore the less benign 
in their inftuence., or the less worthy of his notice. He beholds 
them at work in moderating the extremes of heat and cold," and in 
mitigating climates. At one time they spread themselves out; 
they cover the earth as with a mantle; they prevent radiation 
from its crust, and keep it warm. At another time, they interpose 
between it and the sun; they screen it from his scorching rays, 
and protect the tender plants from his heat, the land from the 
drought; or, like a garment, they overshadow the sea, defending its 
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waters from the intense forces of evaporation. Having performed 
these offices for one place, they are evaporated and given up to 
the sunbeam and the winds again, to be bome on their wings away 
to other places which stand in need of like offices. 

Familiar with clouds and sunshine, the storm and the calm, and 
all the phenomena which find expreBBion in the physical geogra
phy of the sea, the right-minded mariner, as he· contemplates 
"the cloud without rain," ceases to regard it as an empty thing; 
he perceives that it performs many important offices; he regards 
it as a great moderator of heat and cold-as a "compensation" in 
the atmospherical mechanism which makes the performance of 
the grand machine perfect. 

350. Marvelous are the offices and wonderful is the constitu
tion of the atmosphere. Indeed, I know of no subject more fit for 
profitable thought on the part of the truth-loving, knowledge-

. seeking student, be he seaman or landsman, than that afforded by 
the atmosphere and its offices. Of all parts of the physical ma
chinery, of all the contrivances in the mechanism of the universe, 
the atmosphere, with its offices and its adaptations, appears to me 
to be the most wonderful, sublime, and beautiful. In its construc
tion, the perfection of knowledge is involved. The perfect man 
of U z, in a moment of inspiration, thull demands of his comfort
ers: "But where shall wisdom be found, and where is the place 
of understanding? The depth saith, it is not in me; and the sea 
saith, it is not with me. It can not be gotten for gold, neither shall 
silver be weighed for the price thereof. No mention shall be made 
of coral or of pearls, for the price of wisdom is above rubies. 

"Whence, then, cometh wisdom, and where is the place of un
derstanding? Destruction and Death say, we have heard the fame 
thereof with our ears. 

" God understandeth the way thereof, and he knoweth the place 
thereof; for he looketh to the ends of the earth, and seeth un
der the whole heaven; to make the weight for the winds; and he 
weigheth the waters by measure. When he made a decree for the 
rain, and a way for the lightning of the thunder; then did he 
see it, and declare it; he prepared it, yea, and searched it out."· 

When the pump-maker came to ask Galileo to explain how it 
was that his pump would not lift water higher than thirty-two 

• Job, chapter uWi. 
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feet, the philolOpher thought, but ~ afraid to say, it was owing 
to the U weight of the winds;" and though the fact that the air 
has weight is here 10 distinctly announced, philosophers never 
knew it until within comparatively a recent period, and then it was 
proclaimed by them as a great discovery. Neverthele88, the ract 
was set forth as distinctly in the book of nature as it is in the book 
of revelation; for the infant, in availing itself of atmospherical 
pressure to suck the milk. from its mother's breast, unconsciously 
proclaimed it. . 

351. Both the thermometer and the barometer (~ 347) stand 
lower under this cloud-ring than they do on either side of it. Af
ter having crossed it, and referred to the log-book to refresh his 
mind as to the observations there entered with regard to it, the at
tentive navigator may perceive how this belt of clouds, by screen
ing the parallels over which he may have found it to hang from 
the sun's rays, not only promotes the precipitation which takes 
place within these parallels at certain periods, but how, also, the 
rains are made to change the places upon which they are to fall ; 
and how, by traveling with the calm belt of the equator up and 
down the earth, this cloud-ring shifts the surface from which the 
heating rays of the sun are to be excluded; and how, by this op
eration, tone is given to the atmospherical circulation of the world, 
and vigor to its vegetation. 

Having traveled with the calm belt to the north or south, the 
cloud-ring leaves the sky about the equator clear; the rays of the 
torrid sun pour down upon the crust of the earth there, and raise 
its temperature to a scorching heat. The atmosphere dances 
(~205-6), and the air is seen trembling in ascending and descend
ing columns, with busy eageme88 to conduct the heat off and de
liver it to the regions aloft, where it is required to give momentum 
to the air in its general channels of circulation. The dry season 
continues; the sun is vertical; and finally the earth becomes 
parched and dry; the heat accumulates faster .than the air can 
carry it away; the plants begin to wither, and the animals to per
ish. Then comes the mitigating cloud-ring. The buming rays 
of the sun are iDtercepted by it. The place for the ablOrption 
and reflection, and the delivery to the atmosphere of the IOlar 
heat, is changed; it is transferred from the upper surface of the 
earth to the upper surface of the clouds. 

352. Radiation from the land and the eea below the cloud-belt 
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is thus interrupted, and the exceu of heat in the earth is delivered 
to the air, and by absorption carried up to the clouds, and there 
transferred to their vapors to prevent exce .. of precipitation. 

353. In the mean time, the trade-winds north and lOuth are 
poWing into this cloud-covered receiver, as the calm and rain-belt 
of the equator may be called, fresh supplies in the shape of cease
less volumes of heated air, which loaded to saturation with vapor, 
has to rise above and get clear of the clouds before it can com
mence the process of cooling by radiation. In the mean time, 
also, the vapors which the trade-winds bring from the north and 
the south, expanding and growing cooler as they ascend, are be
ing condensed on the lower side of the cloud stratum, and their 
latent heat is set free, to check precipitation and prevent a dood. 

354. While this process and these operations are going on upon 
the nether side of the cloud-ring, one not Ie .. important is going 
on upon the upper side. There, from sunrise to sunset, the rays of 
the SUD are pouring down without intermission. Every day, and 
all day long, they operate with ceaseless activity upon the upper 
surface of the cloud stratum. When they become too powerful, 
and convey more heat to the cloud vapors than the cloud vapors 
can redect and give off to the air above them, then, with a beau
tiful elasticity of character, the clouds absorb the surplus heat. 
They melt away, become invisible, and retain, in a latent and 
harmless state, until it is wanted at some other place and on lOme 
other occasion, the heat thus imparted. 

355. We thus have an insight into the operations which are g0-
ing on in the equatorial belt of precipitation, and this insight is 
sufficient to enable us to perceive that exquisite indeed are the ar
rangements which Nature has provided for supplying this calm 
belt with heat, and for pushing the snow-line there high up above 
the clouds, in order that the atmosphere may have room to ex
pand, to rise up, overflow, and course back into its channels of 
healthful circulation. As the vapor is condensed and formed into 
drops of rain, a twofold object is accomplished: coming from the 
cooler regions of the clouds, the rain-drops are cooler than the air 
and earth below j they descend, and by absorption take up the heat 
which has been accumulating in the earth's crust during the dry 
season, and which can not now escape by radiation. Thus this 
cloud-ring modifies the climate of all places beneath it j overshad
owing, at dift'erent seasons, all parallels from 60 south to 160 north. 
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866. In the proceu of condensation, these rain-drops, on t.he 
other hand, have .et free a vast quantity of latent heat, which hal 
been gatherecfup with the vapor from the sea by the trade-winds 
and brought hither. The caloric thus liberated is taken by ~he 
air and carried up aloft still farther, to keep, at the proper distance 
from the earth, the line of perpetual congelation. Were it possi
ble to trace a thermal curve in the upper regions of the air to rep
resent thi.line, we .hould no doubt find it mounting sometimes at 
the equator, sometime. on this .ide, and sometimes on that of it, 
but alway. so mounting 81 to overleap this cloud-ring. This 
thermal line would not ascend alway. over the same parallels; it 
would ascend over those between which this ring happens to be ; 
aDd the distance of this ring from the equator i. regulated accord
ing to the seasons. 

357. If we imagine the atmospherical equator to be always 
where the calm belt is which separates the northeast from the 
southeast trada.winds, then the loop in the t.hermal curve, which 
should represent the line of perpetual congelation in the air, would 
be always found to stride this equator; and it may be supposed 
that a thermometer, kept sliding on the surface of the earth so 88 

always to be in the middle of this rain-belt, would .how very nparly 
the same temperature all the year round; and so, too, would a 
,barometer the same pressure. 

858. It. QOice.-Retuming and taking up the train of contem
plation as to the office which this belt of clouds, as it encircles 
the earth, performs in the system of oceanic adaptations, we lIlay 
see how the cloud-ring and calm zone which it overshadows per
form the office both of ventricle and auricle in the immense atmos
pherical heart, where the heat and the forces which give vitality 
and power to the system are brought into play-where dynamical 
strength is gathered, and an impulse given to the air sufficient to 
send it thence through its long and tortuous channel. of circulation. 

359. Thus this ring, or band, or belt of clouds is stretched 
around our planet to regulate the quantity of precipitation in the 
rain-belt beneath it; to preserve the due quantum of heat on the 
face of the earth; to adjust the winds; and send out for distribu
tion to the four comers, vapors in proper quantities to make up to 
each river-basin, climate, and SeaBon, its quota of sunshine, cloud, 
and moist.ure. Like the balance-wheel of a well-constructed chro-

K 
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nometer, this cloud-ring affords the grand atmoapherical machine 
the most exquisitely arranged $elf-compemation. If the sun fail 
in his supply of heat to this region, more of its vapors are con
densed, and heat is discharged from its latent store-houses in quan
tities just sufficient to keep the machine in the most perfect com
pensation. If, on the other hand, too much heat be found to ac
company the rays of the sun as they impinge upon the upper cir
cumference of this belt, then again on that side are the means of 
self-compensation. ready at hand; so much of the cloud-surface 
as may be requisite is then resolved into invisible vapor-for of in
visible vapor are made the vessels wherein the surplus heat from 
the sun is stored away and held in the latent state until it is call
ed for, when instantly it is set free, and becomes an obvious and 
active agent in the grand design. 

360. That the thermometer stands invariably lower (~ 351) be
neath this cloud-belt than it does on either side of it, has not, so 
far as my researches are concerned, been made to appear by ac
tual observation, for the observations in my posaeasion have not 
yet been fully discussed concerning the temperature of the air. 
But that the temperature of the air at the surface under this cloud
ring is lower, is a theoretical deduction as susceptible of demon
stration as is the rotation of the earth on its axis. Indeed, Nature 
herself has hung a thermometer under this cloud-belt that is more 
perfect than any that man can construct, and its indications are 
not to be mistaken. 

361. Where do the vapors which form this cloud-ring, and 
which are here condensed and poured down into the sea as rain, 
come from? They come from the trade-wind regions (~ 115); 
under the cloud-ring they rise up; as they rise up, they expand; 
and as they expand, they grow cool, form clouds, .d then are con
densed into rains; moreover, it requires no mercurial instrument 
of human device to satisfy us that the air which brings the vapor 
for these clouds can not take it up and let it down at the same 
temperatu.re. Precipitation and evaporation are the converse of 
each other; and the same air can not precipitate and evaporate, 
take up and let down water, at one and the same temperature . 

. As the temperature of the air is raised, its capacity for receiving 
and retaining water in the state of vapor is increased; as the tem
perature of the air is lessened, its capacity for retaining that moist-
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ure is diminished. These are physical laws, and therefore, when 
we see water dripping from the atmosphere, we need no instru
ment to tell us that the elasticity of the vapor so condensed, and 
falling in drops, is less than was its elasticity when it was taken 
up from the surface of the ocean as water, and went up into the 
clouds as vapor. 

362. Hence w~ infer that, when the vapors of sea water are 
condensed, the heat which was necessary to sustain them in the 
vapor state, and whioh was borrowed from the ocean, is parted 
with, and that therefore they were subjected, in the act of con
densation, to a lower temperature than they were in the act of 
evaporation. Ceaseless precipitation goes on under this cloud
ring. Eve.poration under it is suspended almost entirely. We 
know that the trade-winds encircle the earth; that they blow per
petu811y; that they come from the north and the south, and meet 
each other near the equator; therefore we infer that this line of 
meeting extends around the world. By the rainy seasons of the 
torrid zone we can trace the declination of this cloud-ring stretch
ed like a girdle round about the earth: it travels up and down the 
ocean as from north to south and back. 

363. It is broader than the belt of calms out of which it rises. 
As the air, with its vapors, rises up in this calm belt and ascends, 
these vapors are condensed into clouds (~ 361), and this condensa
tion is followed by a turgid intumescence, which causes the clouds 
to overflow the calm belt, as it were, both to the north and the 
south. The air flowing off in the same direction assumes the 
character of winds that form the upper currents that are counter 
(Plate I.) to the trade-winds. These currents carry the clouds 
still farther to the north and south, and thus make the cloud-ring 
broader. At least, we infer such to be the case, for the rains are 
found to extend out into the trade-winds, and often to a consider
able distance both to the north and the south of the calm belt. 

364. Were this cloud-ring luminous, and could it be seen by an 
observer from one ()f the planets, it would present to him an ap
pearance not unlike the rings of Saturn do to us. Such an ob
server would remark that this cloud-ring of the earth has a motion 
contrary to that of the axis of our planet itself-that while the 
earth was revolving rapidly from west to east, he would observe 
the cloud-ring to go slowly, but only relatively, from east to west. 
As the winds which bring the cloud-vapor to this region of calma 
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rise up with it, the earth is slipping from under them; and thus 
the cloud-ring, though really moving from west to eut with the 
earth, goes relatively slower than the earth, and would therefore 
appear to require a longer time to complete a revolution. 

365. But, unlike the rings of Saturn through the telescope, the 
outer surface, or the upper side to us, of this cloud-ring would ap
pear exceedingly jagged, rough, and uneven. 

366. The rays of the BUD, playing upon this peak and then upon 
that of the upper cloud-surface, melt away one set of elevations 
and create another set of depressions. The whole stratum is, it 
may be imagined, in the most turgid state; it is in continued 
throes when viewed from above; the heat which is liberated from 
below in the process of condensation, the currents of warm air as
cending from the earth, and of cool descending from the sky, all, 
we may well conceive, tend to keep the upper cloud-surface in a 
perpetual state of agitation, upheaval, and depression. 

367. Imagine in such a c1oud-stratum an electrical discharge to 
take place; the report, being caught up by the cloud-ridges above, 
is passed from peak to peak, and repeated from valley to valley, 
until the last echo dies away in the mutterings of the distl!llt thun
der. How often do we hear the voice of the loud thunder rum
bling and rolling away above the cloud-surface, like the echo of 
artillery discharged among the hills! 

Hence we perceive or infer that the clouds intercept the prog. 
ress of sound, as well as of light and heat, through the atmosphere, 
and that this upper surface is often like Alpine regions, which echo 
back and roll along with rumbling noise the mutterlngs of the dis-
tant thunder. . 

868. It is by trains of reasoning like this that we are continu
ally reminded of the interest which attaches to the observations 
which the mariner is called on to make. There is no expression 
uttered by Nature which is unworthy of our most attentive conSId
eration-for no physical fact is too bald for observation-and mar
iners, by registering in their logs the kind of lightning, whether 
sheet, forked, or streaked, and the kind of thunder, whether roll
ing, muttering, or sharp, may be furnishing facts which will throw 
much light on the features and character of the clouds in different 
latitudes and seasons. Physical facts are the language of Nature, , 
and every expression uttered by her is worthy of our most atten
tive consideration. 

• 
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CHAPTER X. 

ON THB GEOLOGICAL AG:&NCY OF THE WINDS. 

To appNCiate the 08icea of the WiDell aDd Wavee, Nature mali be repIded .. a 
Whole, t 369.-Level of the Dead Sea, 370.-Eridencee tlW at former Geolog
ical Periode more Rain fell than DOW fall. upon the Dead Sea and other inland 
Baaina,371.-Where Vapor for the Rain, in the Bum of the American Lak .. 
comes from, 37lt-The mect produced by the Upheaval of Moantaina _ tIM 
coline of vapor-bearing W"mda, 376.-The Agenciea by wbich the J>raiuge of 
Hydrographic Buine -1 be cut off from the Sea, 88O.-Utah an Eumple, -. 
-Effect of the ADdu upon vapor-bearing W"mda, 383.-Geological Age of the 
Andea aDd Dead Sea compared, 39I.-Ranges of dry Countrie, and little Rain, 
393.-Rain and Evaporation in the Mediterranean, 399.-Evaporation aDd Precip
itation in the Cupian Sea equal, 4O&.-The Quantity of Mcimue the Atmosphen 
kee]lll in Circ:ala&ion, 407.-Where Vapor for the Raina tlW Ceed the Nile come 
from, 409.-Lake TI1iI:aca, 420. 

369. PROPERLY to appreciate the vanous offices which the 
winds and the waves perform, we must regard nature as a whole, 
for all the departments thereof are intimately connected. If we 
attempt to study in one of them, we often find ourselves tracing 
clews which lead us off insensibly into others, and, before we are 
aware, we discover ourselves exploring the chambers of some 
other department. 

The study of drift takes the geologist out to sea, and reminds 
him that a knowledge of waves, winds, and currents, of navigation 
and hydrography, are closely and intimately connected with his 
favorite pursuit. 

The astronomer directs his telescope to the moat remote atu, 
or to the nearest planet in the sky, and makes an observation upoo. 
it. He can not reduce this observation, nor make any use of it, 
until he has availed himself of certain principles of optics j until 
he has consulted the thermometer, gauged the atmosphere, and 
considered the effect of heat in changing its powers of refraction. 
In order to adjust the pendulum of his clook to the right length, 
he has to measure the water of the sea and weigh the earth. He, 
too, must therefore go into the study of the tidea; he must ex
amine the earth'. crust, and consider the matter of which it is 
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composed, from pole to pole, circumference to centre; and in 
doing this, he finds himself, in his researches, right alongside of 
the navigator, the geologist, and the meteorologist, with a host of 
other good fellows, each one holding by the same thread, and fol
lowing it up into the same labyrinth-all, it may be, with different 
objects in view, but nevertheless, each thread will be sure to lead 
them where there are stores of knowledge for all, anel instruction 
for each one in particular. And thus, in undertaking to explore 
the physical geography of the sea, I have found myself standing 
side by side with the geologist on the land, and with him, far away 
from the sea-shore, engaged in considering some of the phenome
na which the inland basins of the earth-those immense indenta
tions on its surface that have no sea-drainage-present for con
templation and study. 

370. Among the most interesting of these is that of the Dead 
Sea. Lieutenant Lynch, of the United States Navy, has run a lev
el from that sea to the Mediterranean, and finds the former to be 
about one thousand three hundred feet below the general sea-level 
of the earth. In seeking to account for this great difference of 
water level, the geologist examines the neighboring region, and 
calls to his aid the forces of elevation and depression which are 
supposed to have resided in the neighborhood; he then points to 
them as the agents which did the work. Truly they are mighty 
agents, and they have diversified the surface of the earth with the 
most towering monuments of their power. But is it necessary to 
suppose that they resided in the vicinity of this region'? May 
they not have come from the sea, and been, if not in this case, at 
least in the case of other inland basins, as far removed as the other 
hemisphere 1 This is a question which I do not pretend to answer 
definitely. But the inquiry as to the geological agency of the 
winds in such cases is a question which my investigations have 
suggested. It has its seat in the sea, and therefore I propound it 
as one which, in accounting for the formation of this or that inland 
basin, is worthy, at least, of consideration. 

371. Is there any evidence that the annual amount of precipi
tation upon the water-shed of the Dead Sea, at some former pe
riod, was greater than the annual amount of evaporation from it 
now is ? If yea, from what part of the sea did the vapor that sup
plied the excess of that precipitation come, and what has cut off 
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that supply? The mere elevation and depression of the lake ba
sin (~ 370) would not cut it off. 

372. If we establish the fact that the Dead Sea at a former pe
riod did lend a river to the ocean, we carry along with it the ad
mission that when that sea overfiowed into that river, then the 
water that fell from the clouds over the Dead Sea basin was more 
than the wihds could convert into vapor and carry away again; 
the river carried off the excess to the ocean whence it came 
(~ 1I6). 

373. In the basin of the Dead Sea, in the basin of the Caspian, 
of the Sea of Aral, and in the other inland basins of Asia, we are 
entitled to infer that the precipitation and evaporation are at this 
time exactlr equal. Were it not so, the level of these seas would 
be rising or sinking. If the precipitation were in excess, these 
seas would be gradually becoming fuller; and if the evaporation 
were in excess, they would be gradually drying up; but observa
tion does not show, nor history tell us, that either is the case. As 
far as we know, the level of these seas is as permanent as that of 
the ocean, and it is difficult to realize the existence of subterrane
an channels between them and the great ocean. Were there such 
a channel, the Dead Sea being the lower, it would be the recipi
ent of ocean waters; and we can not conceive how it should be 
such a recipient without ultimately rising to the level of its feeder. 

374. It may be that the question suggested by my researches 
has no bearing upon the Dead Sea; that local elevations and sub
siden'les alone were concerned in placmg the level of its waters 
where it is. But is it probable that, throughout all the geological 
periods, during all the changes which have taken place in the dis- . 
tribution of land and water surface over the earth, the winds, 
which in the general channels of circulation pass over the Dead 
Sea, have alone been unchanged 1 Throughout all ages, periods, 
and formations, is it probable that the winds have brought us just 
as much moisture to that sea as they now bring, and have just 
taken up as much water from it as they now carry off? Ob
viously and clearly noa. The salt-beds, the water-marks, the 
geological formations, and other facts traced by Nature's own 
hand upon the tablets of the rock-all indicate plainly enough that 
not only the Dead Sea, but the Caspian also, had upon them, in 
former periods, more abundant rains than they now have. Where 
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did the vapor for those rains come from 1 and what has stopped 
the supply 1 Surely not the elevation or depresaion of the Dead 
Sea buin. 

375. My researches with regard to the winds have suggested 
the probability (~ 121) that the vapor which is condensed into 
rains for the lake valley, and which the St. Lawrence carries off 
to the Atlantic Ocean, is taken up by the southeast trade-winds 
of the Pacific Ocean. Suppose this to be the case, and that the 
winds which bring this vapor arrive with it in the lake country at 
a mean dew-point of 500. This would make the soutliwest winds 
the rain winds for the lakes generally, as well as for the Missis
sippi Valley; they are also, speaking generally, the rain winds of 
Europe, and, I have no doubt, of extra-tropical Asia also. 

376. Now suppose a certain mountain range, hundreds ofmilea 
to the southwest of the lakes, but across the path of these winds, 
were to be suddenly elevated, and ita crest pushed up into the re
gions of snow, having a mean temperature of 300 Fahrenheit. 
The winds, in passing that range, would be subjected to a mean 
dew-point of SOO; and, not meeting with any more evaporating 
surface between such range and the lakes (~ 125), they would 
have no longer any moisture to deposit at the supposed lake tem
perature of 500; for they could not yield their moisture to any 
thing above SOO. Consequently, the amount of precipitation in the 
lake country would fall off; the winds which feed the lakes would 
cease to bring as much water as the lakes now give to the St. 
Lawrence. In such a case, that river and the Niagara would drain 
them to the level of their bed; evaporation would be increased 
by reason of the dryness of the atmosphere and the want of rain, 
and the lakes would sink to that level at which, as in the case of 
the Caspian Sea, the precipitation and evaporation would finally 
become equal~ • 

377. There is a self-regulating principle that would bring about 
this equality; for as the water in the lakes becomes lower, the 
area of ita surface would be diminished, and the amount of vapor 
taken from it would consequently become le88 and less as the sur
face was lowered, until the amount of water evaporated would 
become equal to the amount rained down again, precisely in the 
same way that the amount of water evaporated from the sea is 
exactly equal to the whole amount poured back into it by the 
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raiDs, the fogs, and the dew •• • Thus the great lake. of tbis con
tinent would remain inland seas at a permanent level; the salt 
brought from the lOil by the waahiDga of the rivers aDd rains 
would cease to be taken oft" to the ocean as it now is; and final
ly, too, the great American lakes, in the procesa of agel, would 
become first brackish, and then briny. 

378. Now suppose the water-basins wbich hold the lakes to be 
over a thousand fathoms (six thousand feet) deep. We know 
they are not more than four hUBdred and twenty feet deep; but 
suppose them to be six thousand feet deep. The procesa of evap
oration, after the St. Lawrence had gone dry, might go on until 
one or two thousand feet or more were lost from the surface, and 
we should then have another instance of the level of an inland 
water-basin being far below the lea-level, as in the case of the 
Dead Sea; or it would become a rainlesa district, when the lakes 
themselves would go dry. 

379. Or let UI take another case for illustration. Corallines 
are at work about the Gulf Stream; they have built up the Flor
ida Reefs on one side, and the Bahama Banks on the other. Sup
pose they should build up a dam acroas the Florida Pasl, and ob
struct the Gulf Stream; and that, in like manner, they were to 
cQnnect Cuba with Yucatan, by damming up the Yucatan Pass, 
10 that the waters of the Atlantic should cease to dow into the 
Gulf of Mexico. What should we have? 

The depth of the marine basin which holds the water. of that 
Gulf is, in the deepest part, about a mile. The officers of the 
United States ship Albany have run a line of deep-sea soundings 
from west to east acroas the Gulf; the greatest depth they re
ported was about six thousand feet. Subsequent experiments, 
however, induce the belief that the depth is not quite so great. 

We should therefore have, by stopping up the channels between 
the Gulf and the Atlantic,. not a sea-level in the Gulf, hut we 
gould have a mean level between evaporation and precipitation. 
If the. former were in exceBl, the level of the Gulf waters would 
sink down until the lurface exposed to the air would be just suffi· 
cient to return to the atmosphere, as npor, the amount of water 
discharged by the rivel'8-the Mississippi and others-into the 
Gulf. As the waters were lowered, the extent of evaporating 

• The qlllUliity of dew ill E.upud ia about 6ft __ dDriDg • JeU.-Q/,aiflwT. 
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surface would grow less and less, until Nature should establish 
the proper ratio between the ability of the air to take up and the 
capacity of the clouds to let down. . Thus we might have a sea 
whose level would be much farther below the water-level of the 
ocean than is the Dead Sea. 

380. There is still another process, besides the two already al
luded to, by which the drainage of these inland basins may, 
through the agency of the winds, have been cut oft' from the great 
salt seas, and that is by the elevation of continents from the bot
tom of the sea in distant regions of the earth, and the substitution 
caused thereby of dry land instead of water for the, winds to blow 
upon. 

381. Now suppose that a continent should rise up in that part 
of the ocean, wherever it may be, that supplies the clouds with 
the vapor that makes the rain for the hydrographic basin of the 
great American lakes. What would be the result? Why, surely, 
fewer clouds and less rain, which would involve a change of cli
mate in the lake country j an increase of evaporation from it, be
cause a decrease of precipitation upon it j and, consequently, a 
diminution of cloudy screens to protect the waters of the lakes 
from being sucked up by the rays of the sun; and consequently, 
too, there would follow a low stage for water-courses, and a low
ering of the lake-level would ensue. 

So far, I have instanced these cases only hypothetically; but, 
both in regard to the hydrographical basins of the Mexican Gulf 
and American lakes, I have confined myself strictly to analogies. 
Mountain ranges have been upheaved across the course of the 
winds, and continents have been raised from the bottom of the 
sea j and, no doubt, the in1luence of such upheavals has been felt 
in remote regions by means of the winds, and the effects which a 
greater or less amount of moisture brought by them would produce. 

382. In the case of the Salt Lake of Utah, we have an example 
of drainage that has been cut oft', and an illustration of the procen 
by which Nature equalizes the evaporation and precipitation. To 
do this, in this instance, she is salting up the basin which received 
the drainage of this inland water-shed. Here we have the ap
pearance, I am told, of an old channel by which the water used 
to flow from this basin to the sea. Supposing there was such a 
time and such a water-course, the water returned through it to 
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the ocean was the amount by which the precipitation used to ex
ceed the evaporation over the whole extent of country drained 
through this now dry bed of a river. The winds have had some
thing to do with this; they are the agents which used to bring 
more moisture from the sea to this water-shed than they took 
away; and they are the agents which now carry oft' from that 
valley more moisture than is brought to it, and which, there
fore, are making a salt-bed of places that used to be covered by 
water. In like manner, the;e is evidence that the great Amer
ican lakes formerly had a drainage with the Gulf of Mexico. 
Steamers have been actually known, in former years, and in times 
of freshets, to pass from the Mississippi River over into the lakes. 
At low water, the bed of a dry river can be traced between them. 
Now the Salt Lake of Utah is to the southward and westward of 
our northern lake basin; that is the quarter (§ 214) whence the 
rain winds have been supposed to come. May not the same cause 
which lessened the precipitation or increased the evaporation in 
the Salt Lake water-shed, have done the same for the water-shed 
of the great American system of lakes? 

If the mountains to the west-the Sierra Nevada, for instance
stand higher now than they formerly did, and if the winds which 
fed the Salt Lake valley with precipitation had, as (§ 212) I sup
pose they have, to pass the summits of the mountains, it is easy to 
perceive why the winds should not convey as much vapor across 
them now as they did when the summit of the range was lower 
and not so cool. 
. 383. The Andes, in the trade-wind region of South America, 

stand up so high, that the wind, in order to cross them, has to part 
with all its moisture (§ 133), and consequently there is, on the 
west side, a rainless region. Now suppose a range of such mount
ains as these to be elevated across the track of the winds which 
supply the lake country with rains; it is easy to perceive how the 
whole country watered by the vapor which such winds bring, 
would be converted into a rainless region. 

I have used these hypothetical cases to illustrate a position 
which any philosopher, who considers the geological agency of 
the winds, may with propriety consult, when he !s told of an in
land basin the water-level of which, it is evident, was once higher 
than it now is; and that position is that, though the evidences of 

• 
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a higher water-level be UIlIDiatakable and concluaive, it does no~ 
follow, therefore, that there has been a subsidence of the lake 
basin itself, or an upheaval of the water-shed drained. by it. 

384. The cause which has produced this change in the water~ 
level, instead of being local aDd near, may be remote; it may 
have its seat in the obstructions to "the winds in his circuits," 
which have been interposed in some other quarter of the world, 
which obstructioaa may prevent the winds from taking up or from 
bearing off'their wonted suppliee of dloisture for the region whose 
water-level has been lowered. 

385. Having therefore, I hope, made clear the meaning of the 
question proposed, by showing the manner in which winds may be
come important geological agents, and having explained how the 
upheaving of a mountain range in one part of the world may, 
through the winds, bear upon the physical geography of the sea, 
affect climates, and produce geological phenomena in another, I 
return to the Dead Sea and the great inland basins of Asia, and 
ask, How far is it possible for the elevation of the South American 
continent, and the upheaval of its mountains, to have had any ef
fect upon the water-level of those seas? There are indications 
(t 374) that they all once had a higher water-level than they now 
have, and that formerly the amount of precipitation was greater 
than it now is; then what has become of the sources of vapor 1 
What has diminished its supply? Its supply would be dimjnished 
(t 381) by the substitution of dry land in. those parte of the ocean 
which used to supply that vapor; or the quantity of vapor depos
ited in the hydrographical basins of those seas would have been 
lessened if a snow-capped range of mountains (t 376) had been 
elevated across the path of these winds, between the places where 
they were supplied with vapor and these basins. 

386. A chain of evidence which it would be ditlicult to set 
aside is contained in the chapters beginning severally at p. 66, 
97, and 104, going to show that the vapor which supplies the ex
tra-tropical regions of the north with rains comes, in all probabil
ity, from the trade-wind regions of the southem hemisphere. 

387. Now if it be true that the trade-winds from that part of 
the world take up there the water which is to be rained in the 
extra-tropical north, the path ascribed to the southeast trades of 
Africa and America, after they descend and become the prevail-
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ing southw.- winds of the northem hemisphere, should paaa over 
a region of le88 precipitation generally than they would do if, 
while performing the office of southeast trades, they had blown 
over water iDatead of land. The lOu&heast trade-winds, with their 
load of vapor, whe&her great or small, take, after ascendiDg in the 
equatorial calma, a northeasterly direction; they continue to fiow 
in the upper regions of the air in that direction until they cro. 
the tropic of Cancer. The places of leaat rain, then, between this 
tropic IDd the pole, should be precisely those places which depend 
for their rains upon the vapor which the wiDds that blow over 
southeast trade-wind Africa and America convey. 

388. Now, if we could trace the path 9f the winds through the 
extra-tropical regions of the northem hemisphere, we should be 
able to identify the track of these Andean winds by the foot-prints 
of the clouds; for the path of the winds which depend for their 
moisture upon such sources of supply as the dry land of Central 
South America and Africa can not lie through a country that is 
watered well. 

389. It is a remarkable coincidence, at least, that the countries 
in the extra-tropical regions of the north that are situated to the 
northeast of the southeast trade-wiDds of South Africa and Amer
ica-that these countries, over which theory makes these winds 
to blow, iDclude all the great deserts of Asia, and the districts of 
least precipitation in Europe. A line from the Galapagos Islands 
through Florence in Italy, another from the mouth of the Amazon 
through Aleppo in Holy Land (Plate VII.), would, after passing 
the tropic of Cancer, mark upon the surface of the earth the route 
of these wiDds; this is that " lee country" (§ 137) which, if such be 
the system of atmospherical circulation, ought to be scantily sup
plied with rains. Now the hyetographic map of Europe, in John
ston's beautiful Physical Atw, places the region of least precipita
tion between these two lines (Plate VII.). 

390. It would seem that Nature, as if to reclaim tllia "lee" land 
from the desert, had stationed by the way-side of these winds a 
succession of inland seas, to serve them as relays for supplying with 
moisture this thirsty air. There is the Mediterranean Sea, the 
Caspian Sea, and the Sea of Aral, all of which are situated ex
actly in this direction, as though these sheets of water were de
signed, in the grand system of aqueous arrangements, to supply 
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with fresh vapor, winds that had already left rain enough behind 
them to make an Amazon and an Oronoco of. 

39i. Now that there has been such an elevation ofland out of 
the water, we infer from the fact that the Andes were once cov
ered by the sea, for their tops are now crowned with the remains 
of marine animals. When they and their continent were sub
merged-admitting that Europe in general outline was then as it 
now is-it can not be supposed, if the circulation of vapor were 
then such as it is supposed now to be, that the climate .. of that 
part of the Old World which is under the lee of those mountains 
were then as scantily supplied with moisture as they now are. 
When the sea covered South America, the winds had nearly all 
the waters which now make the Amazon to bring away with 
them, and to distribute among the countries situated along the 
route (Plate VII.) ascribed to them. 

392. H ever the Caspian Sea exposed a larger surface for evap 
oration than it now does-and no doubt it did; if the precipitation 
in that valley ever exceeded the ev~poration from it, as it does in 
all valleys drained into the open sea, then there must have been a 
change of hygrometrical condition there. And admitting the va
por-springs for that valley to be situated in the direction supposed, 
the rising up of a continent from the bottom of the sea, or the up
heaval of a range of mountains in certain parts of America, Africa, 
or Spain, across the route of the winds which brought the rain for 
the Caspian water-shed, might have been sufficient to rob them 
of the moisture which they were wont to carry away and precip
itate upon this great inland basin. See how the Andes have made 
Atacama a desert, and of Western Peru a rainless country; these 
regions have been made rainless simply by the rising up of a 
mountain range between them and the vapor-springs in the ocean 
which feed with moisture the winds that blow over these now rain
less regions. 

393. Th&, part of Asia, then, which is under the lee of south
ern trade-wind Africa, lies to the northofthe tropic of Cancer, and 
between two lines, the one passing through Cape Palmas and Me
dina, the oihe'r through Aden and Delhi. Being extended to the 
equator, they will include that part of it which is crossed by the 
continental southeast trade-winds of Africa, after they have trav
ersed the greatest extent of land surface (Plate VII.). 
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394. The range which lies between the two lines that represent 
the course of the American winds with their vapors, and the two 
lines which represent the course of the African winds with 'their 
vapors, is the range which is under the lee of winds that have, for 
the most part, traversed water-surface, or the ocean, in their cir
cuit as southeast trade-winds. But a bare inspection of Plate VII. 
will show that the southeast trade-winds which cross the equator 
between longitude 150 !Uld 500 west, and which are supposed to 
blow ov:er into this hemisphere between these two ranges, have 
traversed land as well as water; and the Trade-wind Chart- shows 
that it is precisely those winds which, in the summer and fall, are 
converted into southwest monsoons for supplying the whole extent 
of Guinea with rains to make rivers of. Those winds, therefore, 
it would seem, leave much of their moisture behind them, and pass 
along to their channels in the grand system of circulation, for the 
most part, as dry winds. Moreover, it is not to be supposed that 
the channels through which the winds blow that cross the equa
tor at the several places named, are as sharply defined in nature 
as the lines suggested, or as Plate VII. would represent them to be. 

395. The whole region of the extra-tropical Old World that is 
included within the ranges marked, is the region which has most 
land to windward of it in the southern hemisphere. Now it is a 
curious coincidence, at least, that all the great extra-tropical des
erts of the earth, with those regions in Europe and Asia which 
have the least amount of precipitation upon them, should lie within 
this range. That they are situated under the lee of the southern 
continents, and have but little rain, may be a coincidence, I ad
mit; but that these deserts of the Old World are placed where 
they are is no coincidence-no accident: they are placed where 
they are, and as they are, by design; and in being so placed, it was 
intended that they should subserve some grand purpose in the ter
restrial economy. Let us see, therefore, if we can discover any 
other marks of that design-any of the purposes to " subserved 
by such an arrangement-pd trace any connection between that 
arrangement and the supposition which I maintain as to the place 
where the winds that blow over those regions derive their vapors. 

396. It will be remarked at once that all the inland seas of 
Asia, and all those of Europe except the semi-Cresh-water gulfs of 

• Series of Maury'. Wind. and Cumm ChaztI. 
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the north, are within this range. The Peraian Gulf and the Red 
Sea, the Mediterranean, the Black, and the Caspian, all fall within 
it. And why are they planted there 1 Why are they arranged to 
the northeast and southwest under this lee, and in the very direc
tion in which theory makes this breadth of thimy winds to pre
vail? Clearly and obviously, one of the purpoaes in the divine 
economy was, that they might replenish with vapor the nds 
which are almost vaporless when they arrive at these region. in 
the general system of circulation. And why should these winds 
be almost vaporless1 They are almost vaporlelS because their 
route, in the general system of circulation, is such, that they are 
not brought into contact with a water-surface from which the need
ful supplies of vapor are to be had; or, being obtained, the tIUp
plies have since been taken away by the cool tops of mountain 
ranges over which these winds have had to pass. 

397. In the Mediterranean, the evaporation is greater than the 
precipitation. Upon the Red Sea there never falls a drop of rain; 
it is all evaporation. Are we not, therefore, entitled to regard the 
Red Sea as a make-weight, thrown in to regulate the proportion 
of cloud and sunshine, and to dispense rain to certain parts of the 

• earth in due season and in proper quantities 1 Have we not, in 
these two facts, evidence conclusive that the winds which blow over 
these two seas come, for the most part, from a dry country-from 
regions which contain few or no pools to furnish supplies of vapor 1 

398. Indeed, so scantily supplied with vapor are the winds which 
pass in the general channels of circulation over the water-shed 
and sea-basin of the Mediterranean, that they take up there more 
water as vapor than they deposit. But, throwing out of the ques
tion what is taken up from the surface of the Mediterranean itself, 
these winds deposit more water on the water-shed. whose drainage 
leads into that sea than they take up from it again. The excess 
is to be found in the rivers which discharge into the Mediterrane
an; but so thirsty are the winds which blow across the bosom of 
that sea, that they not only take up 888in all the water that those 
rivers pQP.r into it, but they are supposed. by philosophers (~ 252) 
to create a demand for an immense current from the Atlantic to 
supply the waste. 

399. It is estimated that three· times as much water as &he 
• Vide article" Physical Geography," EDcycloplBdia Britamaica. 
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Mediterranean receives from ita rivera is evaporated from ita sur
face. This may be an over-eatimate, but the fact that evapora
tion from it is in excess of the precipitation, i. made obvious by 
the current which the Atlantic sends into it through the Straits of 
Gibraltar; and the dift"erence, we may reat auured, whether it be 
much or little, is carried off to modify climate elsewhere-to re
fresh with showera and make fruitful some other part of the earth. 

400. The great inland basin of Asia, in which are Aral and the 
Caspian Seas, is situated on the route which this hypothesis re
quires these thirsty winds from southeast trade-wind Africa and 
America to take; and so scant ofvapor are these winds when they 
arrive in this basin, that they have no moisture to leave behind; 
just as much as they pour down they take up again and carry oft". 
We know (~ 116) thatthe volume of water returned by the rivera, 
the rains, and the dews, into the whole ocean, i. e~actly equal to 
the volume which the whole ocean gives back to the atmosphere; 
as far as our knowledge extends, the level of each of these two seas 
is as permanent as that of the great ocean itself. Therefore, the 
volume of water discharged by rivera, the rains, and the dews, into 
these two seas, is exactly equal to the volum,e which these two seas 
give back as vapor to the atmosphere. 

401. These winds, therefore, do not begin permanently to lay 
down their load of moisture, be it great or small, until they cross 
the Oural Mountains. On the steppes of ISBam, after they have 
supplied the Amazon and toe other great equatorial rivers of the . 
south, we find them first beginning to lay down more moisture than 
they take up again. In the Obi, the Yenesi, and the Lena, is to 
be found the volume which contains the expression for the 10m of 
water which these winds have brought from the southern hemi
sphere, from the Mediterranean, and the Red Sea; for in these 
almost hyperborean river-basins do we find the first instance in 
which, throughout the entire range assigned these winds, they 
have, after supplying the Amazon, &c., left more water behind 
them than they have taken up again and carried oft". The low 
temperatures of Siberian Asia are quite sufficient to extract from 
these winds the remnants of vapor which the cool mountain-tops 
and mighty rivera of the southern hemisphere have left in them. 

4d2. Here I may be permitted to pause, that I may call atten
tion to another remarkable coincidence, and admire the mark. ef 
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design, the beautiful and exquisite adjustments that we see here 
provided, to inaure the perfect workings of the great aqueous and 
atmospherical machine. This coincidence-may I not call it 
cause and e1Fect ?-is between the hygrometrical conditions of all 
the countries within, and the hygrometrical conditions of all the 
countries without, the range included within the lines which I have 
drawn (Plate VII.) to represent the route in the northern hemi
sphere of the southeast trade-winds after they have blown their 
course over the land in South Africa and America. Both to the 
right and left of this range are countries included between the same 
parallels in which it is, yet these countries all receive more water 
from the atmosphere than they give back to it again; they all have 
rivers running into the sea. On the one hand, there is in Europe 
the Rhine, the Elbe, and all the great rivers that empty into the 
Atlantic; on the other hand, there are in Asia the Ganges, and all 
the great rivers of China; and in North America, in the latitude 
of the Caspian Sea, is our great system of fresh-water Jakes; all 
of these receive (rom the atmosphere immense volumes of water, 
and pour it back into the sea in streams the most magnificent. 

403. It is remarkable that none of these copiously-supplied wa
ter-sheds have, to the southwest ofthem in the trade-wind regions 
of the southern hemisphere, any considerable body of land; they 
are, all of them, under the lee of evaporating surfacee, of ocean 
waters in the trade-wind regions of the south. Only those coun
tries in the extra-tropical north which I have described as lying 
under the lee of trade-wind South America and Africa are scanti
ly supplied with rains. Pray examine Plate VII. in this connec
tion. It tends to confirm the views taken in Chapter V., p. 115. 

404. The surface of the Caspian Sea is about equal to that of 
our lakes; in i" evaporation is just equal to the precipitation. 
Our lakes are between the same parallels, and about the same 
distance from the western coast of America that the Caspian Sea 
is from the western coast of Europe; and yet the waters dis
charged by the St. Lawrence give us an idea of how greatly the 
precipitation upon it is in excess of the evaporation. To wind
ward of the lakes, and in the trade-wind regions of the southern 
hemisphere, is no land; but to windward of the Caspian Sea, 
and in the trade-wind region of the southern hemisphere, there 
is land. Therefore, supposing the.course ofthe vapor-distributing 
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winds to be such as I maintain it to be, ought they not to carry 
more water from the ocean to the American lakes than it is pos
sible for them to carry from the land-from the interior of South 
Africa and America-to the valley of the Caspian Sea? 

405. In like manner (~ 228), extra-tropical New Holland and 
South Africa have each land-not water-to the windward of them 
in the trade-wind regions of the northern hemisphere, where, ac
cording to thi. hypothesis, the vapor for their rains ought to be 
taken up: they are bot.h countries of little rain; but extra-tropical 
South America has, in the trade-wind region to windward of it in 
the northern hemisphere, a great extent of ocean, and the amount 
of preci~tation (~ 141) in extra-tropical South America is wonder
ful. The coincidence, therefore, is remarkable, that the countries 
in the extra-tropical regions of this hemisphere, which lie to the 
northeast of large districts of land in the trade-wind regions of the 
other hemisphere, should be scantily supplied with rains; and like
wise, that those so situated in the extra-tropical south, with regard 
to land in the trade-wind region of the north, should be scantily 
supplied with rains. 

Having thus remarked upon the coincidence, let us turn to the 
evidences of design, and contemplate the beautiful harmony dis
played in the arrangement of the land and water, as we find them 
along this conjectural" wind-road." (Plate VII.) 

406. Those who admit design among tenestrial adaptations, or 
have studied the economy of cosmical anangements, will not be 
loth to grant that by design the atmosphere keeps in circulation a 
certain amount of moisture; that the water of which this moist
ure is made is supplied by the aqueous surface of the earth, and 
that it is to be returned to the seas again through rivers and the 
process of precipitation; that a permanent increase or decrease 
of the 'quantity of water thus put-and kept in circulation by the 
winds would be followed by a conesponding change ofhygromet
rical conditions, which would draw after it permanent changes of 
climate; and that permanent changes of climate would involve 
the ultimate well-being of myriads of organisms, both in the veg-
etable and animal kingdoms. , . 

407. The quantity of moisture that the atmosphere keeps in 
circulation is, no doubt, just that quantity which is best suited to 
the well-being, and most adapted to the proper development of 
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the vegetable and animal kingdoms; and that quantity is depend
ent upon the arrangement and the proportions that we see in na. 
ture between the land and the water-between mountain and de .. 
ert, river and sea. If the seas and evaporating surfaces were 
changed, and removed from the places they occupy to other 
places, the principal places of precipitation probably would also 
be cl}.anged: whole families of plants would wither and die for 
want of cloud and sunshine, dry and wet, in proper proportions 
and in due season; and, with the blight of plants, whole tribes of 
animals would also perish. Under such a chance arrangement, 
man would no longer be able to rely upon the early and the latter 
rain, or to count with certainty upon the rains being sWlt in due 
season for seed-time and harvest. And that the rain will be sent 
in due season, we are assured from on high; and when we recol
lect who it is that II sendeth" it, we feel the conviction strong 
within us that He that sendeth the rain has the winds for his 
messengers; and that they may do his bidding, the land and the 
sea were arranged, both as to position and relative proportions, 
where they are, and as they are. 

408. It should be borne in mind that the southeast trade-winds, 
after they rise up at the equator (Plate I.), have to overleap the 
northeast trade-winds. Consequently, they do not touch the earth 
until near the tropic of Cancer {see tbe bearded arrows, Plate 
VII. )-more frequently to the nortb than to the south of it; but 
for a part of every year, the place where these vaulting southeast 
trades first strike the earth, after leaving the other bemisphere, is 
very near tbis tropic. On the equatorial side of it, be it remem
bered, the northeast trade-winds blow; on the polar side, what 
were tbe southeast trades, and what are now the prevailing south
westerly winds of our hemisphere, prevail. Now examine Plate 
VII., and it will be seen that· tbe upper half of the Red Sea is 
north of the tropic of Cancer; the lower half is to tbe south of 
it; that the latter is within the northeast trade-wind region; tbe 
former, in the region where the southwest passage winds are the 
prevailing winds. 

409. The River Tigris is probably evaporated from th~ upper 
half of this sea by these winds; while the northeast trade-winds 
take up from the lower half those vapors which feed the Nile with 
rain, and which the clouds deliver to the cold demands of the 
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Mountains of the Moon. Thus there are two" wind-roads" cross
ing this sea: to the windward of it, each road runs through a rain
leu region; to the leewarD there is, in each case, a river to cross. 

410. The Persian Gulf lies, for the most part, in the track of 
the southwest winds; to the windward of the Persian G.ulf is a 
desert; to the leeward, the River Indus. This is the route by 
which theory would require the vapor from the Red Sea and Per
sian Gulf to be conveyed; and this is the direction in which we 
find indications that it is conveyed. For to leeward do we find, in 
each case, a river, telling to us, by signs not to be mistaken, that it 
receives more water from the clouds than it gives back to the winds. 

411. I. it not a curious circumstance, that the winds which 
travel the roait suggested from the southern hemisphere should, 
when they touch the earth on the polar side of the tropic of Can
cer, be so thirsty, more thirsty, much more, than those which trav
el on either side of their path, and which are supposed to have 
come from southern seas, not from southern lands 1 

412. The Mediterranean has to give those wind.s three times as 
much vapor as it receives from them (~ 399); the Red Sea gives 
them as much as they can take, and receive. nothing back in re
turn but a little dew (~ 238); the Persian Gulf also gives more 
than it receives. What becomes of the rest? Doubtless it is 
given to the winds, that they may bear it off to distant regions, and 
make lands fruitful, that but for these sources of supply would be 
almost rainless, if not entirely arid, waste, and barren. 

413. These seas and arms ofthe ocean now present themselves 
to the mind as counterpoises in the great hygrometrical machinery 
of our planet. AB sheets of water placed where they are, to bal
ance the land in t\le trade-wind region of South America and 
South Africa, they now present ·themselves. When the founda
tiODS of the earth were laid, we know who it was that "measured 
the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out the heavens 
with a span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a meas
ure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills in a bal
ance;" and hence we know also that they are arranged both ac
cording to proportion and to place. 

414. Here, then, we see harmony in the winds, design in the 
mountains, order in the sea, arrangement in the dust, and form for 
the desert. Here are signs of beauty arid works of grandeur; and 
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we may now fancy that, in this exquisite system of adaptations 
and compensations, we can almost behold, in the Red and Medi
terranean Seas, the very waters that were held in the hollow of 
the Almighty hand when he weighed the Andes and ~alanced the 
hills of Africa in his comprehensive scales. 

415. In that great inland basin of Asia which holds the Caspian 
Sea, and embraces an area of one million and a half of geo
graphical square miles, we see the water-surface 80 exquisitely 
adjusted that it is just sufficient, and no more, to return to the at
mosphere as vapor exactly as much moisture as the atmosphere 
lends in rain to the rivers of that basin. 

416. Thus we are entitled to regard (~ 390) the Mediterranean, 
the Red Sea, and Persian Gulf as relays, distribtted along the 
route of these thirsty winds from the continents of the other hemi
sphere, to supply them with vapors, or to restore to them that which 
they have left behind to feed the sources of the Amazon, the Ni
ger, and the Congo. 

The hypothesis that the winds from South Africa and America 
do take the course through Europe and Asia which I have mark
ed out for them (Plate VII.), is supported by so many coincidences, 
to say the least, that we are entitled to regard it as probably cor
rect, until a train of coincidences as striking can be adduced to 
show that such is not the case. 

417. Returning once more to a consideration of the geological 
agency of the winds in accounting for the depression of the Dead 
Sea, we now see the fact most strikingly brought out before us, 
that if the Straits of Gibraltar were to be barred up, 80 that no 
water could pass through them, we should have a great depression 
of water-level in the Mediterranean. Three ti,mes as much water 
is evaporated from that sea as is returned to it through the rivers. 
A portion of water evaporated from it is probably rained down and 
returned to it through the rivers; but, supposing it to be barred 
up, as the demand upon it for vapor would exceed the supply by 
rains and rivers, it would commence to dry up. As it sinks down, 
the area exposed for evaporation would decrease, and the supplies 
to the rivers would diminish, until finally there would be estab
lished between the evaporation and precipitation an equilibrium, 
as in the Dead and Caspian Seas; but, fo~ aught we know, the 
water-level of the Mediterranean might, before this equilibrium 
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.ere attained, have to reach a stage far below that of the Dead 
Sea level. 

The Lake Tadjura is now in the act of attaining such an equi
librium. There are connected with it the remains of a channel by 
which the water ran into the sea; but the surface of the lake is 
now five hundred feet below the sea-level, and it is salting up. 
H not in the Dead Sea, do we not, in the valley of this lake, find 
outcropping some reason for the question, What have the winds 
had to do with the phenomena before us ? 

418. The winds, in this sense, are geological agents of great 
power. It is not impossible but that they may afford us the 
means of comparing, directly, geological events which have taken 
place in one hemisphere, with geological events in another: B. g., 
the tops of the Andes were once at the bottom of the sea. Which 
is the oldest formation, that of the Dead Sea or the Andes? If 
the former be the older, then the climate of the Dead Sea must 
have been hygrometric ally very different from what it now is. 

419. In regarding the winds as geological agents, we can no 
longer consider them as the type of instability. We should rather 
treat them in the light of ancient and faithful chroniclers, which, 
upon being rightly consulted, will reveal to us truths that Na
ture has written upon their wings in charaders as legible anI! en
during as any with which she has ever engraved the history of 
geological events upon the tablet of the rock. 

420. The waters of Lake Titicaca, which receives the drain
age of the great inland basin of the Andes, are only brackish, not 
salt. Hence we may infer that this lake has not been standing 
long enough to become briny, like the waters of the Dead Sea; 
consequently, it belongs to a more recent period. On the other 
hand, it will also be interesting to hear that my friend, Captain 
Lynch, informs me that, in his exploration of the Dead Sea, he 
saw what he took to be the dry bed of a river that once flowed 
from it. And. thus we have two more links, stout and strong, to 
add to the chain of circumstantial evidence going to sustain the 
testimony of this strange and fickle' witness which I have called 
up from the sea to testify in this presence concerning the works 
of Nature, and to tell us which be the older-the Andes, watching 
the stars with their hoary heads, or the Dead Sea, flleeping upon 
its ancient beds of crystal salt. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

THB DEPTHS OF THE OCBAN. 

The Depth of blue We&er UDboWll, t 4Il.-Reaulu of former Methoc1a ofneep
Soandinr not entitled to CoDfidence, m.-Attempta by Sound and ~ 418. 
-The Mytha of the Sea, 4H.--Common Opinion u to iU Deptha, 416.-InteJe8&
iDg Subjecl, 4I7.-The deepeA Soandinr reported, 42!1.-P1an adopted in the 
American Na"fJ,4I9.--Souuding8 to be made from a Boat, 431.-Why the Sound
iDg-twine will not atop running oat when the P11Dlllll8t J'IIIIChea Bottom, m.-In
dicationa of under Currents, 433.-Rate of Deacent, 4B'.-Broob'. ~ 
Sounding Appan&uB, 487.-The greateBt Deptba at which Bottom bu been foaDd, 
438. 

421. UNTIL the commencement ofthe plan of deep-sea sound
ings, as now conducted in the American Navy, the bottom of what 

\ the sailors call "blue water" was as unknown to us as is the inte
rior of any of the planets of our system. Ross and Dupetit Thou
ars, with other officen of the English, French, and Dutch navies, 
had attempted to fathom the deep sea, some with silk threads, 
some with spun-yam (coarse hemp threads twisted together), and 
some with the common lead and line of navigation. All of these 
attempts were made upon the supposition that when the lead 
reached the bottom, either a shock would be felt, or the line, be
coming slack, would cease to run out. 

422. The series of systematic experiments recently made upon 
this subject shows that there is no reliance to lw placed on such a 
supposition, for the shock caused by striking bottom can not be 
communicated through very great depths, and therefore it does not 
follow that the line will become slack and cease to run out when 
the plummet reaches the bottom. Furthermore, the lights of ex
perience show that, as a general rule, the under currents of the 
deep sea have force enough to take the line out long after the 
plummet has ceased to do so. Consequently, there is but little re
liance to be placed upon deep-sea soundings of former methods, 
when the depths reported exceeded eight or ten thousand feet. 

423. Attempts to fathom the ocean, both by sound and pressure, 
had been made, but in " blue water" every trial was oo1y a failure 
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repeated. The moat ingenious and beautiful contrivances for 
deep-sea soundings were reso1'ted to. By exploding heavy charges 
of powder in the deep sea, when the winds were hushed and all 
was still, the echo or reverberation from the bottom might, it was 
held, be heard, and the depth determined from the rate at which 
sound travels through water. But, though the explosion took place 
many feet below the surface, echo was silent, and no answer was 
received from the bottom. Ericsson and others constructed deep
sea leads having a column of air in them, which, by compression, 
would show the aqueous pressure to which they might be subject
ed. This was found to answer well for ordinary purposes, but in 
the depths of U blue water," where the pressure would be equal to 
several hundred atmospheres, the trial was more than thi~ instru
ment could stand. 

Mr. Baur, an ingenious mechanician of New York, constructed, 
according to a plan which I furnished him,· a deep-sea sounding 
apparatus. To the lead was attached, upon the principle of the 
screw propeller, a small piece of clock-work for registering the 
number of revolutions made by the little screw during the descent; 
and, it having been ascertained by experiment in shoal water that 
the apparatus, in descending, would cause the propeller to make 
one revolution for every fathom of perpendicular descent, hands 
provided with the power of self-registration were attached to a 
dial, and the instrument was complete. It worked beautifully in 
moderate depths, but failed in blue water, from the difficulty of 
hauling it up if the line used were small, and from the difficulty of 
getting it down if the line used were large. enough to give the re
quisite strength for hauling up. 

424. But, notwithstanding these failures, there was encourage
ment, for greater difficulties had been overcome in other depart
ments of physical research. Astronomers had measured the vol
umes and weighed the masses of the most distant planets, and in
creased thereby the stock of human knowledge. Was it credita
ble to the age that the depths of the sea should remain in the cat
egory of an unsolved problem 1 It was a sealed volume, abounding 
in knowledge and instruction that might be both useful and profit
able to man. The seal which covered it was of rolling waves 
many thousand feet in thickness. Could it not be broken 1 Cu
riosity had always been great, yet neither the enterprise nor the 
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ingenuity of man had as yet pro-,ea·itself equal to the task. No 
one had succeeded in penetrating, and bringing up from beyond the 
depth of two or three hundred fathoms below the aqueous cover
ing of the earth, any specimens of solid matter for the ltudy of phi
losophers. 

The sea, with its myths, has suggested attractive themes to all 
people in all ages. Like the heavens, it affords an almost endleae 
variety of subjects for pleasing and profitable contemplation, and 
there has remained in the human mind a longing to learn more of 
its wonders and to understand its mysteries. The Bible often al
ludes to them. Are they past finding out? How deep is it! and 
what is at the bottom of 1t ? Could not the ingenuity and appli
ances of the age throw some light upon these questions? 

The government was liberal and enlightened; times seemed 
propitious; but when or how to begin, after all these failures, with 
this interesting problem, was one of the difficulties first to be over
come. 

425. It was a common opinion, derived chiefly from a supposed 
physical relation, that the depths of the sea are about equal to the 
heights of the mountains. But this conjecture was, at best, only 
a speculation. Though plausible, it did not satisfy. There were, 
in the depths of the sea, untold wonders and inexplicable myste
ries. Therefore the contemplative mariner, as in mid ocean he 
looked down upon the gentle bosom of the sea, continued to expe
rience sentiments akin to those which fill the mind of the devout 
astronomer when, in the stillness of the night, he looks out upon 
the stars, and wonders. 

426. Nevertheless, the depths of the sea still remained as fath
omless and as mysterious as the firmament above. Indeed, tele
scopes of huge proportions and of vast space-penetrating powers 
had been erected here and there by the munificence of individuals, 
and attempts made with them to gauge the heavens and sound out 
the regions of space. Could it be more difficult to sound out the 
sea than to gauge the blue ether and fathom the vaults of the sky! 
The result of the astronomical undertakings- lies in the discovery 
that what, through other instruments of less power, appeared as 
clusters of stars, were, by these of larger powers, separated into 
groups, and what had been reported as nebulm could now be re-

• See the worb of Henchel and Rou, and their teIeIcopeI. 
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solved into clusters; that, in certain directions, the abyss beyond 
these faint objects is decked With other nebuhe, which these great 
instruments may bring to light, but can not resolve; and that there 
are still regions and realms beyond, which the rays of the bright
est sun in the sky have neither the intensity nor the force to reach, 
much less to penetrate. 

427. So, too, with the bottom of the sea, and the knowledge
seeking mariner. Though nothing thence had been brought to 
light, exploration had invested the subject with additional inter
est, and increased the desire to know more. In this state of the 
case, the idea of a common twine thread for a sounding-line, and 
a cannon ball for a sinker, was suggested. It was a beautiful con
ception; for, besides its simplicity, it had in its favor the greatest 
of recommendationll-it could be readily put into practice. 

Well-directed attempts to fathom the ocean began now to be 
made, and the public mind was astonished at the vast depths that 
were at first reported. 

42B. Lieutenant Walsh, of the United States schooner" Taney," 
reported a cast with the deep-sea lead at thirty-four thousand feet 
without bottom. His sounding-line was an iron wire more than 
eleven miles in length. Lieutenant Berryman, of the United 
States brig" Dolphin," reported another unsuccessful attem~t to 
fathom mid ocean with a line thirty-nine thousand feet in length. 
Captain Denham, of her Britannic majesty's ship " Herald," re
ported bottom in the South Atlantic at the depth of forty-six thou
sand feet; and Lieutenant J. P. Parker, of the United States frig
ate "Congress," afterward, in attempting to sound near the same 
region, let go his plummet, and saw a line fifty thousand feet long 
run out after it as though the bottom had not been reached. 

The three last-named attempts were made with the sounding 
twine of the American Navy, which has been introduced in con
formity with a very simple plan for sounding out the depths of the 
ocean. It involved for each cast only the expenditure of a cannon 
ball, and twine enough to reach the bottom. This plan was in
troduced as a part ofthe researches conducted at the National Ob
servatory, and which have proved so fruitful and beneficial, con
cerning the winds and currents, and other phenomena of the ocean. 
These researches had already received the approbation of the Con
gress of the United States; for that body, in a spirit worthy of the 
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representatives of a free and enlightened people, had authorized 
the Secretary of the Navy to employ three public veasels to assiA 
in perfecting the discoveries, and in conducting the investigations 
connected therewith. 

429. The plan of deep-sea soundings finally adopted, and now 
in practice, is this: Every vessel of the Navy that will, when the 
puts to sea, is, if she desires it, furnished with a sufficient quantity 
of sounding-twine, carefully marked at every length of one hun
dred fathoms-six hundred feet--and wound on reels of ten thou
sand fathoms each. It is made the duty of the commander to 
avail himself of everi favorable opportunity to try the depth of 
the ocean, whenever he may find himself out upon" blue water." 
For this purpose he is to use a cannon ball ofthirty-two pounds as 
a plummet. Having one end of the twine attached to it, the can
non ball is to be thrown overboard from a boat, and suffered to 
take the twine from the reel as fast as it will. 

The reel is made to turn easily. A silk. thread, or the common 
wrapping-twine of the shops would, it was thought, be strong 
enough for this purpose; for it was supposed there would be no 
strain upon the line, except the very slight one required to drag it 
down, an<\ the twine having nearly the specific gravity of sea wa
ter, \his strain would, it was imagined, be very slight. Moreover, 
when the shot reached the bottom, the line, it was thought (§ 421). 
would cease to run out; then breaking it off, and seeing how 
much remained upon the reel. the depth of the sea could be ascer
tained at any place and time, simply at the expense of one cannon 
ball and a few pounds of common twine. 

430. But practical difficulties that were not suspected at aU 
were lurking in the way. and afterward showed themselves at ev
ery attempt to sound; and it was before these practical difficul
ties had been fairly overcome that the great soundings (§ 428) 
were reported. In the first place, it was discovered that the line, 
once started and dragged down into the depths of the ocean, never 
would cease to run out (§ 422), and, consequently, that there was 
no means of knowing when, if ever, the shot had reached the bot
tom. And, in the next place, it was ascertained that the ordinary 
~wine (§ 427) would not do; that the sounding-line, in going down, 
was really subjected to quite a heavy strain, and that, consequent
ly, the twine to be used must be strong; it must be subjected to 

• 
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a test which required it to bear a weight of at least sixty pounds 
freely suspended in the air. So we had to go to work anew, and 
make several hundred thousand fathoms of sounding-twine espe
cially for the purpose. It was small, and stood the test required, 
a pound of it measuring about six hundred feet in length. 

431. The officers intrusted with the duty soon found that the 
BOundings could not be made from the vessel with any certainty 
as to the depth. It was necessary that a boat should be lowered, 
and the trial be made from it; the men with their oars keeping 
the boat from drifting, and maintaining it in such a position that 
the line should be cc up and down" the while. 

432. That the line would continue to run out after the cannon 
ball had reached bottom, was explained by the conjecture that 
there is in the ocean, as in the air, a system of currents and counter 
currents one above the other, and that it was one or more of 
these submarine currents, operating upon the bight of the line, 
which caused it to continue to run out after the shot had reached 
the bottom. In corroboration of this conjecture, it was urged, with 
a truth-like foroe of argument, that it was these under currents, 
operating with a swigging force upon the bights of the line-for 
there might be several currents running in different directions, and 
operating upon it at the same time-which caused it to part when
ever the reel was stopped and the line held fast in the boat. 

433. A powerful train of circumstantial evidence was this (and 
it was derived from a source wholly unexpected), going to prove 
the existence of that system of oceanic circulation which the cli
mates, and the offices, and the adaptations of the sea require, and 
which its inhabitants (~ 293) in their mute way tell us of. 

This system of circulation commenced on the third day of cre
ation, with the "gathering together of the waters," which were 
"called seas," and doubtless will continue as long as sea water 
shall possess the properties of saltness and fluidity. 

434. In making these deep-sea soundings, the practice is to 
time the hundred fathom marks as they successively go out; and 
by always using a line of the same size and "make," and a sinker 
of the same shape and weight, we at last established the law of 
descent. Thus the mean of our experiments gave us, for the sink
er and twine used, 
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S !Do 21 B. as the average timo of delcent from 400 to 500 fathOlllll. 
S m. 26 B. .. .. "1000 to 1100 " 
" m. 29 B. .. .. "1800 to 1900 .. 

435. Now, by aid of the law here indicated, we could tell very 
nearly when the ball ceased to carry the line out, and when, of 
course, it began to go out in obedience to the current and drift 
alone; for currents would sweep the line out at a uniform rate, 
while the cannon ball would drag it out at a decreasing rate. 

436. The development of this' law certainly was an achieve
ment, for it enabled us to show that the depth of the sea at the 
places named (~ 428) was not as great as reports made it. These 
researches were interesting; the problem in hand was important, 
and it deserved every effort that ingenuity could suggest for re
ducing it to a satisfactory solution. 

437. As yet, no specimens of the bottom had been brought up. 
The line was too small, the shot was too heavy, and it could not 
be weighed. In this state of the case, Passed Midshipman J. M. 
Brooke, United States Navy, who, at the time, was associated 
with me on duty at the Observatory, proposed a contrivance by 
which the shot, on striking the bottom, would detach itself from 
the line, and send up a specimen of the bottom. This beautiful 
contrivanoe, called Brooke's Deep-sea Sounding Apparatus, is 
represented in Plates II. and III. opposite. 

A is a cannon ball, having a hole through it for the rod B. 
Plate II. represents the rod, B; the slings, D D, with the shot 
slung, and in the act of being lowered do}VIl. Plate III. repre
sents the apparatus in the act of striking the bottom, and shows 
how the shot is detached, and how specimens of the bottom are 
brought up, by adhering to a little soap or tallow,· called" arm
ing," in the cup, C, at the lower end of the rod, B. With this con
trivance specimens of the bottom have been brought up from the 
depth of more than two miles. 

438. The greatest depths at which the bottom of the sea has 
been reached with the plummet are in the North Atlantic Ocean, 
and the places where it has been fathomed do not show it to be 
deeper than twenty-five thousand feet. 

The deepest place in this ocean (Plate XI.) is probably between 
the parallels of 350 and 400 north latitude, and immediately to the 

* A StellWapll cup is found to answer heUer. 
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PLATE II. 
PLATE In. 

BROOKE'S DBEP-8EA SOUNDING APPARATUS. 

southward of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. No satisfactory 
deep-sea soundings, either in the Pacific or Indian Oceans, have 
as yet been made by those who are co-operating in this admirable 
plan of research.- A few have been made in the South Atlantic, 
but not enough to justify deduction as to its depths or the shape 
of its floor. 

• Since the &boTe wu written, I ba ... recen-ed a retter from Captain Ringgold, 
CClIIIID&I1ding the SI1rf8)ing Expedition in the Pacific, informing me that, on hie way 
out, he had obtained, in the southern hemi8phere, a deep-lea sounding, with bottom. 
at the depth of eight tboueand fathoml. The not .. and detaill or thi.I cut have not 
yet been received. 
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ClIAPTER XII. 

THE BASIN OF THB ATLANTIC. 

Plate xI .• t 48ft-Height oCChimboruo above the Bottom oCthe Sea, «O.-Otog
raphy of Oceanic Bum., 441.-The deepeat Place in the Atlantic, 44t.-Tn Do?
TO. or TUII ATL.tll'1'lC: Tbe Utility of Dee}Hea SoundiDp, 446.-A teJerrapbic 
Plateau 8ClOI8 the Atlantic, 448.-Specimen. from it, 447.-A ~ Eum
ination of them. «s.-Brook.·. Dee(H8& Lead preeente the Sea in II new Ugh&, 
463.-The Agente at wolk upon the Bottom of tile Sea, 4M.-How the Ocean is 
prevented from growing alter,4.68.-Knowledge oC oar Planet to be cJermc1 from 
the Bottom ofth. Sea, 460. 

439. THB BASIN OF THB ATLANTIC, according to the deep-sea 
soundings made by the American Navy, in the manner described 
in the foregoing chapter, is shown on Plate XI. This plate refers 
chiefly to that part of the Atlantic which is included within our 
hemisphere. . 

440. In its entire length, the basin of this sea is a long trough. 
separating the Old World from the New, and extending probably 
from pole to pole. 

This ocean-furrow was scored into the solid crust of our planet 
by the Almighty hand, that there the waters which "he called 
seas" might be gathered together, so as to "let the dry land ap
pear," and fit the earth for the habitation of man. 

From the top of Chimborazo to the bottom of the Atlantic, at 
the deepest place yet reached by the plummet in the North At
lantic, the distance, in a vertical line, is nine miles. 

Could the waters of the Atlantic be drawn off, 80 as to expose 
to view this great sea-gash, which separates continents, and extends 
from the Arctic to the Antarctic, it wQuld present a scene the most 
rugged, grand, and imposing. The very ribs of the solid earth. 
with the foundations of the sea, would be brought to light, and we 
should have presented to us at one view, in the empty cradle of 
the ocean, "a thousand fearful wrecks," with that dreadful array 
of dead men's skulls, great anchors, heaps of pearl and inestima
ble stones, which, in the poet's eye, lie scattered in the bottom of 
the sea, making it hideous with sights of ugly death. 
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441. To measure the elevation of the mountain-top above the 
sea, and to lay down upon our maps the mountain ranges of the 
earth, ia regarded in geography as an important thing, and rightly 
so. Equally important ia it, in bringing the physical geography 
of the sea regularly within the domains of science, to present its 
orography, by mapping out the bottom of the ocean so as to aho,! 
the depressions of the solid parts of the earth's crust there below 
the sea-level. 

442. Plate XI. presents the second attempt at such a map. It 
relates exclusively to the bottom of that part of the Atlantic Ocean 
which lies nonh of 10° south. It is stippled with four shades; the 
darkest (that which ia nearest the shore-line) shows where the wa
ter is le88 than six thousand feet deep; the next, where it is less 
than twelve thousand feet ;,the third, where it is less than eighteen 
thousand; and the fourth, or lightest, where it is not over twenty
four thousand feet deep. The blank apace iouth of Nova Scotia 
and the Grand Banks includes a district within which very deep 
water has been reported, but from casts of the deep-sea lead. which 
upon discul8ion do not appear satisfactory. 

The deepest part of the North Atlantic (~438) is probably some
where between the Bermudas and the Grand Banks, but how deep 
it may be yet remains for the cannon ball and sounding-twine to 
determine. 

443. The waters of the Gulf of Mexico are held in a basin about 
a mile deep in the deepest part. 

444. THB BOTTOM 01' THB ATLANTIC, or its depressions below 
the sea-level, are given, perhaps, on thia plate with as much accu
racy as the best geographers have been enabled to show on a map 
the elevations above the sea-leVel of the interior either of Africa 
or Australia. 

445. cc What is to be the use of these deep-sea lOundings"" is 
a question that often QCcurs; and it is as difficult to be answered 
in categorical terms as Franklin'. *lueation, "What ia the use of 
a new-born babe 1" Every physical fact, every expression of na
ture, every feature of the earth, the work of any and all of those 
agents which make the face of the world what it is, and as we 
see it, is interesting and instructive. Until we get hold of a group 
of physical facts, we do not know what practical bearings they 
may have, though right-minded men know that they contain many 

o 
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precious jewels, which science or the expert hand of philoaophy 
will not fail to bring out, poliahed, and bright, and beautifully 
adapted to man's purposes. Already we are obtaining practical 
answers to this question 8S to the use of deep-eea BOundings; for 
as BOOn as they were announced to the public, they forthwith 88-

sumed a practical bearing in the minds of men with regard to the 
question of a submarine telegraph aeross the Atlantic. 

446. There is 8t the bottom of this Bea, between Cape Raee in 
Newfoundland and Cape Clear in Ireland, a remarkable steppe, 
which is already known as the telegraphic plateau. A company 
is now engaged with the project of a submarine telegraph aero. 
the Atlantic. It is 'Proposed to carry the wires along this plateau 
from the eastern shores of Newfoundland to the western shores 
of Ireland. The great circle distance between these two shore
lines is one thousand six hundred miles, and the sea along the 
route is probably nowhere more than ten thousand feet deep. 
This company, it is understood, consists of men of enterprise and 
wealth, who, should the inquiries that they are now making prove 
satisfactory, are prepared to undertake the establishment forth. 
with of a submarine telegraph across the Atlantic. 

447. It was upon this plateau that Brooke's BOundmg apparatus 
(~ 437) brought up its first trophies from the bottom of the sea. 
TheBe specimens Lieutenant Berryman and his officers Judged to 
be clay; but they took the precaution to label them, carefully to 
preserve them, and, on their return to the United States, to Bend 
&hem to the proper bureau. They were divided: a part was sent 
for examination to Professor Ehrenberg, of Berlin, and a part to 
ProfesBOr Bailey, of West Point-eminent microscopists both. I 
have not heard from the former, but the latter, in November, 1853, 
thus responded: 

448. II I am greatly obliged to you for the deep soundings you 
Bent me last week, and I bave looked at them With great mterest. 
They are exactly what I have wanted to get hold of. The bottom 
of the ocean at the depth of f'IICWe than two milea I hardly hoped 
ever to have a chance of examining; yet, thanks to Brooke's con
trivance, we have it clean and free from grease, BO that it can at 
once be put under the microscope. I was greatly delighted to 
find that all theBe deep BOundings are filled with microscopic 
shellB; not a particle of sand or gravel exists in them. They are 
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chiefl.y made up of perfect little calcareous shells (Foraminiferca), 
and contain, also, a small number of silicious shells (Diat0maceC8). 

cc It is not probable that these animals lived at the depths where. 
these shells are found, but I rather think that they inhabit the wa
ters near the surface; and when they die, their shells settle to the 
bottom. With reference to this point, I shall be very glad to ex
amine bottles of water from various depths which were brought 
home by the Dolphin, and any similar materials, either' bottom,' 
or water from other localities. I shall study them carefully. . . . . 
The results already obtained are of very great interest, and have 
many important bearings on geology and zoology. • . . . • 

" I hope you will induce as many as possible to collect sound
ings with Brooke's lead, in all parts of the world, 80 that we can 
map out the animalculm as you have the whales. Get your wha
lers also to cQllect mud from pancake ice, ekc., in the Polar re
,gions: this is always full of interesting microscopic forms." 

449. These little mites of shells seem to form but a slender 
clew indeed by which the chambers of the deep are to be thread
ed, and mysteries of the ocean revealed; yet the results are sug
gestive; in right hands and to right minds, they are guides to 
both light and knowledge. 

The first noticeable thing the microscope gives of these speci
mens is, that all of them are of the animal, not one of the mineral 
kingdom. 

450. The ocean teems with life, we know. Of the four ele
ments of the old philGsophers-fire, earth, air, and water-perhaps 
the sea most of all abounds with living creatures. The space 0c

cupied on the surface of our planet by the different families of 
animals and their remains is inversely as the size of the individ
ual. The smaller the animal, the gre~ter the space occupied by 
his remains. Though not invariably the case, yet this rule, to 
a certain extent, is true, and will, therefore, answer our present 
purposes, which are simply those of illustration. Take the ele
phant and his remains, or a microscopic animal and his, and com
pare them. The contrast, as to space occupied, is as striking as 
that of the' coral reef or island with the dimensions of the whale. 
The grave-yard that would hold the corallines is larger than the 
grave-yard that would hold the elephants. 

451. We notice another practical bearing in this group of phys-
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ical facta that Brooke's apparatus fished up from the bottom of the 
deep sea. Bailey, with his miCl'08Cope (~ 448), could not detect 
a single particle of 88Dd or gravel among these little mites of 
shells. They were from the great telegraphic plateau (~ 446), 
and the inference is that there, if Bny where, the waten ofthe lea 

Bre at rest. There was not motion enough there to abrade theM 
very delicate organisms, nor current enough to sweep them about 
and mix up with them a grain of the finest 88Dd, nor the smallest 
particle of gravel tom from the loose beds of debris that here and 
there strew the bottom of the sea. This plateau is not too deep 
for the wire to sink down and rest upon, yet it is not 80 shallow 
that curreDts, or icebergs, or any abrading force can derange the 
wire after it is ODce lodged. 

452. AB Professor Bailey remarks, the animalculee, whose re
maiDS Brooke's lead has brought up from the bottom of the deep 
sea, probably did not live or die there. They would have had D9 
light there, and, had they lived there, their frail little textures would 
have beeD subjected iD their growth to a pressure UPOD them of a 
column of water twelve thousand fe~t high, equal to the weight of 
feur hundred atmospheres. They probably lived and sported 
Dear the surface, where they could feel the genial influence of 
both light and heat, and were buried in the lichen caves below 
after death. 

453. Brooke's lead and the microscope, therefore, it would 
seem, are about to teach us to regard the ocean iD a Dew light. 
Its bolOm, which 80 teems with aoimallife; its face, UPOD which 
time writes DO wrinkles-makes DO impreuion-are, it would DOW 
seem, as obedient to the great law of change as is any departmeDt 
whatever, either of the animal or the vegetable kingdom. It is 
now suggested that, henceforward, we should view the surface of 
the sea as a nunery teeming with nascent organisms, ita depths as 
the cemetery for families of living creatures that outnumber the 
sancJ. on the sea-shore for multitude. 

Where there is a nunery, hard by th~re will be found also a 
grave-yard-such is the condition of the animal world. But it 
never occurred to us before to consider the surface of the aea as 
one wide nunery, ita every ripple a cradle, and its bottom ODe 
vast burial-place. 

464. On those parts of the aolid portions of the earth's crust 
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which are at the bottom of the atmosphere, various agents are at 
work, levaliug both upward and downward. Heat aDd cold, rain 
and sunshine, the winds and the meams, all aui8ted by the forces 
of gravi&ation, are unceasingly wastiug aWay the high places on 
the land, and as perpetually filling up the low. 

But in contemplating the leveling agenci~ that are at work 
upon the solid portions of the crust of our planet which are at tbe 
bottom of the sea, one is led, at first thought, almo8& to the con
clusion that these leveling agents are powerleu there. 

455. In the deep sea there are no abrading processes at work; 
neither frosts Dor rains are felt there, and the force of gravitation 
is 80 paralyzed down there that it can not use half its power, as 
OD the dry land, in teariug the overhanging rock from the preci
pice and casting it down into ·the valley below. 

When cODsideriug the bottom of the ocean, we have, in the im.
agination, been disposed to regard the waters of the sea as a great 
cushion, placed between the air and the bottom of the ocean to pro
tect and defend it from these abrading agencies of the atmosphere. 

The geological clock may, we thought, strike Dew periods; its 
hands may point to era after era; but, 80 loug as the ocean remains 
in its basin, 80 loug as its bottom is covered with blue water, 10 

long mUlt the deep furrows and strong CODtrasts in the IOlid crust 
below stand out bold, ragged, and grand. Nothiug can fill np the. 
hollows there; no agent DOW at work, that we know of, can de
sceDd into its depths, and level off the doors of the sea. 

466. But it DOW seems that we forgot these oceana af. animalcu
le, that make the surface of the sea sparkle and glow with life. 
They are secreting from ita surface IOlid matter for the very pur
pose of filling up those cavities below. These liUle marine insects 
are building their habitations at the surface, and when they die, 
their remains, in vast multitudes, sink down and settle upon the 
bottom. They are the atoms of which mountains are formed
plains spread out. Our marl-beds, the clay in our river-bottoms, 
large portions of many of the great basins of the earth, are com
posed of the remains of just such little creatures as these, which 
the ingenuity of Brooke and the industry of Berryman have eDa
bled us to fish up from the depth of more than two miles (twelve 
thousand feet) below the sea-level 

These foraminiferee, therefore, when living, may have been pre-
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paring the ingredients for the fruitful soil of a land that lOIIle 

earthquake or upheaval, in ages far away in the future~· may be 
I8Ilt to cast up from the bottom of the sea for man's use. 

The study of these" sunless treasures," recovered with so much 
ingenuity from the rich bottom of the sea, IUggesta new views 
concerning the physical economy of the ocean. 

457. In the chapter on the Salt. of the Sea, p. -150, I endeav
ored. to show how sea-shells and marine insects may, by reason 
of the offices which they perf ODD. be regarded. as compensations 
in that exquisite system of physical machinery by which the har
monies of nature are preserved. 

But the treasures of the lead and revelations of the microscope 
present the insects of the sea in a new and still more striking light. 
We behold them now serving not only as cc;»mpensations by which, 
the motions of the water in its channels of circulation are regu
lated. and climates softened, but acting also 88 checks and bal
ances by which the equipoise between the solid and the luid 
matter of the earth is preserved. 

Should it be established that these microscopic creatures live 
at the surface, and are only buried at; the bottom of the sea, we 
may then view them as conservators of the ocean; for, in the of
fices which they perform, they assist to preserYe its .tatus by 
maintaining the purity of its waters. 

It is admitted. (~ 343) that the salts of the sea come from the 
land, and that they consist of the soluble matter which the rains 
wash outhm the fields, and which the rivers bring down to the 
sea. 

The waters of the Mississippi and the Amazon, together wi&h 
all the streams and rivers of the world, both great and small, hold 
in solution large quantities of lime, soda, iron, and other matter. 
They discharge annually into the sea an amonnt of this soluble 
matter which, if precipitated and collected into one solid mass, 
would no doubt surprise and astonish the boldest speculator with 
its magnitude. 

458. This soluble matter can not be evaporated. Once in the 
ocean, there it must remain; and as the rivers are continaally 
pouring in fresh supplies of it, the sea, it has been argued, mm 
continue to become more and more salt. 

Now the rivers convey to the sea this solid matter mixed. with 
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fresh water, which, being lighter than that of the ocean, remains 
for a considerable time at or near the surface. Here the micro
scopic organisms of the deep-sea lead are continually at work, se
creting this same lime and ~ &e., and extracting from the sea 
water all this solid matter 88 fast 88 the rivers bring it down and 
empty it into the sea. 

Thus we haul up from the deep sea specimens of dead animals, 
and recognize in them the remains of creatures which, though in~ 
ible to the naked eye, have nevertheleu 888igned to them a moat 
important office in the physical economy of the universe, viz., that 
of regulating the saltneu of the sea (~ 342). 

This view suggests many coniemplations. Among them, one 
in which the ocean is presented 88 a vast chemical bath, in which 
the solid parts of the earth are washed, filtered, and precipitated 
again as solid matter, but in a new form, and with fresh properties. 

Doubtless it is only a re-adaptation, though it may be in an im
proved form, of old, and, perhaps, eifete matter, to the uses and 
well..being of man. 

These are speculations merely; they may be fancies without 
foundation, but idle they are not, I am sure; for when we come 
to consider the agents by which the physical economy of this our 
earth is regulated, by which this or that result is brought about 
and accomplished in this beautiful system of terrestrial arrange
ments, we are utterly amazed at the offices which have been per
formed, the work which has been done, by the animalcule of the 
water. 

459. But whence co~e the little calcareous shells which 
Brooke's lead has brought up, in proof of its sounding, from the 
depth of two miles and a quarter 1 Did they live in the surface 
waters immediately above 1 or is their habitat in some remote part 
of the sea, whence, at their death, the currents were sent forth 88 

pall-bearers, with the command to deposit their remains where 
the plummet found them 1 

460. In this view, these little organisms become doubly inter
esting. When dead, the descent of the shell to its final resting
place would not, it may be supposed, be very rapid. It would 
partake of the motion of the sea water in which it lived and died, 
and probably be carried along with it in its channels of circula
tion for many a long mile. 

• 
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The miCl'OlCOpe, under the eye of Elmmberg, h .. enabled us 
(~ 158) to put tallies on the wiDp of the wind, to learn of them 
IOmewhat concemiDg ita "circuita," 

Now, may not theae shells, which "ere 80 fine and impalpable 
that the officers of the Dolphin took them to be a IDBI8 of unctu
ous clay-may not, I say, these, with other specimens of 10und

ings yet to be collected, be an convened by the microscope into 
tallies for the waters of the dift'erent parts of the lea, by which 
the clumnela through which the circulation of the ocean is car
ried on are to be revealed 1 

Suppose, for instance, that the dwelling-place of the liWe shella 
which compose this specimen from that part of the ocean be aacer
tained, by referring to liviDg types, to be the Gulf of Mexico or 
lOme other remo~e region; thal the habitat and the burial-place, 
in every instance, be far removed from each other-by what agen
cy, except through that of currents, can we. 8Uppose these little 
creaturee-themaelvel not haviDg the powers of locomotion-to 
come from the place of their birth, or to travel to that of their 
burial ? 

Man can never see-he can only touch the bottom of the deep 
sea, and then only with the plummet. Whatever it briDga up 
thence is to the philOlOpher matter of powerful interest; for by 
8Uch information alone .. he may gather from a moat careful ex
amination of 8Uch matter, the amount of human knowledge COD

cerning nearly all that portion of our planet which is covered by 
the sea mUlt depend. 

Every lpecimen of bottom from the 4eep sea is, therefore, tc; 
be regarded a8 probably containing IOmethiDg preciou8 in the wa, 
ef contribution to the IOUlces of human knowledge, 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

TID WINDS. 

PIa&e VIU., 0 681.-){ODIICIOIW, 681.-Why the Belt of Southeu& is broeder thaD the 
Belt of NOJtheut Tnde-wiIId., 488.-Beet ofDelelta upon the Tnde-wiDd8, 488. 
-At Sea the La ... of Atmc.pherical CbcuIa&ion aze better deYeloped, 4TO.-RAJ. 
WIIfDII: PrecipiWioD OIl LaDd ,....., tbaD EftpondlcID,'".-'!'be PIue of Sup
ply for the VaponI tha& feed the A--. wi&Jl RUM, '78.-Konoo •• : IIcnr 
formed, 474.-M_ of the IDdim 0ceaD, 476.-Bcnr cauecI, '78.-Bcnr &be 
MODIOOD Seuon IDay be mOWJl, 478.-The DiataDce to which the IDlaeuce of 
Deaert. upon WiDdII IDay be fek al Sea, 479.-Wbytbere ue DO M_ in the 
80atbem Hemiapben, 48J.-Why the 'rrId.wind Z- aze DOt Itatioaary, •. 
TIl. C.lLII BlILn: DoJdnJme.-a Zoae of CIIMtaD& Piecipilalioa, 488.-'!'be Bone 
l.et.itwlea, 488.-The Weatuly W"mda, 490. 

461. PUTB vm. is a chart of the winda, baaed on information 
derived from the Pilot Charts, one of the series of Maury's Wind 
and Current Charts. The object of this chart is to make the stu
dent acquainted with the prevailing direction ·of the wind in every 
part of the ocean. 

The arroWI of the plate are 8Upposed to 8y with the wind; the 
half bearded and half feathered arrows denoting moll8OOD8 or pe
riodic winds; the dotted banda, the regions of calm and baftling 
winds. 

462. Monsoons, properly speaking, are winda which blow one 
half of the year from one direction; and the other half from an 
opposite, or nearly an oppoaite direction. 

Let us. commence the study of Plate VIII. by examining the
trade-wind region; that, also, is the region in which mODlOOnl are 
most apt to be found. 

463. The belt or ZODe of the 8O~theast trade-winds is broader, 
it will be obae"ed. than the belt or ZODe of northeast trades. 
This phenomenon is explained by the fact that there is more land 
in the Dorthem hemisphere, and that most of the deserts of the 
earth-u the great deserts of Asia and Africa-are situated in the 
rear, or behind the DOrtlteast trades; 80 that, as these deserts be
come more or leas ~ea&ed, there is a call-a pulling back, if you 
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please-upon theae trades to tum about and restore the equilibri
um which the deserts destroy. There being no, or few such re
gions in the rear of the southeast trades, the trade-wind force pre
vails, and carries them over into the northem hemisphere. 

464. By resolving the forces which it is supposed are the prin
cipal forces that put these winds in motion, viz., calorific action 
of the sun and diurnal rotation of the earth, we are led to the con
clusion that the latter is much the greater of the two in its effects 
upon those of the northem hemisphere. But not to such an ex
tent is it greater in its effectlJ upon those of the southam. We see 
by the plate that those two opposing currents of wind are so une
qually balanced that the one recedes before the other, and that the 
current from the southern hemisphere is larger in volume; i. e., it 
moves a greater zone or belt of air. The southeast trade-winds 
discharge themselves over the equator-i. e., across a great circle 
-into the region of equatorial calms, while the northeast trade
winds discharge themselves into the same region over a parallel 
of lMitude, and consequently over a small circle. H,.therefore, 
we take what obtains in the Atlantic as the type of what obtains 
entirely around the earth, as it regards the trade-winds, we shall 
see that the southeast trade-winds keep in motion more air than 
the northeast do, by a quantity at least proportioned to the differ
ence between the circumference of the earth at the equator and 
at the parallel of latitude of go north. For if we suppose that 
those two perpetual currents of air extend the same distance from 
the surface of the earth, and move with the same velocity, a 
greater volume from the south would Bow across the equator in a 
given time than would Bow ftom the north over the parallel of go 
in the same time; the ratio between the two quantities would be 
as radius to the secant of go. Besides this, the quantity of land 
lying within and to the nonh of the region of the northeast trade
winds is much greater than the quantity within and to the south 
of the region of the southeast trade-winds. In consequence of 
this, the mean level of the earth's surface within the region of the 
northeast trade-winds is, it may reaaonably be supposed, somewhat 
above the mean level of that part which is within the region of the 
southeast trade-winds. And as the northeast trade-winds blow 
under the in6uence of a greater extent of land aurface than the 
~ trad.e8 do, the former are more obstrucMd in their COUl'le 
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than the latter by Ute fo.reata, •. moumain raDges, unequally 
heated surfaces, and oUter auch lUte, inequalities. . 

465. As already ~ted, theiJlv~tjptioN show that the mo
mentum of the southeast trade-wiJl~js sufiicient to push the equa
toriallimits of their northem congaws back into the northern 
hemisphere, and to keep them, at a mean, as far north as Ute.ninth 
parallel of north latitude •. Besi~. Uris fact, they also indicate 
that while the northeast trade~win,dBJ-.o.cal1ed, make an agle ~ 
their general course of about 28°" wh t,hQ equator (east,.north
east), those of the southeast make 1m: ugle of 300 or more with 
the equator (southeast by east). I ,apeak of those in the Atlantic, 
thus indicating that the latter approadt the equator more directly 
in their course than do the othera; IUidt that, consequently, the ef ... 
feet of the diurnal rotation of the" ea1th ,being the, same for like. 
parallels, north and south, the calorific :in1luenee of the sun exen.. 

. more power in giving motion to' the lSouthern than to the northern 
system of Atlantic trade-win!1&. : 
. 466. That such is actually the ONe ~ readered still more prob
able from this consideration: All the Sf8&' deserts are in the.north .. 
em hemisphere, and, the land suri"ace is also much greater on our 
side of the equator. The action of the SUll upon these unequally 
absorbing and radiating surfaces' in and behind, or to the north
ward of the northeast trades, tends to retard these winds, and to 
draw large volumes of the atmosphere, that otherwise would be 
moved by them, back to supply 'he partial vacuum made ,by the 
heat of tbe sun, as it pours down ita rays upon the vast plains of 
buming sands and unequally heated land surfaces in our over
heated hemisphere. The·northwest winds of the southem are also 
-it may be inferred-stronger than the southwest winds of the 
northern hemisphere. • 

467. The investigations, that have taken place show that the in
fluence of the land upon the normal directions of the ~d at sea 
is an immense influence. It is frequently traced for a thousand 
mile8 or more out upon the ocean. For instance, the action of 
the 8un's rays upon the great desert8 and arid plains of Africa, in 
the summer and autumnal months, is such as to be felt nearly 
acro88 the Atlantic Ocean between the equator and the parallel of, 
130 north. Between this parallel and the equator, the trade-winds 
are t~ back by the heated plains of Africa, and are caused to 
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blow a regular southwardly monsoon for several months. They 
bring the rains which divide the Beuon in these parts of the African 
couto The region of the ocean embraced by the monsoons is cu
neiform in its lhape, having itl bale resting upon Africa, and ita 
apex stretching over till within 100 or 160 of the mouth of the 
Amazon. 

468. Indeed, when we come to study the eWect8 of South Amer
ica and Africa (as developed by the Wind and Current Charta) 
upon the wind. at. sea, we 'Ihould be led to the conclusion-had 
the foot of civilized man n~ver trod the interior of theie two con
tinent&-that the climate of one is humid; that ita valleYI are, 
for the molt part, covered with vegetation, which protects ita sur
face from the sun'l rays; while the plains of the other· are arid 
and naked, and, for the molt part, act like fumace8 in drawing the 
winds from the sea to supply air for the ascending columns which 
rise from ita overheated plains. 

469. PUBhing these facts and arguments Itill farther, .these 
beautiful and interesting researches seem already lufficient almost 
to justify the aaaertion that, were it not for the Great Desert of 
Sahara, and other arid plains of Africa, the weltem mores of that 
continent, within the trade-wind region, would be almost, if not 
altogether, as rainleu and sterile as the delert itself. 

These inveltigations, with their beautiful developmenu, eagerly 
captivate the mind; giving wings to the imagination, they teach 
us to regard the landy deserts, and arid,plaina, and the inland ba
Bins of the earth, as compensationl in the great syltem of atmoe
pherical circulation. Like COunterpoisel to the telelCOpe, which 
the altronomer regards as incumbrances to his instrument, these 
waites BelVe as make-weights, to give certainty and smoothneaa 
of motion-facility and accuracy to the workings of the machine. 

470. 'When we travel out upon the ocean, and get beyond the 
influence Qf. the land upon the winds, we find ourselves in a field 
particularly favorable for studying the generailawl of atmOlpher
ical circulation. Here, beyond the reach of the great equatorial 
an~ polar currents of the lea, there are no unduly heated surfaces, 
no mountain ranges, or other obltructions to the circulation of the 
atmolphere-nothing to dilturb it in its natural courses. The sea, 
therefore, is the field for observing the operations of the general 
laWI which govem the movements .of the great aerial ocean. Ob-
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lfJl"f'atiOiuJ on the land will enable U8 to discover the exceptions. 
But from the sea we 8hall get the rule. Each valley, every mount
ain rauge and local climict, may be said to have its own peculiar 
system of calma, winds, rains, and droughts. But not so the 8ur
face of the broad ocean; over it the agents which are at work are 
of a uniform character. 

471. RAIN-WIND8 are the winds which convey the vapor from 
the sea, where it is taken up, to other pans of the earth, where it 
is let down either aa 8now, hail, or rain. As a general rule, the 
trade-winds (~ 126) may be regarded aa the evaporating winds; 
and when, in the course of their circuit, they become monsoon., 
or the variables of either hemisphere, they then generally become 
also the rain-win~apecially the monsoona-for certain locali
ties. Thus the southwest monsoons of the Indian Ocean are the 
rain-winds for the we.t coaat of the Peninsula (~189). In like 
manner, the African monsoons of the Atlantic are the winds which 
feed the IPrings of the Niger and the Senegal with raina • 
. 472. Upon every water-shed winch is drained into the lea, the 
precipitation may be considered aa greater than the evaporation, 
for the whole extent of the Iheel 80 drained, by the amount of wa
ter which rona oft'through the river into the 8ea. In this view, all 
rivers may be regarded aa immense.,rain-gaugel, and the volume 
of w*r annually discharged by anyone, aa an exprelsion of the 
quantity which, is annually evaporated from the lea, carried back 
by the wind8, and precipitated throughout the whole extent of the 
valley that is drained by it. Now, ifwe knew the rain-winds from 
the dry, for each locality and 8eason generally throughout luch a 
baein, we should be enabled to determine, with 80me degree of 
probability at least, aa to the part of the ocean from which such 
rainl were evaporated. And thus, notwithstanding all the eddie8 
caused by mountain chains, and other uneven .mace8, we might 
detect the general course of the atm08pherical circulation over the 
land aa well aa the .ea, and make the general course8 of circula
tion in each valley aa obvious to the mind of the philosopher aa i8 
the current of the Mislissippi, or of any other great river, to his 
sense8. 

473. These investigations aa to the rain-winds at .ea indicate 
that the vapors which 8upply the sources of the Amazon with rain 
are taken up from the Atlantic Ocean by the northeast and south-

• 
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east trade-winds; and many circumstances, some of which have 
already been detailed (~ 226), tend to show that &he winds which 
feed the Mississippi with rains get their vapor in the southeast 
trade-wind region of the other hemisphere. For instance, we know 
from observation that the trade-wind regions ofthe ocean, beyond 
the immediate vicinity of the land, are, for the most part, rainle. 
regions, and that the trade-wind zones may be described, in a hy
etogtaphic sense, as the evaporating regions (~32). They also 
show, or rather indicate as a general rule, that, leaving the polar 
limits of the two trade-wind systems, and approaching the nearest 
pole-, the precipitation is greater than the evaporation until the 
point of maximum. cold is reached. 

And we know, also, that, as a general rule, the southeast and 
northeast trade-winds which come from a lower and go to a higher 
temperature are the evaporatiug winds, i. e., they evaporate more 
than they precipitate; while those winds which come from a high
er and go to a lower temperature are the rain-winds, i. e., they 
precipitate more than they evaporate. That such is the case, not 
only do researches indicate, but reason' teaches, and philosophy 
tells. 

These views, therefore, suggest the inquiry as to the sufficiency 
of the Atlantic, after supplying the sources of the Amazon and its 
tributaries with their waters, to supply also the sources of the Mis
sissippi and the St. Lawrence, and of all the rivers, great and small, 
of North America and Europe. 

A careful study of the rain-winds(~ 82), in connection with the 
Wind and Current Chan!, will probably indicate to us the" springs 
in the ocean" which <supply the vapors for the rains that are car
ried off by those great rivers. " All the rivers run into the sea; 
yet the sea is not full; unto the place from whence the rivers come, 
thither they return again." . 

474. MONSOONS (~ 462) are, for the most part, formed of trade
winds. When a trade-wind is turned back or diverted by over
heated districts from its regular course at stated seasons of the 
year, it is regarded as a monsoon. Thus the African monsoons 
of the Atlantic (Plate VIII.), the monsoons of the Gulf of Mexico. 
and the Central American monsoons of the Pacific, are, for the 
most part; formed of the northeast trade-winds, which are tumed 
baek to restore the equilibrium which the overheated plains of 
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Africa, Utah, Texas, and New Mexico have disturbed. When 
the monsoons prevail for five months at a time, for it take.s about 
a month for them to change and become settled, then both they 
and the trade-winds, of which they are formed, are called mon-
1OOD8. 

475. The northeast and the southwest moDlOOns of the Indian 
Ocean afford an example of this kind. A force is exerted upon 
the northeast trade-winds of that sea~ the disturbance which the 
heat of summer creates in the atmosphere over the interior plains 
of Asia, which is more than sufficient to neutralize the forces which 
cause those winds to blow as trade-winds; it turns them back; and 
were it not for the peculiar conditions of the land about that ocean, 
what are now called the northeast monsoons would blow the year 
round; there would be no 80uthwest monsoons; and the northeast 
winds, being perpetual, would become all the year, what in reality 
for five months (~ 474) they are, viz., northeast trade-winds. 

476. The agents which produce monsoons reside (~475) on the 
land. These winds are caused by the rarefaction of the air over 
large districts of country situated on the polar edge, or near the 
polar edge of the trade-winds. Thus the monsoons of the Indian . 
Ocean are caused by the intense heat which the rays of a cloud
less sun produce during the summer tune upon the Desert of Cobi , 
and the burning plains of Central Asia. When the sun is north 
of the equator, the force of his rays, beating down upon these wide 
and thirsty plains, is such as to cause the vast superincumbent 
body of air to expand and ascend. There is, consequently, a rush 
of air, especially from toward the equator, to restore the equilib
rium; and in this case, the force which tends to draw the north
east trade-winds back becomes greater than the force which is 
acting to propel them forward. Consequently, they obey the 
stronger power, turn back, and become the famous 80uthwest 
monsoons of the Indian Ocean, which blow from lay to Septem
ber inclusive. 

477: Of course, the vast plains of Asia are not brought up to 
monsoon heat per ,altum, or in a day. They require time both to 
be heated up to this point and to be cooled down again. Hence 
there is a con1lict for a few weeks about the change of the mon
lOon, when neither the trade-wind nor the monsoon force has 
fairly lost or gained the ascendency. This debatable period 
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amounts to about a month at each change. So that the mOD
soons Qf the Indian Ocem prevail really for about five months 
each way, viz., from May to September from the southwest, in 
obedience to the influence of the overheated plaiDs, and from 

. November to March incluaive from the northeast, in obedience to 
the trade-wind force. 

478. ThemoDlOOn 88880n may be always known by referring 
to the cause which producef these winds. Thus, by recollectiug 
where the thirsty and overheated plaiDs are which cause the 
monsoons, we know at once that these winds are ruahiog with 
greatest force toward these plaiDs at the time that is the hotteet 
season of the year upon them. 

479. The. influence of these heated plaiDs upon the winds at 
sea. is felt for a thousand miles and more. Thus, though the Des
ert of Cobi and the sun-burnt plaiDs of Asia are, for the most 
part, north of latitude 300 , their in1luence in makiDg JDODBOOnS is 
felt south of the equator (Plate VIII.). So, too, with the great 
Desert of Sahara and the African JDODIOOns of the Atlantic; also, 
with the Salt Lake country and the Mexican mODBOOD8 on one 
side, and those of Central America in the Pacific on the other. 
The influence of the deserts of Arabia upon the winds is felt in 
Aust~a and other parts of Europe, as the observations of Kriel, 
Lamont, and others show. (See Appendi% H.) 

480. It would appear, therefore, that these desert.countries ex
ercise a powerful influence in checking, and consequently in weak
ening, the force of the northeast trade-winds. There are no such 
extensive influences at work checking the southeast trades. On 
the contrary, these are accelerated; for the' same forces that serve 
to dra" the northeast trade-winds back, or retard them, tend alao to 
draw the southeast trade-winds on, or to accelerate them. Hence 
the ability of the lOut1!.east trade-winds to push themselves over 
into the northern hemispht:re. 

481. Hence, alao, we infer that, between certain parallels of 
latitude in the northern hemisphere, the sun's rays, by reason of 
the great extent of land surface, operate with much more intensi'Y 
than they do between correspondiDg parallels in the southern; 
and that, consequently, the mean summer temperature on shore, 
north of the equator, is higher than it is lOuth: a beautiful phys
ical fact w~h the winds have revealed, in corroboration of what 
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observations with the thermometer had already induced meteorol
ogists to suspect. 

482. It appears, from what has been said (~ 474), that it is the 
rays of the sun operating upon the land, not upon the water, which 
causes the monsoons. Now let us turn to Plate VIII., and exam
ine into this view. The monsoon regions are marked with half
bearded and half-feathered arrows; and we perceive, looking at 
the northern hemisphere, "that all of Europe, some of Africa, most 
of Asia, and nearly the whole of North America, are to the north, 

. or on the polar side of the' northeast trade-wind zone; whereas but 
a small part of Australia, less of South America, and still less of 
South Africa, are situated on the polar side of the zone of south
east trade-winds. In other words, there are no great plains on 
the polar side of the southeast trade-winds upon which the rays 
of the sun, in the summer of the other hemisphere, can play with 
force enough to rarefy the air suffici~ntly to materially interrupt 
these winds in their course. But, besides the vast area of such 
plains in the northern hemisphere, on the polar side of its trade
wind belt, the heat of which is sufficient (~ 479) to draw these 
trade-winds back, there are numerous other districts in the extra
tropical regions .of our hemisphere the summer heat of which, 
though it be not sufficient to tum the northeast trade-winds back, 
and make a monsoon of them, yet may be sufficient to weaken 
them in their force, and, by retarding them (~ 480), draw the south
east trade-winds over into the northern hemisphere. 

483. Now, as this interference from the land takes place in the 
summer only, we might infer, without appealing to actualobserva
tion, that the position ~f these trade-wind zones is variable; that 
is, that the equatorial edge of the southeast trade-wind zone is 
farther to the north in our summer, when the northeast trades are 
most feeble, than it is in winter, when they are strongest. 

484. We have here, then, at work upon these trade-wind zones, 
a force now weak, now strong, which, of course, would cause these 
zones to vibrate up and down the ocean, and within certain limits, 
according to the season of the year. These limits are given on 
Plate VIII~ for spring and autumn. During the latter season 
these zones reach their extreme northern declination, and in our 
spring their utmost limits toward the south. 

485. TUB CALK BBLTs.-There is between the two system. of 
P 
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trade-winds a region of calms, known as the equatorial calms. It 
has a mean average breadth of about six degrees of latitude. In 
this region, the air which is brought to the equator by the north
east and southeast trades ascends. This belt of calms always 
separates these two trade-wind zones, and travels up and down 
with them. If we liken this belt of equatorial calms to an im
mense atmospherical trough, extending, as it does, entirely-around 
the earth, and if we liken the northeast and southeast trade-winds 
to two streams discharging themselves into it, we shall see that 
we have two currents perpetually running in at the bottom, and· 
that, therefore, we must have as much air as the two currents bring 
in at the bottom to flow out at the top. What flows out at the 
top is carried back north and south by these upper currents, which 
are thus proved to exist and to flow counter to the trade-winds. 

Using still farther this mode of illustration: if we liken the calm 
belt of Cancer and the calm belt of Capricorn each to a great 
atmospherical trough extending around the earth also, we shall see 
that in this case the currents are running in at the top and out at 
the bottom (~ 101). 

486. The belt of equatorial calms is a belt of constant precipi
tation. Captain Wilkes, of the Exploring Expodition, when he 
crossed it in 1838, found it to extend from 40 nortb to 120 north. 
He was ten days in crossing it, and during those ten days rain fell 
to the depth of 6.15 incbes, or at the rate of eighteen feet and up
ward during the year. In tbe summer months this belt of calms 
is found between the parallels of 80 and 140 of nortb latitude, and 
in the spring between 50 south and 40 north. (Vide Plate VIII.) 

487. This calm belt carries with it the rainy seasons of the tor
rid zone, always, in its motions from south to north and back, ar
riving at certain parallels at stated periods of the year; conse
quently, by attentively considering Plate VIII., one can tell wbat 
places within the range of this zone have, during the year, two 
rainy seasons, wbat one, and what are the rainy months for each 
locality. 

Were the northeast and the southeast trades, with the belt of 
equatorial calms, of different colors, and visible to an astronomer 
in one of the planets, he might, by the motion of these belts or 
girdles alone, tell the seasons with us. He would see tbem at one 
.eason going north, then appearing stationary, and then commeno-
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iog their return to the south. But, though he would observe 
(t 131) that they follow the sun in his annual course, he would 
remark that they do not change their latitude 88 much 88 the sun 
does his declination; he would, therefore, discover that their ex
tremes of declination are not so far asunder 88 the tropics of Can
cer and Capricorn, though in certain seasons the changes from day 
to day are very great. He would observe that these zones of 
winds and calms have their tropics or stationary nodes, about 
which they linger near three months at a time; and that they pass 
from one of their tropics to the other in a little less than another 
three months. Thus he would observe the whole system of belts 
to go north from the latter part of May till some time in August. 
Then they would stop and remain stationary till winter, in Decem
ber; when again they would commence to move rapidly over the 
ocean, and down toward the south, until the last of February or 
the first of March; then again they would become stationary, and 
remain about this, their southern tropic, till May again. 

488. TUB HORSB LATlTUDEs.-Having completed the physical 
examination of the equatorial calms and winds, if the supposed ob
server should now tum his telescope toward the poles of our earth, 
he would observe a zone of calms bordering the northeast trade
winds on the north (t 100), and another bordering the southeast 
trade-winds on the south (t 106). These calm zones also would 
be observed to vibrate up and down with the trade-wind zones, 
partaking (t 130) of their motions, and following the declination 
of the sun. 

On the polar side of each of these two calm zones there would 
be a broad band extending up into the polar regions, the prevail
ing winds within which are the opposites of the trade-winds, viz., 
southwest in the northern and northwest in the southern hemi
sphere. 

489. The equatorial edge of these calm belts is near the tropics, 
and their average breadth is 100 or 12°. On one side of these 
belts (t 101) the winds blow perpetually toward the equator; on 
the other, their prevailing direction is toward the poles. They are 
called (~ 101) the "horse latitudes" by seamen. 

490. Along the polar borders of these two calm belts (~ 129) 
we have another region of precipitation, though generally the rain. 
bere .are not 80 constant as they are in the equatorial calms. The 
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precipitation near the tropical calma is nevertheleu sufficient to 
mark the seasons i for whenever these calm zonel, u they go from 
north to lOuth with the SUD, leave a given parallel, the rainy sea
IOn of that parallel, if it be in winter, is laid to commence. Hence 
we may explain the rainy season in Chili at the lOuth, and in Cal
ifornia at the north. 

491. THB WESTBRLY WINDS.-To complete the physical ex
amination of the earth's atmosphere, which we have supposed an 
astronomer in one of the planet. to have undertaken according to 
the facts developed by the Wind and CUfTent Charts, it remains 
for him to tum his telescope upon the lOuthwest pusage winds of 
the northern hemisphere, pursue them into the arctic regions, and 
see theoretically how they get there, and, being there, what be· 
comes of them. 

From the parallel of 400 up toward the north pole, the prevail
ing winds, as already remarked, are the southwest passage winds 
(Plate VIII.), or, u they are more generally called by mariners, 
the "westerly" winds i these, in the Atlantic, prevail over the 
"easterly" winds in the ratio of abont two to one. 

Now if we suppose, and such is probably the cue, these "west
erly" winds to convey in two days a greater volume of atmosphere 
toward the arctic circle than those "easterly" winds can bring 
back in one, we establish the necessity for an upper current by 
which this difference may be returned to the tropical calms of our 
hemisphere (~109). Therefore there must be lOme place in the 
polar regions (~ 112) at which these southwest winds cease to go 
north, and from which they commence their return to the south, 
and this locality must be in a region peculiarly liable to calms. 
It is another atmospherical node in which the motion of the air is 
upward, with a decrease of barometric pressure. It is marked P, 
Plate I. 

If we now return to the calm belt of the northern tropic, and 
trace theoretically a portion of air that, in its circuit, shall fairly 
represeM the average course of these southwest passage winds, we 
shall see (~ 113) that it approaches the pole in a loxodromic curve; 
that as it approaches the pole, it acquires, from the spiral convolu
tions of this curve which represents its path, a whirling motion. in 
a direction contrary to that of the hands of a watch i and that the 
portion of atmosphere whose path we are following would grad-
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ually contract its gyrations, until it would finally ascend, turning 
agaiDat the hands of a watch as it whirls around. 

In the southern hemisphere a like process is going on; only 
there, the northwest passage wind would, as it arrives near the 
antarctic calms, acquire a motion with the lun, or in the direction 
of the handa of a watch. 
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PLATE IV. 

ISOTIIIIBMAL CIIABT 
01' TUE 

ATLANTIC OCEAN 
FOR KARCH AND 8EPTI:8." • • 
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• 
CHAPTER XIV. 

TBB CLI.ATBS OF THB OCBAN. 

Gulf Stream likeDed to the Milky Way, ~ 4W.-March and September the hottut 
Monthe in the Sea, 498.-How the IlIOtherma1 Lineemove up and down the Ocean, 
498.-A Line or inYariable Temperature, 1i08.-How tbe weetem Half or the At
lantic it hea&ed up, 1i09.-The Relation between a Shore-line in one part of the 
World' and CIiDWee in another, 1i12.-Tbe Climate of Patagonia, 1i16.-Tbe Sum
mer of the northern Hemisphere wumer than the Sommer of the lOutbem, indi
cated by the Sea, 1i21.-How the eold Waters 60m Davia'. Straig preu upon the 
Gulf Stream, 1i22.-How the di6erent IlOtherma travel 60m North to South witt 
the SeaIOnB,Ii23.-The Polar and Equatorial Drift, 1i24. 

492. TRElUlAL charta, showing the temperature of the surface 
of the Atlantic Ocean by actual observations made indiscrimin
atelyall over it, and at all times of the year, have been published 
by the National Observatory. The isothermal lines which these 
charts enable us to draw, and some of which are traced on Plate 
IV., afford the navigator and the philosopher much valuable and 
interesting information touching the circulation of the oceanic wa
ters, including the phenomena of the cold and warm sea currents; 
they also cast light upon the climatology of the sea, its hyeto
graphic pecaliarities, and the climatic -conditions of various regions 
of the earth; they show that the profile of the coast-line of inter
tropical America assists to give expression to the mild climate of 
Southern Europe; they also increase our knowledge concerning 
the Gulf Stream, for it enables us to mark out, for the mariner's 
guidance, the "Milky Way" in the ocean, the waters of which 
teem, and sparkle, and glow with life and incipient organisms as 
they run across the Atlantic. In them are found the clusters and 
nebulae of the .ea which stud and deck the great highway of ships 
on their voyage between the Old World and the New; and these 
lines assist to point out for the navigator their limits and his way. 
They show this via lactea to have a vibratory motion that calls to 
mind the graceful waving. of a pennon as it floats gently to the 
breeze. Indeed, if we imagine the head of the Gulf Stream to be 
hemmed in by the land in the Straits of Bemini, and to be sta
tionary there, and then liken the tail of the Stream itself ~ an. im-
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mense pennon 1l0ating gently in the current, such a motion as such 
a streamer may be imagined to have-very much such a motion
do my researches show the tail of the Gulf Stream to Jave. Run
ning between banks of cold water (~ 1), it is pressed now from 
the north, now from the south, according as the great masses of 
sea matter on either hand may change or lluctuate in temperature. 

493. In September, when the waters in the cold regions of the 
north have been tempered, and made warm and light by the heat 
of summer, its limits on the left (Plate VI) are as denoted by the 
line of arrows i but after this great sun-swing, the waters on the 
left side begin to lose their heat, grow cold, become heavy, and 
press the hot waters of this stream within the channel marked out 
for them .. 

494. Thus it acts like a pendulum, slowly propelled by heat on 
one side and repelled by cold on the other. In this view, it be
comes the chronograph of the sea, keeping time for its inhabitants, 
and marking the seasons for the great whales; and there it has 
been for all time vibrating to and fro, swinsing from north to south 
and from south to north, a great self-regulating, self-compensating 
pendulum. 

495. In leeking information concerning the climates of the 
ocean, it is well not to forget this remarkable contrast between its 
climatology and that of the land, viz.: on the land, February and 
August are considered the coldest and the hottest months; but to 
the inhabitants of the sea, the annual extremes of cold and heat 
occur in the months of March and September. On the dry land, 
after the winter" is past and gone," the solid parts oft~e earth . 
continue to receive from the sun more heat in the day than they 
radiate at night, consequently there is an accumulation of caloric, 
which continues to increase until August. The summer is now 
at its height; for, with the close of this month, the solid parts of 
the earth's crust and the atmosphere above begin to dispense with 
their heat faster than the rays of the sun can impart fresh sup
plies, an~ consequently, the climates which they regulate grow 
cooler and cooler until the dead of winter again. 

496. But at sea a different rule seems to prevail. Its waters 
are the store-houses in which the surplus heat of summer is stored 
away against the severity of winter, and its waters continue to 
grow warmer for a month after the weather on shore has begun . 
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to get cool. This brings the highest temperature to the sea in 
September, the lowest in March. Plate IV. is intended to show 
the extremes of heat and cold to which the watwa-not the ice
of the sea are annually subjected, and therefore the isotherms of 
400 , 500 , 600 , 700 , and SOO have been drawn for March and Sep
tember, the months of extreme heat and extreme cold to the in
habitants of the "great deep." Corresponding isotherms for any 
other month will fall between these, taken by pairs. Thus the 
isotherm of 700 for July will fall nearly between the same is0-
therms (700 ) for March and September, 

497. A careful study of this plate, and the contemplation of the 
benign inlluences of the sea upon the climate. which we enjoy, 
suggest many beautiful thoughts; for by such study we get a 
glimpse into the arrangement. and the details of that exquisite 
machinery in the ocean which enables it to perform all its offices, 
and to answer with fidelity its marvelous adaptations. 

498 How, let u. inquire, does the isotherm of SOo, for instance, 
get from its position in March to its position in September? Is it 
wafted along by currents, that is, by water which, after having 
been heated near the equator to 800 , then 1l0ws to the north with 
this temperature? Or is it carried there simply by the rays of 
the sun, as the snow-line is carried up the mountain in summer 1 
We have reason to believe that it is carried from one parallel to 
another by each of these agents acting together, but mostly through 
the instrumentality of currents, for currents are the chief agents 
for distributing heat to the various parts of the ocean. The sun 
with his rays would, were it not for currents, raise the water in 
the torrid zone to blood heat; but before that can be don~, they 
run off with it to the poles, softening, ud mitigating, and temper
ing climates by the way. The provision for thiS' is as beautiful 
as it is benign; for, to answer a physical adaptation, it is provided 
by a law of nature that when the temperature of water is raised, 
it shall expand; as it expands, it must become lighter. and just in 
proportion as its specific gravity is altered, just in that proportion 
is 8CJuilibrium in the sea destroyed. Arrived at this condition, it 
is ordained that this hot water shall obey another law of nature, 
which requires it to run away, and huten to restore that equilib
rium. Were these isothennallines moved only by the rays of the 
sun, they would slide up and down the ocean like so many para!-
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leIs oflatitude-at least there would be no breaks in them, like that 
which we see in the isotherm of 800 for September. It appears 
from this line that there is a part of the ocean near the equator, 
and about midway the Atlantic, which, with its waten, never does 
attain the temperature of 80° in September. Moreover, this is0-
therm of 80° will pass, in the North Atlantic, from its extreme 
southern to its extreme northern declination-nearly two thou
sand miles-in about three months. Thus it travels at the rate 
of about twenty-two miles a day. Surely, without the aid of cur
rents, the rays of the SUD could not drive it along that fast. 

499. Being now left to the gradual proceu of cooling by evap
oration, atmospherical contact, and radiation, it occupies the other 
eight or nine months of the year in slowly returning south to the 
parallel whence it commenced to flow northward. As it does not 
cool as rapidly as it was heated, the dISturbance of equilibrium by 
alteration of specific gravity is not so sudden, nor the current which 
is required to restore it so rapid. Hence the slow rate of move
ment at which this line travels on its march south. 

500. Between the meridians of 25° and 300 west, the isotherm 
of 60° in September ascends as high as the parallel of 56°. In 
October it.reaches the parallel of 50° north. In November it is 
found between the parallels of 450 and 47°, and by December it 
has nearly reached its extreme southern descent between these 
meridians, which it accomplishes in January, standing then near 
the parallel of 40°. It is all the· rest of the year in returning 
northward to the parallel whence it commenced its flow to the 
south in September. 

601. Now it will be observed that this is the season-from 
September to December-immediately succeeding that in which 
the heat of the sun has been playing with greatest activity upon 
the polar ice. Its melted waters, which are thus put in motion in 
June, July, and August, would probably occupy the fall months in 
reaching the parallels indicated. These waten, though cold, and 
rising gradually in temperature as they flow south, are probably 
fresher, and if so, probably lighter than the sea water; and there
fore it may well be that both the warmer and cooler systems of 
these isothermal lines are made to vibrate up and down the ocean 
principally by a gentle surface current in the season of quick mo
tion, and in the season of the slow motion principally by a grad-
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ua1 procell of calorific absorption on the one hand, and by a grad
ual process of cooling on the other. 

502. We have precisely such phenomena exhibited by the wa
ters of the Chesapeake Bay as they spread themselves over the 
sea in winter. At this.season of the year, the charts show that 
water of very low temperature is found projecting out and over
lapping the usual limits of the Gulf Stream. The outer edge of 
this cold water, though jagged, is circular in its shape, having its 
centre near the mouth of the Bay. The waters of the Bay, being 
fresher. than those of the sea, may, therefore, though colder, be 
lighter than the warmer waters of the ocean. And thus we have 
repeated here, though on a smaller scale, the phenomenon as to the 
flow of cold waters from the north, which force the surface iso
therm of 600 from latitude 560 to 400 during three or four months. 

503. Changes in the colpr or depth of the water, and the shape 
of the bottom, &c., would also cause changes in the temperature 
of certuin parts of the ocean, 'by increasing or diminishing the ca
pacities of such parts to absorb or radiate heat; and this, to some 
extent, would cause a bending, or produce irregular curves in the 
isothermal lines. 

504. After a careful study of this plate, and the Thermal Charts 
of the Atlantic Ocean, from which the materials for this plate were 
derived, I am led to infer that the mean temperature of the atmos
phere between the parallels of 560 and 400 north, for instance, and 
over that part of the ocean in which we have been considering the 
fluctuations of the isothermal line of 600 , is at least 600 of Fah
renheit, and upward, from January to August, and that the heat 
which the waters of the ocean derive from this source-atmos
pherical contact and radiation-;.s one' of the causes which move 
the isotherm of 600 from its January to its September parallel. 

505. It is well to consider another of the causes which are at 
work upon the currents in this part of the ocean, and which tend 
to give the rapid southwardly motion to the isotherm of 600 • We 
know the mean dew-point must always be below the mean tem
perature of any given place, and that, consequently, as a general 
rule, at sea the mean dew-point due the isotherm of 600 is higher 
than the mean dew-point along the isotherm of 500 , and this, again, 
higher than that of 40°-this than 30.0, and so on. Now suppose, 
merely for the sake of illustration, that the mean dew-point for 

• 
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each isotherm be 60 lower than the mean temperamre. we UouJd ~ 
then have the atmosphere which croeses the isotherm of 600 , with 
a mean dew-point of 650 , gradually precipitating its vapon until 
it reaches the isotherm of 500 , with a mean dew-point of 450 ; by 
which dift'erence of dew-point the total amount of precipitation 
over the entire zone between the isotherms of 600 and 600 hu 
exceeded the total amount of evaporation from the same surface. 
The prevailing direction of the winds to the north of the fortieth 
parallel of north latitude is from the southward and westward 
(Plate VIII.); in other words, it is from the higher to the lower 
isotherms. Passing, therefore, from a higher to a lower tempera
ture over the ocean, the total amount of vapor deposited by any 
given volume of atmosphere, as it is blown from the vicinity of 
the tropical toward that of the polar regions, ia greater than that 
which is taken up again. 

506. The area comprehended on Plate VnI. between the is0-
therms of 400 and 500 Fahrenheit is leu than the area compre
hended between the isotherms 600 and 6oo, and this, again, leu 
than the area between this last and 700 , for the same reason that 
the area between the parallels of latitude 500 and 600 is leas than 
the area between the parallels of latitude 400 and 600 ; therefore, 
more rain to the square inch ought to fall upon the ocean between 
the colder isotherms of 100 dift'erence, than between the warmer 
isotherms of the same dift'erence. This is an interesting and an 
important view, therefore let me make myself clear: the aqueous 
isotherm of 500 , in ita extreme northern reach, touches the paral
lel of 600 north. Now between this and the equator there are 
but three isotherms, 600 , 700 , and 800 , with the common dift'er
ence of 1oo. But between the i~therm of 400 and the pole, there 
are at least five others, viz., 400 , 8oo, 200 , 1oo, 00 , with a com
mon dift'erence of 100 • Thus, to the north of the isotherm 600 , 

the vapor which would saturate the atmosphere from zero, and 
perhaps far below, to near 400 , is deposited, while to the south of 
600 the vapor which would saturate it from the temperature of 
500 up to that of 8()0 can only be deposited. At least, such would 
be the case if there were no irregularities of heated plains, mount
ain ranges, land, &c., to disturb the laws of atmospherical circu
lation as they apply to the ocean. 

607. Having therefore, theoretically, at sea more rain in high 
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latitudes, we should have more clouds; and therefore it would re. 
quire a longer time for the sun, with his feeble rays, to raise the 
temperature of the cold water, which, from September to January, 
has brought the isotherm of 600 from latitude 660 to 4()0, than it 
did for these cool surface currents to fioat it down. After this 
southward motion of the isotherm of 600 has been checked in De
cember by the cold, and after the BOurces of the current which 
brought it down have been bound in fetters of ice, it pauses in the 
long nights of the northern winter, and scarcely commences its 
return till the sun recrosses the equator, and increases its power 
as well in intensity as in duration. 

Thus, in studying the physical geography of the sea, we have 
the effects of night and day, of clouds and sunshine, upon its cur
rents and its climates, beautifully developed. These effects are 
modified by the operations of certain powerful agents which re
side upon the land; nevertheless, feeble though those of the for
mer class may be, a close study of this plate will indicate that they 
surely enst. 

508. Now, returning toward the BOUth: we may, on the other 
hand, infer that the mean atmospherical temperature for the par
allels between which the isotherm of BOO fiuctuates is below 800 , 

at least for the nine months of its slow motion. This vibratory 
motion suggests the idea that there is, probably, somewhere be. 
tween the isotherm of 800 in August and the isotherm of 600 in 
January, a line or belt of invariable or nearly invariable temper. 
ature, which extends on the surface of the ocean from one side of 
the Atlantic to the other. This line or band may have its cycles 
also, but they are probably of long and uncertain periods. 

509. The fact has been pretty clearly established by the dis
coveries to which the wind and current charts have led, that the 
western half of the· Atlantic Ocean is heated up, not by the Gulf 
Stream alone, as is generally supposed, but by the great equato
rial caldron to the west of longitude 350 , and to the north of Cape 
St. Roque, in Brazil. The lowest reach of the 800 isotherm for 
September-if we except the remarkable equatorial ftexure (Plate 
IV.) which actually extends from 400 north ~o the line-to the 
west of the meridian of Cape St. Roque, is above its highest reach 
to the east of that meridian. And now that we have the fact, how 
obvious, beautiful, and striking is the cause ! 
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Cape St. Roque is in 50 south. Now study the configuration 
of the Southern American Continent from this Cape to the Wind
ward Islands of the West Indies, and take into account also cer
tain physical conditions of these regions: the Amazon, always at 
a high temperature because it runs from west to east, is pouring 
an immense volume of warm water into this part of the ocean. 
As this water and the heat of the sun raise the temperature of the 
ocean along the equatorial sea-front of this coast, there is no es
cape for the liquid element, as it grows warmer and lighter, except 
to the north. The land on the south prevents the tepid waters 
from spreading out in that direction as they do to the east of 350 

west, for here there is a space, about 18 degrees of longitude 
broad, in which the sea is clear both to the north and south. 

510. They must consequently flow north. A mere inspection 
of the plate is sufficient to make obvious the fact that the warm 
waters which are found east of the usual limits assigned the Gulf 
Stream, and between the parallels of 300 and 400 north, do not 
come from the Gulf Stream, but from this great equatorial cal
dron, which Cape St. Roque blocks up on the south, and which 
forces its overheated waters up to the fortieth degree of north lat
itude, not through the Caribbean Sea and Gulf Stream, but over 
the broad surface of the left bosom of the Atlantic Oeean. 

511. Here we are again tempted to pause and admire the beau
tiful revelations which, in the benign system of terrestrial adapta
tion, these researches into the physics of the sea unfold and spread 
out before us for contemplation. In doing this, we shall have a 
free pardon from those at least who delight "to look through na
ture up to nature's God." 

What two things in nature can be apparently more remote in 
their physical relations to each other, than the climate of Western 
Europe and the profile of a coast-line in South America ? Yet 
this plate reveals to us not only the fact that these relations be
tween the two are the most intimate, but makes us acquainted 
with the arrangements by which such relations are established. 

512. The barrier which the South American shore-line opposes 
to the escape, on the south, of the hot "!aters from this great equa
torial caldron of St. Roque, causes them to flow north, and in 
September, as the winter approaches, to heat up the western half 
of the Atlantic Ocean, and to cover it with a mantle of warmth 
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above summer heat as far up as the parallel of 400 • Here heat 
to temper the winter climate of Western Europe is stored away 
as in an air-chamber to furnace-heated apartments; and during 
the winter, when the fire of the solar rays sinks down, the west
wardly winds and eastwardly currents are sent to perform their 
office in this benign arrangement. Though unstable and capri
cious to us they seem to be, they nevertheless "fulfill His com
mandments" with regularity and perform their offices with cer
tainty. In tempering the climates of Europe with heat in winter 
that has been bottled away: in the waters of the ocean during sum
mer, they are to be regarAed as the fiues and the regulators for 
distributing at the right time, and at the right places, in the right 
quantities. 

613. By March, when" the winter is past and gone," the fur
·nace which had been started by the rays of the sun in the pre
vious summer, and which, by autumn, had heated up the ocean 
in our hemisphere, has gone down. The caldron of St. Roque, 
ceasing in activity, has failed in its supplies, and the chambers of 
warmth upon the northern sea, having been exhausted of their 
heated water, which has been expended in the manner already e~
plained, have contracted their limits. The surface of heated wa
ter which, in September, was spread out over the western half of 
the Atlantic, from the equator to the parallel of 400 north, and 
which raised this ipense area to the temperature of 800 and up
ward, is not to be found in early spring on this side of the parallel 
of 80 north. 

514. The isotherm of SOO in March, after quitting the Caribbean 
Sea, runs parallel with the South American coast toward Cape 
St. Roque, keeping some 8 or 10 degrees from it. Therefore the 
heat dispensed over Europe from this caldron fa11s off in March. 
But at this season the sun comes forth with fresh supplies; he 
then crosses the line and passes over into thQ northern hemi
sphere; observations show that the process of heating the water 
in this great caldron for the next winter is now about to commence. 

515. In the mean time, so benigts. is the system of cosmical ar
rangements, another process of raising the temperature of Europe 
commences. The land is more readily impressed than the sea by 
the heat of the solar rays; at this season, then, the summer cli
mate due these transatlantic latitudes is modified by the action of 
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the SUD'S rays directly upon the land. The land receives heat 
from them, but, instead of having the capacity of water for retain
ing it, it imparts it straightway to the air; and thus the proper cli
mate, because it is the climate which the Creator has, for his own 
wise purposes, allotted to this portion of the earth, is maintained 
UDtil the marine caldron of Cape St. Roque is again heated and 
brought into the state for supplying the means of maintaining the 
needful temperature in Europe during the absence of the SUD in 
the other hemisphere. 

616. In like manner, the Gulf of Guinea forms a caldron and a 
furnace, and spreads out over the South Atlantic an air-chamber 
for heating up in winter and keeping warm the extra-tropical re
gions of South America. Every traveler has remarked upon the 
mild climate of Patagonia and the Falkland Islands. 

"Temperature in high southern latitudes," says a very close 
observer, who is co-operating with me in collecting materials, 
"differs greatly from the temperature in northern. In southern 
latitudes there seem to be no extremes of heat and cold, as at the 
north. Newport, R.I., for instance, latitude 41 0 north, longitude 
71 0 west, and Rio Negro, latitude 41 0 south, and longitude 630 

west, as a comparison: in the former, cattle have to be stabled 
and fed during the winter, not being able to get a living in the 
fields on account of snow and ice. In the latter, the cattle feed 
in the fields all\Vinter, there being plenty oIvegetation and no 
use of hay. On the Falkland Islands (latitude 51-20 south), tbou
sands of bullocks, sheep, and horses are running wild over the 
country, gathering a living all through the winter." 

517. The water in the equatorial caldron of Guinea can not 
escape north-the shore-line will not permit it. It must, there
fore, overflow to the south, as that of St. Roque does to the north, 
carrying to Patagonia and the Falkland Islands, beyond 500 south, 
the winter climate of Charleston, South Carolina, on our side of 
the North Atlantic, or of the" Emerald Island" on the other. . 

All geographers have noticed, and philosophers have frequently 
remarked upon the conformity, as to' the shore-line profile, of equa
torial America and equatorial Africa. 

518. It is true, we can not now tell the reason, though explana
tions founded upon mere conjecture have been offered, why there 
should be this sort of jutting in and jutting out of the shore-line, as 
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at Cape St. Roque and the Gulf of Guinea, on opposite sides of the 
Atlantic; but one of the purposes, at least, which this peculiar con, 
figuration was intended to subserve, is without doubt now revealed 
to us. 

519. We see that, by this configuration, two cisterns of hot 
water are formed in this ocean; one of which distributes heat and 
warmth to western Europe; the other, at the opposite season, 
tempers the climate of eastern Patagonia. 

Phlegmatic musl be the mind that is not impressed with ideas 
of grandeur and simplicity as it contemplates that exquisite de
sign, those benign and beautiful arrangements, by which the cli
mate of one hemisphere is made to depend upon the curve of that 
line against which the sea is made to dash its waves in the ether. 
Impressed with the perfection of terrestrial adaptatio., he who 
studies the economy of the great cosmical arrangements is ra- • 
minded that not only is there design in giving shore-lines their 
profile, the land and the water their proportions, and in placing 
the desert and the pool where they are, but the conviction is 
forced upon him also, that every hill and valley, with the grass 
upon its sides, have each its office to perform in the grand design. 

520. March is, in the southern hemisphere, the first month of 
autumn, as September is with us; consequently, we should ex
pect to find in the South Atlantic as large an area of water of 800 

and upward in March, as we should find in the North Atlantic for 
September. But do we? By no means. The area on this side 
of the equator is nearly double that on the other. 

521. Thus we have the sea as a witness to the fact that the 
winds (~ 196) had proclaimed, viz., that summer in the northern 
hemisphere is hotter than summer in the southern, for the rays of 
the sun raise on this. side of the equator double the quantity of sea 
surface to a given temperature that they do on the other side; at 
least this is the case· in the Atlantic. Perhaps the breadth of the 
Pacific Ocean, the· absence of large islands in the temperate re
gions north, the presence of New Holland, with Polynesia in the 
South Pacific,. may make a difference there. But· of this I can 
not now speak, for thermal charts of that ocean have not yet been 
prepared. 

522. Pursuing the study of the climates of the sea, let us now 
tum to Plate VI. Here we see at a glance how the cold waters,. 

Q 
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as they come down from the Arctic Ocean through Davis's Straits. 
press upon the warm waters of the Gulf Stream, and curve their 
channel into a horse-shoe. Navigators have often been struck 
with the great and sudden changes in the temperature of the wa
ter hereabouts. In the course of a single day's sail in this part 
of the ocean, changes of 150 , or 200, and even of 3()0, have been 
observed to take place in the temperature ofthe sea. The cause 
has puzzled navigators long, but how obvious is it not now made to 
appear! This" bend" is the great receptacle ot the icebergs which 
drift down from the north; covering frequently an area of hund
reds of miles in extent, its waters differ as much as 200 , 250 , and 
in rare cases even as much as 3oo of temperature from those about 
it. Its shape and place are variable. Sometimes it is like a pen
insula, or tongue of cold water projected far down into the waters 
of the G~ Stream. Sometimes the meridian upon which it is 
inserted into these is to the east of 400 , sometimes to the west 
of 500 longitude. By its discovery we have clearly unmasked 
the very seat of that agent which produces the Newfoundland fogs. 
It is spread out over an area frequently embracing several thou
sand square miles in extent, covered with cold water, and sur
rounded on three sides, at least, with an immense body of warm. 
May it not be that the proximity'to each other ofthese two very 
Ilnequally heated surfaces out upon the ocean would be attended 
by atmospherical phenomena not unlike those of the land and sea 
breezes? These warm currents of the sea are powerful meteoro
logical agents. I have been enabled to trace, in thunder and light.. 
ning, the in1luence of the Gulf Stream in the eastern half of the 
Atlantic, as far north as the parallel of 550 north; for there, in 
the dead of winter, a thunder-storm is not unusual. 

523. These isothermal lines of 500 , 600 , 700 , 800 , &c., may 
illustrate for us the manner in which the climates in the ocean are 
regulated. Like the sun in the ecliptic, they travel up and down 
the sea in declination, and serve the monsters of the deep for signs 
and for seasons. 

524. It should be borne in mind that the lines of separation, as 
drawn on Plate IX., between the cool and warm waters, or, more 
properly speaking, between the channels representing the great 

, polar and equatorial fiux and reflux, are not so sharp in nature as 
this plate would represent them. In the first place, the plate rep-
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resents the mean or average limits of these -constant flows-polar 
and equatorial; whereas, with almost every wind that blows, and 
at every change of season, the line of meeting between their wa
ters is shifted. In the next place, this line of meeting is drawn 
with a free hand on the plate, as if to represent an average; 
whereas there is reason to believe that this line in nature is vari
able and unstable as to position, and as to shape rough and jag
ged, and oftentimes deeply articulated. In the sea, the line of 
meeting between waters of different temperatures and density is 
not unlike the sutures of the skull-bone on a grand scale-very 
rough and jagged; but on the plate it is a line drawn with a free 
hand, for the purpose of showing the general direction and po
sition of the channels in the sea, through which its great polar and 
equatorial circulation is carried on. 

525. Now, continuing for a moment our examination of Plate 
IV., we are struck with the fact that most of the thermal lines there 
drawn run from the western side of the Atlantic toward the east
ern, in a northeastwardly direction, and that, as they approach the 
shores of this ocean on the east, they again tum down for lower 
latitudes and warmer climates. This feature in them indicates, 
more surely than any direct observations upon the currents can 
do, the presence, along the African shores in the North Atlantic, 
of a large volume of cooler waters. These are the waters which, 
having been first heated up in the caldron (~ 509},of St. Roque, in 
the Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexi.co, have been made to run 
to the north, charged with heat and ~lectricity to temper and reg
ulate climates there. Having performed their offices, they have 
cooled down; but, obedient still to the" Mighty Voice" which the 
winds and the waves obey, they now return by this channel along 
the African shore to be again replenished with warmth, and to 
keep up the system of beneficent md wholesome circulation de-
signed for the ocem. . 
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CHAPTER XV. 

THE DRIPT OF THE SEA. 

Object of Plate IX., ~ 528.-The Eaatem Edge of the Gulf Stream IIOIII8Umee vW. 
ble, 629.-The Polar Drift about Cape Hom, 583.-How the Po1ar Wate18 drift 
into the South Atlantic, and force the EqIWorial uide, 685.-How thia g aecom
plished, 6S7.-A Harbor in a Bend of the Gulf &ream for 1ceberg8, 689.-Why 
Icebergs are not found in the North Pacific, MO.-The Womb of the Sea, Ml.
Drift of warm Waten out of the Indian Ocean, MS.-A Suggution from Lieu
tenant JanleD, of the Dutch Navy, M4.-ACurrent of warm Water Uteen hund
red Miles wide, M6.-The Pulae of the Sea, MG.-How the Gulf Stream beam 
Time, M7.-The Cireulation of the Sea likened to that of the Blood, Ms.-Tn 
Fin: Number ofVeueJa engaged in the ~heri88 oftha Sea, 661.-The Spenn 
Whale de1ighla in warm Water, 66t.-The Torrid Zone impuaable to the Right 
Whale,56S. 

526. THERE is a movement of the waters of the ocean which, 
though it be a translation, yet does not amount to what is known 
to the mariner as current, for our nautical instruments and the art 
of navigation have not been brought to that state of perfection 
which will enable navigators generally to detect as currents the 
flow to which I allude as drift. 

527. If we imagine an object to be set adrift in the ocean at the 
equator, and if we suppose that it be of such a nature that it would 
obey only the influence of ~ea water, and not of the winds, this 
object, I imagine, would, in the course of time, find its way to the 
icy barriers about the poles, and again back among the tepid wa
ters of the tropics. Such an object would illustrate the drift of 
the Bea, and by its course would indicate the route which the sur
face waters of the sea follow in their general channels of circula
tion to and fro between the equator and the poles. 

628. The object of Plate IX., therefore, is to illustrate, as far 
as the present state of my researches enables me to do, the cir
culation of the ocean, as influenced by heat and cold, and to in
dicate the routes by which the overheated waters of the torrid 
zone escape to cooler regions, on one hand, and on the other, the 
great channel ways through which the same waters, after having 
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been deprived of this heat in the extra-tropical or polar regions, 
return again toward the equator; it being assumed that the drift 
or flow is from the poles when the temperature of the surface 
water is below, and from the equatorial regions when it is above 
that due the latitude. Therefore, in a mere'diagram, as this plate 
is, the numerous eddies and local currents which are found at sea 
are disregarded. 

529. Of all the currents in the sea, the Gulf Stream is the best 
defined; its limits, especially those of the left bank, are always 
well marked, and, as a rule, those of the right bank, as high as the 
parallel of the thirty -fifth degree of latitude, are quite distinct, be
ing often visible to the eye. The Gulf Stream shifts its channel 
(~ 53), but nevertheless its banks are often very distinct. As I 
write these remarks, the abstract log of the ship Herculean (Will
iam M. Chamberlain), from Callao to Hampton Roads, in May, 
1854, is received. On the eleventh of that month, being in latitude 
330 39' north, longitude 740 56' west (about one hundred and thirty 
miles east of Cape Fear), he remarks: 

"Mod.erate breezes, smooth sea, and fine weather. At ten 
o'clock fifty minutes, entered into the southem (right) edge of the 
Stream, and in eight minutes the water rose six degrees; the edge 
of the stream was visible, as far as the eye could see, by the great 
rippling and large quantities of Gulf weed-more 'weed' than I 
ever saw before, and I have been many times along this route in 
the last twenty years." 

530. In this diagram, therefore, I have thought it useless to at
tempt a delineation of any of those currents, as the Rennell Cur
rent of the North Atlantic, the" connecting current" of the South, 
" Mentor's Counter Drift," Rossel's Drift of the South Pacific, &c., 
which run now this way, now that, and which are frequently not 
felt by navigators at all. 

531. In overhauling the log-books for data for this chart, I have 
followed vessels with the water thermometer to and fro across the 
seas, and taken the registrations of it exclusively for my guide, 
without regard to the reported set of the currents. When, in any 
latitude, the temperature of the water has appeared too high or too 
low for that latitude, the inference has been that such water was 
warmed or cooled, as the case may be, in other latitudes, and that 
it has been conveyed to the place where found through the great 
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channels of circulation in the ocean. If too warm, it is SUppoeect 
(~ 528) that it had its temperature raised in warmer latitudes, and 
therefore the channel in which it is found leads from the equato
rial regions. 

532. On the other hand, if the water be too cool for the latitude," 
then the inference is that it has lost its heat in colder climates, and 
therefore is found in channels which lead from the polar regions. 

The arrow-heads point to the direction in which the waters are 
supposed to flow. Their rate, according to the best information 
that I have obtained, is, at a mean, only about four knots a day
rather less than more. 

533. Accordingly, therefore, as the immense volume of water in 
the Antarctic regions is cooled down, it commences to flow north. 
As indicated by the arrow-heads, it strikes against Cape Hom, and 
is divided by the continent, one portion going along the west coast 
as Humboldt's Current (~ 267); the other, entering the South At
lantic, flows up into the Gulf of Guinea, on the coast of Mrica. 
No!V, as the waters of this polar flow approach the torrid zone, they 
grow warmer and warmer, and finally themselves become tropical 
in their temperature. They do not then, it !pay be supposed, stop 
their flow; on the contrary, they keep moving, for the very cause 
which brought them from the extra-tropical regions now operates 
to send them back. This cause is to be found in the difference of 
the specific gravity at the two places. If, for instance, these wa
ters, when they commence their flow from the hyperborean re
gions, were at 300 , their specific gravity will correspond to that of 
sea water at 300 • But when th.,y arrive in the Gulf of Guinea or 
the Bay of Panama, having risen by the way to 800 , or perhaps 
850 , their specific gravity becomes such as is due sea water of this 
temperature; and, since fluids differing in specific gravity can no 
more balance each other on the same level than can unequal 
weights in opposite scales, this hot water must now return to re
store that equilibrium which it has destroyed in the sea by rising 
from 300 to 800 or 850 • 

534. Hence it will be perceived that 'hese masses of water 
which are marked as cold are not always cold. They gradually 
pass into warm; for in traveling from the poles to the equator they 
partake of the temperature of the latitudes through which they 
flow, and grow warm. 
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535. Plate IX., therefore, is only introduced to give general 
ideas; nevertheless, it is very instructive. See how the influx of 
cold water into the South Atlantic appears to divide the warm 
water, and squeeze it out at the sides, along the coasts of South 
Africa and Brazil. So, too, in the North Indian Ocean, the cold 
water again compelling the warm to escape along the land at the 
sides, as well as occasionally in the middle. 

636. In the North Atlantic and North Pacific, on the contrary, 
the warm water appears to divide the cold, and to squeeze it out 
along the land at the sides. The impression made by the cold 
current from Baffin's Bay upon the Gulf Stream is strikingly beau
tiful. 

637. Why is it that these polar and equatorial waters should 
appear now to divide and now to be divided 1 The Gulf Stream 
has revealed to us a fact in which the answer is involved. We 
learn f~om that stream that cold and warm sea waters are, in a 
measure (~ 53), like oil and vinegar; that is, there is among the 
particles of sea water at a high temperature, and among the par
ticles of sea water at a low temperature, a peculiar molecular ar
rangement that is antagonistic to the free mixing up of cold and 
hot together. At any rate, that salt waters of different tempera
tures do not readily intermingle at sea is obvious. 

538. Does not this same repugnance exist, at least in degree, be
tween these bodies of cold and wa~ water of the plate 1 And if 
so, does not the phenomenon we are considering resolve itself into 
a question of masses? The volume of warm water in the North 
Atlantic is greater than the volume of cold water that meets and 
opposes it; consequently, the warm thrusts the cold aside, divid
ing and compelling it to go round. The same thing is repeated 
in the North Pacific, whereas the converse obtains in the South 
Atlantic. Here the great polar flow, after having been divided 
by the American Continent, enters the Atlantic, and filling up 
nearly the whole of the immense space between South America 
and Africa, seems to press the wa~m waters of the tropics aside, 
compelling them to drift along the coast on either hand. 

639. Another feature of the sea expressed by this plate is a 
sort of reflection or recast of the shore-line in the temperature of 
the water. This feature is most striking in the North Pacific and 
Indian Ocean. The remarkable intrusion of the cool into the vol-
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ume of warm waters to the southward of the Aleutian Islands, is 
not unlike that which the cool waters from Davis's Straits make 
in the Atlantic upon the Gulf Stream. As I write, I receive from 
Captain N. B. Grant the abstract log of the American ship Lady 
Arbella, bound from Hamburg to New York, in May, 1854. In 
sailing through this "horse-shoe," or bend in the Gulf Stream 
(~ 622), he passed, from daylight to noon, twenty-four large 
"bergs," besides several small ones, "the whole ocean, as far 
as the eye could reach, being literally covered with them." " I 
should," he continues, "judge the average height of them above 
the surface of the sea to be about sixty feet; some five or six of 
them were at least twice that height, and, with their frozen peaks 
jutting up in the most fantastic shapes, presented a truly sublime 
spectacle." 

540. This "horse-shoe" of cold in the warm water of the North 
Pacific, though extending 6 degrees farther toward the south, can 
not be the harbor for such icebergs. The cradle of those of the 
Atlantic was perhaps in the Frozen Ocean, for they may have 
come thence through Baffin's Bay. But in the Pacific there is no 
nursery for them. The water in Behring's Strait is too shallow 
to let them pass from that ocean into the Pacific, and the climates 
of Russian America do not favor the formation of large bergs. 
But, though we do not find in the North Pacific the physical con
ditions which generate icebergs like those of the Atlantic, we find 
them as abundant with fogs. The line of separation between the 
warm and cold water assures us of these conditions. 

541. What beautiful, grand, and benign ideas do we not see ex
pressed in that immense body of warm waters which are gathered 
together in the middle of the Pacific and Indian Oceans ,. It is 
the womb of the sea. In it, coral islands innumerable have been 
fashioned, and pearls formed in "great heaps;" there, multitudes 
of living things, countless in numbers and infinite in variety, are 
hourly conceived. With space enough. to hold the four conti
nents and to spare, its tepid waters teem with nascent organ
iSID8.t They sometimes swarm so thickly there that they change 

• See Appendix I. 
t .. It is the realm of reef-building coral., and of the wondrously-beautiful u,wm

bIage of animaIa, vertebrate and invertebrate, that live among them or prey upon them. 
'11Ie brighIe.t and moat de6nite arrangement. of color are here di8played. It i. the 
.-t of muimum d8velopment of the majority of mariDe mere. It baa but few III-
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the color of the sea, making it crimson, brown, black, or white,· 
according to their own hues. These pafiches of colored water 
sometimes extend, especially in the Indian Ocean, as far as the 
eye can reach. The question, "What produces them 1" is one 
that has elicited much discussion in seafaring circles. The Brus. 
sels Conference deemed them an object worthy of attention, and 
re~mmended spe@ial observations with regard to them. 

The discolorations of which I speak are no doubt caused by 
organisms of the sea, but whether wholly animal or wholly vege
table, or whether sometimes the one and sometimes the other, has 
not been satisfactorily ascertained. I have had specimens of the 
coloring matter sent to me from the pink-stained patches of the 
sea. They w~re animalculm'well defined. Quantities of slimy, 
red coloring matter are, at certain seasons of the year, washed 
up along the shores olthe Red Sea, which Dr. Ehrenberg, after an 
examination under the microscope, pronounces to be a very deli
cate kind of sea weed: from this matter that sea derives its name. 
So also the Yellow Sea. Along the coasts of China, yellowish col. 
ored spots are said not to be uncommon. I know of no examina
tion ofthis coloring matter, however. In the Pacific Ocean I have 
often observed these discolorations of the sea. Red patches of 
water are most frequently met with, but I have also observed white 
or milky appearances, which at night I have known greatly to 
alarm navigators, they taking them for shoals. 

542. These teeming waters bear off through their several chan
nels the surpl~s heat of the tropics, and disperse it among the 
icebergs of the Antarctic. See the immense equatorial Bow to, 
the east of ~ew Holland. It is bound for the icy barriers of that 
unknown sea, there to temper climates, grow cool, and return 
again, refreshing man and beast by the way, either as the Hum
boldt Current, or the ice-bearing current which enters the Atlantic 
around Gape Horn, and changes into warm again as it enters the 
Gulf of Guinea. It was owing to this great southern Bow from 
the coral regions that Captain Ross was enabled to penetrate 80 

much farther south than Captain Wilkes, on his voyage to the 

Iation. of identity with other prOODceI. The Red Sea and Penian Gulf are ill off. 
1IetI."-F'Iom PromllOr Forbe.'. Paper on the .. DiAribation of Marine Life." Plate 
3lat, Johnston's Phyaical Atlu, td ed.: Wm. Blackwood &. Sona, Edinburgh ar.t 
I.ondon, 1854. . • See Appenrlix K 
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Antarctic, and it is upon these waters that that sea is to be pene
trated, if ever. The North Pacific, except in the narrow passage 
between Asia and America, is closed to the escape of these warm 
waters into the Arctic Ocean. The only outlet for them is to the 
south. They go down toward the Antarctic regions to dispense 
their heat and get cool; and the cold of the Antarctic, therefore, 
it may be inferred, is not so bitter as is the e!reme cold of the 
Frozen Ocean of the north. 

543. The warm flow to the south from the middle of the In
dian Ocean is remarkable. Masters who return their abstract logs 
to me mention sea weed, which I suppose to be brought down by 
this current, as far as 450 south. There it is generally, but not 
always, about 5 degrees warmer than the ocean along the same 
parallel on either side. 

544. But the most unexpected discovery of all is that of the 
warm flow along the west coast of South Africa, its junction with 
the Lagullas current, called, higher up, the Mozambique, and then 
their starting off as one stream to the southward. The prevalent 
opinion used to be that the Lagullas current, which has its genesis 
in the Red Sea (~ 55), doubled the Cape of Good Hope, and then 
joined the great equatorial current of the Atlantic to feed the Gulf 
Stream. But my excellent friend Lieutenant Marin Jansen, olthe 
Dutch Navy, suggested to me a few months ago that this was 
probably not the case. This. induced a special investigation, and 
I found as he suggested, and as is represented on Plate IX. Cap
tain N. B. Grant, in the admirably well-kept abstract log of his 
voyage from New York to Australia, found this current remarka
bly developed. He was astonished at the temperature of its wa
ters, and did not know how to account for such a body of warm 
water in such a place. Being in longitude 140 east and latitude 
390 south, he thus writes in his abstract log: 

"That there is a current setting to the eastward across the 
South Atlantic and Indian Oceans is, I believe, admitted by all 
navigators. The prevailing westerly winds seem to offer a suffi
cient reason for the existence of such a current, and the almost 
constant southwest swell would naturally give it a northerly direc
tion. But why the water should be wanner here (380 40' south) 
than between the parallels of 350 and 370 south is a problem that. 
in my mind, admits not of so easy solution, especially if my IUS-
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picions are true in regard to the northerly set. I ahalllook with 
much interest for a description of the 'currents' in this part of the 
ocean." 

645. In latitude 380 south, longitude 60 east, he found the wa
ter at 560 • His course thence was a little to the south of east, to 
the meridian of 41 0 east, at its intersection with the parallel of 42° 
south. Here his water thermometer stood at 5()0, but between 
these two places it ranged at 6()0 and upward, being 88 high on the 
parallel of 390 88 730 • Here, therefore, was a stream-a mighty 
"river in the ocean"--one thousand six hundred miles acrOM from 
east to west, having water in the middle of it 230 higher than at 
the sides. This is truly a Gulf Stream contrast. What an im
mense escape of heat from the Indian Ocean, and what an influx 
of warm water into the frozen regions of the south! This stream 
is not always 88 broad nor 88 warm as Captain Grant found it. 
At its mean stage it conforms more nearly to the limits 88signed 
it in the diagram (Plate IX.). 

546. We have, in the volume of heated water reported by Cap
tain Grant, who is a close and accurate observer, an illustration of 
the sort of spasmodic efforts-the heaves and throes-which the 
sea, in the performance· of its ce88eless task, h88 sometimes to 
make. By some means, the equilibrium of its waters, at the time 
of Captain Grant's passage, December-the southern summer-
1852, appears to have been disturbed to an unusual extent; hence 
this mighty rush of overheated waters from the great inter-tropical 
caldron of the two oceans down toward the south. 

Instances of commotion in the lea at uncertain intervals-the 
making, 88 it were, of efforts by fits and starts to keep up to time 
in the performance of its manifold offices-are not unfrequent, nor 
are they inaptly likened to spasms. The sudden disruption of the 
ice which arctic voyagers tell of, the immense bergs which occa
sionally appear in groups near certain latitudes, the variable char
acter of all the currents of the sea-now fast, now slow, now run
ning this way, then that-may be taken 88 80 many signs of the 
tremendous throes which occur in the bosom of the ocean. Some
times the sea recedes from the shore, 88 if to gather strength for 
a great rush against its barriers, as it did when it tied back to join 
with the earthquake and overwhelm Callao in 1746, and again Lis
bon nine years afterward. The ti(h·-~i:·o.; in mid ocean, the waves 
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dashing against the shore, the ebb and Bow olthe tides, may be re
garded, in some sense, as the throbbings of the great sea pulse. 

547. The motions of the Gulf Stream (~ 53), beating time for 
the ocean and telling the seasons for the whales, also suggest the 
idea of a pulse in the sea, which may assist us in explaining some 
of its phenomena. At one beat there is a rush of warm water from 
the equator toward the poles, at the next beat a flow from the 
poles toward the equator. This sort of pulsation is heard also in 
the howlings of the storm and the whistling of the wind; the nee
dle trembles unceasingly to it, and tells us of magn~tic storms of 
great violence, which at times extend over large portions of the 
earth's surface; and when we come to consult the records of those 
exquisitely sensitive anemometers, which the science and ingenu
ity of the age have placed at the service of philosophers, we find 
there that the pulse of the atmosphere is never still: in what ap
pears to us the most perfect calm, the recording pens are moving 
to the pulses of the air. 

548. Now if we may be permitted to apply to the Gulf Stream 
and to the warm Bows of wa~er from the Indian Ocean an idea 
suggested by the functions of the human heart in the circulation 
of the blood, we perceive how these pulsations of the great sea
heart may perhaps assist in giving circulation to its waters through 
the immense system of aqueous veins and arteries that run between 
the equatorial and polar regions. The waters of the Gulf Stream, 
moving together.in a body (~ 1) through such an extent of ocean, 
and being almost impenetrable to the cold waters on either side-
which are, indeed, the banks of this mighty river-may be com
pared to a wedge-shaped cushion placed between a wall of waters 
on the right and a wall of waters on the left. If now we imagine 
the equilibrium of the sea to be disturbed by the heating or cool
ing of its waters to the right or the left of this stream, or the freez
ing or thawing of them in any part, or if we imagine the disturb
ance to take place by the action of any of those agenoies which 
give rise to the motions which we have called the pulsations of 
the sea, we may conceive how it might be possible for them to 
force the wall of waters on the left to press this cushion down to
ward the south, and then again for the wall on the right to press 
it back again to the north, as (§ 54) we have seen that it is. 

Now the Gulf Stre~, with its head in the Straits of Florida., 
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and its tail in the midst of the ocean (~ (92), is wedge-shaped; 
its waters cling together (~ 28), and are pushed to and fro
squeezed, if you please-by a pressure (~ 53), now from the right, 
then from the left, so as to work the whole wedge along between 
the cold liquid walls which contain it. May not the velocity of 
this stream, therefore, be in some sort the result of this working 
and twisting, this peristaltic force in the sea ? 

549. In cat:rring out the views suggested by the idea of pulsa
tions in the sea, and their effects in giving dynamical torce to the 
circulation of its waters, attention may be called to the two lobes 
of polar waters that stretch up from the south into the Indian 
Ocean, and which are separated by a feeble flow of tropical wa
ten. Icebergs are sometimes met with in these polar waters as 
high up as the parallel of the fortieth degree oflatitude. Now, 
considering that this tropical flow in mid ocean is not constant
that many navigators cross the path assigned to it in the plate 
without finding their thermometer to indicate any increase of heat 
in the sea; and considering, therefore, that any unusual flow of 
polar waters, any sudden and extensive disruption of the ice there, 
sufficient to cause a rush of waters thence, would have the effect 
of closing for the time this mid-ocean flow of tropical waters, we 
are entitled to infer that there is a sort of confiict, at times, go
ing on in this ocean between its polar and equatorial flows of wa-

• ter. For instance, a rush of waters takes place from the poles 
t.oward the equator. The two lobes close, cut off the equatorial 
flow between them, and crowd the Indian Ocean with polar wa
ters. They press out the overheated waters; hence the great 
equatorial flow encountered by Captain Grant. 

Thus this opening between the cold-water lobes appears to 
hold to the chambers of the Indian Ocean, with their heated wa
ters, the relations which the valves and the ventricles of the hu
man heart hold to the circulation of the blood. The closing of 
these lobes at certain times prevents regurgitation of the warm 
waters, and compels them to pass through their appointed chan
nels. 

550. From this point of view, how many new beauties do not 
now begin to present themselves in the machinery of the ocean ! 
its great heart not only beating time to the seasons, but palpitat
ing also to the winds and the raina, to the cloud and the sun-
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shine, to day and night (~ 507). Few persons have ever taken the 
trouble to compute how much the fall of a single inch of rain over 
an extensive region in the sea, or how much the change even of two 
or three degrees of temperature over a few thousand square miles 
of its surface, tends to disturb its equilibrium, and consequently to 
cause an aqueous palpitation that is felt from the equator to the 
poles. Let us illustrate by an example: The surface of the At
lantic Ocean covers an area of about twenty-five millions of 
square miles. Now, let us take one fifth of this area, and sup
pose a fall of rain one inch deep to take place over it. This rain 
would weigh three hundred and sixty thousand millions of tons ; 
and the salt which, as water, it held in solution in the sea, and 
which, when that water was taken up as vapor, was left behind to 
disturb equilibrium, weighed sixteen millions more of tons, or near
ly twice as much as all the ships in the world could carry at a car
go each. It might fall in an hour, or it might fall in a day; but, 
occupy what time it might in falling, this rain is calculated to exert 
so much force-which is inconceivably great-in disturbing the 
equilibrium of the ocean. If all the water discharged by the Mis
sissippi River during the year were taken up in one mighty meas
ure, and cast into the ocean at one effort, it would not make a 
greater disturbance in the equilibrium of the sea than would the 
fall of rain supposed. Now this is for but one fifth of the At
lantic, and the area of the Atlantic is about one fifth of ·the sea
area of the world; and the estimated fall of rain was but one 
inch, whereas the average for the year is (~ 144) sixty inches, but 
we will assume it for the sea to be no more than thirty inches. 
In the aggregate, and on an average, then, such a disturbance in 
the equilibrium of the whole ocean as is here supposed occurs 
seven hundred and fifty times a year, or at the rate of once in 
twelve hours. Moreover, when it is recollected that these rains 
take place now here, now there; that the vapor of which they 
were formed was taken up at still other places, we shall be en
abled to appreciate the better the force and the effect of these 
pulsations in the sea. 

551. Between the hottest hour of the day and the coldest hour 
of the night.there is frequently a change of four degrees in the tem
perature of the sea.· Let us, therefore, to appreciate the throb

.. Vide Admiral Smyth' • .Memoir of the MediterlUleall, p. 126. 
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bings of thtl sea-heart, which take place in consequence of the di
urnal changes in its temperature, call in the sunshine, the cloud 
without rain, with day and night, and their heating and radiating 
processes. And to make the case as strong as to be true to na
ture we may, let us again select one fifth of the Atlantic Ocean 
for the scene of operation. The day over it is clear, and the sun 
pours down his rays with their greatest intensity, and raises the 
temperature two degrees. At night the clouds interpose, and pre
vent radiation from this fifth, whereas the remaining four fifths, 
which are supposed to have been screened by clouds, so as to cut 
off the heat from the sun during the day, are now looking up to the 
stars in a cloudless sky, and serve to lower the temperature of the 
surface waters, by radiation, two degrees. Here, then, is a differ
ence of four degrees, which we will suppose extends only ten feet 
below the surface. The total and absolute change made in such 
a mass of sea water by altering its temperature four degrees is 
equivalent to a change in its volume of three hundred and ninety 
thousand millions of cubic feet. 

552. Do not the clouds, night and day, now present themselves 
to U8 in a new light? They are cogs, and rachels, and wheels in 
that grand and exquisite machinery which governs the sea, and 
which, amid all the jarrings of the elements, preserves in harmo
ny the exquisite adaptations of the ocean. 

553. It seems to be a physical law, that cold-water fish are 
more edible than those of warm water. Bearing this fact in mind 
8S we study Plate IX., we see at a glance the places which are 
most favored with good fish-markets. Both shores of North 
America, the east coast of China, with the west coasts of Europe 
and South America, are all washed by cold waters, and therefore 
we may infer that their markets abound with the most excellent 
fish. The fisheries of Newfoundland and New England, over 
which nations have wrangled for centuries, are in the cold water 
from Davis's Strait. The fisheries of Japan and Eastern China, 
which almost, if not quite, rival these, are situated also in the cold 
water. 

Neither India, nor the east coasts of Mrica and South America, 
where the warm waters are, are celebrated for their fish. 

554. Three thousand American vessels, it is said, are engaged 
in the fisheries. If to these we add the Dutch, French, and En-
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glish, we shall have a grand total, perhaps, of not less than six or 
eight thousand, of all sizes and flags, engaged in this one pursuit. 
Of all the industrial pursuits of the sea, however, the whale fish
ery is the most valuable. Wherefore, in treating of the physical 
geography of the sea, a map for the whales would be useful. 

555. The sperm whale is a warm-water fish. The right whale 
delights in cold water. An immense number of log-books of 
whalers have been discussed at the National Observatory, with the 
view of detecting the parts of the ocean in which the whales are 
to be found at the different seasons of the year. Charts showing 
the result have been published; they form a part of the series of 
Maury's Wind and Current Charts. 

556. In the course of these investigations, the discovery was 
made that the- torrid zone is to the right whale as a sea of fire, 
through which he can not pass; that the right whale of the north
ern hemisphere and that of the southern are two different ani
mals; and that the sperm whale has never been known to double 
the Cape of Good Hope-he doubles Cape Hom. 

557. With these remarks, and the explanations given on Plate 
IX., the parts of the ocean to which the right whale most resorts, 
and the parts in which the sperm are found, may be seen at a 
glance. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

STORMS. 

fyphoou, 415S9.-CycIcmea, 681.-Wellt India Hurricanea, 58t.-~ 
Galea, 683.-The San FranciKo'. Gale, 684.-Theae Galea IIIldom occur Ii cer
tain S--,II86.-Moa preftlfIDt QuaJter (or the Galea beyond the Calm Belt 01 
Capdcom, aee.-StoDlund Rain Chute, 667.. . .. • .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . ... 167 

558. PLATE V. is constructed from data furnished. by the Pilot 
Charts, as far as they go, that are in proceu of construction at the 
National Observatory. For the Pilot Charts, the whole ocean is 
divided oft'into districts of five degrees square, i. e., five degrees of 
latitude by five degrees of longitude, as already explained on page 
23. Now, in getting out from the log-books materials for show
ing, in every district Gf the ocean, and for every month, how nav
igators have found the winds to blow, it has been assumed that, 
in whatever part of one of these districts a navigator may be when 
he records tbe direction of the wind in his log, from that direc
tion the wind was blowing at that time all over that district; and 
this is the only assumption that is permitted in the whole course 
of investigation. 

Now if the navigator will draw, or imagine to be drawn in any 
such district, twelve vertical columns for the twelve months, and 
then sixteen horizontal lines through the same for the sixteen 
points of the comp888, i. e., for N., N.N.E., N.E., E.N.E., and so 
on, emitting the by-points, he will have before him a picture of 
the "Investigating Chart," out of which the "Pilot Charts" are 
constructed. In this case, the alternate points of the compass 
only are used; because, when sailing free, the direction of the 
wind is seldom given for luch points as N. by E., W. by S., &c. 
Moreover, any attempt, for the present, at greater nicety, would be 
over-refinement; for navigators do not always make allowance 
for the aberration of the wind; in other words, they do not allow 
for the apparent change in the direction of the wind caused by the . 
rate at which the vessel may be moving through the water, and 
the angle which her course makes with the true direction of the 

R 
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wind. Bearing this explanation in mind, the intelligent navigator 
will have no difficulty in understanding the wind diagram (Plate 
V.), and in forming a correct opinion as to the degree of credit due 
to the fidelity with which the prevailing winds of the year are rep
resented on Plate VIII. 

As the compiler wades through log-book after log-book, and 
Beores down in column after column, and upon line after line, 
mark after mark, he at last finds that, under the month and from 
the course upon which he is about to make an entry, he has al
ready made four marks or scores, thus (1111). The one that he 
has now to enter will make the fifth, and he "scores and tallies," 
and so on until all the abstracts relating to that part of the ocean 
upon which he is at work have been gone over, and his materials 
exhausted. These" fives and tallies" are exhibited on Plate V. 

Now, with this explanation, it will be seen that in the district 
marked A (Plate V.) there have been examined the logs of vessels 
that, giving the direction of the wind for every eight hours, have 
altogether spent days enough to enable me to record the calms 
and the prevailing direction of the winds for eight hours,~2,144 
times: of these, 285 were for the month of September; and of 
these 285 observations for September, the wind is reported as pre
vailing for as much as eight hours at a time: from N., 3 times; 
from N.N.E., 1; N.E.,2; E.N.E., 1; E.,O; E.S.E., 1; S.E.,4; 
S.S.E.,2; S., 25; S.S.W., 45; S.W., 93; W.S.W., 24; W.,47; 
W.N.W., 17; N.W., 15; N.N.W., 1; Calma (the little O's), 5; 
total, 285 for this month in this district. 

The number expressed in figures denotes the whole number of 
observations of calms and winds together that are recorded for 
each month and district. 

In C, the wind in May sets one third of the time from west. 
But in A, which is between the same parallels, the favorite quar
ter for the same month is from S. to S.W., the wind setting one 
third of the time from that quarter, and only 10 out of 221 times 
from the west; . or, on the average, it blows from the west only 
Ii day during the month of May. 

In B, notice the great "Sun Swing" of the winds in September, 
indicating that the change from summer to winter, in that region, 

. is sudden and violent; from winter to summer, gentle and gradual. 
In some districts of the ocean, more than a thouBand observa-
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bODS have been discu_ed for a single month, whereas, with regard 
to others, not a single record is to be found in any of the numer
ous log-boob at the National Observatory. 

559. TYPBooNs.-The China Seas are celebrated for their furi
ous gales of wind, known among seamen as typhoons and white 
squalls. These seas are included on the plate (VIII.) as within 
the region of the monsooDS of the Indian Ocean. But the mon
soons of the China Seas are not five-month monsoons (~ 475); 
they do not prevail from the west of south for more than two or 
three months. 

560. Plate V. exhibits the monsoons very clearly in a part of this 
sea. In the square between 150 and 200 north, 1100 and 115° 
east, there appears to be a system of three monsoons; that is, from 
northeast in October, November, December, and January; from 
east in March and April, changing in May; from the southward in 
June, July, and August, and changing in September. The great 
disturber of the atmospheric equilibrium is situated among the arid 
plains of Asia; their influence extends to the China Seas, and 
about the changes of the monsoons these awful gales are experi
enced. 

561. In like manner, the Mauritius hurricanes, or the cyclones 
of the Indian Ocean, occur during the unsettled state of the at
mospheric equilibrium which takes place at that debatable period 
during the contest between the trade-wind force and the monsoon 
force (~ 477), and which debatable period occurs at the changing 
of the monsoon, and before either force has completely gained or 
lost the ascendency. At this period of the year, the winds, break
ing loose from their controlling forces, seem to rage with a fury 
that would break up the very fountains of the deep. 

562. So, too, with the West India hurricanes of the Atlantic. 
These winds are most apt to occur during the months of August 
and September. There is, therefore, this remarkable difference 
between these gales and those of the East Indies: the latter occur 
about the changing of the monsoons, the former during their height. 
In August and September, the southwest monsoons of Africa 
(9479) and the southeast monsoons ofthe West Indies (~ 474) are 
at their height; the agent of one drawing the northeast trade
winds from the Atlantic into the interior of New Mexico and Tex
as, the agent of the other drawing them into the interior of Africa. 
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Its two forces, pulling in opposite directions, assist now and then 
to disturb the atmospheric equilibrium to such an extent that the 
most powerful revulsions in the air are required to restore it. 

563. EXTlU.-TllOPICAL GALES.-In the extra-tropical regions of 
each hemisphere furious gales of wind also occur. One ofthese, 
remarkable for its violent effects, was encountered on the 24th of 
December, 1853, about three hundred miles from Sandy Hook, 
latitude 390 north, longitude 700 west, by the San Francisco, 
steam-ship (~72). That ship was made a complete wreck in a 
few moments, and she was abandoned by the survivors, after in
credible hardships, exertions, and sufferings. Some months after 
this disaster, I received by the California mail the abstract log of 
the fine clipper ship" Eagle Wing" (Ebenezer H. Linnell), from 
Boston to San Francisco. She encountered the ill-fated steam
er's gale, and thus describes it: 

564. "December 24th, 1853. Latitude 390 15~ north, longitude 
620 32' west. First part threatening weather; shortened sail: at.( 
P. M. close reefed the top-sails and furled the courses. At 8 P. M. 
took in fore and mizen top-sails; hove to under close-reefed main 
top-sail and spencer, the ship lying with ber lee rail under water, 
nearly on her beam-ends. At 1 30 A. M. the fore and main top
gallant-masts went over the side, it blowing. a perfect hurricane. 
At 8 A. M., moderated; a sea took away jib-boom and bowsprit
cap. In my thirty-one years' experience at sea, I have never seen 
a typhoon or hurricane so severe. Lost two men overboard
saved one. Stove sky-light, broke my barometer, &:c., &:c." 

565. Severe gales in this part of the Atlantic-i. e., on the polar 
side of the calm belt of Cancer-rarely occur during the months 
of June, July, August, and September. This appears to be the 
time when the fiends of the storm are most busily at work in the 
West Indies. During the remainder of the year, these extra-trop
ical gales, for the most part, come from the northwest. But the 
winter is the most famous season for these gales. That is the 
time when the Gulf Stream has brought the heat of summer and 
placed it (~ 71) in closest proximity to tbe extremest cold of tbe 
north. And there would, therefore, it would seem, be a condict 
between these extremes; consequently, great disturbances in the 
air, and a violent rush from the cold to the warm. 

566. In like manner, the gales that most prevail in the extra-
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tropics of the southern hemisphere come from the pole and the 
west, i. e., southwest. 

567. Storm and Rain Charts for the Atlantic Ocean have al
ready been published by the Observatory, and others for the whole 
seas are in process of construction. The object of such charts is 
to show the directions and relative frequency of gales in all parts 
of the sea, the relative frequency of calms, fogs, rain, thunder, and 
lightning. 

These charts are very instructive. 

" 
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CHAPTER XVII. 
ROUTES. 

How Puages haft been ahorteDed, ~ 668.-How c1oaelyV_1a follow each other's 
Track, 670.-The An:her &lid the Flying C1oud, 67l.-The pat Race-courae upon • 
the Ocean, 673.-DeICriptiOD of a Race, 676.-PrMent KDowIedJe of W"mda en
ables the Navigator to compute Ilia Detour, 681. 

568. THE principal routes across the ocean are exhibited OD 

Plate VIII.; the great end and aim of all this labor and research 
are in these, and consist in the shortening of passages-the im
provement of navigation. Other interests and other objects are 
promoted thereby, but these, in the mind of a practical people. 
who, by their habits of thought and modes of action. mark the 
age in which we live as eminently utilitarian, do not stand out in 
relief half so grand and imposing as do those achievements by 
which the distant isles and marts of the sea have been lifted up, 
as it were, and brought closer together, for the convenience of 
commerce, by many days' sail. 

569. We have been told in the foregoing pages how the winds 
blow and the currents flow in all parts of the ocean. These con
trol the mariner in his course; and to know how to steer his ship 
on this or that voyage so as always to make the most; of them, 
is the perfection of navigation. The figures representing the ves
sels are so marked as to show whether the prevailing direction of 
the wind be adverse or fair. 

570. When one looks seaward from the shore, and sees a ship 
disappear in the horizon as she gains an offing on a voyage to In
dia, or the Antipodes perhaps, the common idea is that she is 
bound over a trackless waste, and the chances of another ship, 
sailing with the same destination the next day, or the next week, 
comlbg up and speaking with her on the" pathless ocean," would, 
to most minds, seem slender indeed. Yet the truth is, the winds 
and the currents are now becoming to be 80 well understood, that 
the navigator, like the backwoodsman in the wilderness, is enabled 
literally u to blaze his way" across the ocean; not, indeed, upon 
trees, as in the wilderness, but upon the wings of the wind. The 

~.~----
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results of scientific inquiry have so taught him how to use these 
invisible couriers, that they, with the calm belts of the air, serve 
as sign-boards to indicate to him the turnings, and forks, and cross
ings by the way. 

571. Let a ship sail from New York to California, and the next 
week let a faster one follow after: they will crOSB each other's 
path many times, and are almost sure to see each other by the 

.iway. Thus a case in point happens to be before me. It is the 
case of the" Archer" and the" Flying Cloud" on their last voy
age to California. They are both fine clipper ships, ably com
manded. But it was not until the ninth day after the " Archer" 
had sailed from New York that the "Flying Cloud" put to sea, 
California bound also. She was running against time, and so was 
the" Archer," but without reference to each other. The" Archer," 
with "Wind and Current Charts" in hand, went blazing her way 
across the calms of Cancer, and along the new route, down through 
the northeast trades to the equator; the" Cloud" followed after, 
crossing the equator upon the trail of Thomas of the" Archer." 
Oft" Cape Horn she came up with him, spoke him, handed him 
the latest New York dates, and invited him to dine on board the 
"Cloud," which invitation, says he of the" Archer," "I was re
luctantly compelled to decline." 

572. The" Flying Cloud" finally ranged ahead, made her adieus, 
and disappeared among the clouds that lowered upon the western 
horizon, being destined to reach her port a week or more in ad
vance of her Cape Hom consort. Though sighting no land from 
the time of their separation until-they gained the offing of San 
Francisco-some six or eight thousand miles off-the tracks of 
the two vessels were so nearly the same, that, being projected on 
the Plate IX., they would appear almost as one. 

673. This is the great race-course of the ocean; it i. fifteen 
thousand miles in length. Some of the most glorious trials of 
speed and of prowess that the world ever witnessed have taken 
place over it. Here the modem clipper ship-the noblest work 
that has ever come from the hands of man-has been sent, guided 
by the lights of science, to contend with the elements, to outstrip 
steam, and astonish the world. 

574. The most celebrated and famous race that has ever been 
run came off upon this course: it was in the autumn of 1852, 
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when navigators were beginning fully to reap the benefits of these 
researches with regard to the winds and currents, and other facta 
connected with the Physical Geography of the. Sea, that four 
splendid new clipper ships put to sea from New York, bound for 
California. They were ably commanded, and, as they passed the 
bar at Sandy Hook, one by one, and at various intervals of time, 
'they presented really a most magnificent spectacle. The names 
of these ships and their masters were, the "Wild Pigeon," Cap
tain Putnam; the "John Gilpin," Captain Doane-alaa! now 
no more; the "Flying Fish," Captain Nickels, and the "Trade 
Wind," Captain Webber. Like steeds that know their riders, 
they were handled with the most exquisite skill and judgment, 
and in such hands they bounded out upon the" glad waters" most 
gracefully. Each, being put upon her mettle from the start, was 
driven, under the seaman's whip and spur, at full speed over a 
course that it would take them three long months to run. 

575. The "Wild Pigeon" sailed October 12; the" John Gil
pin," October 29; the "Flying Fish," November 1; and the 
"Trade Wind," November 14. It was the season for the best 
passages. Each one was provided with the Wind and Current 
Charts. Each one had evidently studied them attentively; and 
each one was resolved to make the most of them, and do his best. 
All ran against time; but the" John Gilpin" and the" Flying Fish" 
for the whole course, and the "Wild Pigeon" for part of it, ran 
neck and neck, the one against the other, and each against all. It 
was a sweepstake with these ships around Cape Hom and through 
both hemispheres. 

576. Wild Pigeon led the other two out of New York, the one 
by seventeen, the other by twenty days. But luck and chances of 
the winds seem to have been against her from the start. As soon 
as she had taken her departure, she fell into a streak of ba1Bing 
winds, and then into a gale, which she fought against and con
tended with for a week, making but little progress the while; shE' 
then had a time of it in crossing the horse latitudes. After hav
ing been nineteen days out, she had logged no less than thirteen 
of them as days of calms and bafBing winds; these had brought 
her no farther on her way than the parallel of 260 north in the At
lantic. Thence she had a fine run to the equator, crossing it be
tween 330 and 34° west, the thirty-second day out. She was un-
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avoidably forced to CI'088 it 80 far west; for only two days before, 
she croBBed 50 north in OOO-an excellent position. 

In proof that the Pigeon had accomplished all that skill could 
do and the chances against her would permit, we have the testi
mony of the barque Hazard, Captain Pollard. This vessel, being 
bound to Rio at the same time, followed close after the Pigeon. 
The Hazard is an old hand with the Charts; she had already made 
six voyages to Rio with them for her guide. This was the long
est of the six, the mean of which was twe~ty-six and a half days. 
She crossed the line this time in 340 30', also by compulsion, hav
ing crossed 50 north in 310• But, the fourth day after crossing 
the equator, she was clear of Cape St. Roque, while the Pigeon 
cleared it in three days.· 

577. So far, therefore, chances had turned up against the Pig
eon, in spite of the skill displayed by Putnam as a navigator, for 
the Gilpin and the Fish came booming along, not under better 
management, indeed, but with a better run of luck and fairer 
courses before them. In this stretch they gained upon her-the 
Gilpin seven and the Fish ten days; so that now the abstract logs 
show the Pigeon to be but ten days ahead. 

Evidently the Fish was most confident that she had the heels 
of her competitors; she felt her strength, and was proud of it ; 
she was most anxious for a quick run, and eager withal for a trial. 
She dashed down southwardly from Sandy Hook, looking occa
sionallyat the Charts; but, feeling strong in her sweep of wipg, 
and trusting confidently in the judgment of her master, she kept, 
on the average, two hundred miles to leeward of the right track. 
Rejoicing in her many noble and fine qualities, she crowded on 
her canvas to its utmost stretch, trusting quite as much to her 
heels as to the Charts, and performed the extraordinary feat of 
crossing, the sixteenth day out from New York, the parallel of 50 
north. 

The next day she was well south of 40 north, and in the Dol
drums, longitude 340 west. 

Now her heels became paralyzed, for Fortune seems to have de
serted her a while-at least her master, as the winds failed him, 
feared so; they gave him his motive power; they were fickle, and 
he was helplessly ba1Bed by them. The bugbear of a northwed 

.. A.cccmUng to &he ~ opiDioD, tJu. was impoaaible. Vile ~ 178. 
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current oft' Cape St. Roque (~ 276) began to loom up in his im
agination, and to look alarming; then the dread of falling to lee
ward came upon him; chances and luck seemed to conspire against 
him, and the mere possibility of finding his fine ship back-strapped 
filled the mind of Nickels with evil forebodings, and shook his 
faith in his guide. He doubted the Charts, and committed the 
mistake of the passage. 

578. The Sailing Directi0n8 had cautioned the navigator, again 
and again, not to attempt to fan along to the eastward in the equa
torial doldrums; for, by so doing, he would himself engage in a 
fruitless strife with baffling airs, sometimes re-enforced in their 
weakness by westerly currents. But the winds had failed, and 80 

too, the smart captain of the Flying Fish evidently thought, had 
the Sailing Directions. They advise the navigator, in all such 
cases, to dash right across this calm streak, stand boldly on, take 
advantage of slants in the wind, and, by this device, make ewing 
enough to clear the land. So, forgetting that the Charta are 
founded on the experience of great numbers who had gone before 
him, Nickels, being tempted, turned a deaf ear to the caution, and 
flung away three whole days, and more, of most precious time, 
dallying in the doldrums. 

He spent four days about the parallel of 30 north, and his ship 
left the doldrums, after this waste of time, nearly upon the same 
meridian at which she entered them. 

She was still in 340 , the current keeping her back just as fast 
as she could fan east. After 80 great a loss, her very clever mas
ter, doubting his own judgment, became sensible of his error. 
Leaving the spell-bound calms behind him, where he had under
gone such trials, he wrote in his log as follows: "I now regret 
that, after making 80 fine a run to 50 north, I did not dash on, and 
work my way to windward to the northward of St. Roque, as I 
have experienced little or no westerly set since passing the equa
tor, while three or four days have been lost in working to the east
ward, between the latitude of 50 and 30 north, against a strong 
westerly set;" and he might have added, "with little or no wind." 

In three days after this he was clear of St. Roque. Just five 
days before him, the Hazard had passed exactly in the same place, 
and gained two days on the Fish by cutting straight across the 
doldrums, as the Sailing Directi0n8 advised him to do. 
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The Wild Pigeon, Cloning the equator also in 83°, had pasaed 
along there ten days before, as did also the Trade Wind twelve 
days after. The latter also crossed the line to the west of 34°, 
and in four days after had cleared St. Roque. 

But, notwithstanding this 1088 of three days by the Fish, who so 
regretted it, and who afterward so handsomely retrieved it, she 
found herself, on the 24th of November, alongaide of the Gilpin, 
her competitor. They were then both on the parallel of 6° south, 
the Gilpin being thirty-seven miles to the eastward, and of course 
in a better position, for the Fish had yet to take advantage of 
slants, and stand off shore to clear the land. They had not seen 
each other. 

679. The Charts showed the Gilpin now to be in the best po
sition, and the subsequent events proved the Charts to be right, 
for thence to 63° south the Gilpin gained on the Pigeon two days, 
and the Pigeon on the Fish one. 

By dashing through the Straits of Le Maire, the Fish gained 
three days on the Gilpin; but here Fortune again deserted the 
Pig-eon, or rather the winds turned against her; for as she ap
pea.red upon the parallel of Cape Hom, and was about to double 
round, a westerly gale struck her and kept her at bay for ten days, 
making little or no way, except alternately fighting in a calm or 
buffeting with a gale, while her pursuers were coming up "hand 
over fist," with fine winds and flowing sheets. 

They finally overtook her, bringing along with them propitious 
gales, when all three swept past the Cape, and crossed the paral
lel of 51 0 south on the other side of the " Hom," the Fish and the 
Pigeon one day each ahead of the Gilpin. 

The Pigeon was now, according to the Charts, in the best p0-

sition, the Gilpin next, and the Fish last; but all were doing well. 
From this parallel to the southeast trades of the Pacific the 

prevailing winds are from the northwest. The position of the 
Fish, therefore, did not seem as good. as the others, because she 
did not have the sea-room in case of an obstinate northwest gale. 

But the winds favored her. On the 30th of December the three 
ships crossed the parallel of 36° south, the Fish recognizing the 
Pigeon; the Pigeon saw only a "clipper ship," for she could not 
conceive how the ship in sight could possibly be the Flying Fish, 
as that vessel was not to leave New York for some three weeks 
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after she did; the Gilpin was only thirty or forty miles off at the 
same time. 

The race was now wing and wing, and had become exciting. 
With fair winds and an open sea, the competitors had now a clear 
stretch to the equator of two thousand five hundred miles before 
them. 

The Flying Fish led the way, the Wild Pigeon pressing her 
hard, and both dropping the Gilpin quite rapidly, who was edging 
off to the westward. 

The two foremost reached the equator on the 13th of January, 
the Fish leading just twenty-five miles in latitude, and crossing in 
1120 17';· the Pigeon forty miles farther to the east. At this 
time the John Gilpin had dropped two hundred and sixty miles 
astern, and had sagged off several degrees to the westward. 

580. Here Putnam, of the Pigeon, again displayed his tact as 
a navigator, and again the fickle winds deceived him: the belt of 
northeast trades had yet to be passed; it was winter; and, by 
crossing where she did, she would have an opportunity of making 
a fair wind of them, without being much to the west of her port 
when she should lose them. Mor,eover, it was exactly one year 
since she had passed this way before; she then crossed in logo, 
and had a capital run thence of seventeen days to San Francisco. 

Why should she not Cl'088 here again 1 She saw that the 4th 
edition of Sailing Directions, which she had on board, did not dis
countenance it, and her own experience approved. it. Could abe 
have imagined that, in consequence of this difference of forty miles 
in the crossing of the equator, and of the two houts' time behind 
her competitor, she would fall into a streak of wind which would 
enable the Fish to lead her into port one whole week 1 Certainly 
it was nothing but what sailors call U a streak of ill luck" that 
could have made such a difference. 

But by this time "John Gilpin" had got his mettle up again. 
He crossed the line in 116°-exactly two days after the other two 
-and made the glorious run of fifteen days thence to the pilot 
grounds of San Francisco. 

Thus end the abstract logs of this exciting race and these re
markable passages.. 

• Tw8Dty-fi .. daY' after that, the Trade Wind clipper came e1cmg, CIOeaed in 1 uao, 

UIIl hid a JIIIII&III of Iizteen day. theDce into San ~. 
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The Flying Fish beat: she made the passage in 92 days and 4 
hours from port to anchor; the Gilpin in 93 days and 20 hours 
from port to pilot;· the Wild Pigeon had 118. The Trade Wind 
followed, with 102 days, having taken fire, and burned for eight 
hours on the way. .. 

The result of this race may be taken as an illustration as to 
how well navigators are now brought to understand the winds and 
the currents of the sea. 

581. Here are three ships sailing on different days, bound' over 
a trackless waste of ocean for some fifteen thousand miles or more, 
and depending alone on the fickle winds of heaven, as they are 
called, to waft them along; yet, like travelers on the land, bound 
upon the same journey, they pass and repass, fall in with and 
recognize each other by the way; and what, perhaps, is still more 
remarkable, is the fact that these ships should each, throughout 
that great distance, and under the wonderful vicissitudes of cli
mates, winds, and currents which they encountered, have been 80 

skillfully navigated, that, in looking back at their management, 
now that what is past is before me, I do not find a single occa
sion, except the one already mentioned, on which they could have 
been better handled. 

There is another circumstance which is worthy of notice in this 
connection, as illustrative of the accuracy ofthe knowledge which 
these investigations afford concerning the force, set, and direction 
both of winds and currents, and it is this: 

582. I had computed the detour which these vessels would have 
to make, on account of adverse winds, between New York and 
their place of crossing the equator. The whole distance, includ
ing detour to be sailed to reach this crossing at that season of the 
year, was, according to calculation, 4115 miles. The" Gilpin" 
and the "Hazard" only kept an account of the distance actually 
sailed; the former reaching the equator after sailing 4099 miles, 
the l~tter, 4077; thus accomplishing that part of the voyage by 
sailing, the one within thirty-eight, the other within sixteen miles 
of the detour which calculation showed they would be compelled 
to make on account of head-winds. With his way blazed through 
the forest, the most experienced backwoods'man would have to 
make a detour greater than this on account of Roods in the rivers. 

II The abmac:t log of the Gi1pin iIIlilent after the pilot came on board. 
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Am I far wrong, therefore, when I l8y that the present Itate of 
our knowledge with regard to the physical geography of the sea 
has enabled the navigator to blaze his way among the winds uw1 
currents of the sea, and so mark his path that others, using 
sigN! as finger-boards, may follow in the same track 1 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

A LAST WORD. 

Braueia CcmIemIce, ~ 68&. - How Navigaton IDay obtain a Set of Maury'. W"md 
and Current Charta, 158D.-Tbe Abatract Log, 686. 

58S. I RAVE, I am aware, not done more in thia little book than 
given only a table or two of contents from the interesting volume 
which the Physical Geography of the Sea is destined some day 
to open up to us. The subject ia a comprehensive one: there is 
room for more laborers, and help ia wanted. 

Nations, no less than individuals; u stay-at-home travelers," as 
well as those who "go down to the sea in ships," are concerned 
in the successful prosecution of the labors we have in hand. 

Weare now about to turn over a new leaf in navigation, on 
which we may· confidently expect to see recorded much informa
tion that will tend to lessen the dangers of the sea, and to shorten 
the passages of vessels trading upon it. (See Appendix L.) 

We are about to open in the volume of Nature a new chapter, 
under the head of M.UlIlOl METEOROLOGY. In it are written the 
laws that govern those agents which u the winds and the sea 
obey." In the true interpretation of these laws, and the correct 
reading of this chapter, the planter as well as the merchant, the 
husbandman as well as the mariner, and states as well as indi
viduals, are concerned. All have a deep interest in these laws; 
for with the hygrometrical conditions of the atmosphere, the well
being of plants and animals is involved. The health of the invalid 
is often dependent upon a dry or a damp atmosphere, a cold blast 
or a warm wind. 

The atmosphere pumps up our rivers from the sea, and trans
ports them through the clouds to their sources among the hills; 
and upon the regularity with which this machine, whose motions, 
parts, and offices we now wish to study, lets down that moisture, 
and the seasonable supply of rain which it furnishes to each region 
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of country, to every planter, and upon all cultivated fields, depend 
the fruitfulness of this country, the sterility of that. 

The principal IQaritime nations, therefore, have done well by 
agreeing to unite upon one plan of observation, and to co-operate 
with their ships upon the high seas with the view of finding out 
all that patient research, systematic, laborious investigation, may 
reveal to us concerning the winds and the waves; and philosoph
ical travelers, and every sailor that has a ship under his foot, may 
do even better by joining in this system. 

584. By the recommendations of the Brussels Conference, ev
ery one who uses the sea is commanded or invited to make cer- . 
tain observations; or, in other words, to propound certain queries 
to Nature, and to give us a faithful statement of the replies she 
may make. 

Now, unless we have accurate instruments, instruments that 
will themselves tell the trutb, it is evident tbat we can not get at 
the real meaning of the answers that Nature may give us. 

An incorrect observation is not only useless of itself, but, when 
it passes undetected among others that are correct, it becomes 
worse than useless; nay, it is mischievous there, for it vitiates 
results that are accurate, places before us wrong premises, and 
thus renders the good of no value. 

585. Those ship-masters who, entering this field as fellow-la
borers, will co-operate in the mode and manner recommended by 
the Brussels Conference, and keep, voyage after voyage, and as 
long as required, a journal of observations and results according to 
a prescribed form-and which form is annexed, under the title of 
Abstract Log-are entitled, by sending the same, at the end of 
the voyage, to the Superintendent of the National Obsenatory, to 
a copy of my Sailing Directions, and such sheets of the Charts as 
relate to tbe cruising-ground of the co-operator. 

586. Tbere are two forms of abstract logs: one, the more elab
orate, for men-of-war; tbe other for merchantmen. Tbe observa
tions called for by tbe latter are a minimum, the least wbich will 
entitle tbe co-operator to claim the proffered bounty. It must 
give, at least, tbe latitude and longitude of the ship daily; the 
height of the barometer, and the readings of both the air and tbe 
water thermometer, at least once a day; the direction and force 
of the wind three times a day-first, middle, and latter part-at tbe 
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hours eight P.M., four A.M., and noon; the variation of the com
pass occasionally; and the set of the current whenever encounter
ed. These observations, to be worth having, must be accurately 
made; and as every thermometer and every barometer has its 
sources of error, consequently, every ship-master who undertakes 
hereafter to co-operate with us, and keep an abstract log, should 
have his barometer and thermometer accurately compared with 
Bt\mdard instruments, the errors of which have been accurately 
determined. 

These errors the master should enter in the log; the instru
ments should be numbered, and he should 80 keep the log as to 
show what instrument is in use. For instance, a master goes to 
sea with thermometers Nos. 4719, 1,12, &c., their errors having 
been ascertained and entered on the blank page for the purpose 
in the abstract log. He first uses No. 12. Let it be 80 stated in 
the column of Remarks, when the first observation is recorded, 
thus: Thermometer No. 12. During the voyage, No. 12 gets bro
ken, or for some reason is laid aside, and another, say 4719, is 
brought into use. So state when the first observation with it is 
recorded, and quote in the column of Remarks the errors both of 
Nos. 12 and 4719. Now, with such a statement of errors given in 
the log for each of the instruments, according to the number, the 
observations may be properly corrected when they come up here 
for discussion. 

It is rare to find a barometer or a thermometer that has no er
ror, as it is to find a chronometer without error. A good ther
mometer, the error of which the maker should guarantee not to 
exceed in any part of the scale one degree, will cost, in the United 
States, not less than 12, perhaps 12 50. 

The errors of thermometers sometimes are owing to inequali
ties in the bore of the tube, sometimes to errors of division on the 
scale, &c. Therefore, in comparing thermometers with a stand
ard, they should be compared, at least, for every degree between 
melting ice and blood heat. 

S 
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APPENDIX. 
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS FOR THE SECOND EDmON. 

A.-PAGII 81, ~ 118 . 

. MECHANICA.L POWER OF EVAPORATION. 

-rHB mechanical power exerted by the air and the sun in lifting 
water from the eartli, in transporting it from one place to another, 
and in letting it down again, IS inconceivably great. The utilita
rian who compares the water-power that the Falls of Niagara 
would afford if applied to machinery, is astonished at the number 
of figures which are required to express its equivalent in horse
power . Yet what is the horse-power of the Niagara, falling a few 
steps, in comparison with the horse-power that is required to lift 
up all the water that is discharged into the sea, not only by this 
river, but by all the other rivers in the world, as high as the clouds. 
The calculation has been made by engineers, and, according to it, " 
the force for making and lifting vapor from each area of one acre 
that is included on the surface of the earth, is equal to the power 
of 30 horses; and, for the whole area of the earth, it is 800 times 
greater than all the water-power in nature. 

B.-PAGII 126. ~ •• 

THE MABLSTBOM. 

THE Maelstrom, that school-books make so much of, is a whirl
pool, or rather an eddy, off the coast of Norwar, supposed to be 
created by a contlict or meeting of the tides which have been di
vided by the British Islands. 

C.-PAGII I., ~ 147. 

QUANTITY OF SOLID MATTBR IN TUB SBA. 

IT is difficult to form an adequate conception of the immense 
quantities of solid matter, in solution, which the current from the 
Atlantic carries into the Mediterranean. In the abstract log for 
March 8th, 1855, Mr. William Grenville Temple, master of the 
United States ship Levant, homeward bound, has described the 
indrauKht there: 

" Weather fine; made 11 pt. lee-way. At noon, stood in to AI-
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miria Bay, and anchored off the village of Roguetas. Found a 
great number of veasels waiting for a chance to get to the west
ward, and learned from them that at least a thousand sail are 
weather-bound between this and Gibraltar. Some of them have 
been so for six weeks, and have even got as far as Malaga, only 
to be swept back by the current. Indeed, no vessel has been a\Jle 
to get out into the Atlantic for three months past." 

Now, suppose this current, which batHed and beat back this fleet 
for so many days, ran no faster than two knots the hour. Assum
ing its depth to be 400 feet only, and its width seven miles, and 
that it carried in with it the average proportion of solid matter
say one tbirtieth-contained in sea water; and admitting these 
postulates into calculation as the basis of the computation, it ap
pears that salts enough to make no less than 88 cubic miles of 
solid matter, of the density of water, were carried into the Medi
terranean during these 90 days. Now, unless there were some es
cape for all this solid matter, which has been running into that 
sea, not for 90 days merely, but for ages, it is very clear that the 
Mediterranean would, ere this, have been a vat of very strong 
brine, or a bed of cubic crystals. 

D.-PAOli 139, ~ 267. 

TUB DBSOLATB RBGlON. 

BETWEEN Humboldt's Current and the great equatorial flow 
there is an area marked as the "desolate region," Plate IX. It 
was observed that this part of the ocean was rarely visited by tbe 
whale, either sperm or right; why, it did not appear; but obser
vations asserted tbe fact. Formerly, this part of the ocean was 
seldom whitened by the sails of a ship, or enlivened by the pres
.cnce of man. Neither the industrial pursuits of the sea nor the 
highways of commerce called him into it. Now and then a rov
ing crUlser or an enterprising wbaleman passed tbat way ~ but to 
all else it was an unfrequented part of the ocean, and so remained 
until tbe gold-fields of Australia and the guano islands of Peru 
made it a thoroughfare. All vessels bound from Australia to 
South America now pass tbrough it, and in the journals of some 
of them it is described as a region almost void of the signs of life 
in both sea and air. In the South Pacific Ocean especially, where 
there is such a wide expanse of water, sea-birds often exhibit a 
companionship with a vessel, and will follow and keell. company 
with it through storm and calm for weeks together. Even those 
kinds, as the albatross and Cape pigeon, that delight in the stormy 
regions of Cape Hom and in the inhospitable climates of the An
tarctic regions, not unfrequently accompany vessels into the per
petual summer of the tropics. 
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The sea-birds that join the ship as she clears Australia will, it 
is said, follow her to this region, and then disappear. Even the 
chir.p of the stormy-petrel ceases to be heard here, and the sea it
self IS said to be singularly barren of" moving creatures that have 
life." 

E.-PAGE 155, ~ 297. 

JlUGNESlA IN SEA WATER. 

IT is the chloride of magnesium which gives that damp, sticky 
feeling to the clothes of sailors that are washed or wetted with 
salt water. 

F.-PAOli 170, ~ 343. 

THE QUESTION "WHENCE COME THE SALTS OF THE SEA!" RECONSIDERED. 

I ONCE thought with Darwin and those other philosophers who 
hold that the sea derived its salts originally from the washings of 
the rains and rivers. I now question that opinion; for, in the 
course of the researches connected with the "Wind and Current 
Charts," I have found evidence, from the sea and in the Bible, 
which seems to cast doubt upon it. The account given in the first 
chapter of Genesis, and that contained in the hieroglyphics w\lich 
are traced by the hand of Nature on the geological column as to ' 
the order of creation, are marvelously accordant. The Christian 
man of science regards them both as true; and he never overlooks 
the fact that, while they differ in the mode and manner as well as 
in the things they teach, yet t~ey never conflict; and they con
tain no evidence going to show that the sea was ever fresh; on 
the contrary, they both afford circumstantial evidence sufficient 
for the belief that the sea was salt as far back as the morning of 
creation, or at least as the evening and the morning of the day 
when the dry land appeared. .. . 

That the rains and the rivers do dissolve salts of various kinds 
from the rocks and soil, and empty them into the sea, there is no 
doubt. These salts can not be evaporated, we know; and we 
also know that many of the lakes, as the Dead Sea, which receive 
rivers and have no outlet, are salt. Hence the inference that 
these inland water-basins received their salts from the washings 
of the soil; and consequently the conjecture arose that the great 
sea derived its salts from the same source and by the same pro
cess. But, and per contra, though these solid ingredients can not 
lJe taken out of the sea by evaporation, they can be extracted by 
nther processes. We know that the insects of the sea do take out 
it portion of them, and that the salt ponds and arms which, from 
time to time in the geological calendar, have been separated from 
the sea, afford an escape by which the quantity of cliloride of so-
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dium in its waters-the most abundant of its solid ingredients-is 
re~lated. The insects of the sea can not build their structures 
of this salt, for it would dissolve again, and as fast as they could 
seJlarate it. But here the ever-ready atmosphere comes into play, 
and assists the insects in regulating the salts. It can not take 
them up from the sea, it is true, but it can take the sea away 
from them; for it pumps up the water from these pools that have 
been barred off, transfers it to the clouds, and they deliver it back 
to the sea as fresh water, leaving the solid matter it contained in 
a solid state behind. 

These are operations that have been going on for ages; proof 
that they are still going on is continually before our eyes; for the 
" hard water" of our fountains, the marl-banks of the valleys, the 
salt-beds of the plains, and the coral islands of the sea, are monu
ments in attestation. 

There is no proof, nor is there any reason for the belief, that the 
• sea is' growing salter or fresher. Hence we infer that the opera

tions of addition and extraction are reciprocal and equal; that the 
effect of rains and rivers in washins- down is compensated by the 
processes of evaporation and secretIOn in taking out 

If the sea derived its salts originally from the rivers, the geolog-
, ical records of the past would show that river beds were scored 

out in the crust of our planet before the sea had deposited any of 
its fossil shells and infusorial remains upon it. If, therefore, we 
admit the Darwin theory, we must also admit that there was a pe
riod when the sea was without salt, and consequently without 
shells or animals either of the silicious or calcareous kind. If 
ever there were such a time, it must have been when the rivers 
were collecting and pouring in the salts which now make the brine 
of the ocean. But while the palmontological records of the earth, 
on one hand, afford no evidence of any such fresh-water period, 
the Mosaic account is far from be~ negative with its testimony 
on the other. According to it, we mfer that the sea was salt as 
early, at least, as the fifth day, for it was on that day of creation 
that the waters were commanded to "bring forth abundantly the 
moving creature that hath life." It is in obedience to that com
mand that the sea now teems with organisms; and it is marvel
ous how abundantly the obedient waters do bring forth, and how 
wonderful for variety as well as multitude their progeny is. All 
who pause to look are astonished to see how the prolific ocean 
teems and swarms with life. The moving creatures in the sea 
constitute in their myriads of multitudes one of the "wonders of 
the deep." 

The last sentence had not been copied when I received an ab
stract log from one of that noble corps of mariners who are ob- ' 
serving the phenomena of the sea for me, in which there is a very 
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aJlposite remark. Captain Foater, of the American ship "Gar
rick," the keeper of the log, is one of my most patient of observ
ers. It is his custom to amuse himself by makiiig drawings in his 
abstract log of the curious animalcube which, witli the microscope, 
he finds in the surface water alongside; and though he has been 
following the sea for many years, he never fails to express his 
wonder and amazement at the immense numbers of livl!Jg crea
tures that the microscope reveals to him in sea water. Hitherto 
his examinations related only to the surface waters, but in the log 
now before me he went into the depths, and he was more amazed 
than ever to see how abundantly the waters even there bring forth. 

"January 28th, 1855. In examining animalcule in sea water, 
I have," says he, "heretofore used surface water. This afternoon, 
after pumping for some time from the stem pump seven feet be
low the surface, I examined the water, and was surprised to find 
that the fiuid was literally alive with animated matter, embracing 
beautiful varieties." Of some he says, "Numerous heads, pur
ple, red, and variegated." 

There is wonderful meaning in that word ABUNDANTLY, as it 
stands recorded in that Book, and is even at this day repeated by 
the great waters. 

So far the two records agree, and the evidence is clear that the 
sea was salt when it received this command. Do they afford any 
testimony as to its condition previously 1 Let us examine. 

On the second day of creatlon the waters were gathered toge~
er unto one place, and the dry land appeared. Before that period. 
therefore; there were no rivers, and consequently no washings of 
brine by mists, nor dew, nor rains from the valleys amon~ the 
hills. The water covered the earth. This is the account of Rev
elation; and the account which Nature has written, in her own 
peculiar characters, on the mountain and in the plain, on the rock 
and in the sea, as to the early condition of our planet, indicates 
the same. The inscriptions on the geological column tell that 
there was a period when the solid parts of the earth's crust which 
now stand high in the air were covered by water. The geological 
evidence that it was so, with perhaps the exception of a solitary 
mountain peak here and there, is conclusive; and when we come 
to examine the fossil remains that are buried in the mountains and 
scattered over the plains, we have as much reason to say that the 
sea was salt when it covered or nearly covered the earth, as the 
naturalist, when he sees a skull or bone whitening on the wayside. 
has to say that it was once covered with fiesh. 

Therefore we have reason for the conjecture that the sea was 
salt "in the beginning," when "the waters under heaven were 
gathered together unto one place," and the dry land first appeared ; 
for, go back. as far as we may in the dim records which young Na-
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ture has left inscribed upon the geological column of her early 
processes, and there we find the fossil shell and the remains of 
marine organisms to inform us that when the foundations of our 
mountains were laid with granite, and immediately succeeding 
that remote ~eriod when the primarY' formations were completed, 
the sea was, as it is now, salt; for had it not been salt, whence 
could those creeping things which fashioned the sea-shells that 
cover the tops of the Andes, or those madrepores that strew the 
earth with solid matter that has been secreted from briny waters, 
or those infusorial deposits which astound the geologist with their 
magnitude and extent, or those fossil remains of the sea which have 
astonished, puzzled, and bewildered man in all ages-whence, had 
not the sea been salt when its metes and bounds were set, could 
these creatures have obtained solid matter for their edifices and 
structures? Much of that part of the earth's crust which man 
stirs uf in cultivation, and which yields him bread, has been made 
fruitfu by these "salts," which all manner of marine insects, 
aqueous organisms, and sea-shells have secreted from the ocean. 
Much of this portion of our planet has been filtered through the 
sea, and its insects and creeping things are doing now precisely 
what they were set about when the dry land appeared, viz., pre
serving the purity of the ocean, and regulating it in the due per
formance of its great offices. As fast as the rains dissolve the 
salts of the earth, and send them down through the rivers to the 
se" these faithful and everlasting agents of the Creator elaborate 
them into pearls, shells, corals, and precious things; and so, while 
they are preserving the sea, they are also embellishing the land 
by imparting new 8.d.aptations to its soil, beauty and variety to its 
landscapes. 

G.-PA.D. 170, ~ 344. 

Ftl'ltTBE1l OBJECTS OF THE SALTS IN THE SEA. 

"THEIlB has been another question raised which bears upon 
what has already been said concerning the offices which, in the 
sublime system of terrestrial arrangements, have been assigned to 
the salts of the sea. . 

" On the 20th of January last, Professor Chapman, of the Uni
versityCollege, Toronto, communicated to the Canadian Insti. 
tute a paper on the 'Object of the Salt Condition of the Sea,' 
which, he maintains, is 'mainly intended to regulate evap0ra
tion.' To establish this hypotliesis, he shows by a simple but 
carefully conducted set of experiments, that the salter the water, 
'the slower the evaporation from it; and that the evaporation which 
takes place in 24 liours from water about as salt as the average of 
sea water, is 0.54 per cent. less in quantity than from fresh water. 
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" This suggestion and these experiments give additional interest 
to our investigations into the manifold and marvelous offices 
which,> in the economy of our planet, have been assignecl by the 
Creator to the salts of the sea. It is difficult to say what, in the 
Divine arrangement, was the main object of making the sea salt 
and not fresh. Whether it was to assist in the regUlation of cli
mates, or in the circulation of the ocean, or in re-adapting the 
earth for new conditions by transferring solid portions of its crust 
from one part to another, and giving eml?loyment to the corallines 

. and insects of the sea in collecting thls solid matter into new 
forms, and presenting it under different climates and, conditions, 
or whether the main object was, as the distinguished professor 
suggests, to regulate evaporation, it is not necessary now or here 
to discuss. I thinlt we may regard all the objects of the salts of 
the sea as main objects. 

" But we see in the professor's experiments the dawn of more 
new beauties, and the appearance of other exquisite compensa
tions, which, in studying the' wonders of the deep,' we have so 
often paused to contemplate and admire. As the trade-wind re
gion feeds the air with the vapor of fresh water, the process of 
evaporation is checked, for the water which remains, being salter, 
plUts with its vapor less readily; and thus, by the salts of the sea, 
floods may be prevented. But again, if the evaporating surface 
were to grow salter and salter, whence would the winds derive 
vapor duly to replenish the earth with showers? for the salter the 
surface, the more scanty the evaporation. Here is compensation, 
again, the most exquisite; and we perceive how, by reason of the 
saIts of the sea, drought and famine, if not prevented, may be, and 
probably are, regulated and controlled; for that compensation 
which assists to regulate the amount of eva,Poration, is surely con
cerned in adjusting also the quantity of ram. Were the salts of 
the sea lighter instead of heavier than the water, they would, as 
they feed the winds with moisture for the cloud and the rain, re
malO at its surface, and become more niggardly in their sup'plies, 
and finally the winds would howl over the sea in very emptmess, 
and instead of cool and refreshing sea breezes to fan the invalid 
and nourish the plants, we should have the gentle trade wind 
coming from the sea in frijd}tful blasts of parched, and thirsty, and 
blighting air. But the salts, with their manifold and marvelous 
adaptations, come in here as a counterpoise, and, as the waters at
tain a certain degree of saltness, they become too heavy to remain 
longer in contact with the thirsty trade winds, and are carried 
down, because of their salts, into the depths of the ocean; and 
thus the winds are dieted with vapor in due and wholesome quan
tities. 

" In this view of the subject, and for the purpose of carrying on 
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the investigations which Professor Chapman's interesting paper 
suggests, observations upon the specific gravity of sea water be
come still more interesting. It is to be hoped, therefore, that my 
fellow-laborers at sea will not slight column 21 in the man-of-war 
abstract log."-MAURY'S Sailing Directions, 7th ed., p. 857. 

H.-PAGa 1lM, t 479. 

UFBCTS 01' ISLANDS UPON TUB TaADB WINDS. 

"THE islands. such as the Society and Sandwich, that stand 
far away from any large extent of land. have a very singular but 
marked effect upon the wind. They interfere with ilie trades 
very often, and turn them back; for westerly and equatorial 
winds are common at both these groups, in their winter time. 
Some hydrographers have taken those westerly winds of the So
ciety Islands to be an extension of the monsoons of the Indian 
Ocean. Not so: they are local, and do not extend a great way 
either from the Sandwich or Society Islands. 

"That they are local about the former group. an examination 
of sheet No.5, Pilot Chart North Pacific, WilllDstantly show. 

"It is a curious thing is this inftuence of islands in the trade
wind resion upon the winds in the Pacific. Every navigator who 
has crUIsed in those parts of that ocean has often turned with 
wonder and delight to admire the gorgeous piles of cumuli, heap
ed up and arranged in the most delicate and exquisitely beautiful 
masses that it is possible for lIeecy matter to assume. Not only 
are these piles found capping the hills among the islands, but they 
are often seen to overhang the lowest islet of the tropics, and even 
to stand above coral patches and hidden reefs, 'a cloud by day,' 
to serve as a beacon to the lonely mariner out there at sea, and 
to warn him of shoals and dangers which no lead nor seaman's 
eye has ever seen or sounded out. 

"These clouds, under favorable circumstances, may be seen 
gathering above the low coral island, and performing their office 
in preparing it for vegetation and fruitfulness in a very striking 
manner. As they are condensed into showers, one fancies that 
they are a sponge of the most exquisite and delicately elaborated 
material, and that he can see, as they' drop doWII their fatness.' the 
invisible but bountiful hand aloft that is pressing and squeezing it 
out."-MAURY'S Sailing Directions. 7th ed., p. 820. 

I.-P." .. : 248, t 641. 

WHITBNBSS 01' THB WATHlL 

CAPT. W. E. KINGMAN, of the American clipper ship the Shoot
ing Star, reports in his last abstract log a remarkable white patch, 
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in lat. 8° 46' S., long. 105° 30' E., and which, in a letter to me, 
he thus describes: 

"Thursday, July 27, 1854. At 7h. 45m. P.M., my attention 
was called to notice the color of the water, which was rapidly 
growing white. Knowing that we were in a much frequented 
part of the ocean, and having never heard of such an appearance 
being observed before in this vicinity, I could not account for it. 
I immediately hove the ship to' and cast the lead; had no bottom 
at 60 fathoms. I then kept on our course, tried the water by ther
mometer, and foood it to be 78io, the same as at 8 A.M. We 
filled a tub, containing some 60 gallons, with the water, and found 
that it was filled with. small luminous particles, which, when stir
red, presented a most remarkable appearance. The whole tub 
seemed to be alive with worms and insects, and looked like a 
grand display of rockets and serpents, seen at a great distance in 
a dark night; some of the serpents appeared to be six inches in 
length, and very luminous. We caught, and could feel them in 
our hands, and they would emit light until brought within a few 
feet of a lamp, when, upon lookin~ to see what we had, behold, 
nothing was visible; but, by the aId of a sextant's magnifier, we 
could plainly see a jelly-like substance without color. At last, a 
s.{lt!cimen was obtained of about two inches in length, and plainly 
VIsible to the naked eye; it was about the size of a large hair, and 
tapered at the ends. By bringing one end within about one fourth 
of an inch of a lighted lamp, tlie flame was attracted toward it, 
and burned with a red light; the substance crisped in burning 
something like a hair, or appeared of a red heat before being con
sumed. In a glass of the water there were several small, round 
substances (say n-th of an inch in diameter), which had the power 
of expanding to more than twice their ordinary size, and then con
tractlDg again; when expanded, the outer rim appeared like a 
circular saw, only that the teeth pointed toward the centre. 

"This patch of white water was about 23 miles in length, north 
and south, divided near its centre by an irregular strip ot dark wa
ter half a mile wide; its east and west extent I can say nothing 
about. 

" I have seen what is called white water in about all the known 
oceans and seas in the world, but nothing that would compare 
with this in extent or whiteness. Althou~h we were going at the 
rate of nine knots, the ship made no nOIse either at the bow or 
stern. The whole appearance of the ocean was like a plain cov
ered with snow. There was scarce a cloud in the heavens, yet 
the sky, for about ten degrees above the horizon, appeared as black 
as if a storm was raging; the stars of the first magnitude shone 
with a feeble light, and the 'milky way' of the heavens was al
most entirely eclipsed by that through which we were sailing . 

• 
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The scene was one of awful grandeur j the sea having turned to 
phosphorus, and the heavens being hung in blackness, and the 
stars going out, seemed to indicate that all Nature was preparing 
for that last grand con1iagration which we are taught to believe is 
to annihilate this material world . 

"After passing through the patch, we noticed that the sky, for 
four or five degrees above the horizon, was considerably illumin
ated, something like a faint aurora borealis. We soon passed out 
of sight of the whole concern, and had a fine night, without any con
flagration (except of midnight oil in trying to find out what was in 
the water). I send you this, because I believe you request your 
corps of 'one thousand assistants' to furnish you with all such 
items, and I trust it will be acceptable. But, as for its furnishing 
you with much, if any, information relative to the insects or ani
mals that inhabit the mighty deep, time will only tell j I can not 
think it will."-MA.uRY's Sailing Directions, 7th ed., p. 174. 

K.-PAOK 249, ~ MI. 

NUMBER AND SIZE OF THE INHABITA.NTS OF THB SBA. 

"WE dive into the liquid crystal of the Indian Ocean, and it opens 
to us the most wondrous enchantments of the fairy tales of our 
childhood's dreams. The strangely branching thickets bear living 
flowers. Dense masses of Meandrinas and Astrmas contrast with 
the leafy, cup-shaped expansions of the Explanarias, the variously
ramified Madrepores, which are now spread out like fingers, now 
rise in trunk-lik.e branches, and now display the most elegant ar
ray of interlacing branches. The coloring surpasses every thing: 
vivid green alternates with brown or yellow; rich tints of purple, 
from pale red-brown to the deepest blue. Brilliant rosy, yellow, 
or peach-colored N ullipores overgrow the decaying masses, and 
are themselves interwoven with the pearl-colored plates of the 
Retipores, resembling the most delicate ivory carvings. Close by 
wave the yellow and lilac fans, perforated like trellis-work, of the 
Gorgonias. The clear sand of the bottom is covered with the 
thousand strange forms and tints of the sea-urchins and star-fishes. 
The leaf-like Flustras and Escharas adhere like mosses and lich
ens to the branches of the corals j the yellow, !{l'een, and purple
striped Limpets cling like monstrous cochinealmsects upon their 
trunks. Like gigantic cactus-blossoms, sparkling in the most ar
dent colors, the Sea Anemones expand their crowns of tentacles 
upon the broken rocks, or more modestly embellish the 1iat bot
tom, looking like beds of variegated Ranunculuses. Around the 
blossoms oCthe coral shrubs play the humming-birds oCthe ocean, 
little fish sparkling with red or blue metallic glitter, or gleaming 
in golden green, or in the brightest silvery lustre. 
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" Softly, like spirits of the deep, the delicate milk-white or bluish 
bells of the jelly-fishes fioat through this charmed world. Here 
the gleaming violet and gold-~een Isabelle, and the fiaming yel
low, black, and vermilion-stnped Coquette, chase their prey; 
there the band-fish shoots, snake-like, through the thicket, like Ii 
long silver ribbon, glittering with rosy and azure hues. Then 
come the fabulous cuttle-fish, decked in all colors of the rainbow, 
but marked by no definite outline, appearing and disappearing, in
tercrossing, joining company and parting again, in most fantastic 
ways; and all this in the most rapid change, and amid the most 
wonderful play of light and shade, altered by every breath of wind, 
and every slight curling of the surface of the ocean. When day 
declines, and the shades of night lay hold upon the deep, this fan
tastic garden is lighted up in new splendor. Millions of glowi!tg 
sparks, little microscopic Medusas and Crustaceans, dance like 
glow-worms through the gloom. The sea-feather, which by day
light is vermilion-colored, waves in a greenish, phosphorescent 
light. Every corner of it is lustrous. Parts which by day were 
perhaps dull and brown, and retreated from the sight amid the 
universal brilliancy of color, are now radiant in the most wonder
ful play of green, yellow, and red light; and to complete the won
ders of the enchanted night, the silver disk, six feet across, of the 
moon-fish,· moves, slightly luminous, among the crowd of little 
sparkling stars. : 

" The most luxuriant vegetation of a tropical landscape can not 
unfold as great.wealth ofform, while in the variety ana splendor 
of color it would stand far behind this garden landscape, which is 
strangely composed exclusively of animals, and not of plants; for, 
characteristic as the luxuriant development of vegetatiOn is of the 
sea bottom of the tem:perate zones, the fullness and multiplicity 
of the marine Fauna is Just as prominent in the regions of the trop
ics. Whatever is beautiful, wondrous, or uncommon in the great 
classes of fish and Echinoderms, jelly-fishes and polypes, and the 
molluscs of all kinds, is crowded into the warm and· crystal wa
ters of the tropical ocean-rests in the white sands, clothes the 
rough cliffs, clings, where the room is already occupied, like a par
asite, upon the first comers, or swims through the shallows and 
depths of the elements-while the mass of the vegetation is of a 
far inferior magnitude. It is peculiar in relation to this, that the 
law valid on land, according to which the animal kingdom, being 
better adapted to accommodate itself to outward circumstances, 
has a greater diffusion than the vegetable kin~om; for the Polar 
seas swarm with whales, seals, sea-birds, nshes, and countless 
numbers of the lower animals, even where every trace of vegeta
tion has lc:;ng vanished in the eternally frozen ice, and the cooled 

• Ortbagon.cu. mola. 
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sea fosters no sea weed-thal this law, I say, holds good also for 
the sea, in the direction of its depth; for when we descend, vege
table life vanishes much sooner than the animal, and, even from 
the depths to which no re.y of light is capable of penetrating, 
the sounding-lead brings up news at least of living infusoria."
SCHt;BIDBN'S Lectures, p. 403-406. 

"Besides great numbers of individuals, and great rapidity of 
development, we come to absolute corporeal size. So far as we 
know, every group of animals has its largest representatives in 
water. The largest mammal, and, indeed, the largest animal now 
living upon the globe, is the whale, which, when full grown, is at 
least five times as long as the largest elephant. Among birds, the 
albatross, which sails almost exclusively over the sea, has the 
greatest expansion of wings (15 feet-); the most terrible of the 
lizard group, the crocodile, lives in the water. - - - - The largest 
of all known serpents, the Brazilian anaconda, lives, at all events, 
principally in the water, and the East India water-snakes seem to 
be among the most terrible of the poisonous kinds."-The Plant, 
by M. J. SCHUIDBN, M.D., p. 395,396. 

L.-PAGI: 271, ~ 683. 

MORAL INFLUENCE OF THE WIND AND CURRENT CIU.RTS. 

THB labor, I am encouraged to believe, is profitable to the sea
faring man. in more ways than one. Old seamen sometimes en
courage me by telling of the wholesome effects which the Wind 
and Current Charts are having in improving and advancing the 
moral condition of sailor-men. I quote the following letter, re
ceived while these pages are going through the press, in illustra
tion of what I mean; 

II Callao, JIIIlIWY 10th, 1856. 

" SIR,-Having to proceed from this to the Chincha Islands and 
remain three months, I avail myself of the present opportunity to 
forward to you abstracts of my two passages over your southern 
routes, although not required to do so until my own return to the 
United States next summer, knowing that you are less amply sup
plied with abstracts of voyages over these regions than of many 
other parts of the ocean; and, such as it is, I am happy to con
tribute my mite toward furnishing you with material to work out 
still farther toward perfection your great and glorious task, not 
only of pointing out the most speedy routes for ships to follow over 
the ocean, but also of teaching us sailors to look about us, and see 
by what wonderful manifestations of the wisdom and goodness of 
the great God we are continually surrounded. 

• I once caught one, otr Cape Hom, which meuunclllineen feet from tip to tip. 
-MAUay. 
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" For myself, I am free to confess that, for many years, I com
manded a ship, and, although never insensible to the beauties of 
nature upon the sea or land, I yet feel that, until I took up your 
work, I had been traversing the oceUl blindfolded. I did not 
think; I did not know the amazing and beautiful combination of 
all the works of Him whom you so beautifully term 'the Great 
First Thought.' 

" I feel that, aside from any pecuniary profit to myself from your 
labors, you have done me goOd as a man. You have taught me 
to look above, around, and beneath me, and recognize God's hand 
in every element by which I am surrounded. I am grateful for 
this personal benefit. Your remarks on this subject, so frequent
ly made in your work, cause in me feelings of the greatest admi
ration, although my capacity to comprehend your beautiful theory 
is very limited. 

"The man of such sentiments as you express will not be dis
pleased with, or, at least, will know how to excuse, so much of 
what (in a letter of this kind) might be termed irrelevant matter. 
I have therefore spoken as I feel, and, with sentiments of the 
greatest respect, remain your obedient servant, 

"WILLIAM L. PHINNEY, Ship 'Gertrude.' 
.. Lieutellllllt M. F. Mamy." 
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